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Abstract 
Abstract 
Integrated Modular Avionics standardises hardware and software platforms of Line Replaceable Modules 
(LRMs) and other system components in order to reduce the overall cost of system development. 
operation and maintenance. Several identical processing units within a cabinet. and fast communication 
media in the form of a backplane bus introduces further possibility of reconfiguring the system in terms of 
changing the applications performed by particular core LRMs. 
In this thesis a study into Reconfigurable Integrated Modular Avionics is presented. The main objectives 
of the project were to investigate the benefits, and feasibility of, employing autonomous dynamic in-tlight 
reconfiguration of the system as a means for providing fault-tolerance. In this approach, allowing 
processing modules to change their function permits the system to share the redundant modules as well as 
sacrificing less important avionics functions to sustain the more critical applications. 
Various architecture examples are reviewed in order to establish a system design that would support 
reconfiguration at a minimal cost. Two modified ARINC 651 architecture examples are proposed for 
implementation of dynamic in-flight reconfiguration. The benefits of reconfiguration are identified with 
the use of Markov state space analysis, and are found to be substantial with respect to the reduced number 
of redundant processing modules required to implement the system functions within the safety 
requirements. 
Suitable reconfiguration schemes are identified, and the most promising one is formally specified with the 
use of the Vienna Development Method. The safety properties of the scheme are shown based on the 
specification. In order to study the feasibility of autonomous dynamic reconfiguration, the scheme is 
implemented into two distinct systems, and the results of the practical observation of the system 
behaviour are presented and discussed. 
As the project was sponsored by the UK Civil Aviation Authority, a number of certification issues related 
to reconfigurable avionics systems are identified and discussed based on the practical implementation and 
previous theoretical analysis. 
It is concluded that dynamic in-flight reconfiguration of avionics systems can lead to substantial savings 
in terms of the reduced number of required core LRMs, and greater fault-tolerance than traditional 
non-reconfigurable systems. 
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1.1. Introduction 
This paper refers to research into the area of Reconfigurable Integrated Modular Avionics (RIMA), which 
was conducted between September 1995 and October 1998 at the University of Bristol. England. The 
original proposal came from Mr David Johnson, at the time a lecturer in the Department of Aerospace 
Engineering, and it was the UK Civil Aviation Authority who have taken interest in the subject and have 
decided to sponsor the research. Mr Steve Griffin was assigned the project manager to represent the 
interests of the UK CAA, Mr Dan Hawkes and Ms Pippa Moore also provided their invaluable comments 
and suggestions throughout the project. 
On the University side the project was initially overseen by Mr David Johnson, and after his departure in 
August '97. by Prof. Martin Lowson, the Head of Department of Aerospace Engineering at the University 
of Bristol. 
The main aim of the research was to investigate the feasibility and possible benefits of employment of 
dynamic in-flight reconfiguration of an integrated avionics system, both in terms of cost reduction and 
improved system safety. Further objectives included: 
• review of current IMA standards and proposals, and identification of a possible reconfigurable IMA 
architecture, 
• analysis of requirements with respect to system configuration, its safety and dispatch availability, 
• analysis of requirements, proposal and formal definition of a reconfiguration method suitable for 
commercial applications. 
• proof of the reconfiguration method integrity, 
• demonstration of dynamic reconfiguration, 
• establishment of certification issues related to the domain of reconfigurable avionics systems. 
The work was planned to be completed within three years between October '95 and October '98. 
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At different stages various organisations and companies were involved in the programme. This includes 
but is not limited to British Aerospace AIRBUS Ltd., GEC Marconi, Smiths Industries and British 
Airways. Close links between the University and British Aerospace allowed some of the work to be 
conducted with the use of the System Digital Control Laboratory, which involved Mr Dave Cole and Mr 
Gary Wicks in the initial phases of the programme, and later Mr John Rice and Mr Gary Yelland who 
provided technical help. 
1.2. Integrated Modular Avionics 
The total cost of avionics systems in terms of their development, manufacturing, spares, maintenance. etc. 
constitutes a significant factor in the cost of a commercial aircraft, and it has been commonly estimated as 
approximately some 30% - 40% of the total aircraft cost. Thus, there is a significant pressure to identify 
an alternative to the traditional Line Replaceable Module (LRU) or black box based designs. that would 
allow a reduction of overall cost and yet they would maintain or improve the system safety. This 
becomes particularly important in the situation where air traffic is continually increasing, and very high 
capacity passenger aircraft are likely to be introduced in the near future. 
Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) essentially proposes the replacement of many different types of 
LRUs. by a few types of standardised Line Replaceable Modules (LRMs), that are to be mounted in a 
number of racks or cabinets. Modules mounted in the same rack are expected to communicate with one 
another via a cabinet dedicated backplane bus, whilst the communications with other parts of the aircraft 
systems should be carried by separate system data buses (most probably complying with the ARINC 629 
standard [I D. The standards for commercial IMA are defined in ARINC 651 [2], which also proposes 
various architecture examples for integrated avionics which are later reviewed in Chapter 2. 
The commonality of hardware and software components is expected to allow for reduction of the initial 
development cost, as well as eliminating the necessity for storage of many different types of spare parts. 
and it should simplify the maintenance procedures. Moreover, as the LRMs become standardised. the 
previously inherent dedication between the control unit and its avionics function disappears. which 
indicates a possihility for re-allocating applications throughout the system. Allowing the system to 
., 
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dynamically reconfigure could mean that instead of carrying a great number ll( JeJlcated backup unib. 
the required "y"tem safety [3] could be maintained by sharing the backup modules between many LR~k 
or even by the introduction of backup units performing non-important functions. It is expel'led that the 
full potential of I~1A systems can only be exploited if the system is allowed dynamic reconfiguration 
during the flight. 
1.3. Reconfigurable Integrated Modular Avionics 
The idea of Reconfigurable Integrated Modular A vionics (RI~1:\) is strongly based on the principles oj 
IMA. However, unlike in traditional non-reconfigurable systems where functions are statically bound to 
processing units, the applications can be re-allocated between different LRt\1s. 
In systems employing dynamic reconfiguration a processing module can be required to perform one of 
many different functions depending on the current state of the system. In the event of a module failure. a 
RIMA system tries to minimise the safety hazard by choosing one of the less critical modules to take over 
the lost function. As the dedication between units and functions no longer exists. it is expected that 
RIMA systems should be able to operate with greatly reduced processing module redundancy (backup 
LRMs can be shared by multiple functions). It is also anticipated that other cost related benefits such as 
reduced weight of the system and its lower power consumption will follow the implementation of 
rel'onfigurable avionics systems. 
As it is the reconfiguration process itself that attempts to mInImIse the safety hazard. it has to be 
considered safety related or even safety-critical. and as such it has to comply with requirements for 
ain:I~lft systems (3]. Any design or implementation errors contained within the reconfiguration algorithm 
l'~1II casil~' callsc undcsirable interference hetween avionics systems. or even lead to catastrophic failure 
l'lHlditions (C,g. due to an implementation error a critical function could recllntigure to a less important 
one), Therefore. features such as the rCl'onfiguration scheme determinism and integrity arc (11 great 
Importance in RIMA. :\\sll. in order to eliminate possible single points III failure. the rec(lnjigur~ltll'n 
pnll'c:-":-,, should not rely lIn a single controlling module or device. Instead. the recl1nliguratlOn proces-. 
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should be distributed, with each module able to act autonomnu"ly h.l"cJ on ib obsc("\J.tions of (he ,,~stem 
state. 
When considering Reconfigurable IMA as a descendant of I\lA some generIC ISSUcS rdJ.tcd tll the 
reconfiguration method need to be discussed, that refer to the extent thJ.t rC'-'llOfiguration is [" he exploited 
by the system. In the simplest example of RI\IA reconfiguration would only be used when the J.ircraft i" 
grounded to re-utilise the available resources. Although this approach is likely to he simplest and l'.hIC,,[ 
to introduce, it does not take the full advantage a reconfigurable system can provide (during thc flight thc 
avionics system is still essentially non-reconfigurable). Therefore, to fully invcstigate the benefits III 
RIMA one has to look at dynamic in-flight reconfiguration of the system in either global (acwss the 
whole system), local (within a cabinet only) or a combined manner. 
1.3.1. Globally reconfigurable IMA 
In glohal rcconfiguration every module can at any time encounter the necessity tll perflJrlll any of the 
systcm functions. A task of any core LRM can be assigned to any other core I R \ I, thus the function 
migration process in\'olves the whole system. Clearly efforts have to be made towards the reductIOn 01 
thc fetch distance (undertaking the missing function by the nearest suitahle module and ohtaini ng the 
softwarc from thc closest possible source), but even then, in the case 01 very many module fJ.ilures, there 
may be a need for downloading the software for a relevant application from JI:-.tant SOLJrl·l'". 
Reconfiguration alTOSS thc whole system has the potential for providing a much higher 11.'\'1.'1 of fault-
tolerance than the local approach. Assuming that 50% of functions havc to be performed (the flight 
critical functions). the global reconfiguration schcme would allow 50o/e of core modules (proccs:-.mg 
units) to fail Without \'iolating the sakty constraints. I Similarly the system can lose whole cahinets due to 
1)(J\\l'I supply lault or hackplane faults and the rcst III the system will still preservc the es"clltial functions. 
Sllll1L' prohlems with :\RI\,C 629 may anSL" whcn it has to he used as the comll1Unicltlll1l mcd\lJ11l 
hctWL'L'1l cahinets. It the appliclIllln Sl,!t\\'arc has to he fetched frllm a remote module III ,l different 
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cabinet or from an external Software Store (SS), the data traffic on the system bus would increase in a 
major way, thus interfering with the whole system. Also, the time required to download the software may 
prove critical, as downloading 1 MB of software on a totally free ARINC 629 data bus would take 
approximately 8Mb I (2Mb Is) :::: 4 sec . 
Since the use of ARINC 629 as a software downloading bus is not advisable, local task storing has to be 
taken into consideration. In this approach every module stores the software for all tasks that it may ever 
be required to perform, in its local memory. To prevent a loss of an application due to a transient power 
supply fault (e.g. temporary loss of power), some non-volatile memory would have to be used for that 
purpose. 
Simple calculations for the AIRBUS A320 avionics implemented as global RIMA indicate the need for 
about 90 MB of non-volatile memory mounted into each processing module (every module stores all 88 
applications of I MB each1). The amount of 90 MB of non-volatile memory installed in every single 
LRM seems to be highly unfeasible (currently, the highest density Intel® StrataFIash™ memory chips 
could store up to 8 MB of data, thus to achieve the necessary capacity one would require some eleven 
chips on board). Moreover, if some new, more complex avionics systems would have to be considered, 
the memory requirements would grow even more. 
Introducing a dedicated redundant SS to every cabinet and providing a fast software bus (SB) could solve 
the problem of reconfiguration delay by reducing the time required for software downloading, and at the 
same time it would eliminate the need for an unfeasible amount of non-volatile memory to be installed on 
each core LRM. This, however, would increase the cost and complexity of the system. and questions 
relating to SS becoming the cabinet single point of failure and thus relating to the integrity of the method 
would stilI have to be asked. 
·Such a level of fault tolerance may not be necessary if the probability of an event (or a sequence of events) leading 
to such a condition is sufficiently low. 
1 As the actual size of each application remains a commercial secret of British Aerospace AIRBUS Ltd .. the .. lIe has 
been assumed to be of the order of I MB. which should be sufficiently large to accommodate for the gro'A1h In future 
avionics syslems. 
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Finally, it is extremely likely that the global RIMA systems will be highly complex and unsuitable for 
formal proof methods. Similarly the testing and verification of such systems become very time and 
resource consuming and their management intensely difficult, thus rendering the global reconfiguration 
approach rather unattractive for safety-critical applications. 
1.3.2. Locally reconfigurable IMA 
Local reconfiguration schemes require that the avionics functions will only migrate within a cabinet, thus 
any module in a cabinet can only be expected to undertake one of the functions that were assigned to the 
cabinet during system integration. The fetch distance is obviously limited to the cabinet or an external 
SS, and as such it should be on average shorter than in the case of global reconfiguration schemes. 
The local reconfiguration approach has not got the flexibility of the global method. With the assumption 
that 50% of functions in a cabinet are required by aircraft safety, one can easily realise that now the loss 
of anything above 50% of the modules in a cabinet may lead to the loss of a critical function. This means. 
that in a system implementing 88 functions (e.g. A320) with ten core LRMs per cabinet, the loss of just 
six modules may lead to hazardous or critical failure modes, while in the case of global reconfiguration 
the number would be around forty five. Since, however, the loss of that many modules in a single cabinet 
is expected to be extremely improbable3, such level of system fault tolerance should be quite acceptable. 
Local reconfiguration schemes should also address the problem of choosing a suitable function subset to 
be run by a cabinet. In order to achieve high reconfigurability, any set should contain as few critical 
functions as possible, and preferably spread the function criticalities equally across the whole range to 
allow for the loss of non-important functions in order to sustain the more critical ones. 
Unlike with the global reconfiguration method, the local approach does not require a huge amount of 
memory per module if the necessary tasks are to be stored locally. Assuming again the configuration of 
ten modules per cabinet (ten applications of 1 MB each), every module requires only about 10MB of on-
3C1early. Ihere is a possihility of losing cven a greater number of core modules in a cabinet as a consequencc of some 
cXll'mal conditions (e.g. fire). ThaI should. however. be extremely improbable. 
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board non-volatile memory. The feasibility of such an approach is much greater than in the case of global 
reconfiguration schemes. 
Moreover, some reconfiguration algorithms may also employ the backplane bus for software fetching 
from a local source. For example, each module could store just a number of programs. and thus the 
redundant copies of all applications could be downloaded via the backplane bus by any module required 
to reconfigure. This method, although possibly slower in some cases (i.e. should the software be 
available locally no speed difference would be noticeable). needs just a few megabytes of non-volatile 
memory per module. 
Local reconfiguration schemes do not introduce any additional traffic on the ARINC 629 system bus. and 
they avoid the possible bottleneck by using the ARINC 659 backplane bus for inter-module 
communications. However, even simple calculations show that with a totally free ARINC 659 bus. the 
delay related to downloading of a I MB application would be of the order of 250-300 ms4, which may be 
unacceptable for many functions. Thus either a module has to store all functions in its memory. or an 
additional very high-throughput bus will be required for software downloading purposes, which would 
clearly increase the cost and complexity of the system. 
Generally, systems based on the local reconfiguration approach seem to be potentially simpler, and thus 
easier to prove, verify and certify. Also, although lower than in the case of global schemes. the level of 
reconfigurability should be sufficiently high to meet all safety requirements [3]. Taking into account the 
discussion from section 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 it has been decided that the research should focus on locally 
reconfigurable IMA systems. 
1.4. Organisation of the remaining part of the paper 
In Chapter 2 the IMA architecture examples as seen in ARINC 651 [2] are reviewed with respect to their 
applicability to RIMA, based on which two possible RIMA designs are proposed. The following chapter 
4With the nominal bus throughput of 30 Mbls. uploading the I MB (8 Mb) of software would introduce a delay of: 
XMh I (30Mb Is) - 0.265. 
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revIews vanous reconfiguration methods as implemented in different applications of distributed 
computing systems. In Chapter 4 the optimal configuration of a RIMA system with respect to processing 
unit redundancy, system safety and system dispatch availability is established and analysed. Chapter 5 
identifies requirements that reconfiguration schemes employed in RIMA systems should conform to. and 
in Chapter 6 various classes of such schemes are presented and discussed. A selected reconfiguration 
scheme is further formally specified in Chapter 7, and its various properties are proven and discussed in 
Chapter 8. In the following chapter two different systems that were designed to implement dynamic 
reconfiguration and were subsequently used for its demonstration are described, and various practical 
issues regarding such systems are also discussed. Finally, in Chapter 10, certification issues related to 
Reconfigurable Integrated Modular Avionics are identified and discussed, and recommendations for 
future work are given in Chapter 11. 
s 
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2.1. Introduction 
In view of the close correspondence between IMA and RIMA systems, there is a strong incentive to base 
reconfigurable systems on architecture developed for traditional non-reconfigurable systems. Clearly, 
adding the reconfiguration scheme "on top" of an already existing IMA system would allow great 
reduction in the cost of initial system design, as well as simplifying the certification procedures of the 
final architecture. 
Five different IMA architecture examples can be found in the ARINC 651 report. It is believed that those 
design proposals came from various companies involved in research into integrated avionics systems, and 
as such they should be considered a particularly attractive choice for the implementation of a 
reconfigurable system. This simply follows the fact that all the initial design work has already been 
completed, and in addition the organisations in question should be less reluctant to contemplate the 
introduction of dynamic reconfiguration into their system, if it does not require a great deal of additional 
effort. Thus, the IMA architecture examples have been chosen for investigation in preference to those 
found in [4], [5], [6]. [7] or [8], and referring to various parallel or distributed computing systems. 
In this chapter IMA architecture examples as seen in the ARINC 651 report are reviewed with respect to 
their possible application to a reconfigurable system. Two RIMA architecture examples are then 
proposed. which aim to maximise the system reconfigurability and related benefits. These examples also 
attempt to minimise changes required to the underlying IMA design to avoid unnecessary development 
costs. 
2.2. Review of ARINC 651 IMA architecture proposals 
In this section IMA architecture examples from ARINC 651 (section 6) are analysed and thcir strcngths 
and weaknesses are identified. Also. their applicability for reconfiguration is investigated and assessed. 
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2.2.1. ARINC 651 architecture "A" 
2.2.1.1. Overview 
Architecture "A" follows the ARINC 700 based avionics systems design and consists of four cabinets 
interconnected via the ARINC 629 data bus (see Figure 2.1). 
Every core LRM implements a particular aVIOnICS function that resides in the module non-volatile 
memory and is performed by a central processor with the use of the module Random Access Memory 
(RAM). Every processing module executes a single application, so there is no need for any sophisticated 
memory management as function partitioning is provided on the module level. All modules (processing. 
YO, gatewayslbus bridges) include an interface to the backplane bus - used for the inter-module 
communications - and to the power supply. 
Cabinet I 




~ ______ c_a_b_in_e_t_3 ______ ~I_ 
LRMO 
. xx"'" ." 0...~" 
LRMI LRM2 ••• LRM2~ 
Line Replaceable Modules 





-- ARINC 659 backplane bus 
LRM25 PM2 
Power module 
Figure 2.1. ARINC 651 IMA architecture example "A". 
Although each core LRM performs strictly one program it can use multiple processors internally in order 
to provide a sufficient level of fault tolerance. Therefore the processing element in the module may be of 
the form of an n-version multiprocessor (where each processor performs identical functions and the 
results are voted), or a single version multiprocessor (where each processor in the processing element 
may perform different sub-functions implemented by the software). 
The design of a cahinet employs primarily similar hardware redundancy in order to provide fault 
tolerancc. Howcver. the use of dissimilar hardware is not excluded if there is a need for such redundancy. 
lO 
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Since modules in cabinets are closely bound to specific avionics functions. different cabinets may be of a 
different design. for example with respect to the presence of dedicated 110 modules. Gateway or bus 
bridge modules are responsible for data exchange between the ARINC 629 global data bus and the 
ARINC 659 backplane bus; at the same time 110 modules convert analogue signals from simple devices 
(which are unable to connect directly to the ARINC 629 data bus) to digital data and make it available on 
the backplane bus. 
2.2.1.2. Advantages and shortcomings 
In this section various features of the architecture being discussed are presented with emphasis on their 
beneficial characteristics or associated drawbacks. 
Advantages: 
• Fault detection and isolation is restricted to a single module and thus could prove to be relatively 
simple. Good function partitioning follows naturally from the design as exactly one program is 
executed by any single module. 
• There is no need for any sophisticated memory management to provide software partitioning in a 
module, since each processing LRM memory is dedicated to a single program. Some memory 
management may, however, be necessary if multiple processes are needed to implement a single 
program on a single processing element. 
• A failure of any core LRM implies a loss of a single function. so that error messages for the crew can 
be simple and unambiguous. 
Shortcomings: 
• A decrease in flexibility of avionics systems employing architecture "A" can be expected. based on a 
somewhat artificial assumption that there are exactly four cabinets. Each cabinet would provide the 
processing power for a quarter of the system functions. so the possibilities of a "free" assignment of 
different functions to different cabinets would be significantly reduced. Similarly in case of future 
growth in avionics. the explicit number of four cabinets per system may be too restrictive and 
installing a huge number of modules to a cabinet may not be feasible. However. this IMA architecture 
could be employed if the restriction on the number of cabinets were abandoned. 
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• All cabinets are specialised to perform certain aVIODlCS functions based on the availability of 
specialised 110 LRMs, and thus their interchangeability is rather restricted. However. since the idea of 
IMA implies only module standardisation, cabinet design dissimilarity does not violate any 
architectural constraints. 
• Some bottlenecks can be encountered on gateways and/or bus bridges, especially as ARINC 629 bus 
is about fifteen times as slow as ARINC 659. However, since IMA architecture is based on those two 
buses, the problem of throughput difference is rather generic and possible delays may occur even 
when a module communicates with the direct use of the global data bus. Moreover. gateways (bus 
bridges) can easily be designed to be sufficiently fast to reduce latency, thus the time delays would 
only be related to waiting for the global data bus access. 
2.2.1.3. Applicability for reconfiguration 
In order to perform efficient reconfiguration one would require a number of non-dedicated modules 
capable of running any downloaded program. In architecture "A", however, all modules are dedicated to 
performing certain functions and are closely bound to them. Although a big number of processing 
modules per cabinet gives great potential for reconfiguration, the modules specialisation violates 
constraints of reconfiguration and diminishes the applicability of the design "A" for dynamic 
reconfiguration. 
In addition, the implied use of many dedicated 110 modules in a cabinet restricts the applicability of the 
global reconfiguration approach. For example, a function performed in cabinet X requires a dedicated 110 
module that is unavailable in cabinet Y, so this function could not be executed in cabinet Y, even if the 
required program was successfully downloaded. This problem could be solved, or at least reduced, by the 
use of remote data concentrators (RDC) employed to pass signals from devices using the global data bus 
as the communication media. 
If the strict dedication of processing units to avionics functions is abandoned, the use of similar hardware 
for redundancy purposes gives a possibility for some reconfiguration (the same design of modules makes 
them suitable for interchanging software). 
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In view of the above discussion the design of architecture" A" has to be branded as not especially 
attractive for implementation of RIMA. 
2.2.2. ARINC 651 architecture "B" 
2.2.2.1. Overview 
Architecture liB" proposes very powerful and fault-tolerant processing modules as a core for every 
cabinet. Each cabinet includes only one processing element with dedicated va, data bus interface and a 
power supply (see Figure 2.2 below). The number of cabinets is not defined and will vary depending on 
system requirements. 
1
110 I 1/0 1 110 I 1/0 
Fault tolerant 1/0 Fault tolerant 110 Fault tolerant 110 Fault tolerant 1/0 
Fault tolerant Fault tolerant Fault tolerant Fault tolerant 
processing processing processing processing 
element element element element 
Fault tolerant Fault tolerant Fault tolerant Fault tolerant 
interface interface interface interface 
I I I I 
System left 
System right 
Figure 2.2. ARINC 651 IMA architecture example "B". 
All the cabinet processing is performed by only one core module executing multiple applications. Since 
there are different programs running on each processing unit, memory management is implemented in 
hardware to provide good software partitioning and transparency for applications. The software 
executive is responsible for the scheduling and control of executed programs. The core module is 
fault-tolerant; this is achieved internally by redundancy of processor components (minimally a pair of 
dual redundant processors). Analogously, the design of va and power supply modules aims for fault 
tolerance; that is implemented by similar hardware redundancy, so that a cabinet as a whole can be 
considered fault-tolerant. On the system level. redundant cabinets provide additional fault tolerance and 
system availability. 
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2.2.2.2. Advantages and shortcomings 
At this place several features of the architecture being discussed are presented with emphasis on their 
beneficial characteristics or associated drawbacks. 
Advantages: 
• The architecture "B" design aims to achieve a great level of fault tolerance across the whole system on 
every level (module. cabinet. system). Due to internal redundancy (which is transparent for 
applications). the expected mean time between failures (MTBF) for the core LRMs can be very high 
and thus requiring maintenance in long time intervals. 
• The demand for spares with this approach is very minimal, since there are few types of modules (core. 
power supply and a few standard and specialised 110 modules). 
• Hardware implemented memory management makes the memory of different applications 
impenetrable for one another and thus eliminates a possible danger of software errors affecting 
different avionics functions. Different avionics sub-systems are independent even if their functions are 
executed by a single module. 
Shortcomings: 
• Although the processing modules are standardised (and they could be moved between cabinets), since 
there is no means for core LRM interchangeability within a cabinet, the main constraints of the IMA 
approach seem to be violated. With this architecture a cabinet can be thought of as an equivalent of a 
black box (LRU) in the traditional approach to avionics systems design. The only standard modules 
that can be maintained separately and interchanged within a cabinet are the 110 and power supply 
modules. However, the close physical dependence between 110 modules and core modules renders 
even this task rather difficult. 
• Highly sophisticated and complex core LRMs are likely to be very expensive. The market for such 
complicated units can be expected to be rather limited, and the number of manufacturers willing to 
design and produce the LRMs also to be very small.5 
5 The flight ~ontrol computer on a Boeing 777 can be thought of as an cllample of such a highly complc, 
fault-tolerant module. and its price is cstimated to be some US $600.000. Due to thc SCmiltlve naturc of thIS 
information the price can only be esllmated hascd on informal discussions with vanous aerospace rclaleJ (ompamc\ 
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• Although fault-tolerant, in case of a major failure of the core module, the system will encounter a 
significant degradation of operation due to the loss of many different functions. That could possibly 
affect many avionics sub-systems. 
• Authors of the design claim the system determinism to be one of its features, which could simplify 
system certification. However, when concurrent scheduled computing systems are considered. formal 
methods for proof and verification are likely to be unfeasible in practice. This will be even more 
complex as the set of tasks being executed by a particular unit changes due to reconfiguration. 
2.2.2.3. Applicability for reconfiguration 
In principle, reconfiguration takes place when a core module undertakes a function previously performed 
by another module. In the case of an avionics system based on design "B" there is no immediate 
possibility of a single function loss. A failure of a core LRM would be followed by a loss of many 
functions that would have to be undertaken by other modules. Since, however. there is only one core 
module per cabinet, the reconfiguration could take place only between cabinets. That would imply that 
every cabinet would have to be able to store programs for all avionics functions, and thus the non-volatile 
memory requirements would grow significantly. Alternatively some additional software storing modules 
would have to be added to the system. 
The method for reconfiguring many functions at the same time (equivalent to simultaneous failures of 
many core LRMs in architecture "A") is likely to be complex, and so, difficult to be proven correct or 
tested. Also the traffic on the ARINC 629 global data bus will be significantly increased due to messages 
related to reconfiguration. 
Theoretically there exists a possibility of a single function loss due to a fault in the memory management 
hardware. In that case, the affected core module could reconfigure itself to preserve the most critical 
functions. However, since the memory management hardware is built into the processing unit. its fault 
would probably affect all the tasks being executed leading again to the loss of multiple applications. On 
the other hand. if the memory management had not been integrated with the processor. a fault of the 
memory management software or hardware would still be of a critical nature and could lead to ~llmc 
undesirable interference between processes and to highly critical modes of failure. 
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2.2.3. ARINC 651 architecture "C" 
2.2.3.1. Overview 
In architecture "C" based systems, processing is distributed between several cabinets. Each cabinet 
employs multiple core modules to provide the processing power, a number of gatewaylbus bridge 
modules for interfacing the global ARINC 629 data bus, power supply modules and a varying number 
(possibly none) of dedicated 110 modules. All modules are connected to the ARINC 659 backplane bus 
and all inter-module communications are handled on the backplane bus (see Figure 2.3). 
CABINET 1 110 CABINET n 
110 
CORE 






I L Power 
AlC Power 
\ \ 
AlC Power \ \ 
Power ~ \ 
/ \ 
L Backplane bus (ARINC 659) Global Databus 
ARINC629 
Backplane bus (ARINC 659) ~ 
Figure 2.3. ARINC 651 IMA architecture example "C". 
All the processing in core modules is based on single executive - multiple application (SEMA) basis. 
Several avionics functions can be executed by a single module. However, one difference to the 
architecture "B" core module is that it does not have to be as powerful, and multiple core LRMs are 
employed to provide the functionality of a cabinet. Also unlike the previously discussed design. 
architecture "C" processing elements are physically separated from their 110 interface. 
Similarly to the previous example. the memory management in core modules is supported by dedicated 
hardware built into the processor. This technique makes the memory partitioning robust and transparent 
for software applications. 
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Although it is not shown in Figure 2.3 (above), the cabinet components such as power supply, YO and 
gateway modules are duplicated for redundancy to achieve the necessary level of fault tolerance. The 
ARINC 659 backplane bus and ARINC 629 global data bus are duplicated in an analogous manner. 
2.2.3.2. Advantages and shortcomings 
In this section various features of the architecture being discussed are presented with emphasis on their 
beneficial characteristics or associated drawbacks. 
Advantages: 
• The architecture design points to the employment of RDCs and smart actuators as a possible way to 
avoid the unnecessary use of dedicated YO modules and to reduce the complexity of system upgrades. 
Cabinets without YO modules acquire their data from the ARINC 629 data bus, and thus their location 
on the aircraft can be freely chosen. On the other hand, a dedicated YO module should be placed 
relatively close to its data source/sink in order to reduce discrete wiring. This could be perceived as an 
undesirable limitation. 
• The use of a physically independent YO module for acquiring analogue data, converting it to a digital 
form and making it available on the backplane bus, makes the core modules fully interchangeable and 
independent from their avionics functions. There is no dedication of core modules to any particular 
avionics functions. 
• Hardware implemented memory management makes the memory of different applications 
impenetrable for one another, and thus eliminates the danger of software errors affecting different 
avionics functions. 
Shortcomings: 
• A generic problem of possible bottlenecks that could be encountered when gateway modules interface 
different speed data buses is present in this design. This problem was also present in architecture 
example "A". 
• Some new common mode failures have to be considered in relation to the use of gateway modules. 
Since gateways are responsible for passing data to and from many core LRMs that may perform 
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functions from different avionics sub-systems, their failures could affect many avionics functions and 
lead to unacceptable system degradation. Therefore. the gateway modules will have to be 
fault-tolerant by design and should be duplicated for redundancy. 
• The possibility of executing multiple applications by any core module introduces the danger of a loss 
of many functions due to a failure of a single module. Also inter-dependence between different 
avionics sub-systems may occur if one core LRM is to perform functions belonging to distinct 
aVIOnICs. 
• Due to its high complexity and integration, the certification of a system based on mUltiple application 
processing modules can be difficult, and the formal methods are unlikely to be employed. 
2.2.3.3. Applicability for reconfiguration 
The use of multiple undedicated core modules per cabinet gIves a certain potential for the local 
reconfiguration approach. The modules could undertake each other functions in case failures. that could 
be stored internally in the module non-volatile memory. A detailed analysis should be performed to 
establish the amount of non-volatile memory required to store all functions performed within the cabinet. 
The multi-application approach to processmg may introduce some problems to the reconfiguration 
domain. A failure of a single module will cause the loss of several functions. so the reconfiguration 
method gets more complex, and its proof of reliability becomes more difficult. That could be resolved by 
abolishing multitasking core LRMs in favour of a greater number of simpler modules. 
Unlike in the case of architecture "B", the messages related to reconfiguration will travel on the backplane 
bus, which provides much greater capacity than the ARINC 629 bus. Thus, the reconfiguration algorithm 
will not introduce a significant relative growth of traffic on the bus as in example "B". 
Architecture "C" gives quite good opportunities for reconfiguration with respect to both local and global 
approaches. In order to reduce the complexity of the reconfiguration algorithm. some changes to the 
processing modd implemented by the core LRMs could be required. This would most likely involve a 
replaccment of the single executive multiple applications model with the alternative singlc executive 
single application implementation. If the amount of non-volatile memory necessary to store all required 
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functions in a module is too big, an external software store device could be added and some means of 
retrieving the programs provided. 
2.2.4. ARINC 651 architecture "D" 
2.2.4.1. Overview 
Architecture "D" achieves its processing power by employing a number of processing modules. Each 
module is capable of downloading and executing any application that can be executed concurrently. so 
that one module can support multiple applications. The software for the avionics functions is stored in 
separate application modules using their non-volatile memory. There is no notion of dedicated I/O 
modules and all data transfer is based on the ARINC 629 data bus with the use of bus bridge modules for 
data exchange between global and backplane data buses (see Figure 2.4 below). 
Backplane bus 629 Data buses 
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Fi~ure 2.4. ARINC 651 IMA architecture example "0". 
The number of core processing modules is not 
defined by the design and depends on the 
required processing capacity. Each core LRM 
includes interfaces to the power supply and the 
ARINC 659 backplane bus, application 
controller, some small non-volatile memory for 
storing software executive and large RAM for 
executing application programs. Memory 
management IS hardware implemented 
(similarly to examples "B" and "Cit), and 
provides robust and impenetrable software 
partitioning. The software executive IS 
responsible for scheduling. controlling and 
executing multiple applications. 
The application modules include large non-volatile memory for storing application programs and data. a 
central processor and mcmory managemcnt unit. small RAM for handling application status information. 
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ARINC 659 110 buffer and interfaces to power supply and ARINC 659 backplane bus. Each application 
module can store programs for one or more avionics functions. 
On the cabinet level fault tolerance is provided by replication of application programs on redundant core 
LRMs. that if necessary. can be based on dissimilar hardware. On the LRM level fault tolerance can be 
achieved by internal fault detection and isolation. and by providing redundancy of tasks performed by the 
core. Redundant copies may be of different design and implementation to avoid generic errors. 
To ensure an even greater level of fault tolerance. architecture "D" provides the capability for dynamic 
reconfiguration by means of a reconfiguration function. In the case of an application module or 
processing module failure. the reconfiguration function - with the use of reconfiguration strategy tables -
tries to allocate affected applications to available processing modules either internally in the cabinet. or 
externally to other cabinets. Moreover. based on a flight phase it could determine which applications are 
unnecessary and withdraw them from execution (e.g. braking function during cruise). 
2.2.4.2. Advantages and shortcomings 
In this section various features of the architecture being discussed are presented with emphasis on their 
beneficial characteristics or associated drawbacks. 
Advantages: 
• Since each core module provides a general capacity for processing and is capable of supporting any 
necessary function. there is no notion of dedication between an LRM and an avionics function. 
Moreover, tasks executed by a core LRM are attributed to the module at system start-up rather than 
during the design phase. 
• The set of avionics functions available within a cabinet depends only on application modules. This 
adds more flexibility to the system and cabinets that - being capable of processing any required 
software - can be configured for re-use even on different aircraft. This. when combined with the lack 
of any dedicated UO modules, renders the cabinet fully functionally independent. 
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• Cabinets free of any dedicated YO modules can be placed in any maintenance accessible place and 
thus leave more space for pay-load volume. Also, one could expect a reduction in discrete wiring 
following the lack of any YO modules inside the cabinets. 
• As in the case of IMA architecture example "B", hardware implemented memory management makes 
the memory of different applications impenetrable for one another, and allows the elimination of some 
of the possible problems with memory consistency. 
• The possibility of dynamic reconfiguration is embedded in the architecture design, and makes it rather 
attractive for implementation as reconfigurable IMA. 
Shortcomings: 
• The possibility of executing multiple applications by any core module introduces the danger of a loss 
of many functions due to a failure of a single module. Also inter-dependence between different 
avionics sub-systems may occur if one core LRM is to perform functions interacting with distinct 
avionics. 
• Due to the high integration and complexity of systems based on multiple applications processing 
modules, the certification of such systems can prove to be difficult, and the formal methods are 
unlikely to be employed. 
• The generic problem of interfacing different speed data buses can again be observed in this design, as 
it employs bus bridge modules for data exchange between the backplane and system data buses. 
• The bus bridge modules - which are equivalent to gateway modules in the previous design (example 
"e") - should be considered equally critical, and similar observations about their fault tolerance are 
valid in this case. 
2.2.4.3. Applicability for reconfiguratioD 
Although a possibility for dynamic reconfiguration is provided as a part of the architecture design, some 
problems may arise. 
Firstly. design authors seem to dedicate the ARINC 659 backplane bus to download application software 
to processing elements. However. since the backplane bus will also be used for inter-module 
communkations and for signal handling to and from the cabinet. its capacity is unlikely to be !->ufficicnt. 
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Moreover, as any single core LRM could execute multiple avionics functions, its failure would lead to the 
need for the reconfiguration of many applications at the same time, and thus it would introduce a serious 
traffic problem on the ARINC 659 backplane bus. An additional software downloading bus could 
possibly solve this problem. Secondly, the method for reconfiguring many functions at the same time 
(following a failure of a multiple application core LRM) is likely to be complex and its formal proof 
difficult or unfeasible. 
Despite these shortcomings, one has to emphasise some of the architecture features that make it very 
attractive for reconfiguration. All necessary software is already available in the cabinet, possibly with 
some redundancy. Also, since application modules are capable of storing the application state, 
reconfiguration of functions requiring state information might prove to be somewhat easier. 
Architecture "D" looks very promising for as a basis for a reconfigurable IMA system. 
2.2.5. ARINC 651 architecture "E" 
2.2.5.1. Overview 
The cabinets for architecture "E" include core processing modules, standard and specialised 110 modules, 
bus bridge or gateway modules and power supply modules as in Figure 2.5 (below). Modules within a 
cabinet communicate via the ARINC 659 backplane bus, and the communication between cabinets is 
based on the ARINC 629 global data bus. The number of core LRMs and dedicated 110 modules in a 
cabinet can vary depending on the actual system requirements. 
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Figure 2.5. ARINC 6SIIMA architecture Hample "E". 
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Core modules provide processing capacity for mUltiple applications, and it is the executive software that 
enforces strict segregation between applications. They also maintain application scheduling. health 
monitoring and inter-application communications. Programs executed by a module and their data are 
stored in the module non-volatile memory, and RAM is used for actual program execution. Core module 
hardware is standardised and independent from the executed program. The avionics functions performed 
by a processing module depend only on the software downloaded during cabinet configuration. There is 
no provision for dynamic reallocation of resources and the distribution of application is decided during 
system design and integration. 
Applications performed by a single module share some global memory to facilitate their mutual 
communications. Also each application has its own memory space guarded from other applications by 
the executive software. 
2.2.5.2. Advantages and shortcomings 
At this place several features of the architecture being discussed are presented with emphasis on their 
beneficial characteristics or associated drawbacks. 
Advantages: 
• The use of independent 110 modules for acquiring analogue data, converting it to a digital form and 
making it available on the backplane bus, makes the core modules fully interchangeable and 
independent from their avionics functions, however it could constrain the set of functions performed 
within the cabinet. There is no presumed dedication between core modules and avionics functions. 
• The possibility of a direct connection of a core module to the global data bus (ARINC 629) reduces 
the problem of a possible bottleneck on gatewaylbus bridge modules. Also, bus bridge modules may 
become less critical as they are no longer responsible for passing all the data to and from the cabinet. 
However, a new problem may arise when a core LRM processing has to be suspended due to waiting 
for an access to the ARINC 629 data bus. That could be avoided if data bus transactions were handled 
independently of the main processing element. 
Shortcomings: 
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• The possibility of executing multiple applications by any core module introduces the danger of a loss 
of many functions due to a failure of a single module. 
• The executive software based application partitioning does not seem to be as strong as in the case of 
the hardware equivalents (architectures "B", "C" and "D"). Executive software has to be developed 
most carefully in order to eliminate any generic errors. A failure in memory management may lead to 
a loss of many avionics functions possibly affecting many avionics sub-systems. 
• Due to various memory consistency issues, the certification of a system based on mUltiple applications 
processing modules may become even more difficult in the case of a shared memory system. 
Applications communicating with the use of the global memory interface introduce the danger of 
errors affecting many avionics functions or sub-systems. 
• The large number of different types of 110 modules introduces unnecessary specialisation to the 
cabinet. Also, the placement of cabinets is no longer unlimited due to consideration of discrete wiring 
necessary for signal handling from data source to an 110 module and back to its data sinks. 
2.2.5.3. Applicability for reconfiguration 
The design does not provide any means for resource reallocation, and the situation gets even worse when 
the use of specialised 110 modules has to be considered, as the specialisation significantly reduces the 
applicability of global reconfiguration approaches. 
The certification of a reconfigurable system based on architecture "E" might also prove difficult due to 
the major role of the software executive, and the multiple applications performed by any module. A 
failure of a core module would involve the need for reconfiguring many functions at the same time 
(equivalent to simultaneous failures of many core LRMs in architecture "A"), which is likely to be 
complex, and thus difficult to be proven or tested. 
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2.2.6. Discussion 
2.2.6.1. Common features and generic problerm 
Although the five examples of IMA architecture discussed in this chapter differ, one can identify certain 
common features, since they all implement the idea of!MA. Also, there are several generic problems 
that, as shown in the ARINC 65 I IMA architecture examples, can be solved in many different ways. 
• Core modules and computation models. The designer can base the processing model on a Single 
Executive Single Application (SESA) approach or provide an operating system for parallel or 
concurrent computation. The processing capacity of a core LRM can vary from a simple, single 
application computer (ARINC 651 example "A") to highly complex, multiple application. 
fault-tolerant modules as in example liB". Also, the choice has to be made as to whether the modules 
are to be based on similar or dissimilar hardware in order to achieve the required fault tolerance. 
• Buses. It seems inevitable that ARINC 629 will be employed as the global system data bus. Although 
the backplane bus is most likely to be implemented according to the ARINC 659 specification [9], 
there exists a possibility for employing some alternative solutions. For example, current work on IMA 
carried out by British Aerospace use FDDI as a backplane bus for demonstration purposes (see 
Chapter 9). Some problems may arise due to the synchronous nature of the ARINC 659 data bus. The 
ARINC 653 report strongly suggests that all core modules should be synchronised by the backplane 
bus; that may be unfeasible as synchronisation of many, possibly dissimilar, processing elements can 
be complex and difficult. On the other hand strict synchronisation of communications could enforce 
the deterministic behaviour of the cabinet as a whole, that could simplify testing and certification of 
such systems. 
• Interfacing the global data bus. The problem of data exchange between cabinets and remote devices 
is common to all designs. Some solutions propose bus bridge/gateway modules to provide an interface 
between the backplane and the global data bus, while some provide a possibility of direct core LRM -
global data bus communications. 
• Dedicated 110 modules. Most of the IMA architecture examples proposed in ARINC 651 employ 
some form of 110 modules. They can be either core LRM dependent (as in example liB") or can be 
implemented as totally independent modules to convert analogue signals to their digital form and 
transfer them onto a backplane bus. The architecture example "D" avoids possihlc problems related to 
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I/O modules with the use of smart actuators and remote data concentrators that provide all the required 
signals in the digital form on the ARINC 629 global data bus. 
2.2.6.2. Prospects of dynamic reconfiguration 
From the discussion on the ARINC 651 IMA architecture examples, several features that make 
reconfiguration unattractive or unfeasible can be established. 
• Having a small number of cabinets in the system decreases its flexibility. The possibility of a "free" 
assignment of different functions to different cabinets would be significantly reduced if the system 
functionality was to be provided by just a few cabinets. That would have a serious impact on the 
applicability of any global reconfiguration method. On the other hand, however, an increased number 
of core modules per cabinet increases the applicability of local reconfiguration schemes, which seem 
to be more attractive than any global approach (see sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2). 
• An option employing very powerful processing modules to provide the functionality for the whole 
cabinet, immediately disables any local reconfiguration scheme. Also, in case of a loss of such a core 
module, there would be a need for reconfiguration of many of the cabinet functions (excluding only 
functions whose loss would lead to some minor or possibly major failure conditions). That would 
significantly increase the complexity of the reconfiguration scheme, and the traffic on the global data 
bus (the backplane buses have to be excluded when the only applicable approach is global 
reconfiguration). This IMA architecture, however, may be very attractive if reconfigurability is not 
required (IMA rather than RIMA). 
• In the case of core LRMs executing multiple applications (SEMA), the system has to face a danger of 
a loss of many functions due to a failure of a single module. To reduce this danger, core modules 
would have to be internally fault-tolerant (that would increase their complexity and price), or some 
dedicated redundancy would have to be employed. Generally with this core LRM design 
reconfiguration methods become complex and difficult to prove correct. Thus, the SEMA model of 
computation seems to be less practical for reconfiguration than the single executive single application 
model (SESA). 
• Any dedication of a core LRM to an avionics function reduces the applicability of any reconfiguratitln 
approach. When there are no means for in-flight software downloading (where a function is 
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permanently' assigned to a core module, as in example "A"), the dynamic reconfiguration is simply 
impossible. However, static on-ground reconfiguration could still allow the aircraft to be dispatched 
even if some modules are off-line. 
Commentary 
This of course raises questions related to F AAlCAA regulations forbidding dispatch 
of an aircraft with a known failure, and is likely to be considered as one of a number 
of certification issues regarding reconfigurable IMA systems. 
• The use of a backplane bus for downloading software is not desirable for the purposes of dynamic in-
flight reconfiguration. The ARINC 659 data bus is generally not fast enough to provide the necessary 
capacity for supporting inter-module communications, data transfer to and from modules and software 
downloading. Moreover, employing a highly critical resource - the backplane bus - for downloading 
software would introduce some additional safety hazard to the system as a whole. 
• Dedicated VO modules introduce unnecessary specialisation to the cabinet. The choice of functions 
performed within a cabinet is restricted by the VO requirements and the availability of VO modules. 
The global reconfiguration is unfeasible, and only the local approach could be implemented. Also, 
dedicated VO modules constitute possible points of failure, and as such would have to be designed to 
be fault-tolerant and appropriate redundancy would have to be employed. 
Several of the features of the IMA architecture examples discussed in this chapter can be described as 
highly desirable for reconfiguration purposes. 
• The SESA model of computation - proposed in example "A" - implies a loss of a single function in 
case of a core LRM failure. This is a preferable model when dynamic reconfiguration is to be 
considered. Reconfiguration schemes based on reconfiguring a single function in case of a single 
failure are likely to be much less complex than any method applied to a SEMA model, and as such 
more suitable for formal proof methods. Note that the term "function" could also describe a group of 
functions being inseparable (always reconfigured together). Such defined "functional groups" could 
be then treated as single applications. and the reconfiguration method would see the SESA model 
instead of SEMA. 
'Function assignment could he changed only as a result of some static reconfiguration procedure. thaI would not he 
applicahlc during an aircraft flight phase. 
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Standardised general purpose core modules based on similar hardware constitute a good feature for 
reconfiguration purposes. The lack of any dedicated core LRMs gives a great potential for local 
dynamic reconfiguration schemes. This can be further extended to global methods if there are no 
dedicated 110 modules in the cabinet, and thus a set of functions performed within the cabinet can be 
relatively freely chosen. 
• Application modules, as proposed in architecture "0", increase the applicability of dynamic 
reconfiguration to an IMA architecture. In case of a failure of a core module, its function can be 
undertaken by another core LRM, and the necessary software downloaded from an appropriate 
application module. Possible replication of software across many application modules gives a 
necessary level of fault tolerance. Moreover, since application modules are capable of storing function 
state, the task of state preservation may prove somewhat easier to accomplish. Also, an application 
module could store a local database necessary for some functions (e.g. navigation). 
• An extensive use of ROCs and smart actuators leads to a reduction or even elimination of the need for 
any dedicated 110 modules (example "0"). As mentioned above any 110 module present in a cabinet 
introduces unnecessary specialisation and restricts functions that can be performed within this cabinet. 
• The possibility of a direct connection between a core module and the ARINC 629 data bus can 
increase the applicability of a global reconfiguration method. In the case of global reconfiguration, 
some extra traffic can be expected on gateways or bus bridges that can be easily avoided if core 
modules are directly connected to the system data bus. However, since even the ARINC 659 data bus 
seems to be too slow for dynamic in-flight software downloading, it is highly unlikely the ARINC 629 
bus - which is about fifteen times slower - would be employed for that purpose. 
2.2.6.3. Reconfigurable IMA 
Having established the desired features of a Reconfigurable IMA architecture one could try to adopt the 
most promising architecture examples for the purpose of reconfiguration. In this section the design 
changes necessary to adapt examples "C" and "0" to reconfiguration are discussed. 
Core modules 
As discussed above. the SESA computational model is preferable to the SEMA approach when dynamic 
rcconfiguration is to he considered. That would also significantly reduce the need for processing capacity 
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in a single module. However, when processing requirements of applications differ significantly. some 
core modules would not fully exploit their processing power. 
In SEMA based core modules, some problems may occur with deterministic scheduling and memory 
management when the set of applications performed changes due to reconfiguration. Each application 
has its own processing requirements, that define its time slot in the overall processor time. Similarly. 
memory requirements restrict the set of functions that can be performed simultaneously on a single core 
LRM. In this situation "free" reconfiguration of one application to another may change the overall 
processor power and memory requirements, and thus it may require a change of the scheduling algorithm 
or it may even render execution of the set of functions unfeasible. 
The SEMA model of execution could be employed in RIMA. provided that whole function subsets 7 rather 
than single functions are to be reconfigured. That, however, would imply grouping functions with regard 
to their criticality which may not be desirable in some systems. For instance, if critical functions have 
very high processing requirements no more than one of them could be performed by a single core LRM. 
Alternatively, a failure of a module performing a set of critical applications could prove to be too severe 
to handle by aircraft systems even for a very short time required for reconfiguration. 
Software store 
The application software has to be available at any time for any core module to make dynamic 
reconfiguration possible. In architecture "0" the software store is provided explicitly in the form of 
application modules. Each module can store one or more applications to provide a necessary level of 
redundancy (software replication across a cabinet). It is also easy to realise that the main difference 
between examples "C" and "0" is the presence of application modules in the latter one. Introducing 
application modules to example "C" would simply convert it to some variation of example "0". To keep 
those two distinct, some other means for software storing has to be designed for architecture "C". 
7 Hence. application as a generic term could mean either a single function or a group of functions of similar critic~llIt~ 
that are reconfigured as a whole. 
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A relatively simple solution could implement the software store directly on the core LRM with the use of 
some programmable non-volatile memory. Simple analysis shows that the reconfiguration would be 
fastest if every module was capable of storing locally the software for all avionics functions performed in 
the cabinet. However, if this approach is unfeasible (either prohibited for economical reasons or 
physically impossible), each module could store software just for a few applications, and thus provide a 
similar level of application replication as in the example "D". In this design, two distinct modules from 
architecture "D" (core and application) are joined to provide the processing power and software store as a 
single physical unit. 
Software downloading 
The module capacity for software downloading is required by two distinct phases of system operation. 
Firstly, at the system start-up, core modules have to download the software for functions they are to 
perform. This phase tends not to be time critical. Secondly, if some core LRM has to change its 
application from A to B due to reconfiguration, the program for application B has to be downloaded in a 
time critical manner. A design where core modules store all the necessary applications software 
internally could, therefore, prove to be the best option. 
Clearly, in-flight software downloading is not necessary if - as suggested in one of the variants of 
reconfigurable architecture "c" - every module has the capacity for storing all applications. However, if 
this is not the case, some other media than a backplane bus would have to be provided. The ARINC 653 
report [10] argues strongly that the backplane bus has to be used for downloading software. However, as 
already emphasised, it is unlikely that the ARINC 659 data bus will have a high enough capacity to 
provide these services, thus more appropriate alternatives might be required. 
Signal handling 
Any dedicated VO modules introduce unnecessary limitations to the cabinet design. An optimal RIMA 
an:hitecture should focus on the possibility of handling all signals with the aid of the global data bus. 
Remote data concentrators and smart actuators could be of a great assistance in completing this task. 
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In systems without dedicated YO there is no need for specialised LRMs, and thus the effort on module 
design could be reduced, although some additional work would then be required to develop appropriate 
RDCs and smart actuators. A cabinet design based on the elimination of any dedicated YO should be 
simpler, more generic and suitable for different types of aircraft. 
2.2.6.4. Conclusion 
Based on the discussion presented in this chapter IMA architecture examples "C" and "D" have been 
identified as the most promising for implementation of a Reconfigurable IMA system. It is clear that in 
both cases, some alterations will be required to the ARINC 651 proposed design, however, efforts have to 
be made to preserve the original outline in order to minimise the costs of initial system development. 
2.3. RIMA - proposed architecture 
In this section two distinct RIMA architecture examples are described and discussed. These are 
adaptations of the two most promising IMA approaches described in the ARINC 651 specification ([2] 
section 6, examples "C" and "D"). In both cases the system design is qualitatively analysed with respect 
to possible points of failure and related failure modes. 
2.3.1. Architecture based on ARINC 651 example "c" 
2.3.1.1. Design overview 
The architecture shown in Figure 2.6 (below) follows the specification of ARINC 651 example "C". 
Although there are many similar features some aspects of the design have had to be changed in order to 
make it more suitable for dynamic reconfiguration. 
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Figure 2.6. Reconfigurable IMA, based on ARINC 651 architecture "C". 
Modules 
Core modules, apart from providing the processing power, also provide means for software storing and 
application state updating. To complete this task all core modules consist of: a processor, large non-
volatile memory8 to store applications software and function states, RAM for program execution and 
interfaces to data buses and power supply. 
The core module processing model is based on single executive single application bases. In such an 
approach a single module failure leads to reconfiguration of at most one function at a time'. 
Commentary. 
The single executive multiple applications approach could be adopted for this design 
if certain restrictions on applications performed by a single module were made. 
Each function belonging to a set performed by a single module would have to be of 
identical or similar criticality. That constraint would allow the reconfiguration of 
the whole functional set in the case of a core LRM failure, so that the 
8 Depending on the reconfiguration algorithm and required level of software replication the non-volatile memory 
requirements may vary. In the most exhaustive case the module would have to store the software of all functIOns 
within the cabinet. In the case of less robust approaches there may be a need to store just a few functions on each 
module. 
'If the level of function replication is not great enough there may occur a case of some form of chain reconfiguration. 
i.e. module A takes the function performed so far by module X. while the former function of module A has to he 
undertaken by module B. 
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reconfiguration algorithm would still see the SESA core module and treat a group of 
applications as a single one. 
The state related to some avionics function is updated by every module storing this function. The update 
mechanism can be activated by an appropriate message on the backplane bus. 
Commenta[}'. 
To preserve function state even in case of temporary lack of power some non-
volatile memory should be used for that purpose. Typical non-volatile memory has 
limitations on the number of write cycles, and thus it is not suitable for frequent 
updates, thus CMOS RAM with battery back-up or similar non-volatile memory 
could be used instead. These types of non-volatile storage are not suitable for 
storing all the application software due to their high price and capacity limitations. 
However, since function state information is expected to be relatively small. this 
solution could prove to be feasible. 
All core modules should preferably be implemented on the same hardware/software platform (having the 
same processor and operating environment would allow application software to be executed by any core 
LRM), although their internal design and manufacturers may differ (that would prohibit generic faults due 
to errors in the module design). 
Gateway modules perform the same functions as described in ARINC 651 ([2] section 6.6.3). The use of 
gateways leads to better encapsulation of the cabinets functions and their independence of any external 
environment (core LRMs communicate only with the use of the backplane bus). 
Some attention has to be paid to the way of connecting gateways to global data buses. IMA architecture 
example "C" suggests a connection of gateway modules to two ARINC 629 data buses as shown in 
Figure 2.6. With such a connection, in case of a failure of one of the ARINC 629 data buses and one of 
the gateways, there could occur a situation in which a cabinet is physically disconnected from the system. 
If this solution does not provide the required level of fault tolerance (subject to quantitative analysis). a 
connection as in Figure 2.7 (below), could be used instead. In this case either both gateways or both data 
buses would have to fail for a cabinet to be lost. 
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Figure 2.7. Fault-tolerant gateway - ARINC 629 data bus connection. 
Connecting each gateway to both buses brings an immediate benefit in fault tolerance. In the case of a 
gateway module failure, the other gateway can transmit signals to both buses. so that a subsequent failure 
of a single bus would not affect the system performance. Note that a secondary connection becomes 
active only if the corresponding primary connection of the other gateway becomes inactive. and thus. 
such a solution should stop a faulty gateway module from bringing down both buses (e.g. by continuously 
trying to transmit). 
As discussed in sections 2.2.6.2 and 2.2.6.3. any dedicated 110 is not desirable when reconfiguration is 
being considered. Thus. unlike in the ARINC 651 example "C". there are no dedicated 110 modules in 
this design. All signals are handled on the ARINC 629 and ARINC 659 data buses. 
Buses 
The global system data bus and the backplane bus are implemented as proposed in ARINC 651 ([2] 
section 6.6), although the actual specification of the backplane bus could change subject to available 
alternati ves. 
The software downloading bus should be implemented as a high throughput. possibly optical fibre based 
data bus. Its protocol should be optimised for the burst mode transfer with the purpose of shortening the 
downloading time. 
Commentary 
There would be no need for a software downloading bus if every module was 
capable of storing all the necessary software. Moreover, appropriate (not necessarily 
full) replication of software across the cabinet could eliminate the need for any 
software downloading bus. Provided that the number of replicas meets the 
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FANCAA safety requirements [3]. the software downloading bus could be 
considered optional (hence the dotted line in the design overview figure - Figure 
2.6). 
2.3.1.2. Points of failure 
In this section possible safety hazards related to failures of different system components are discussed. 
The analysis is qualitative and focused on the cabinet level. 
Core modules 
A failure of a single core LRM leads to a loss of an application (one or more aVIOnics functions). 
Depending on the criticality of the lost function the reconfiguration mechanism can either start actions to 
allocate the function to some other core module. or alternatively can accept it as system degradation. In 
the case of the need for reconfiguration. the system will suffer a loss of some other function (the least 
critical one in the cabinet). and thus some system degradation will follow any single core LRM failure. 
Also, as core modules store applications internally, a decrease of the level of software replication and thus 
the level of system reconfigurability follows each failure of a core LRM. 
A loss of a function could be postponed if some dedicated redundancy was provided, and thus there 
would be no system degradation following the first few core LRM failures (the actual number would 
clearly depend on the number of spare core modules). Such an approach. although not fully exploiting 
system reconfigurability, would provide greater fault tolerance and would be more attractive from the 
certification point of view since the system would provide 'dedicated' redundancy for its most critical 
functions. 
If the SEMA approach is chosen, several avionics system can be affected by a single failure. In this case 
the failure mode is a function of the criticalities of the lost avionics applications, and is likely to be more 
severe than the criticality of any single one of them. To assess the failure modes related to any core LRM 
failure, the actual groups of functions executed by a single processing module would have to be known. 
This. however. depends on the aircraft type and is not generic to RIMA. 
Since core LRMs are also used to store functions, in the case where memory limitations do not allow full 
replication of the required software. the reconfiguration algorithm could provide means for software 
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migration, such that there is always a sufficient number of redundant copies of application software 
within the cabinet10 (the software downloading bus should be used for that purpose). Clearly. 
reconfiguration should be considered more important and time-critical than software migration, and 
therefore the actual reconfiguration should precede the software migration phase. The number of copies 
of an application would depend on its criticality and the memory available within a cabinet. 
Reconfiguration schemes supporting software migration are likely to be more robust and provide a high 
level of fault tolerance for very rare failure conditions (multiple, non simultaneous failures of core 
modules), although they are also likely to be very complex. 
Commentary: 
Some problems could arise when a failure of a core LRM occurs before the software 
migration phase related to the previous failure had been completed. Software 
migration events related to different core LRMs would have to be suspended and 
queued waiting for completion of the reconfiguration of the avionics applications 
(actual reconfiguration should have the highest priority). Thus, the reconfiguration 
and software migration phases would have to be treated as separate events rather 
than a complex integrated process. This could impose additional difficulties with 
the proof of reconfiguration method determinism. 
Gateways 
As gateway modules are responsible for communication between the ARINC 629 global data bus and 
ARINC 659 backplane bus their failures can lead to very severe failure modes. As discussed in section 
2.3.1.1 the fault tolerance related to gateways depends also on the way they are connected to the ARINC 
629 data bus. In the preferable case (see Figure 2.7) the failure of any single gateway module does not 
affect the system performance, providing that at least one ARINC 629 global data bus and ARINC 659 
backplane bus are still working. 
Since gateways are used for transferring non-critical data as well as critical data, the failure condition 
leading to the loss of all gateway modules should be extremely improbable (less than one event in IO~ 
flight hours), as it would be followed by the loss of the whole cabinet. Gateways must be considered as 
safety-critical resources. 
l'lnc soflwllrc migration process can he split into two phases: duplication and transfer. The first would create a copy 
of the required software. the second would transfer it to the destination module. Some problems with application 
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Buses 
Both ARINC buses (global and backplane data bus) also constitute highly critical resources. While the 
failure of the backplane bus leads to the loss of a cabinetll (core modules do not support direct connection 
to the ARINC 629 data bus), the loss of the global data bus leads to the loss of all avionics systems and 
total system shutdown. Dedicated redundancy should be employed to achieve the necessary level of fault 
tolerance for those two buses. 
Since core module design supports reconfiguration schemes without any need for dynamic in-flight 
software downloading, the software downloading bus can be considered optional and thus non critical. 
Even in the case of reconfiguration methods employing a software bus, the total loss of such does not 
necessarily lead to any system functionality degradation (this is subject to a subsequent core module 
failure), and only reduces system reconfigurability. 
2.3.2. ARINC 651 example "D" based architecture 
2.3.2.1. Design overview 
The architecture shown in Figure 2.8 (below) follows the specification of ARINC 651 example "D". 
Most of the features are the same as in the original design, and the only required changes refer to the core 
module processing model and to the introduction of a dedicated software downloading data bus. 
coherence could arise with this approach. if the copy being transferred was omitted by a state update action. 
liVery interesting possibilities emerge from the presence of the software downloading bus presence m the cabinet 
Since the backplane bus is more critical. in the case of its loss. the software downloading bus (or some of it!> 
redundant copks) could be dynamically switched into ARINC 659 bus mode. and thus be used as a backplane bu\. 
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Figure 2.S. Reconfigurable IMA based on ARINC 651 architecture "D". 
Unlike in the previous example, core modules provide only processing power, and the responsibility for 
software storage and state updating lies with the application modules. Since the discussion on processing 
modules and reconfiguration from section 2.3.1.1 also holds in this case, the SESA model is preferable to 
the SEMA approach. Core module components follow the specification from section 6.7.1 of the ARINC 
651 report with the addition of a software downloading data bus interface. 
The application module design again follows the description from section 6.7.1 of ARINC 651 with the 
addition of a software downloading data bus interface. The responsibility of an application module is to 
store software for an avionics function or functions, and to update their states. 
Similarly, bus bridge module functions are as stated in ARINC 651 section 6.7.3, and essentially provide 
an interface between the backplane and system data buses. The discussion on gateway module 
connection to the ARINC 629 global data buses from section 2.3.1.1 of this chapter also holds for bus 
hridges in this architecture, and a similar solution should be chosen to achieve the necessary level of fault 
tolerance. 
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Buses 
The global system data bus and backplane bus are implemented as proposed in the ARINC 651 report ([ 2] 
section 6.7), although - as in the previous example - the actual specification of the backplane bus could 
change should a more attractive alternative emerge. 
The software downloading bus should be implemented as a high throughput, possibly optical fibre based 
data bus, and its protocol should be optimised for the burst mode transfer with the purpose of shortening 
the downloading time. However, unlike in section 2.3.1.1 of this chapter, since core LRMs have no 
means for storing software, the software downloading bus is not optional, as no dynamic reconfiguration 
would be possiblel2 should it not be available. This clearly follows the fact that the new application 
software has to be downloaded to a core LRM from an application module in order to successfully 
complete the reconfiguration process. 
2.3.2.2. Points of failure 
In this section various failure conditions related to failures of different system components are discussed. 
The analysis is qualitative and focused on the cabinet level. 
Core modules 
The discussion from section 2.3.1.2 (subsection "Core modules") of this chapter applies to this sub-
section, with the difference that the core module in this RIMA architecture example is not responsible for 
software storage, so that multiple failures of core LRMs do not reduce software replication, and thus they 
do not reduce the level of reconfigurability. Moreover, there is clearly no need for software migration 
after a core LRM failure. When activated, the reconfiguration mechanism should employ the software 
downloading bus to transfer a copy of the required application software to the core LRM being 
reconfigured from an appropriate application module. 
11 As ulrcady mentioned in sl.'Ctions 2.3.1.1 and 2.3.1.2 the use of a backplane bus for software downlonLiing purposes 
is not desirable. 
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Application modules 
A failure of an application module decreases the number of replicated copies of some applications. but 
does not automatically induce any performance degradation. It does however. reduce the level of 
reconfigurability of the system, as fewer and fewer replicas of the necessary application software are 
available. In the case of multiple failures, that could lead to exclusion of some avionics functions from 
the reconfiguration scheme, should the software replicas already be exhausted. 
To provide the necessary level of software replication, the reconfiguration mechanism could provide 
means for software migration, such that there are always redundant copies of application software. A 
dedicated software downloading bus should be used to support software migration. Note that unlike in 
RIMA architecture "C" (section 2.3.1), the software migration phase does not follow a failure of a core 
LRM but a failure of an application module. Therefore, in the case of RIMA architecture "D" the 
software migration and reconfiguration processes are distinct as they refer to failures of different 
modules. The software migration phase could be understood as lower priority reconfiguration of 
application modules. 
However, in the case of both RIMA architecture proposals the software migration mechanism introduces 
extra functionality to the system, and the benefits of greater fault tolerance have to be verified against 
additional difficulties with the formal proof of the reconfiguration scheme resulting from increased 
system complexity. 
Bus bridges 
As the functions of bus bridge modules are analogous to those of gateways in the previous RIMA design. 
the discussion from section 2.3.1.2 of this chapter (sub-section "Gateways") applies here also. Both bus 
bridge and gateway related problems are of generic nature for proposed RIMA architecture examples. 
Buses 
The discussion on the ARINC 629 global data bus and the ARINC 659 backplane bus from section 
2.3.1.2 of this chapler (sub-scction "Buses") also holds for RIMA architecture example "D". Howcver. 
diffcrenl issues have 10 be addressed when the software downloading bus is being discussed. 
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Unlike in the previous example, the software downloading bus is not optional and it is necessarylJ for 
reconfiguration purposes. However, although the loss of the software downloading bus makes 
reconfiguration impossible, it does not immediately lead to system performance degradation. Only in the 
case of a subsequent core module failure would the loss of an avionics function be inevitable. provided 
that there is no dedicated redundancy in the cabinet. The software downloading bus in the example "0" 
has to be considered critical, and appropriate redundancy will be required to achieve the necessary level 
of fault tolerance. 
2.3.3. Summary 
The design drafts described in section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 constitute possible implementations of 
reconfigurable IMA architecture. Both examples are closely based on solutions proposed in ARINC 651, 
and any changes required for reconfiguration have been minimised. In the most limited versions they 
could be restricted to some minor core module design changes and elimination of dedicated 110 modules 
for architecture example "C", and introduction of a software downloading bus and some core module 
changes in architecture "0". 
Although the change of core LRM processing model from SEMA to SESA seems a relatively easy step 
(no additional functionality is required to accomplish this task, and in the worst case a SEMA capable 
unit will be forced to execute just a single application), the introduction of a specialised software 
downloading bus might prove relatively more difficult and costly, rendering architecture "C" as a possible 
preferred choice. 
Despite the need for some changes, the two IMA architecture examples ("C" and "0") seem to be 
promising as bases for successful implementation of dynamically reconfigurable avionics systems. 
IJ The use of the backplane bus for downloading software has been alrcady identified as undesirablc. 
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Chapter 3. Review of Existing Reconfiguration Methods 
3.1. Introduction 
Dynamic reconfiguration schemes lead generally to a high degree of system integration. because core 
LRMs can be requested to perform functions from different avionics systems. Therefore it has to be 
considered as one of the most critical aspect of the RIMA cabinet. since a malfunction of the 
reconfiguration scheme can easily endanger the aircraft safety. In order to minimise the risk related to 
possible design or implementation errors in the reconfiguration scheme. the reconfiguration method 
should address various issues such as the equality and independence of processing nodes. determinism 
and integrity of the reconfiguration scheme, reliable communication between physically separated 
modules, maintenance of phase-synchronisation and data consistency, robust failure-detection and others. 
To avoid the possibility of introducing single points of failure, the reconfiguration schemes to be 
implemented in RIMA are also expected to operate autonomously, without any need for executive module 
or modules employed purely to control the reconfiguration process. A detailed discussion on 
requirements addressed towards reconfiguration schemes is given in Chapter 5. 
Clearly, there can be many reconfiguration schemes satisfying such requirements, and thus it is necessary 
to develop schemes that exhibit the most desirable features with respect to different factors such as 
reconfiguration delays, determinism, simplicity, etc. Such schemes and their implementation can later be 
validated with the use of formal methods and/or testing. 
In this research the following approach to the design of reconfiguration schemes was chosen. In the first 
stage, before any review of existing reconfiguration methods had been pursued, some initial schemes 
were designed and implemented using a software model of a RIMA system. These initial schemes arc 
thus unlikely to be biased towards any existing solutions. In the second stage. a review of existing 
rcconfiguration methods was conducted in order to identify solutions possibly applicable to RIMA 
systems. These solutions were then used in conjunction with the initial schemes in the third stage to 
guide the design of the most desirable reconfiguration algorithm (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7). 
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In this chapter the results of the second stage (literature search in the domain of reconfiguration and 
similar subjects) are presented. As the employment of reconfiguration for the purposes of sustaining the 
most critical functions of a system is a relatively new and application specific problem. not many 
publications were found that refer directly to this domain. In order to overcome the problem. the 
literature search was extended to include not only dynamic reconfiguration. but also task assignment and 
scheduling, resource allocation and particular implementations of distributed real-time systems. As most 
of the papers did not relate strictly to the problem of dynamic reconfiguration in RIMA systems. they 
were analysed with the purpose of establishing ideas that could be incorporated into the reconfiguration of 
avionics systems. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organised as follows. In section 3.2 basic concepts related to the 
problems of reconfiguration, resource allocation, task assignment and scheduling are defined. The 
subsequent section (section 3.3) discusses various methods implementing the above ideas, and section 3.4 
presents the conclusions of this phase of the research. 
3.2. Concepts of reconfiguration 
In this section notions related to the problems of reconfiguration, resource allocation, task assignment and 
scheduling are discussed. They are intended to give a better insight into those areas and allow better 
understanding of the following sections. Also, the relevance of each of the problems mentioned above to 
reconfigurable avionics systems is discussed. 
Note that the discussion is focused on the level managed by the reconfiguration scheme. e.g. assignment 
of avionics functions to core LRMs. Thus, problems related to scheduling or allocation within a core 
LRM are not addressed, as they are transparent to the reconfiguration scheme and should be dealt with by 
the module operating system (OS) or application executive (APEX) {1O]. 
3.2.1. Resource allocation 
In the case where the resources necessary for computation of multiple tasks are strictly limited. the tasks 
compete in order to acquire the system resources. The idea of resource allocation can be simplified to a 
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problem of finding an assignment of system resources to computational tasks. such that the number of 
tasks that can be executed without conflicts is maximised. Various resource allocation methods are 
presented in [II], [12],[13],[14], [15] and [16], and are discussed further in this chapter. 
In RIMA systems, processing modules as well as data buses can be considered as system resources shared 
by the avionics functions. Whilst the access to a backplane or a software downloading bus is solved by 
means of the data bus protocol, some provisions need to be made for allocation of core LRMs to 
particular avionics functions. The initial allocation is relatively straightforward as ideally there should be 
at least as many processing modules as there are avionics functions (or groups of functions) to perform. 
However, problems with resource allocation may arise when - due to failures of processing modules -
there are not enough processors to compute all functions at the same time. 
3.2.2. Task assignment 
The problem of task assignment refers to the situation where tasks arrive in a multi-processor system and 
need to be assigned to processing nodes. As the computational capacity of processing nodes is clearly 
finite, in the case where many tasks arrive frequently at the system, the system processing capacity may 
become exhausted. Moreover, in many cases the algorithm needs to be designed with overall system load 
balancing in mind. Different task assignment methods are described in [17], [18], [19], [20], [21] and 
[22]. 
Avionics functions do not, technically speaking, arrive in a RIMA system during its operation. because 
the set of avionics functions performed within a cabinet is established during system integration phase. 
However, in the case where a critical avionics function is lost due to a module failure. the need for its 
restoration can be understood in terms of a task arrival, where a previously lost function arrives into a 
system as a new task. 
Both task assignment and resource allocation methods refer to a similar class of problems encountered in 
multi-processor systems. However. they approach them from alternative points of view - assigning tasks 
to system resources against allocating resources to computational tasks. 
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3.2.3. Reconfiguration 
Reconfiguration is widely used to limit adverse effects related to a failure of one or more processing 
nodes. It will usually include problems such as process reinstatement (which could also involve state 
transfer or state restoration), suspension of inter-process communication during reconfiguration. re-
establishment of communication channels and transparency of process physical location for 
communication purposes. 
In this chapter the notion of geometric reconfiguration [23] is of most interest. Geometric reconfiguration 
describes a wide class of situations where a part of a distributed application or an independent task 
changes its physical location from one processing node to another. The node can be understood as 
processor in a multi-processor system or a complete machine in a distributed system. Dynamic 
reconfiguration describes situations in which reconfiguration is performed during the system operation. 
Various reconfiguration and recovery mechanisms are discussed in [16], [19]. [23], [24]. [25]. and [26]. 
3.2.4. Scheduling 
The notion of process scheduling refers to the problem of time slot allocation for multiple tasks on 
multiple processors. Certain levels of fault-tolerance can be achieved with scheduling techniques where 
more than one copy of a task is scheduled for computation on multiple processing nodes in the system. so 
that failures of processing nodes do not necessarily affect the deadline by which the task is completed. 
Although, as mentioned above. this chapter does not deal with the low level process scheduling that 
should be dealt with by the processing module OS or APEX; however it is expected that certain 
scheduling techniques could be adapted for fault-tolerance purposes in RIMA systems. 
Different solutions to the problem of fault-tolerant scheduling are presented in [16]. [27J. [28]. and [29]. 
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3.3. Literature review 
Three mam classes of approaching the problem of reconfiguration have been identified; these are 
architecture/connection orientated methods, communication based techniques and backup/replica process 
redundancy solutions (see sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 respectively). Particular solutions may employ 
any combination of the techniques mentioned above, or may use alternative novel approaches (these are 
presented in section 3.3.4). 
3.3.1. Architecture/connection based reconfiguration 
Methods classified as architecture or connection based are particularly applicable to massively parallel 
computers, where the computer architecture (the network of inter-processor connections) determines 
system fault-tolerance. In such systems redundant (spare) processing nodes are used as backup for 
primary processors [24]. In the case of a primary processor failure, links between nodes are updated to 
allow a spare processor to take over the lost function. Clearly, the capacity for withstanding failures is a 
function of the number of redundant components and the flexibility of the inter-connecting network. 
Although the physical architecture of RIMA systems (see Chapter 2) is rather different from that of 
massively parallel computers, it can be expected that imposing a virtual architecture on top of the physical 
one could allow for mapping of the discussed methods into RIMA. 
The authors of [24] assume that only those primary processors that are connected to at least one redundant 
component are repairable due to constraints of the interconnection network. They give two examples of 
fault-tolerant architectures that are presented in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. The reconfiguration scheme 
attempts to switch the faulty primary processors to a spare one, to maximise the number of repairable 
components. 
Commentary: 
Consider the tree-like architecture as in the Figure 3.1. In the case of a failure of the 
processor "3", either spare processor "A" or "C" can take over the lost function. If 
the spare component "A" is switched in this situation. the processor "I" will no 
longer be repairable. as it will not be connected to any redundant one. On the other 
hand. if the spare processor "C" takes over. all other primary processors will still he 
repairable. 
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A bi-level reconfiguration technique is presented in [24], where the behaviour of the reconfiguration 
algorithm varies depending on the mode of operation. In the so called strict mode (where fast processor 
switching is enforced by the time constraints of a real-time application) the algorithm is sub-optimal. and 
it searches for a solution taking into account only locally available knOWledge. In the relaxed mode (no 
critical time constraints) the algorithm searches globally to find the optimal switch sequence. Neither of 
these algorithms seems to be appropriate for RIMA systems, as search techniques are generally time 
consuming, and when used in combination with heuristics l4 may lead to reconfiguration non-
determinism, which is strongly undesirable in safety-critical applications. 
However, it seems possible to base a RIMA reconfiguration scheme on some sort of a virtual 
fault-tolerant architecture similar to those shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2, where spare nodes may 
represent redundant core LRMs or processing modules performing non-critical functions. 
LEGEND 
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Figure 3.1. An example oC a tree-like Cault-tolerant architecture. 
Consider the tree-like architecture shown in Figure 3.1. above. Processors "8" to "IS" and processor "I" 
are connected to exactly one redundant component, and they could perform non-critical 8vioni(s 
functions. Processors"2" to "7" are each connected to two spare nodes. and thus they could run critical 
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functions. In order to reduce the necessary system redundancy (six spare nodes are required in Figure 3.1 
for fifteen primary processors), spare nodes connected to critical functions could correspond to modules 
executing non-critical functions. For example modules "12" and "C" could be implemented by the same 
physical device. 
It is expected that architectures such as the redundant binary tree (Figure 3.1) or the augmented mesh 
(Figure 3.2) could be successfully employed for implementation of reconfiguration schemes in RIMA 
systems, although they may lead to sub-optimal reconfiguration chains. 
LEGEND 
o Spare processor 
o Primary processor 
Figure 3.2. An example of a fault-tolerant augmented mesh architecture. 
In [12] and [14] the authors consider different algorithms for resource allocation in a mUlti-component 
computer system. The bit reversal. buddy, grey code and free-list strategies are identified as possible 
solutions. 
The first three of the aforementioned methods name all the system components in the strategy specific 
manner (the component name is represented as a number corresponding to the node location in the 
system). The resource allocation strategy keeps track of the availability of the named components. 
maintaining a binary word describing the system state (where particular bits represent appropriate system 
nodes. where I means that the node has already been allocated. and 0 means the node is still available). 
finding the optimal solution. 
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Since in RIMA a non-critical but allocated node may still be required to reconfigure in order to sustai n a 
critical function, these techniques do not seem to be applicable for reconfiguration of RIMA cabinets. 
However, some strategies for module naming can be embedded into RIMA in order to allow simple 
identification of particular LRMs. 
The free-list approach employs a list of available system resources (the authors apply this solution to 
hypercube computers where available resources represent non-allocated sub-cubes). When a new task 
arrives in the system it is allocated the necessary resources, and the list is updated. When a task 
terminates, its resources are reclaimed by the system, and the free-list is updated again. 
In the case of RIMA systems multiple resource lists could be employed that would represent processing 
modules available to particular avionics functions (the lists could include redundant core LRMs as well as 
the processing modules executing non-critical functions). When a function is lost due to a module failure, 
it is treated as a new task arriving at the system and it will be allocated a core LRM from its free-list, 
unless the list is empty for example due to resource exhaustion. If a module is allocated to function "A", 
it would be removed from the free-lists of all functions of the same or lower criticality, as only the loss of 
a more critical application can lead to further reallocation. 
In [20] the authors suggest the use of a hierarchical queue for the assignment of tasks to processing nodes 
(see Figure 3.3). A new task is placed in the root queue and then it is passed down the tree until it reaches 
an available processor (called a leave node). The process of tasks descending through the hierarchical 
queue can be ruled by factors such as the number of tasks already queued under a branch, available 
capacity in the child queue, overflow of the parent queue and others. 
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Figure 3.3. Hierarchical queue organisation for task management. 
The applicability of a hierarchical queue organisation to RIMA systems is rather limited. Although it is 
possible to place the avionics function that needs to be restored in the root queue and then allow it to 
progress through the system. the real strength of such system organisation shows only in applications 
where mUltiple tasks arrive relatively frequently. Another problem associated with the use of the queues 
is their "First In First Out" (FIFO) service policy. that would allow a non-critical task to "block" a queue 
while waiting for an available core LRMI5. It is unlikely that queues or queue-like solutions can be 
employed for the purposes of autonomous dynamic reconfiguration in RIMA systems. 
3.3.2. Communication based reconfiguration 
Communication-based reconfiguration schemes rely on the module capacity for message exchange. 
Communication channels can be used for purposes such as scheme synchronisation. event signalling and 
verification. and finally software or data exchange. Communication based reconfiguration schemes 
exhibit a great potential for highly robust behaviour. as transient faults of a single processing module or 
I~ It is possible 10 design priorilised queues. where more critical tasks can be served first: however. it would lead to 
un additional increase of software complexity. 
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faults of a relatively small group of modules can be masked or neutralised by the means of majority 
voting or a similar technique. 
Mechanisms for message exchange employed by particular systems may differ significantly with respect 
to both the physical connection model and the hardware/software protocols. Therefore, reconfiguration 
schemes may vary considerably between systems, and solutions implemented in one system may not be 
applicable to another. 
In RIMA cabinets, all processing modules are connected to a backplane bus that can be used for message 
exchanging, and thus the communication path between any two core LRMs is of the length of one. Such 
a connection model allows the RIMA system to emulate architectures of any desired length of the 
communication path. 
Commentary: 
It is a relatively simple task to implement longer communication paths in a direct 
connection system, as a message can be passed via multiple modules on its way to 
the required destination. On the other hand, it would be rather difficult to implement 
a direct one-to-one communication model in some inherently indirect systems such 
as tree-like or queue-like architectures (in such architectures messages may need to 
be re-transmitted by mUltiple nodes before they reach their destination). 
Some problems can be encountered if a reconfiguration scheme requires multiple modules to conduct 
communication tasks simultaneously via independent connections. The ARINC 659 data bus standard 
was designed as a multiple source serial communication medium, and does not allow for broadcasting by 
multiple sources at the same time. It could be possible to overcome this problem partially by appropriate 
time slicing with the assumption that two messages exchanged within a specified time interval are 
simultaneous. 
A strongly communication-based approach to load balancing via process migration in a distributed system 
(called the Charlotte system) is presented in [18]. In the Charlotte system particular processes may have 
to be migrated from one site to another in order to obtain better utilisation of system resources. The 
migration algorithm is based on negotiations between multiple processing nodes. In order to find a new 
location for a particular process, the source (the processing node that was executing the process prior to 
rccontiguration) sends an appropriate message into the system indicating the need for a process transfer. 
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The actual migration commences when a confirming message amves from a destination site (i.e. a 
processing node indicates its willingness to perform the task). In such a situation the communication to 
and from the process being transferred is blocked (processes attempting communication with the one 
being transferred are suspended) and the messages are queued. The task state is transferred to the new 
site (including all data, stack, register values and variables), the process execution is restored and its 
communications are re-activated. 
Although this approach in general seems to be unsuitable for reconfiguration of RIMA systems due to 
certain problems such as: 
• a source node has to initiate process migration, which in the case of RIMA systems would have to be a 
faulty processing module, 
• a transfer of the full process state would introduce a considerable communication overhead. 
it could also constitute an interesting approach to preservation of software replication (because the 
appropriate number of spare software copies could be maintained via software migration utilities), and to 
the implementation of transparent process location for communication purposes. 
In the Charlotte system, processes can communicate regardless of their physical location, i.e. after a 
migration from one processing node to another, all processes are able to continue message exchange 
without any changes to message addressing because the address of a process does not depend on its 
physical location. Such message addressing transparency would be very desirable in RIMA systems. 
where avionics functions can be performed by any of the core LRMs, and communication between 
processes will be required. 
A process migration mechanism based on the Charlotte system could be employed into RIMA for the 
purposes of preservation of software replication. Clearly, there need to be multiple copies of every 
avionics function that may have to be restored after a module failure. However. in systems implementing 
process or software migration. the number of software copies stored in the cabinet at any point of time 
can be significantly reduced. Various issues related to software migration are discussed in Chapter 2. 
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An alternative solution to the problem of process state transfer is proposed in [23]. In this approach it is 
the underlying operating system that provides appropriate primitives for state abstraction. Also the 
services related to suspension of the process communication activities, removal of the existing 
communication channels and establishment of new connections are provided on the level of system calls. 
Such an approach allows implementation of very general reconfiguration models including 
reconfiguration of module implementation (a change of a part of an executing application to a newer or 
more accurate version), reconfiguration of structure (introduction or removal of particular software 
modules) and reconfiguration of geometry (a change to the physical location of a process). However. it is 
unlikely that operating system based solutions will be suitable for RIMA systems, and thus such an 
approach is rather impractical in the context of avionics systems. 
Commentary: 
In order to implement such a reconfiguration model it would be necessary to 
redefine the application executive (APEX) standards [10], as well as designing and 
developing a new safety-critical operating system supporting dynamic 
reconfiguration primitives. 
The need for the development of a new operating system could be avoided if a solution similar to that of a 
Software-Implemented Parallel-System Fault-tolerant layer (SPF) as described in [30], was implemented 
in RIMA. The SPF layer exists between the operating system and the user application, providing calls to 
fault-tolerant services. At the compilation time traditional system calls are linked to their fault-tolerant 
versions in SPF libraries, so that appropriate services can be provided by the SPF during the application 
execution. However, it can be expected that the development cost of such a fault-tolerant and 
safety-critical software layer will be comparable with that of a fault-tolerant safety-critical operating 
system; thus no actual cost reduction will follow this solution. Moreover, introduction of an additional 
software layer into the system could inflict some new software related problems and would in general 
lead to an undesirable increase of system complexity. 
In [25] a different approach to state preservation for the purposes of process re-execution is presented that 
avoids extensive interaction with the operating system or other software. The authors employ techniques 
for checkpoint saving. rollback and task restarting in order to implement a fault-tolerant system. At 
specific time intervals all the essential information related to the execution of a particular function is 
saved as a checkpoint. In the case of a failure. the process is rolled back to the last saved checkpoint and 
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then it is restarted. Such an approach will in general lead to some loss of synchronisation or some 
transient problems when a function is restored. These problems are clearly dependent on the frequency of 
checkpoint saving and the application itself. Problems related to restoration of execution of functions 
requiring state are generic to all reconfiguration schemes, and issues such as automated identification of 
application state, time intervals between checkpoints and problems related to transient discontinuity of 
function results require further discussion which is beyond the scope of this chapter. 
Issues related to the problem of a rollback of multiple functions - as identified in [25] - also need to be 
addressed when RIMA systems are being considered. In the situation where some functions depend on 
results from other functions, a rollback of a data receiver may result in a rollback of the data source (a 
receiving function may need the data from the period of time between the last checkpoint and the failure 
in order to be able to re-execute). A log of messages received by the function between checkpoints can 
be used to avoid such undesirable situations as the restarted function can then process the data based on 
the message log. 
In [13] the problem of task assignment in a distributed system consisting of homogenous processes 
communicating via a data bus is discussed. A resource allocation algorithm called MUL TIm is 
presented, which appears to be adaptable to RIMA systems. 
In MULTIFIT, an arriving task is assigned to a processing node (or alternatively, a processor is allocated 
to the task) based on an allocation strategy. The algorithms discussed in [13] implement two phases -
sorting and assignment. In the first phase, arriving tasks are sorted based on some required criteria (in 
RIMA it could be their criticality), and in the second phase they are assigned to appropriate processing 
nodes. As an arriving task in RIMA would generally represent a previously lost function, the sorting 
phase could possibly occur during system initialisation or in the case of simultaneous multiple failures. In 
the first case the whole set of functions can easily be pre-sorted during system integration and thus no 
real-time computational overhead would be encountered, and the second case should be extremely 
improbable l6, and thus it would not have to be dealt with. 
16 An appropriate qualitative and quantitative analysis is conducted Chapter H. 
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To implement the assignment phase some sort of a resource list (possibly similar to those of [12] and 
[14]) would be required. Based on the allocation strategy (e.g. best fit or first fit) the algorithm would 
search through the list of processing modules to find an appropriate one. The best fit strategy would 
involve searching for the least critical module that stores the appropriate software in its non-volatile 
memory, and thus is able to take over the lost function. The first fit would assign the function to the first 
module found that stores all the required software and whose own application is less critical than the lost 
function. 
Another way of selecting tasks for assignment to processing nodes is proposed in [15], where clients 
(functions, tasks) have to place requests for resources. The system allocates available resources to 
whichever client has an eligible request and the earliest virtual deadline. The authors define the virtual 
deadline in terms of virtual time units, the length of which depends on the number of performed tasks and 
their criticality. 
A similar approach could be used in RIMA to implemented module recovery. Each function that was 
previously lost and needs to be restored would represent a client with an eligible request for resources; the 
most critical of the clients could be understood as that with the shortest virtual deadline. Thus when some 
resources become available in the system (e.g. a processing module had recovered from a transient fault), 
they would be allocated to this function. However, such a model is not directly applicable to 
reconfiguration of RIMA, as a temporarily lost critical function has to be allocated some resources even if 
none is immediately available (a less critical function needs to be sacrificed). 
A strictly non-autonomous method for resource allocation in distributed systems is described in [II], and 
although its seems to be unfeasible to adapt it to an autonomous RIMA cabinet, certain features of this 
solution could be of some interest where reconfigurable avionics systems are concerned. 
The authors discuss a distributed system where global allocators (GA), local allocators (LA) and local 
schedulers (LS) co-operate in the process of resource allocation. Based on its general knowledge about 
the system load, a global allocator sends the tasks to LAs based on local sites. Local allocators maintain 
detailed information about the locally available resources, and they are responsible for passing the task to 
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one of the local schedulers. Finally, the LS either accepts the task for scheduling or rejects it and sends it 
to the next recipient based on focused addressing. Although non-autonomous and non-applicable to 
reconfiguration of a RIMA cabinet, such an approach could be considered for adaptation to some global 
reconfiguration scheme. In such a solution functions can be reconfigured between separate cabinets. and 
some mechanisms may have to be provided in order to determine which cabinet and which module within 
the cabinet needs to reconfigure in the event of a function loss. However. as global reconfiguration 
schemes seem to be highly unfeasible (see discussion in Chapter 1), this technique is of little interest. 
It is the notion of focused addressing that can be used for reconfiguration in RIMA systems. In the 
focused addressing mode every message has its destination address as well as the addresses of further 
recipients. If the first destination rejects the message - which in RIMA could represent an avionics 
functions - it is passed to the next one in the list. Similarly, in a RIMA cabinet a function that needs to be 
restored could be passed from one core LRM to another until a suitable one is found (that would involve 
matching factors such as criticality and software availability). The generation of the addressing list for 
each function could be done statically during system integration, which would lead to faster 
reconfiguration (since there would be no need for dynamic list generation), and would allow easier 
verification of list integrity constraints. 
Although none of the approaches discussed above implements thoroughly a dynamic reconfiguration 
scheme, particular features such as focused addressing [11], process migration [18] or checkpointing [25] 
can be implemented into RIMA systems in order to achieve robust fault-tolerant behaviour. 
3.3.3. Backup/replica based approaches 
A class of fault-tolerant techniques where a secondary copy of the tasks is placed in the system along with 
the primary task. is discussed in this section. While backup will usually refer to an inactive (non-
executing) copy of a function. the notion of replicas embraces both active and inactive tasks. Moreover. 
systems may also employ semi-active replicas. that can be understood as functions that process their 
th . . d17 inputs but do not produce outputs or elf outputs are Ignore . 
17 Similar solutions are widely used in avionics systems to provide redundancy of particular ;lVlOntl"S functions. 
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Variations on the primarylbackup (PB) technique applied to fault-tolerant scheduling of tasks in a 
multiprocessor system are discussed in [27], [28] and [29]. The PB approach depends on the scheduling 
of a single backup copy of a task on a processor different from that executing the primary task. Thus. in 
the event of a failure of the primary processor, the backup copy can be executed in order to complete the 
function before its deadline. 
Commentary: 
To be able to complete the task before its deadline in the event of a failure, it is 
necessary that the task time window is at least twice as long as the worst case task 
execution time. This is required in order to guarantee the task completion in the 
case when both the primary and the backup copy have to be fully executed due to 
the faulty results of the primary task. Note that primary and backup are not executed 
simultaneously in order to avoid computational overhead in the case of the correct 
execution of the primary task. 
In [27] the authors extend the traditional PB scheme by introducing the notions of backup overloading 
and backup deallocation. In backup overloading multiple backup copies of different processes are 
scheduled for the same processor and overlapping time slices, so that the total time reserved for the 
scheduling of backup copies is reduced. When the primary task finishes successfully its backup copies 
are deallocated in order to provide additional computational time in the system. However, this approach 
leads to certain problems, as only a single processor failure can be tolerated within a time interval. 
Commentary: 
If two or more processors fail within a short time interval, multiple backups have to 
be activated. However, as time slices reserved for those backup copies overlap, it 
will not be possible to complete all tasks within the time constraints. Some 
functional degradation of the system will follow such a scenario of events. 
Issues of scheduling primary and backup tasks on multiple processors with the intention of minimising 
the time lost due maintaining system fault-tolerance are further discussed in [27], [28], and in [29] the 
scheduling techniques are enhanced to tolerate transient faults. However, as they do not guarantee a 
schedule feasibility for a given set of tasks, they are unlikely to be adapted for reconfiguration of RIMA 
systems. 
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An example of an autonomous dynamic reconfiguration method - based on a single backup PB approach IS 
and applied to a RIMA system - is presented in [31]. Various reconfiguration schemes similar to the 
algorithm presented in [31] were independently designed and implemented in the first stage of this phase 
of the research (see section 3.1) as initial reconfiguration schemes. However, they differ from the 
traditional primarylbackup schemes as multiple backup copies are employed, and they are assigned to 
particular processing modules rather than scheduled. Variations of these are discussed in Chapter 6. 
The approach to distributed fault-tolerance in the Delta-4 system presented in [19] employs multiple 
process replicas in order to provide redundancy. Objects called capsules (generally representing 
processes), are replicated across multiple physical machines to create fault containment regions and 
reconfiguration domains. Three types of replicas (active, passive and semi-active) can be identified in the 
Delta-4 system. In the case of a failure of a leader replica (similar to a failure of a primary task in PB), a 
secondary replica takes over the execution and a new replica is created to sustain redundancy. This is a 
somewhat alternative approach to software replication maintenance to the one presented lD [18] (see 
section 3.3.2). 
Backup/replica approaches seem to address closely many problems related to reconfiguration in RIMA 
systems. Therefore, it is expected that reconfiguration schemes implemented in RIMA may follow 
certain solutions presented in this section. However, it is unlikely that a pure backup/replica approach 
will be able to deal with all issues related to dynamic autonomous reconfiguration of avionics systems. 
and thus it will have to be refined with additional techniques related, for example, to core LRM recovery 
from a transient fault or software replication maintenance. 
3.3.4. Alternative approaches 
In this section two seemingly deterministic approaches to reconfiguration are discussed. The first of 
them, based on the concept of a state machine, is presented in [26], the second - employing scenarios for 
specification of the set of functions performed by the system - in [ 16]. 
III Although the reconfiguration scheme is hased on a single backup approach (where only one inactive standby copy 
of cal'h function is resident in the memory of a processing module), the author makes provision for further backup In 
terms of "cold" standby l'opies that can he downloaded from a storage device if necessary. 
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In the state machine approach activities such as state saving, process migration, and execution restoration 
are modelled as sequences of transitions between different states of the system. Two types of transitions 
are identified: process changing transitions (transitions that can add or remove a process) and constraint 
changing transitions (transitions that modify permissible behaviour of a fixed set of processes). 
Reconfiguration of the system happens along a reconfiguration path that is defined as a sequence of 
reconfiguration and recovery transitions. Reconfiguration paths can be automatically calculated based on 
the dependencies between the old and the new state and on the reconfiguration constraints (a graph 
generated from the old and new configurations is used for path computationI9). In this approach, 
reconfiguration of RIMA systems can be modelled as restructuring (modification of an application by 
adding or removing basic machines20), and software replication maintenance can be viewed as relocation 
(migration of a process from one processor to another). 
As the allowed states of the system and allowed transitions can easily be constrained, reconfiguration 
schemes based on this approach could be designed to be strongly deterministic. Moreover, if a more strict 
state machine model, e.g. Petri nets, was to be used, the behaviour of the system would be strictly 
predictable. However, some problems can be expected when the data structures necessary for such 
reconfiguration (state graphs) and the computation necessary for finding reconfiguration paths are being 
considered. Although possibly deterministic, such an approach is likely to exhibit reconfiguration delays 
and reconfiguration data size deficiencies. 
Commentary: 
The reconfiguration data required to implement the state machine approach needs to 
accommodate information about all system states and state transitions. The number 
of possible states can be very high, and for n modules able to perform one of k 
functions each, the number of states could be as big as kD (or even (k+ I t to include 
faults). For a typical value of n equal to ten and k averaging around four, the 
number of possible states can be estimated as 510. In such a situation the amount of 
required reconfiguration data could invalidate the feasibility of state machine based 
methods. 
III Alternatively, the system designers could specify the new configuration and the system would derive all necc:ssary 
transitions (~61· 
JO The notion of a basic machine descrihcs executable entities such as processes or capsule" In (19). 
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In the second approach [16], scenarios are used to provide fault-tolerance based on reconfiguration. load 
shedding and graceful degradation. A scenario describes the set of applications which have to be 
simultaneously executed by the system. When some system resources vanish (e.g. due to a failure) or 
there is a need for execution of a different application (e.g. in a military aircraft air combat functions are 
not necessary during take-off or landing), the system changes its execution scenario. 
Load shedding is represented simply by a removal of an application from the scenarioZ1 . A change from 
an accurate version of an application to some less accurate copy, usually with smaller processing 
requirements, implements graceful degradation. Finally, in reconfiguration applications are removed 
from processing nodes and are redistributed onto a new set of available resources (e.g. failed processors 
are eliminated). Assignment constraints can be imposed in the reallocation phase to enforce allocation of 
appropriate applications to particular processors. 
Although scenarios as described in [16] do not encapsulate any information about the assignment of tasks 
to resources (they only contain information about the set of applications to be performed), they could be 
easily refined to accommodate this need. In such a case, each scenario would deterministically describe 
the assignment of functions to processing modules, and scenario changes would correspond to 
consecutive events of failure or recovery. 
Commentary: 
Each scenario could also include information about required scenario changes that 
relate to particular failure or recovery events. For instance, if module "A" fails in 
scenario SI it will be changed to scenario Ss, if module "S" fails in scenario SI it 
will be changed to scenario S2, etc. (see Figure 3.4). As all scenarios would contain 
all information about assignment of functions to processing modules (e.g. module A 
- function F .. module B - function F4, etc.) the system behaviour would be 
deterministic. 
11 The removal is actually implemented as a change from one scenario to another. that does not include the 
application being removed. 
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Module Function Module function Module Function 
X A FI A Fl 
B F2 B F2 X .... ... .... 
... 
C F3 C F3 C F3 
D F4 D F4 D F4 
E FI E F5 E F2 
Scenario S5 Scenario SI Scenario S2 
Figure 3.4. Example or scenario changes. 
Some problems may occur, when the generation and storage of reconfiguration data specific to this 
approach are considered. It is likely that such data will be very complex, as specification of many 
scenarios and scenario changes corresponding to multiple failures and recoveries may be required, and a 
situation similar to that discussed for the state machine approach can arise. Complex and comprehensive 
reconfiguration data can be expected to be difficult to generate and prove consistent. Therefore, unless a 
specific implementation of this method allows for reduction of the data size, it seems to be rather 
impractical. 
It needs to be said, that both approaches bring the benefits of deterministic and possibly autonomous 
behaviour (since each module could undertake its own decisions based on an identical state machine 
model or scenario data), at the cost of extensive reconfiguration data and/or the need for additional 
computation. Although they could be relatively easily adapted for reconfiguration of RIMA systems. due 
to their inherent time or storage inefficiency. the practical applicability of the aforementioned techniques 
is rather questionable. 
3.4. Conclusions 
In the previous section various reconfiguration methods and their adaptability for the purposes of 
dynamic reconfigunllion in Reconfigurable Integrated Modular Avionics were discussed. As most of 
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them do not make any provisions for autonomous operation, their immediate applicability to RIMA 
systems must be doubtful. In general, if the algorithm depends in a deterministic manner on some 
reconfiguration data (e.g. the scenarios and scenario changes in section 3.4), such information can be 
replicated over all the processing modules in the cabinet. The determinism of the algorithm guarantees 
that all modules will undertake identical decisions based on the same reconfiguration data. Thus, a wide 
class of discussed methods can be modified to exhibit autonomous behaviour, although there are 
additional concerns regarding the possibility of data inconsistencies between modules. 
Furthermore, if a scheme depends on some executive modules (e.g. task managers or resource allocators), 
each of the core LRMs can be given such a function. Again, providing that the algorithm behaves 
deterministically and the modules are able to accurately interpret the state of the system, all processing 
modules would undertake matching actions. However, some problems may occur if multiple modules 
decide to assign multiple copies of a single function to a single processing module. To avoid such 
problems, each of the processing modules would be assigned an influence domain, upon which it would 
be able to impose its decision. Clearly, if the domain is restricted only to the processing module itself, a 
mapping from a non-autonomous to an autonomous scheme is achieved. 
In most of the general cases, it is possible to map a non-autonomous algorithm into an autonomous one, 
employing replication of data and authority, data consistency maintenance techniques, thus guaranteeing 
the undertaking of deterministic and consistent decisions, provided that all core LRMs are able to 
consistently monitor the state of the cabinet. 
It seems very likely that some variations on the Primary/Backup approach will be employed to provide 
fault-tolerance in RIMA cabinets without a software downloading bus. However, the discussion also 
suggests that additional mechanisms may have to be implemented into the scheme in order to support 
maintenance of reconfiguration data consistency or software replication. A communication based 
algorithm is likely to be designed for these purposes. In cabinets with a software downloading bus, it is 
possible to design rcconfiguration schemes without any backup or replica assignment. as the software can 
be provided dynamically. Also. it is expected that the most robust reconfiguration algorithms would have 
to be based on communication between core LRMs in order to reduce the risk of undertaking inconsistent 
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decisions due to misunderstanding of the cabinet state. However. it is also likely that such algorithms will 
be exposed to possible design or implementation errors due to their increased complexity. 
It has to be concluded that - despite a wide literature search - no autonomous dynamic reconfiguration 
algorithms were found at the time, that could be directly implemented into RIMA systems. although parts 
of particular solutions could be used as basis for the design of appropriate reconfiguration algorithms. 
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Chapter 4. Analysis of Configuration and Redundancy Requirements 
4.1. Introduction 
As already discussed in Chapter 1, RIMA systems are strongly based on IMA with the additional 
capability of dynamic in-flight reconfiguration. The RIMA systems are expected to be even more 
attractive with respect to their cost, although a question arises whether the new systems can be as reliable 
as the traditional ones and what would be the availability of such systems. 
In this chapter the availability and reliability of non-reconfigurable and reconfigurable aVIOniCS are 
assessed with the use of the Markov state space analysis (details of this particular application of Markov 
analysis can be found in [32], whereas a discussion of the Markov approach can be found - for example -
in [33], [34] and [35]). Although the assessment is focused on the reliability, availability and redundancy 
of processing modules (black boxes and core LRMs), some consideration is also given to other system 
components. 
The aim of this chapter is to investigate three different types of avionics systems (black boxes - e.g. A320, 
IMA - e.g. some systems on Boeing 777, and RIMA - under development) in order to determine the 
safety and redundancy figures related to each system type. The comparison of such figures is expected to 
give a good insight into the possible attractiveness of the new approach. 
The results presented in this chapter had been obtained from a tool designed and developed specifically 
for this purpose. A detailed discussion of the Markov method, related design and implementation issues 
and the actual software solution can be found in [32]. 
4.2. Processing modules redundancy 
In this section Reconfigurable IMA systems are analysed in order to establish and assess their possible 
henefits. and an analysis is conducted in order to find the optimal parameters for a RIMA design. Abu, a 
simple comparison between traditional (non-reconfigurable) approaches and RIMA systems is given 
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As the size of RIMA cabinets22 determines the number of avionics functions performed within a cabinet. 
it is a crucial factor that has to be taken into account while designing a RIMA architecture. Clearly in 
local reconfiguration schemes it is the number of modules (functions) in the rack that constrains the 
cabinet reconfigurability, and implicitly the reconfigurability of the whole system. It is expected that the 
capacity for dynamic reconfiguration will lead to a decrease of the required number of redundant core 
LRMs, thus it could lead to a decrease of the total cost of the avionics system. 
To have a fair comparison between RIMA and other systems, a similar study of necessary redundant core 
LRMs was conducted for avionics systems that do not employ reconfiguration techniques. In both studies 
only the availability and reliability of processing modules was taken into account, and further 
considerations would be required to assess the influence of other system components such as power 
supply modules, gateways or data buses. 
4.2.1. RIMA systems 
In this study the unavailability factor of not more than 1 % in 400 hours was required from avionics 
systems. This gi ves a 99% chance of being able to dispatch the aircraft after 400 hours of operation, and 
still meet all safety requirements not having required any maintenance during that period. The number of 
redundant core LRMs required to meet the safety [3] and availability objectives in systems implementing 
various numbers of avionics functions and employing various numbers of processing units per cabinet 
was assessed with the use of the Markov state space analysis [32]. 
The study was conducted for a range of cabinet sizes of 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 core LRMs, and system 
sizcs13 varying from about 40 to about 90 avionics functions. The very small cabinet sizes of six and 
seven processing units were tested only for availability figures in order to establish whether cabinets of 
such sizes could work with just a single redundant core LRM (sizes of eight and more require at least two 
redundant modules). Since such cabinet configurations proved to be highly unavailable. the choice of 
cabinet sizes of seven or less is of little practical interest. The option of 90 avionics functions being 
11 The notion of cabinet size should be understood as the number of core LRMs in the cabinet. 
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requested from the system seems to be a little excessive as current systems implement only between about 
50 and 60 avionics functions. However, such a high number has been chosen as an upper limit to leave 
some capacity for further growth of the systems. 
CommentarY: 
The analysis was based on single application core LRMs, and thus it assumed direct 
equivalence between avionics functions and processing modules. In case of multi-
application processing modules the same analysis remains valid provided that the 
whole functional groups (groups of functions performed by a single core LRM) are 
reconfigured together. Such functional groups can be treated as complex avionics 
functions, and thus they would preserve the mapping of avionics functions to core 
LRMs. With this approach a system of 80 prime avionics functions could be 
represented by a system of 50 functional groups and thus the analysis conducted 
here for systems of 50 functions would be sufficient for that case. 
To obtain accurate availability and reliability figures for cabinets, the analysis was conducted in two 
phases 
• cabinet level availability study 
• cabinet level reliability study. 
In the first phase the Markov analysis was performed with a time interval of 400 hours for cabinets 
consisting of processing modules with 10,000, 20,000 and 30,000 hours MTBF. The choice of the MTBF 
factors was based on the expectation that the RIMA modules MTBF would be around 20,000 hours14. 
The additional analysis for ten and thirty thousand hours MTBF was conducted in order to give a better 
view into the problem, as well as making the results valid for MTBFs varying from the projected one. 
The analysis of the first phase gave the probabilities of all possible failure combinations within the time 
interval. To achieve a reasonably low level of unavailability a cabinet needs to be able to tolerate certain 
modes of failure, i.e. after the 400 hour period the safety requirements for the next flight hour need to be 
met when dispatching an aircraft with a cabinet containing failed processing modules. 
1.' The notion of system size should be understood as the number of avionics functions Implemented by the ~y~tem. 
14 11lis followed the discussions with the members of the aerospace industry. in this case British Aerospace AIRBUS 
Ltd. 
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In order to assess the core LRM redundancy necessary to meet the safety objectives (phase two), the 
Markov analysis was run for a one hour time interval15 for different configurations of cabinets assessed in 
phase one. The analysis was run for cabinets that, at the start of a one hour flight contained varying 
numbers of failed core LRMs. For example, when starting with two failed modules, a probability of 
failure of 10-5 per flight hour (major mode of failure allowed probability) or less was achieved for another 
two failures, thus the system would require four core LRMs to implement a major function if no means 
for dynamic reconfiguration were provided. The influence of system capacity for dynamic in-flight 
reconfiguration was later assessed and it is discussed in section 4.2.2. 
The results of phases one and two were combined in order to obtain redundancy figures for the whole 
system with the required level of dispatch availability. These were further used to assess the total number 
of core modules and the total number of redundant core modules necessary to implement avionics 
systems of varying sizes. A more detailed discussion on redundancy assessment is given later in this 
chapter, where the cabinet configuration study is presented in section 4.2.2. At this stage the discussion 
of results is mainly focused on the global (system) level, although some consideration is given to cabinets 
and their preferred sizes. 
The following figures show the total number of processing modules (Figure 4.1) and the number of 
redundant core LRMs (Figure 4.2) required to implement avionics systems of sizes varying between 43 
and 91 functions as a function of the cabinet size. The examination of results should indicate which 
cabinet sizes give the best redundancy figures within the analysed range of system. 
15 Similar study was subsequently conducted for an average duration flight of five hours. and it is discussed later in 
this Chnpter (section 4.2.2.3). 
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treated as more "global", and as such it is subject to several drawbacks inherent to the global 
reconfiguration approach identified in Chapter 1. 
As the expected size of avionics systems in the near future can be expected to lie somewhere between 50 
and 80 avionics functions, the cabinet size of ten core LRMs (including redundant modules) would be of 
some preference. If the systems were to grow above about 96 functions (see section 4.2.2 for details) 
some alternative sizes could become more appropriate, and could be established by a similar study. Note 
that if the number of functions is lower than 60, the number of twelve core LRMs per cabinet would be 
the most desirable. In the case of multi-application processing modules, it can be expected that the 
number of functional groups should not exceed 60 even for systems of hundred or more prime avionics 
functions, and thus cabinets with twelve core LRMs would be of greatest benefit in such RIMA systems. 
As shown in the table below (Table 4.1), the differences between the best and the worst case do not 
exceed 20% of the total number of processing modules, and for the system sizes of the greatest interest 
are even lower (less than 15%). That would imply that benefits following a particular cabinet size in the 
design of a RIMA system, although significant, should not be overemphasised. 
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Size Best BIS Worst W/S (W-B)/S 
S B (%) W (%) (%) 
91 21 23.08 33 36.26 13.19 
88 21 23.86 30 34.09 10.23 
85 21 24.71 30 35.29 10.59 
82 21 25.61 30 36.59 10.98 
79 20 25.32 28 35.44 10.13 
76 18 23.68 27 35.53 11. 84 
73 18 24.66 27 36.99 12.33 
70 18 25.71 24 34.29 8.57 
67 18 26.87 24 35.82 8.96 
64 15 23.44 24 37.50 14.06 
61 15 24.59 22 36.07 11. 48 
58 12 20.69 20 34.48 13.79 
55 12 21. 82 20 36.36 14.55 
52 12 23.08 18 34.62 11. 54 
49 10 20.41 18 36.73 16.33 
46 8 17.39 16 34.78 17.39 
43 8 18.60 16 37.21 18.60 
Table 4.1. BestIWorst cases for core LRM redundancy in RIMA design. 
The discussion so far has been focused strictly on the processing modules without regard to redundancy 
of power supply modules, gateways and buses. The number of the aforementioned components is related 
to the number of core LRMs, as well as the number of cabinets (the availability requirements per cabinet 
increase with the number of cabinets - each of the cabinets must be more available to meet the overall 
dispatch availability objectives). Thus systems based on smaller cabinets are more likely to require more 
non-processing modules (power supply, gateways) and buses. 
The number of power supply modules is also strongly related to the total number of core LRMs as they 
are capable of supporting a limited number of modules. Thus a reduction in the total number of 
(redundant) power supply modules should follow a reduction of the number of core LRMs. 
The number of gateways and backplane buses is strictly bound to the number of cabinets. One can expect 
between two and four gateways and backplane buses to be necessary to meet the safety requirements. As 
a decrease in the number of cabinets implies lower availability requirements per cabinet. it could lead 
towards further cost reduction as a lower MTBF of cabinet elements would be required. On the other 
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hand however, the physical capacity of these devices is strictly limited (e.g. throughput for the data buses) 
and an increase of the number of processing modules in the cabinet may incite the need for additional 
buses or gateways. That could again lead to the need further redundancy in order to meet safety 
objectives. 
There are other problems related to big cabinets, e.g. it would be generally more difficult to find a suitable 
location for their placement on the aircraft. Furthermore, as the number of avionics functions in the 
system does not in general divide by the number of cabinet active16 core modules, one can expect some 
cabinet slots remaining unused. The number of empty slots is likely to be greater for bigger cabinets than 
for the smaller ones (e.g. if two functions are left over after "filling" all other cabinets, it would imply 
eleven empty slots in a sixteen core cabinet and only six in a ten core cabinee7). 
4.2.2. Cabinet configuration 
In this section cabinet redundancy assessment is conducted in order to establish the required cabinet 
configuration (ratios of different types of functions, processing modules redundancy, constraints on the 
criticality of failure combinations, etc.). Results from the previous section are also taken into account 
when making particular choices. 
4.2.2.1. Cabinet size and availability objectives 
The assessment of core module redundancy has been conducted for cabinet size of ten core LRMs, what 
follows the findings shown in Figure 4.1 and 4.2. The choice of ten processing units per cabinet takes 
into account minimisation of the number of redundant processing modules in the expected range of 
system sizes between 50 and 80 avionics functions (see Figure 4.2), and avoids possible drawbacks 
inherent with the management of bigger cabinets. However, the study was also conducted for twelve and 
sixteen core LRMs cabinets for the purposes of comparison and to allow discussion of some more general 
tendencies. 
16 The number of active processing modules should be understood as the sIze of the cabinet decreased by the numOcr 
of redundant (inactive) wre LRMs. 
17 Assuming three redundant I.'ore LRM~ for the sIxteen core cabinets. and two for the tcn core cabinets. 
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The configuration of a cabinet has to address the issues of safety objectives and dispatch availability 
without unscheduled maintenance. To achieve the necessary level of dispatch availability (in this study 
99% for the whole system, about 99.9% per cabinet) the system has to tolerate multiple failures. thus the 
aircraft has to be able to take off with failed modules. 
To find all the failure combinations that need to be tolerated, the Markov method with a time interval of 
400 hours was used to calculate the probability of a cabinet enduring any of the possible combinations of 
failures. The probability of the state with no modules failed was the highest in all the studied cases, 
however it was not sufficient to meet the 99.9% availability objective. In such cases the states with a 
single and possibly multiple failed modules had to be considered until the required dispatch availability 
was achieved. That gave the number of failures that have to be tolerated without affecting the safety 
objectives for any of the avionics functions. The table below (Table 4.2) shows the relation between the 
cabinet size, tolerated number of failures and the unavailability. 
Tolerance 10 core LRM (%) 12 core LRM (%) 16 core LRM (%) 
4 failed 0.000071 0.000215 0.001108 
3 failed 0.002934 0.006699 0.023118 
2 failed 0.083930 0.149369 0.358357 
1 failed 1.587466 2.268090 3.914403 
0 failed 18.126925 21. 337214 27.385096 
Table 4.2. Unavailability with a tolerance for multiple failures. 
To meet the 99% system availability objective, it can be easily shown from the table above (Table 4.2), 
that if the number of cabinets does not exceed twelve for ten core LRM cabinets (13xO.OO294> 1, twelve 
cabinets implements about 96 functions) or six for twelve core LRM (7xO.l49369>1. six cabinets 
implement about 60 functions), a cabinet needs to tolerate two failures, i.e. an aircraft needs to be able to 
take off with up to two failed modules per cabinet and still support all the required avionics functions. A 
sixteen core LRM cabinet needs to exhibit a tolerance of three failures (up to 43 cabinets. i.e. about 550 
avionics functions). With a tolerance of just two failed modules per cabinet. the RIMA system would be 
able to use not more than two sixteen core LRM cabinets (about 28 functions or functional groups) to 
meet the 99% system availability objectives. 
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4.2.2.2. Cabinet configuration requirements for one hour flights 
The Markov method was run for a one hour time interval for cabinets with different numbers of faulty 
modules
21 
at the start of the computation. That gave the probabilities of different combinations of failures 
to occur within a one hour flight providing that a certain number of core LRMs were already not 
operating at the aircraft take-off. It also constituted a check against the safety requirements and allowed 
combinations of failures to be found that are not allowed to lead to a loss of particular avionics functions. 
For example, if a particular combination is not extremely improbable (less than 10-9 per flight hour) it 
must not lead to a loss of a critical function and thus to a catastrophic mode of failure 29• 
The cabinet required tolerance, i.e. the number of failures that must not lead to a loss of a certain type of 
avionics function is given in the following tables (Table 4.3, Table 4.4 and Table 4.5). These were 
established for cabinets consisting of 10, 12 and 16 core LRMs with MTBF equal to 20,000 hours each 
and for various requirements regarding dispatch availability. Note that all values are absolute, i.e. they do 
not relate to the number of faulty modules at the start of processing, (for example, if "Major function 
tolerance" equals three in Table 4.3 it means that three out of ten processing modules failing in a cabinet 
must not lead to major failure conditions). 
Number of Catastrophic Hazardous Major Minor Dispatch 
faulty LRMs function function function function unavailability 
at the start tolerance tolerance tolerance tolerance (% ) 
0 2 2 1 0 18.12692 
1 3 2 2 1 1.58747 
2 4 3 3 2 0.08393 
3 5 4 4 3 0.00293 
4 6 5 5 4 0.00007 
Table 4.3. Tolerance figures for 10 core LRM cabineL 
18 The number of faulty processing modules corresponds to the tolerance required to achieve a necessary dispatch 
availability. After 400 hours an aircraft has to be able to take of with n failed modules. 
19 For minor failure conditions the probability of 10 .. 1 per flight hour or less was achieved with figures a~ stated in the 
tables in section 2.2. Note that there are no formal requirements for failure probability of such conditions. 
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Number of Catastrophic Hazardous Major Minor Dispatch 
faulty LRMs function function function function unavailability( 
at the start tolerance tolerance tolerance tolerance %) 
0 2 2 1 0 21.33721 
1 3 3 2 1 2.26809 
2 4 4 3 2 0.14937 
3 5 4 4 3 0.00670 
4 6 5 5 4 0.00021 
Table 4.4. Tolerance figures for 12 core LRM cabinet. 
Number of Catastrophic Hazardous Major Minor Dispatch 
faulty LRMs function function function function unavailability 
at the start tolerance tolerance tolerance tolerance (%) 
0 2 2 1 0 27.38510 
1 3 3 2 1 3.91440 
2 4 4 3 2 0.35836 
3 5 5 4 3 0.02312 
4 6 6 5 4 0.00111 
Table 4.5. Tolerance figures for 16 core LRM cabinet. 
The tolerance (redundancy) numbers would not need any discussion for non-reconfigurable IMA systems. 
Simply put, each of the core LRMs would need as many back-up modules as it is required by the dispatch 
availability and safety requirements (see tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5). However. with dynamic in-flight 
reconfiguration some considerable savings on redundant core modules can be achieved, that are discussed 
later in this section. The discussion on non-reconfigurable systems and a comparison between non-
reconfigurable and reconfigurable systems is given later in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4. 
The required number of redundant core LRMs is constrained by the necessary tolerance of the minor 
functions (the lower bound), as in case of a minor function loss neither of the remaining operating 
processing modules would reconfigure. As in RIMA redundant core LRMs are capable of undertaking 
any of the cabinet functions. then there is no need for separate spare modules for each of the minor 
functions. Thus. irrespectively of the number of minor functions. the lower bound on the number of 
redundant cores will be the same for given cabinet size. safety requirements and dispatch availability. 
Moreover. the lower bound of the cabinet core LRM redundancy should not be affected by the number of 
more critical functions. In the case where a major function module fails. its function can be undertaken 
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by any of the redundant modules or one of the minor function modules. For example. if minor functions 
require two redundant modules and major functions require three redundant modules, only two redundant 
modules and one minor function module will be required to meet the requirements. 
In a similar fashion the necessary minimal configuration can be established for all types of functions. If 
in the example above catastrophic functions require four back-up core LRMs, it would imply the need for 
at least two minor functions, or one minor and one major function. In the latter case, the following 
assumption on the combinations of failures would also be required to hold: none of the combinations of 
failures that involves a loss of one minor and one major function will lead to catastrophic failure 
conditions. This simple requirement, however, is likely to be true for all avionics systems. 
Commentary: 
Core LRM redundancy requirements can be analysed in an alternative way. 
Assuming the situation as in the 12 core cabinet table (Table 4.4) for the dispatch 
unavailability of 0.14937% in 400 hours, it can be deduced that the cabinet will need 
to tolerate two failures without losing any of the avionics functions (minor functions 
tolerance). Therefore the cabinet will require at least two redundant processing 
modules. In the case of a third failure, the system is permitted to lose a minor 
function, thus a minor function module will reconfigure to provide backup. If there 
was not a single minor module in the cabinet another redundant core would be 
required at some additional cost. Therefore an optimal cabinet would need two 
redundant core modules and at least one minor function. In the case of the fourth 
failure, the system is permitted to lose either another minor or a major function. 
That implies a need for at least two minor functions or one minor and one major 
function in the cabinet. Any subsequent failures are extremely improbable and arc 
allowed to lead to a loss of any of the functions. 
The following tables (Table 4.6 and Table 4.7) describe minimal configuration requirements for RIMA 
cabinets based on the results from tables Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 for "dispatch availability level 2" (an 
aircraft needs to be able to take off with two failed core LRMs per cabinet). 
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Minimal numbers of modules/functions (alternatives) 
Spare Minor Major Hazardous Catastrophic 
2 2 (or more) any Any any 
2 1 1 (or more) any any 
2 1 0 1 (or more) any 
Combinations of failures constraints (respectively to alternatives above) 
2 minor failure combinations are not catastrophic. 
1 minor and 1 major failure combinations are not catastrophic. 
1 minor and 1 hazardous failure combinations are not catastrophic. 
Table 4.6. Configuration requirements for 10 core LRM cabinets. 
Minimal numbers of modules/functions (al terna ti ves) 
Spare Minor Major Hazardous Catastrophic 
2 2 (or more) any any any 
2 1 1 (or more) any any 
Combinations of failures constraints (respectively to alternatives above) 
2 minor failure combinations are not hazardous or catastrophic. 
1 minor and 1 major failure combinations are not hazardous or 
catastrophic. 
Table 4.7. Configuration requirements for 12 core LRM cabinets. 
By analogy, the following table (Table 4.8) describes minimal configuration requirements for sixteen core 
LRM cabinets and dispatch availability level three (see Table 4.5). The choice of a higher availability 
level for this cabinet size follows the availability study described in Table 4.2, as avionics systems based 
on sixteen core cabinets with dispatch availability level lower than three could not in practice meet the 
99% availability objectives for 400 hours operation without maintenance. 
Minimal numbers of modules/functions (al ternatives) 
Spare Minor Major Hazardous Catastrophic 
3 2 (or more) any any any 
3 1 1 (or more) any any 
Combinations of failures constraints (respectively to alternatives above) 
2 minor failure combinations are not hazardous or catastrophic. 
1 minor and 1 major failure combinations are not hazardous or 
catastrophic. 
Table 4.8. Configuration requirements for 16 core LRM cabinets. 
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As the ratios of different types of functions can be expected to be in the order of "I :2: 1: I" (minor-major-
hazardous-catastrophic) with cabinet sizes as analysed (10, 12, 16), the requirements for the minimal 
numbers of particular types of functions in the cabinet can easily be satisfied. Various other ratios of 
functions criticality are considered later in this chapter (section 4.3 and 4.4). 
The constraints related to combinations of failures from the tables above (Table 4.6, Table 4.7 and Table 
4.8) in their strongest form assume that a combination of a minor and a major failure is not hazardous. 
and a combination of a major and a hazardous failure is not catastrophic. Although in practice this is 
almost always true, there may exist cases where such assumptions do not hold (e.g. the loss of all 
navigation systems is major and the loss of all communication systems is major, but the combination of 
these two is catastrophic). However, such cases are rare and they can easily be avoided by placing the 
functions in different cabinets. 
Note also that for 10 core LRM cabinets the criticality requirements for various combinations of failures 
are even weaker, which makes the choice of ten processing modules per cabinet more attractive. 
4.2.2.3. Cabinet configuration requirements for five hours flight time 
In order to assess the cabinet configuration requirements for an average duration flight of five hours 
(typical for a long range airliners), similar studies to those in section 4.2.2.2 were conducted for an 
extended time interval. As explained in section 4.2.2.1. to achieve the required dispatch availability a 
cabinet needs to provide full functionality with two processing modules failed at the aircraft take off for 
the cabinet size of ten or twelve core LRMs, and with three core LRMs failed for the size of sixteen. As 
the dispatch conditions have already been assessed (sections 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2) the analysis described in 
this section is focused purely on the cabinet configuration requirements, similar to those in tables Table 
4.6, Table 4.7 and Table 4.8. The average flight duration was assumed to be five hours (as for Airbus 
A340), and the Markov analysis was conducted for such a time interval. The results were obtained for 
core LRMs of 20,000 hours MTBF. 
Table 4.9 shows the tolerance requirements for different cabinet sizes and the level two dispatch 
availability (sce Table 4 . .3 for comparison). Note that for ten core LRMs cabinets thc required toleranL"c 
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increased only for the hazardous functions when compared with the figures from Table 4.6. For twelve 
core LRMs cabinets the results are identical with those from Table 4.7 for the availability level two. 
Also, the figures for the cabinet size sixteen are again identical with those from Table 4.8 for an 
availability level three. 
Cabinet Catastrophic Hazardous Major Minor 
size function function function function 
tolerance tolerance tolerance tolerance 
10 4 4 3 2 
12 4 4 3 2 
16 5 5 4 3 
Table 4.9. Tolerance figures for cabinets for an average duration flight. 
The results shown in the tables below (Table 4.10 and Table 4.11) should be understood similarly to the 
results from the tables above (Table 4.6, Table 4.7 and Table 4.8). 
Minimal numbers of modules/functions (al ternatives) 
Spare Minor Major Hazardous Catastrophic 
2 2 (or more) any any Any 
2 1 1 (or more) any Any 
Combinations of failures constraints (respectively to alternatives above) 
2 minor failure combinations are not catastrophic or hazardous. 
1 minor and 1 major failure combinations are not catastrophic or 
hazardous. 
Table 4.10. Configuration requirements for 10 and 12 core LRM cabinets (average duration flight). 
The table above (Table 4.10) shows that for an average duration flight of five hours, the configuration 
requirements for a cabinet consisting of ten core LRMs are only slightly more demanding than for a one 
hour flight, and they are identical for cabinets containing twelve processing modules. Thus the results of 
the assessment of cabinet configuration requirements for these sizes from section 4.2.2.2 are also valid for 
the five hour average duration flight. 
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Minimal numbers of modules/functions (a1 ternati ves) 
Spare Minor Major Hazardous Catastrophic 
3 2 (or more) any any any 
3 1 1 (or more) any any 
Combinations of failures constraints (respectively to alternatives above) 
2 minor failure combinations are not hazardous or catastrophic. 
1 minor and 1 major failure combinations are not hazardous or 
catastrophic. 
Table 4.11. Configuration requirements for 16 core LRM cabinets (average duration Right). 
Since the cabinet configuration requirements from Table 4.11 above are identical with those from Table 
4.8, the results from section 4.2.2.2 are also valid for the five hour average duration flight of an aircraft 
with a RIMA system based on sixteen core LRMs cabinets. 
4.2.2.4. Conclusion 
From the study above several guidelines towards the choice of RIMA cabinets configuration with respect 
to their size and the system size can be made: 
• very small cabinet sizes (eight or less) are impractical, as the number of redundant core modules per 
cabinet is relatively high when compared with the cabinet size 
• although big cabinets (e.g. sixteen core LRMs) provide the capacity for further growth of avionics 
systems in terms of being able to operate with the same number of redundant processing modules per 
cabinet for a wide range of system sizes, they may need more redundant gateways and data buses in 
order to meet the safety and availability objectives 
• it can be expected that big cabinets will be more difficult to install in an aircraft 
• in big cabinets many processing modules would be sharing the limited capacity of the ARINC 659 
backplane that could lead, in critical cases, to significant delays or data bus throughput exhaustion 
• bigger cabinets generally require more redundant processing modules to meet the availability 
requirements, however their ratio of the number of redundant processing modules to the cabinet size 
can be better for some system sizes 
• 
constraints on criticality of combinations of failures are weaker for ten core LRM cabinets rather than 
for twelve or sixteen core LRM cabinets within the range of analysed system SllCS 
• 
there is no significant difference in cabinet configuration requirements for a one hour flight and a five 
hour duration flight for systems employing 20,000 MTBF core LRMs. 
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4.2.3. Traditional systems 
In order to perform a fair comparison between Reconfigurable IMA architectures and the traditional 
systems (whether black box based or IMA), the redundancy of the later systems was assessed in a similar 
manner as RIMA systems in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. 
For different criticality functions the redundancy required to meet the safety objectives has been 
identified in a similar fashion it has been accomplished for RIMA systems. With MTBF equal to 20.000 
hours it is relatively easy to show that catastrophic functions need to be implemented by three processing 
modules (or black boxes), hazardous and major functions by two modules and minor functions by a single 
module. These requirements have to be met at the start of a flight, however. if 99% availability in 400 
hours was required, there some additional dedicated redundancy will be required. 
To assess the additional redundancy enforced by the dispatch availability objectives. the Markov analysis 
was conducted for various configurations of black boxes for the time interval of 400 hours. The analysis 
gave the unavailability figures for each of the configurations that can be understood as probability 
thresholds, i.e. if a function needs to be available with probability Pk it has to be in configuration Cn (n 
processing modules implementing the function). That is similar to the analysis of RIMA cabinets. where 
a cabinet has to support all the required functions with some modules failed prior to aircraft take off. 
Commentary: 
If a function is required to be available with a probability of 99.95% in 400 hours. it 
could imply that its configuration must tolerate say, two failed modules without 
affecting the reliability figures. If it was a catastrophic function it would have to be 
implemented by five (3+2) modules. Thus the Markov analysis would have to be 
performed for the configuration of 5 black boxes. Note that the availability figures 
relating to the same number of failures depend on the total number of modules in the 
configuration. This is related to the fact that the Markov analysis gives accurate 
answers. whilst fault tree analysis gives only an upper bound of the system 
unavailability [35]. 
The simplest approach to achieve system availability not worse than A would be to divide the permitted 
unavailability U= I-A equally between all functions. However. in such a case it is unlikely that U, 
(function unavailability) would be just under the required threshold and thus the overall s\'stem 
availability actually achieved could be much greater than required. 
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Commentary: 
If VI equals, say, 0.025 (system of 40 functions and 99% availability) and the 
thresholds obtained from a previous reliability and availability study indicate that for 
V<O.OOI the configuration requires three additional redundant modules, for V<O.I it 
requires two additional redundant modules and for V>O.l it requires a single 
additional redundant module, the necessary redundancy would be three. However, 
the achieved availability (assuming the same configuration for all forty functions) 
would be at least 99.96% «1-40xO.OO1)·lOO%) and thus much greater than the 
required one (Le. the number of redundant modules would be higher than the 
possible minimum). 
To perform a fair comparison between RIMA and a traditional system the unavailability factor was 
distributed unevenly between functions according to the optimisation algorithm devised specifically for 
this purpose. 
The optimising algorithm attempts to move particular functions to higher availability thresholds (thus 
reducing the number of redundant modules), without exceeding the unavailability limits. The new 
unavailability of a function will be higher than the old one by the lowest possible factor that leads to a 
change of the configuration. Such factors are lowest for minor functions and highest for catastrophic 
ones, which is related to the total number of modules implementing the function. The algorithm finishes 
when the unavailability limit is exhausted or none of the configurations can be changed without breaching 
the safety requirements (minimal configurations). 
Table 4.12 shows the minimal redundancy requirements for traditional systems of the same sizes as the 
RIMA systems analysed in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, with the assumed ratio of different function types: 
I: I :2: 130. Note that the table below shows only the number of redundant modules i.e. the total number of 
modules minus the number of avionics functions (the relation of one function to one processing module. 
although difficult to realise in practice31 • is highly desirable). 
30 Minor: major: hazardous: catastrophic. 
31 For one-to-one relation hetween avionics functions and processing modules the module's MTBF would have 10 he 
in the order of 101J hours to mt.'Ct the safety requirements for mosl critical functions. or modules would have to be ahlc 
to perform multiple functions lltthe same time. 
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Unavailability 
System size 1% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 
43 115 106 90 84 83 82 
46 125 116 99 91 90 89 
49 131 122 104 95 94 93 
52 141 132 114 104 102 101 
55 153 144 126 114 110 109 
58 159 150 132 119 114 113 
61 169 160 142 129 121 120 
64 175 166 148 134 125 124 
67 186 176 158 143 133 132 
70 197 188 170 153 144 140 
73 205 194 176 158 149 144 
76 215 204 186 169 158 151 
79 222 210 192 174 163 155 
82 233 220 202 185 172 162 
85 245 232 214 197 183 173 
88 252 238 220 202 188 178 
91 263 248 230 213 197 187 
Table 4.12. Minimal redundancy of traditional systems. 
If there were no requirements for the system availability, the total number of redundant modules could be 
calculated from the following equation 
eq. 1 N redundant = 3 X N catasb'Ophic + 2 X (N hazardous + N major) + N minor - N functions 
Where Ncriticality denotes the number of functions of given criticality. The table below (Table 4.13) shows 
the minimal possible configurations of traditional avionics systems with no availability requirements for 
black box MTBF of 20,000 hours and the same ratio of functions criticality as before. 
Nfunctiona 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 76 79 82 85 88 91 
Ntotal 84 91 95 102 110 114 121 125 132 140 144 151 155 162 170 174 181 
Nredundant 41 45 46 50 55 56 60 61 65 70 71 75 76 80 85 86 90 
Table 4.13. Minimal configurations for traditional avionics systems. 
4.2.4. Comparison 
In this section a comparison of RIMA systems and non-reconfigurable avionics systems with respect to 
the number of redundant processing modules is performed in order to assess the possible benefits of 
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ystem capacity for dynamic in-flight reconfigurati on. ote that onl the pr e ing modul r dund n ) 
is taken into account, and similar analysi would be required to a e the e fa tor fo r oth r t 
modules. 
The figure below (Figure 4.3) show the required number of redundant core LRM (or bla k r r 
traditional systems) for different system sizes and various availability req uirement . Th d t va lue f 
the series captioned as "average RIMA "C" (99%)" has been calcul ated an a erag numb r f r quir d 
redundant modules across the range of analysed cabi net sizes (8, 10, 12, 14 and 16) f r RIM 
architecture "e" (see Figure 4 .2 and Table 4.1 ), and as such is sub-optimal. Thi s ha been int nded t 
favour the traditional systems in order to avoid any bias towards the preference of RIMA. N t al 0, that 
the percentage rates stated in series names relate to sy tern avai labi lity in 400 hour and the minimal 
IMNBB system (Integrated Modular Avi onicslBlack Boxes non-reconfig urable de ign) data ha b n 
calcul ated for no availability obj ectives . 
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as well as in terms of improved system availability. In order to assess the overall benefits other svstem 
" 
components such as gateways and data buses would also need to be analysed. However. based on the 
analysis of core LRM redundancy, RIMA systems can be expected to perfonn significantly better than 
avionics systems not employing dynamic in-flight reconfiguration. 
4.2.5. Systems with between-flights reconfiguration only 
In the previous sections the reduction of the number of redundant processing modules following the 
capacity for dynamic in-flight reconfiguration was discussed, and a comparison between RIMA and non-
reconfigurable systems was made. In this section some consideration is given to a particular type of IMA 
that employs between-flights reconfiguration techniques. 
Reconfiguration between-flights allows for changes of the system/cabinet module-function assignments 
on the ground only. Thus in the case of any failure during the flight the system must respond with some 
dedicated redundancy. It is clear that such systems must employ at least the same number of redundant 
core LRMs as the minimal configuration of non-reconfigurable avionics systems discussed in section 
4.2.3 and Table 4.10 in order to meet the safety requirements for the flight. 
Moreover, the availability figures for such systems would not change if between-flight reconfiguration 
was to be introduced. In the minimal configuration a loss of a single module leads to a violation of safety 
requirements. No on-ground reconfiguration (change of the module-function assignment) would bring 
the reliability to the required level, as there would not be enough dedicated redundancy in the system. 
Based on the above arguments a claim can be made that systems with between-flight reconfiguration 
cannot achieve lower processing module redundancy than the minimal configuration of non-
reconfigurable systems, and that in such configuration their availability figures would not improve 
respectively to the non-reconfigurable minimal system. 
The benefits of the between-flights reconfiguration occur only if the considered system is not minimal. In 
such a case the capacity for on-ground changes of the system module-function assignments can greatly 
contribute towards system availability figures, which can be expected to be higher than in the traditlllDal 
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non-reconfigurable systems. The avionics systems with on-ground reconfiguration can be considered as 
an intermediate step between non-reconfigurable IMA systems and RIMA with dynamic in-flight 
reconfiguration, but they do not fully exploit the benefits of reconfiguration. 
4.3. RIMA architecture "e" 
The assessment presented in the previous sections was generically valid for many possible RIMA designs. 
In this section, however, particular issues related to the RIMA architecture "e" are discussed. 
4.3.1. Software replication 
In order to be able to reconfigure the system in the case of a module failure the appropriate application 
software must be available either within the system or from some external source. As discussed before, 
there are many ways to provide the software store, however, when the RIMA design "C" is being 
considered the idea of processing modules storing copies of different avionics functions in their non-
volatile memory appear the most practical. 
In such a solution the memory requirements and the choice between global and local reconfiguration 
approaches is extremely crucial. A simple analysis shows that for architecture "C" using the core LRMs 
to store the software, the global reconfiguration approach is unfeasible in many ways: 
• technologically - too high requirements for memory to be presently implemented 10 the limited 
volume of a processing module 
• economically - even if future electronics allow such implementation it would be very costly 
• with respect to the system safety - the system reconfiguration process becomes very complex. 
When local reconfiguration schemes are being considered the issue of software replication within the 




How many copies should exist for each function? 
Which modules should store which applications? 
What are the memory requirements? 
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The figures shown in Table 4.9 give the answer to the first question for an average duration flight. In 
order to be able to tolerate four failures for a certain function criticality type, for each function of such 
criticality at least four copies have to be stored in the cabinet. Thus the total number of software copies 
within a cabinet can be easily calculated as: 
eq. 2 Ncopies =r. xN. +r2 xN 2 +r3 xN3 +r4 xN4 
where rx describes replication requirements for the x-th function criticality, and Nx represents the number 
of such functions. The following tables (Table 4.14, Table 4.15 and Table 4.16) show the number of 
required software copies in relation to the cabinet size and the ratio of different function criticalities 
within the cabinet. Note that the following tables assume the tolerance figures as shown in Table 4.9, and 
the ratios of different functions are chosen to reflect the most probable options (although some of the 
options are intentionally rather unrealistic, see option 'e' in Table 4.14, option 'e' in Table 4.15 and 
options (d) and (e) in Table 4.16). 
Option Catastrophic Hazardous Major Minor Ncopies 
( a) 2 3 2 1 28 
(b) 2 3 1 2 27 
(c) 3 3 1 1 29 
( d) 2 4 1 1 29 
(e) 1 5 1 1 29 
Table 4.14. Number of software copies for a 10 core LRM cabinet. 
Option Catastrophic Hazardous Major Minor Ncopies 
(a) 2 3 3 2 33 
(b) 2 4 2 2 34 
(c) 3 4 2 1 36 
( d) 3 4 1 2 35 
(e) 3 5 1 1 37 
Table 4.15. Number of software copies for a 12 core LRM cabinet. 
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Option Catastrophic Hazardous Major Minor Needed 
(a) 3 5 3 2 58 
(b) 4 5 2 2 59 
(c) 3 4 3 3 56 
(d) 5 6 1 1 62 
( e) 4 7 1 1 62 
Table 4.16. Number of software copies for a 16 core LRM cabinet. 
The number of required software copies strongly influences the requirements for the core LRM memory 
capacity. Before these requirements can be properly assessed, a choice has to be made regarding the way 
of supporting the software store functionality by processing modules, and the question of which modules 
should store the applications also needs to be answered. However, the answer to this question is not as 
straightforward as to the previous one. 
Generally two approaches can be distinguished. The first allows modules to exchange software between 
each other (implying the use of some software bus), the second avoids the necessity of a software bus but 
does not allow software migration. 
In the first solution presented in greater detail in the next section, every active module can store the same 
number of software copies and the redundant modules can store yet another copy (they are not required to 
perform any avionics function at the system start-up). Thus, even the catastrophic function modules can 
provide copies of software for other core LRMs (clearly a catastrophic function module cannot be 
requested to perform a less critical function as that would lead to the loss of an aircraft, it can only 
provide required software for other modules). This approach allows a very good utilisation of cabinet 
memory (each core LRM is assumed to have the same memory capacity), exhibiting, however. some 
drawbacks related to the requirement for a software downloading bus. 
In the second approach (discussed in section 4.3.3) each module can only store software for functions of 
lower criticality than the one being performed by the module. As there are no means for software 
migration. critical function modules would not store any software. hazardous modules would store only 
copies of critical functions. etc. Clearly the redundant processing modules can store software for 
functions of any criticality. In this solution the system suffers from non-optimal memory utilisation. 
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avoiding at the same time potential problems related to the software downloading bus. However. in the 
case of a module recovery from a transient fault, it could be beneficial if critical modules stored software 
for some less critical functions. In such a situation a recovered critical module could take over some 
previously lost less critical function (clearly its original, critical, function would be performed by another 
module at that time). 
The memory requirements depend on the chosen approach, as well as the cabinet size and the ratio of 
different avionics functions criticality in the system being considered. 
4.3.2. RIMA cabinets with a dedicated Software Bus 
Architecture "C" based RIMA systems with cabinets employing a software downloading bus lead 
generally to lower requirements for non-volatile memory per processing unit. On the other hand, 
however, the need for software fetching from a remote module can introduce some delays in 
reconfiguration and it would require a dedicated software downloading bus. 
At present there is no standard in the avionics industry for a software bus that could be used for the 
purposes of dynamic in-flight software downloading. The ARINC 629 and ARINC 659 seem to be too 
slow for such an operation, and thus a new type of a data bus would probably have to be developed. That 
would of course be costly and it would decrease the attractiveness of this approach. Also, avionics 
systems with a newly introduced software downloading bus would have to be additionally certified for 
their safety. 
Moreover, the impact of the additional reconfiguration delays would have to be assessed. Clearly the 
length of the reconfiguration delay depends on the speed of the software bus, so a very fast software bus 
could help in the elimination of this problem. Furthermore, provided that some redundant software copies 
exist within the cabinet, it may be possible to reconfigure the cabinet in the event of a processing module 
failure and then to allow software migration. 
Low memory requirements and good processing module memory utilisation arc not the only benefits 01 
this approach. The reconfiguration schcm~ can be kept simple and based on the "hot"' and "cold" 'otandby 
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modes as suggested in [31]. Also, since each module can store any applications there are no problems 
with the feasibility of the software-module assignment. Generally, however, the time and cost related 
drawbacks of a software downloading bus based approach suggest that other ways of supporting the 
software replication should be sought and employed. 
The table below (Table 4.17) shows the relation between the number of supported software copies not 
including the software for non-redundant modules primary applications, and the processing module 
available non-volatile memory for different cabinet sizes. 
4 MB per core LRM 5 MB per core LRM 6 MB per core LRM 
10 core LRM up to 32 copies up to 42 copies up to 52 copies 
cabinet 
12 core LRM up to 38 copies up to 50 copies up to 62 copies 
cabinet 
16 core LRM up to 51 copies up to 67 copies up to 83 copies 
cabinet 
Table 4.17. Number of supported software copies vs. available core LRM memory. 
Note that the values in the table above (Table 4.17) are based on the assumption of two redundant core 
LRMs for the cabinet sizes of ten and twelve processing modules. and on three redundant core LRMs for 
the cabinet size of sixteen. 
4.3.3. RIMA cabinets without a dedicated Software Bus 
With the elimination of the software downloading bus the reconfiguration scheme can be imposed on top 
of an existing IMA system without any changes to the original design31, which would possibly avoid the 
need for extensive certification of the underlying hardware. Furthermore, fetching the application 
software from local memory should prove to be significantly faster than with the use of a data bus. and 
thus it should lead to potentially much faster reconfiguration. Also, the scheme should become less 
complex as no additional code related to handling of the data bus based software downloading will be 
required. However. the solution exhibits a major problem related to the processing module memory 
requirements. 
31 Only the elimination of dedicated 110 modules could tlc seen as an alteration. 
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As already mentioned, the whole inactive33 memory of a catastrophic function modules is left unused in 
this approach. Also, the hazardous modules can store at most as many software copies as there are 
catastrophic functions (only a single copy of each function can be stored by a particular core LRM. and 
clearly not more copies than the memory capacity). Thus in this case the memory requirements depend 
not only on the cabinet size but also on the ratio of avionics functions of different criticality within the 
cabinet. Moreover, even if the cabinet effective memory capacity is big enough to store the required 
number of copies the feasibility of the assignment of software copies to processing modules has to be 
verified. 
The following tables (Table 4.18, Table 4.19 and Table 4.20) show the software storage capacity figures 
for different sizes of cabinets and for the ratios of different types of avionics functions as indicated in 
Table 4.14, Table 4.15 and Table 4.16. They also show the memory requirements for a core LRM in 
order to make the assignment feasible (see Appendix A for examples of assignments for particular ratios 
of avionics functions). Note that the values shown with the strike-through type are lower than the number 
of software copies required for the corresponding ratio of different avionics functions (see Table 4.14, 
Table 4.15 and Table 4.16 for definitions of each option). 
Option 4 MB I 5 MB I 6 MB I 7 MB I 8 MB I Feasible 
module module module module module for 
(a) ~ 28 33 38 43 5 MB 
(b) ~ 28 33 38 43 5 MB 
(c) ~ -2-7 31 35 39 6 MB 
(d) ~ ~ 30 34 38 6 MB 
(e) ~ ~ ~ 30 34 7 ME 
Table 4.18. Processing module memory requirements for 10 core cabinets. 
l.l Non-volatile memory not used for storing and slale updating of the currently performed funCllOn. 
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Option 4 MB / 5 MB / 6 ME / 7 ME / 8 ME / feasible 
module module module module module for 
(a) ~ 36 43 50 57 5 ME 
(b) 
-2-8 34 40 46 52 5 ME 
(c) ~ 
-:3-4 39 44 49 6 ME 
(d) ~ ~ 39 44 49 6 ME 
(e) ~ -3-l} 
-:3-4 38 42 7 ME 
Table 4.19. Processing module memory requirements for 12 core cabinets. 
Option 4 MB / 5 MB / 6 MB / 7 MB / 8 MB / feasible 
module module module module module for 
( a) 42 -5{} 58 66 74 6 MB 
(b) ~ ~ 58 65 72 7 MB 
(c) 42 ~ 60 69 78 6 MB 
( d) ~ 43 -9 ~ 63 8 ME 
(e) ~ 43 ~ -9 ~ 9 MB 
Table 4.20. Processing module memory requirements for 16 core cabinets. 
Note that for the tables above (Table 4.18, Table 4.19 and Table 4.20) the memory requirements were 
calculated to meet the safety and availability objectives as discussed before (see Table 4.9 for the 
replication figures for various criticality functions). 
Note also, that in the formal requirements [3], [36] for avionics systems there are no safety objectives for 
minor modes of failure. In this research a threshold of the failure probability of 10.3 per flight hour has 
been chosen as the safety objective for such minor functions. Should a higher probability be allowed the 
memory requirements could be reduced (in the most extreme case - no copies of minor functions - the 
reduction could be significant). The minor functions replication would, however, affect the overall 
system availability figures (clearly, if no back-up copies for minor functions were stored each failure of a 
minor function module would lead to some system degradation). 
As indicated before, some of the options stated in the three tables above are highly unrealistic. and as 
such could be ignored. In this case 6 MB of non-volatile memory would be required from each 
processing module to implement RIMA systems based on 10 or 12 core LRM cabinets- For 16 core LRM 
cabinets 7 MB of memory per processing module should suffice. 
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To reduce the total memory requirements for a cabinet, the on-board memory installed into catastrophic 
function modules could be restricted to a size required to perform a single function (unless the capacity 
for module recovery was to be considered, see section 4.3.1). However, that would implicitly lead to 
some dedication between modules and avionics functions, and thus the cost of providing and storing 
different types of processing modules could actually be higher than the cost of a few megabytes of 
additional memory. 
In this approach a single core LRM may be required to store copies of many functions of the same 
criticality, for example a single hazardous function module may store the software for multiple 
catastrophic functions. This situation does not violate the safety requirements as a loss of any of the core 
LRMs leads to a loss of at most one copy of an avionics function. Thus N failures of processing modules 
will occur before losing an avionics function, where N is the function replication number. As the 
replication numbers are chosen to comply with the safety requirements (see Table 4.9), the assignment of 
many backup copies of the same criticality to a single processing module should be considered safe. 
It has to be stated that the solutions not based on a software downloading bus offer some attractive 
features (fast and simple reconfiguration, validity of certification obtained for ARINC 653 architecture 
"C" based IMA systems) at the cost of additional on-board non-volatile memory. Thus, this approach 
seems to be more promising for implementation of RIMA systems rather than the approach based on a 
software downloading bus as described in section 4.3.2. 
4.3.4. Conclusions 
Two major approaches to implementation of RIMA systems based on the ARINC 651 architecture "C" 
have been discussed. It was concluded that the solution avoiding the use of a software downloading bus 
(section 4.3.3) is more promising than the one employing a bus for software fetching. The cost of 
development of a software downloading bus. and the cost of the certification process in the later solution 
would be much higher than the cost of additional non-volatile memory in the first instance. Moreover. 
the reconfiguration scheme is likely to be more simple and much faster in designs not employing software 
downloading buses and not requiring software migration. 
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All considerations regarding reconfiguration of architecture "C' based systems assumed the use of the 
local reconfiguration approach, as the global approach has already been identified in as practically 
difficult or even unfeasible. It appears that systems avoiding the use of software downloading buses for 
dynamic in-flight reconfiguration are presently more desirable. However, if memory requirements are to 
grow significantly in the future (for example due to the introduction of much more sophisticated avionics 
functions) such that their growth could not be balanced by a similar growth in electronics (memory 
capacity), the systems employing solutions similar to that discussed in section 4.3.2 could be preferred. 
4.4. RIMA architecture "D" 
The main difference between the RIMA architecture "C" and RIMA architecture "0" is the existence of 
Application Modules (AMs) in the latter approach. In RIMA an application module provides software 
storage for avionics functions (software replication), as well as the functionality to allow updates and 
storage of the functions state as required (in architecture "C" such functionality is provided by the 
processing modules). Clearly, a RIMA architecture "0" design needs to employ some software 
downloading bus in order to allow dynamic in-flight reconfiguration, and thus it is exposed to problems 
similar to those identified in section 4.3.2. 
4.4.1. Availability and reliability 
The availability and reliability analysis from section 4.2 of this chapter is generally valid for architecture 
"0" based RIMA systems. However, some additional issues related to the introduction of application 
modules into the cabinet design have to be addressed. 
As the processing modules used to implement RIMA architecture "0" are not required to perform the 
software store functionality their design is expected to be more simple than in the architecture "e" and 
thus potentially more reliable. The application modules would also be much simpler than core LRMs in 
architecture "C", and thus they can also be expected to be more reliable. Generally all modules used to 
implement architecture "0" based RIMA systems are likely to be more reliable and thus the avaJiability 
and reliability figures should be better than in the case of architecture "e" based RIMA systems with the 
sumc number of LRMs per cabinet. 
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On the other hand, however, the number of line replaceable modules per cabinet will be higher for 
architecture "D" based systems. Clearly, if in the architecture "C' there were I 0 core LRMs per cabinet 
the equivalent architecture "D" system would employ 10 + N modules, where N represents (he number of 
application modules. 
The actual reliability and availability study was conducted for 10 + 2 and 10 + 3 configurations of 
architecture "D" based RIMA systems, and the MTBF of core and application modules varied from 
20,000 hours to 30,000 hours. In some cases it was assumed that both types of modules have the same 
MTBF parameters, however, the more probable situation where application modules have higher MTBF 
was also assessed. The following table (Table 4.21) shows the availability figures for different cabinet 
configurations and varying module MTBF parameters obtained with the use of the previously mentioned 
Markov method for the maintenance free time interval again of 400 hours. 
The availability objectives taken into account whilst calculating the figures in Table 4.21 are explained 
below: 
• core LRMs - similarly as in section 4.2 for 10 core LRM cabinets - at least 8 processing modules have 
to be working at the end of the 400 hours period of time 
• application modules - at least two AMs have to be working at the end of the 400 hours period of time. 
MTBF in 103 hours Cabinet 
availability 
Processing modules Application modules Configuration 
20 25 30 20 25 30 10+2 10+3 
./ ./ 95.9983% 99.8001% 
./ ./ 96.7694% 99.8414% 
./ ./ 97.2869% 99.8640% 
./ ./ 96.8079% 99.8811% 
./ ./ 97.3256% 99.9037% 
./ ./ 97.3433% 99.9218% 
Table 4.21. Availability figures for 10+2 and 10+3 configurations in architecture ·'D". 
The figures from the table above (Table 4.21) show clearly that it is impossible for the system to reach the 
99% availability objective with the 10+2 configuration. However. in the 10+3 configuration the sy .. h:m 
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can employ multiple cabinets and still meet the 99% dispatch availability requirements. The actual 
number of cabinets varies from 5 (for the least available option), through 6, 7, 8 and 10 (for the four 
following options) and finally reaches 12 for the option employing processing and application modules 
with MTBF equal to 30,000 hours. 
4.4.2. Software replication 
Because of a different way of supporting the software store, problems related to software replication for 
RIMA systems based on the architecture "D" should be approached in a different manner than for the 
architecture "e" based systems. 
In the case of RIMA systems employing application modules to implement the software store, a failure of 
a core LRM does not affect the number of software copies stored within a cabinet. In order to meet the 
safety requirements it has to be shown that it is extremely improbable to lose a catastrophic function 
processing module after losing all application modules (no reconfiguration is possible in such a case), and 
to show similar compliance with safety requirements [3] for other less critical functions. 
The Markov method was used for configurations shown in Table 4.21 assuming that two of the core 
LRMs were already faulty at the aircraft take-off, and that only two of the application modules were 
operating. The time interval was set to five hours in order to obtain the reliability figures for an average 
duration flight for a long range aircraft. The results show that for either of the configurations and 
regardless of the chosen MTBF parameters (within the range from 20,000 to 30,000 hours) the chance of 
losing any function (i.e. losing a processing module after losing all AMs) is extremely improbable. Thus 
it is the dispatch availability objective that formulates the strongest requirements towards the system. 
Moreover, the probability figures related to a loss of particular combinations of core LRMs during a five 
hour average duration flight are only slightly higher than for architecture "c" cabinets employing core 
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LRMs of the same MTBF (20,000 hours). The difference is insignificant and does not introduce the need 
for any changes into the cabinet configuration as discussed in section 4.2.2.34 
4.4.3. Conclusions 
The study discussed in section 4.4 shows that architecture "n" based RIMA systems are exposed to the 
same problems with software downloading buses as architecture "C" based solutions presented in section 
4.3.2. However, the memory requirements in the latter design are expected to be higher than in the case 
of the architecture "n" based solution. 
As each avionics function in a ten core LRM cabinet based on the architecture "n" design would be 
replicated only three times (corresponding to three application modules), each of the AMs would require 
about 8 MB 3S of non-volatile memory (24 MB total). The total cabinet memory requirements would also 
have to account for approximately 1 MB of non-volatile memory per each of the cabinet core LRMs (10 
MB total), thus they add up to some 34 MB of non-volatile memory per cabinet. 
In the architecture "e" based cabinets the memory requirements depend on the ratio of different types of 
avionics functions, however, it can be expected that each of the processing modules would require not 
less than 4 MB of non-volatile memory. That would imply at least 40 MB of memory per cabinet in the 
architecture "e" based designs employing a software downloading bus. 
Thus, if a software downloading bus is required, the RIMA architecture "n" design appears to be the 
preferred choice. Moreover, reconfiguration schemes employed into this design are likely to be more 
simple than in the case of the architecture "e" and a software downloading bus based solutions. Also. the 
software running on processing modules can be less complex as there is no need for a core LRM to 
provide copies of software to another modules. The application modules also provide a convenient and 
J.4 The difference was usually in the order of 0.01 % of the relevant probability figure and did not lead to 
the violation of safety requirements. for example the difference in probabilities is of the order of 10- 12 per 
flight hour for catastrophic functions. 
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accessible store for function state parameters and the functionality for function state updating (both tasks 
are performed by core LRMs in architecture "C"). 
4.5. Systems redundancy conclusions 
In the previous sections of this chapter different designs of reconfigurable avionics systems were 
discussed with respect to their availability, reliability and configuration. The notion of system 
redundancy was simplified to the redundancy of processing modules. In an optimal avionics system the 
number of processing modules should be equal to the number of avionics functions or functional groups, 
such that no two modules would be required to perform the same task. In these terms each module 
duplicating or backing-up a task has to be considered redundant36• 
The number of processing modules in RIMA architecture "0" is identical to that of RIMA architecture 
"C". The total number of modules employed by both designs and the number of redundant modules 
differ only by the number of AMs in the architecture "0" based systems. Since the redundancy of 
traditional non-reconfigurable systems was much higher than the redundancy of the RIMA architecture 
"C" based systems (see section 4.2.4), the redundancy of architecture "0" based systems is expected to lie 
somewhere between the two previously assessed designs (see the figures below - Figure 4.5 and Figure 
4.6). 
35 Assuming again that the size of each application is of the order of I MS. 
36 In the case of RIMA architecture "0", applkation modules are essential for system reconfiguration, and .1' such 
they have 10 be treated as redundant modules (even though they do not provide the processing power). 
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redundancy is still by far better than the traditional non-reconfigurable avionics systems. Also, the 
availability of RIMA "D" systems is aimed to be about 99% in 400 hours, while similar requirements 
addressed towards non-reconfigurable avionics systems make their redundancy figures worse by almost 
an order of magnitude. 
The redundancy analysis was focused on the level of processing modules, with some additional 
considerations on application modules. It could be argued that since IMA and RIMA systems employ 
other non-processing components such as gateways or backplane buses the comparison is unfavourable 
for the traditional non-reconfigurable black box avionics systems. However, a black box itself constitutes 
not only a processing module but also contains an interface to the global data bus (a gateway module 
provides the interface for the whole cabinet, i.e. about 2 gateways for several processing modules), and its 
own power supply (again in (R)IMA cabinets one power supply module supports multiple core LRMs). 
Furthermore, in the case of excessive communications between some avionics functions the capacity of 
the ARINC 629 data bus in traditional black box systems could be exhausted and some additional data 
buses would have to be provided, thus the existence of the backplane buses could be balanced in a more 
detailed comparison. 
It has to be concluded, that although the analysis conducted in this chapter was restricted to the 
processing module redundancy level, it has shown a general tendency that the redundancy in RIMA 
systems would be significantly lower than in non-reconfigurable avionics systems and that their 
availability is generally higher. In the case of some systems (for example 99% available RIMA and 99% 
available non-reconfigurable avionics systems) the redundancy figures differ by approximately an order 
of magnitude. Moreover, the minimal non-reconfigurable system discussed in section 4.2.3 employing 
about three times as many redundant processing modules as RIMA architecture "e", is likely to require 
maintenance several times within the 400 hour period of time. while a corresponding RIMA systcm still 
has a 99% chance ofrequiring no maintenance in this timc. 
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A more detailed analysis of the cost of ownership would be required to assess accurately the advantages 
and disadvantages of different designs37• However. it is believed that due to the previously ex.plained 
relations. the results would exhibit tendencies similar to those presented in this chapter. and would thus 
strongly favour the choice of the Reconfigurable Integrated Modular Avionics. If no software 
downloading bus is required. the overheads (cost) associated with reconfiguration should be low and the 
benefits of reduced redundancy and improVed availability should result in significant cost savings. 
J7 . hit f avionics modules is considered sensitive and confidential by the inJustry. 
As date relallng to t e actua cos 0 . 
. h . s companies the author was unahle to gather ",ufficlent 
despite arranging a number of meetings wit vanou. 
information to perform the cost of ownership analysis. 
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A more detailed analysis of the cost of ownership would be required to assess accurately the advantages 
and disadvantages of different designs37• However, it is believed that due to the previously explained 
relations, the results would exhibit tendencies similar to those presented in this chapter, and would thus 
strongly favour the choice of the Reconfigurable Integrated Modular Avionics. If no software 
downloading bus is required, the overheads (cost) associated with reconfiguration should be low and the 
benefits of reduced redundancy and improved availability should result in significant cost savings. 
37 As date relating to the actual cost of avionics modules is considered sensitive and confidential by the industry. 
despite arranging a number of meetings with various companies the author was unable to gather sufficient 
information to perform the cost of ownership analysis. 
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Moreover, as such devices would have an impact on the whole cabinet, any design errors, hardware and 
software failures, or data corruption could endanger the integrity of the whole system. 
Finally, due to its complexity and required reliability the controlling device and its software can be 
expected to be very expensive, and thus it would reduce the redundancy and cost benefits related to the 
introduction of Reconfigurable Integrated Modular Avionics systems discussed in Chapter 4. 
The above arguments indicate the autonomous reconfiguration methods as being possibly more reliable 
and more cost beneficial than non-autonomous schemes. Furthermore, since the global reconfiguration 
approach has shown to be highly impractical, all considerations in this chapter are valid for locally 
operating autonomous reconfiguration schemes. 
5.2.1. Autonomous reconfiguration 
In order to eliminate single points of failure, the reconfiguration scheme must not rely on any single 
controlling module. Several issues have to be addressed when autonomous reconfiguration schemes are 
being considered: 
• inter-module communications, i.e. intra-cabinet exchange of information avoiding undesirable 
interference between processing modules (see section 5.2.1.1) 
• consistency and synchronisation of reconfiguration processes running on different core LRMs, i.e. the 
effect of a possible loss of phase-synchronisation due to a module (or modules) not detecting an event 
or detecting a non-existent one (see section 5.2.1.2) 
• independence and equality of processing modules, i.e. no processing module can overrule decisions of 
other modules, although each module can make its own decision based on the information from other 
modules (see section 5.2.1.3) 
• conditions for activation of the reconfiguration process (see section 5.2.1.4) 
• invalid activation of the reconfiguration process, e.g. a module detects a non-existent failure (see 
section 5.2.1.5) 
• maintenance of reconfiguration data consistency (see section 5.2.1.6). 
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5.2.1.1. Inter-module communication 
Particular reconfiguration schemes can be designed avoiding any need for inter-module communications, 
where the failure or recovery events can be detected based on the monitoring of the activity on the cabinet 
data busses. For example, all core LRMs could monitor the data bus for transactions related to particular 
avionics functions in order to determine the current state of the cabinet. Depending on the actual protocol 
of the data bus used, various techniques could employed to implement this task, that could be based on 
monitoring of the transmission windows and the data freshness flag for ARINC 659 protocol, or 
alternatively the required information could be included in the message labels proposed in [10]. 
On the other hand, some reconfiguration schemes may require explicit communication channels for 
purposes such as event detection (see section 5.2.4.3 and 5.2.5.3) or maintenance of reconfiguration data 
consistency38 (see section 5.2.1.6), that would be exchanged within the cabinet over the common 
communication media such as the backplane bus. 
Different communication levels related to inter-module information exchange are widely discussed in 
section 2.3.5 of [10]. In the case of RIMA architecture "C" with a software downloading bus (SOB) or in 
the case of RIMA architecture "0", the software downloading bus could also be used for message 
exchange. However, since reconfiguration is essential for the correct operation of the cabinet in case of 
failures, the SOB would have to be considered safety-critical in a similar manner to the backplane bus. 
5.2.1.2. Synchronisation of reconfiguration processes 
Although every effort has to be made in order to obtain reliable event detection, the issue of possible loss 
of synchronisation of reconfiguration processes running on separate processing modules has to be 
considered. This could be related, for example, to invalid failure or recovery detection performed by one 
of the core LRMs. 
Commentary: 
Although reconfiguration processes operate asynchronously on separate processing 
modules, their schemes, however, need to be phase-synchronised (i.e. they all have 
to be in appropriate pre and post-detection phases). Consider a simple 
38 Although implementation of procedures for maintenance of data consistency leads to somewhat increased software 
complexity. it is expected to improve the robustness of a reconfiguration scheme (see sections 5.2.1.6 and 5.:2.7). 
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reconfiguration scheme with multiple backup modules for critical functions. In the 
situation where the first backup module (core A) does not notice that the function is 
lost, it will not attempt to reconfigure, and the second backup module (core B) will 
be expected to assume the role of the first backup39. Being the immediate backup 
for the lost function the module will finally reconfigure, however, should in the 
meantime core A detect the loss of the function it will also attempt to perform the 
same application. The failure and recovery events constitute the clock for 
reconfiguration scheme phase-synchronisation. 
It is possible that in the event as in the commentary above where two modules perform identical functions 
due to the loss of phase-synchronisation, some adjudication techniques could be employed in order to 
change the avionics function performed by one of the modules. Such procedures should be separated 
from the main reconfiguration algorithm in order to avoid unnecessary software complexity and 
integration, and could exploit smart actuators to indicate such modes of failure. Although theoretically 
the robustness of the reconfiguration algorithm could benefit from the employment of some method of 
adjudication, it would practically lead to an introduction of a new class of possible modes of failure (a 
module erroneously notices that some other core LRM performs the same function, and stops performing 
it). Also, since the modes of failure as discussed in the above commentary would generally lead only to a 
loss of non-critical functions (unless an extremely improbable number of failures occurred in a cabinet), 
the benefits following implementation of an adjudication method into a reconfiguration scheme should 
not be overestimated. 
Reconfiguration schemes should be designed to withstand the hazard of single message upsets related to 
faulty event detection due to a loss or misunderstanding of a single message (see sections 5.2.4.3 and 
5.2.5.3). The reconfiguration algorithm should allow autonomous phase re-synchronisation of processing 
schemes based either on explicit communication between processing modules or on some non-
communication based methods, providing that the cause of loss of synchronisation is not permanent. 
In the case of re-synchronisation of processes via communication channels every module could. for 
example. broadcast a message confirming successful event detection. upon reception of which each of the 
core LRMs could make its own decision based on majority voting or similar techniques. Explicit 
synchronisation via inter-module communication channels is likely to significantly increase the traffic on 
the backplane data bus. In order to avoid a phase-synchronisation related backplane bus traffic overhead . 
. W The immediate (first) hackup core LRM will be assumed faulty. 
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some other autonomous re-synchronisation methods can be incorporated into the algorithm, that would 
eliminate the possibility of single message upsets. 
Commentary: 
A simple approach to implicit phase re-synchronisation can be implemented with 
event detection based on multiple messages. Figure 5.1 shows the situation where 
the first backup module (core A) fails to immediately detect the loss of a function 
(does not notice the loss of the first message). The next backup module (core B) 
does not experience the same problem, and thus reconfiguration schemes on those 
two modules lose phase-synchronisation. However, as the event detection algorithm 
operates on multiple messages (in this example the loss of four consecutive function 
messages has to be noticed to detect the loss of an avionics function), both schemes 
re-synchronise autonomously without inter-module communication after a period of 
time. 
Core A (first backup) 
The 4th message absent. 
Lack of the first message undetected Core A reconfigures 
Lack of the first message detected 
The 4th message absent 
Core B becomes the first backup 
Temporary scheme inconsistency 
TIME 
Function's message detected 
Recovery from temporary inconsistency 
Synchronisation restored 
Lack of the first message detected 
Lack of the first message detected Core B (second backup) 
Figure 5.1. Example of implicit phase re-synchronisation. 
In principle non-communication based re-synchronisation methods would depend on backplane bus 
monitoring. 
S.2.1.3. Independence and equality 
As the reconfiguration process needs to be autonomous it must not rely on any single controlling device. 
Moreover, all processing modules participating in the reconfiguration scheme need to be independent and 
of identical priority in order to eliminate the possibility of a faulty module overriding the decisions of a 
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working unit. It is also undesirable to allow multiple modules to override decisions of any particular core 
LRM, even if the decision follows majority voting. 
Commentary: 
Algorithms exploiting the possibility of majority decision override are expected to 
suffer a significant penalty in increased software complexity, which in turn could 
lead to errors in the reconfiguration software. In the situation where the 
reconfiguration algorithm exhibits the powerful property of decision overriding, any 
design or implementation errors could potentially lead to the malfunction of the 
whole cabinet. 
In the case of independent and equal processing modules it is the algorithm synchronisation procedures 
(section 5.2.1.2) and the reconfiguration data maintenance policy (section 5.2.1.6) that ensure the proper 
operation of the reconfiguration processes running on separate core LRMs. 
5.2.1.4. Conditions for activation of the reconfiguration process 
In order to minimise the possibility of invalid activation of the reconfiguration process, the precise 
conditions that should lead to algorithm activation have to be identified. Although the reconfiguration 
process is started separately for each processing module, its activation conditions must account for factors 
related both to the state of the cabinet as a whole, and to the state of the particular module. 
Reconfiguration of a core LRM can thus be initiated if: 
• the module being considered has detected a loss of an avionics function (or a functional group), that 
was previously performed by another core LRM 
• the criticality of the lost function is higher than the criticality of the function performed by the 
processing module being considered 
• the reconfiguration strategy (see section 5.2.1.6) indicates that the core LRM being considered should 
reconfigure. 
The first two conditions are applicable to all reconfiguration schemes and they guarantee that no 
reconfiguration process will start if no failure was detected, and that a loss of a non-critical function will 
not lead to reconfiguration of a critical function module. Moreover, the first activation condition states 
also that a module must not attempt to reconfigure in the case of its own failure. The third condition is 
strictly specific to the reconfiguration algorithm and it is subject to additional proof of correctness. 
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5.2.1.5. Invalid activation of the reconfiguration process 
The notion of invalid activation of the reconfiguration process is related to the possibility of invalid event 
detection (see sections 5.2.4.3 and 5.2.5.3 on failure and recovery detection) and subsequently to 
inconsistencies in the data crucial for the reconfiguration scheme. Although every effort has to be made 
in order to provide reliable means for failure and recovery detection in RIMA systems. the 
reconfiguration algorithm itself has to exhibit fail-safe properties in the case of a mis-detected failure or 
recovery and must ensure safe system behaviour. 
The activation conditions, as defined in the previous section, must still be satisfied in order to start the 
reconfiguration process, for example, a detection of a non-existent failure of some non-critical module 
must not cause reconfiguration of a more critical core LRM. The possibility of occurrence of the 
reconfiguration data corruption or data inconsistency leading to invalid compliance with the third 
activation condition, follows the possibility of various hardware or software problems. In such a case a 
processing module could undertake wrong actions based on the corrupted data. 
Although particular reconfiguration algorithms could allow different levels of data consistency 
maintenance (see section 5.2.1.6), since these are also subject to malfunction. the reconfiguration 
algorithm itself should enforce the following fail-safe properties: 
• invalid event detection by a particular core LRM must not cause a malfunction of event detection 
procedures on other processing modules 
• reconfiguration data corruption must remain contained within the affected core LRM. and it is not 
allowed to propagate through the system 
• the probability of invalid reconfiguration activation and the consequences of such an event do not 
violate safety requirements as defined in [37]. [3] and [36]. 
5.2.1.6. Maintenance of reconfiguration data consistency 
The concept of reconfiguration data relates to all data structures that may be used by the reconfiguration 
proccss in order to determine the module behaviour in the event of another module failure or recovcry. 
Non-auxiliary reconfiguration data. that is specific to the reconfiguration scheme and not its 
implementation (e.g. the order of reconfiguration). constitutes the notion of the reconfiguration strategy 
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data
40
• Auxiliary reconfiguration data (e.g. used for event detection - see sections 5.2.4.3 and 5.2.5.3. or 
avionics function selection on module recovery - see sections 5.2.5.2, 5.2.5.3 and 5.2.5.4) is regarded as 
reconfiguration scheme non-specific, and implementation dependent. 
Note, that the domain of reconfiguration data is included in the notion of the reconfiguration process 
software which also embraces the executable code. This section focuses on corruption of the 
reconfiguration data only, as general issues related to avionics systems software are widely addressed in 
literature (see [37], [3], [36], [10], [2]). 
Data structures, internal to the reconfiguration process, are exposed to potential softwarelhardware 
failures or some external hazards41 that may lead to data corruption or data inconsistency41. 
Commentary: 
Inconsistencies between reconfiguration data used by separate reconfiguration 
processes may lead to undesirable behaviour of some modules. For example, if a 
reconfiguration scheme utilises a lookup table in order to determine its actions in the 
event of a function loss, a corruption of such a strategy table can violate some of the 
reconfiguration principles. In the example shown in Figure 5.2, the core module 
performs the most critical function and as such is not intended to be in backup for 
any other function ("DO NOTHING" entries in the lookup table). Corruption of one 
of the entries may force the module to reconfigure in case of some non-critical 
function loss. 
The algorithm should provide means not only for fail-safe operation in the case of reconfiguration data 
corruption or inconsistency (see section 5.2.1.5), but it could also support some data consistency 
maintenance policy. 
One could argue that critical function modules need not run the reconfiguration software, as they are not 
intended to reconfigure in the event of any failure. Such an approach could avoid certain problems 
related to reconfiguration data corruption, however, in the event of a transient failure and following 
40 Reconfiguration strategy data will be referred to as reconfiguration strategy or, including auxiliary data. as 
reconfiguration data. 
41 Recent research indicates the phenomenon of neutrino bombardment as a possible source of unpredictahlc changes 
of electronic memory locations. Moreover. the probability of occurrence of such an event is estimated to be in lhe 
order of 10"\ per night hour. 
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recovery (see sections 5.2.4 and 5.2.5), the module would require to undergo some reconfiguration and 
recovery procedures in order to restore an avionics function. Therefore, even the critical function 
modules would require the reconfiguration software to enhance system fault tolerance and its availability. 
Other implications following a possible introduction of a "special" status for critical function modules are 




Reconfiguration Strategy Table 
(actions on a function loss detection) 
Function 2 Function 3 Function 4 
DO NOTHING DO NOTHING DO NOTHING 
Original data 
Function 2 Function 3 Function 4 
• • • 
OWN FUNCTION DO NOTHING DO NOTHING RECONFIGURE • • • ·1 L...-______ ...l..-_____ -L _____ -L _____ -.L _______ .I 
Corrupted data 
On the loss of Function 4 the module will reconfigure. 
Highly critical Non-critical 
Criticality of avionics functions 
Figure S.2. Example of reconfiguration data corruption. 
As modules are independent from each other data coherency can be maintained via inter-module 
communication channels. For example, the reconfiguration data could be exchanged between modules 
and majority voted. However, it is essential that each processing module makes its own decision to 
accept, discard or update the data based on the messages received from other core LRMs, and that none of 
the modules holds an executive voice in such a process. 
Alternatively. each of the processing modules could also store multiple copies of the reconfiguration data 
in order to avoid problems related to external sources of data corruption43 • Clearly, it is impossible with 
this method to avoid internally sourced data corruption, and thus this approach is applicable to 
41 Some issues related to data and algorithm corruption and their sources are funher discussed in section '5.2.7 of this 
paper . 
... \ Sec section 5.2.7.1 for a discussion on possible sources of data corruption. 
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reconfiguration algorithms based on static reconfiguration data (data structures which are not updated 
during the cabinets operation). 
Different reconfiguration schemes may temporarily allow data inconsistency (related to some transitory 
lack of phase-synchronisation between modules), provided that the reconfiguration algorithm is capable 
of regaining phase-synchronisation and coherency without inflicting any safety risk, or the possibility of 
invalid reconfiguration in such circumstances and its consequences meet the JARIF AR safety 
requirements. 
Some increase of the backplane data bus traffic can be expected due to data consistency maintenance. In 
order to reduce such a communication overhead, processing modules could verify their data based on 
some simple consistency checks (e.g. parity checks or data checksums) prior to full data exchange on the 
backplane bus. The robustness and reliability of methods based on checksum verification is comparable 
with that of methods based on explicit full data exchange, as current methods for message digest and 
checksum generation (e.g. MD5) ensure with extremely high probability that no two different messages 
will have identical signatures [38]. 
5.2.2. Dynamic reconfiguration 
As discussed in Chapter 4, only dynamic in-flight reconfiguration can lead to major savings in processing 
modules redundancy, as opposed to between-flights reconfiguration. However, allowing a module to 
change its function dynamically during the system operation introduces various problems: 
• any reconfiguration delays would in practice imply a loss of an avionics function for some (possibly 
very short) time, and could lead to an increased crew workload or they could expose an aircraft to 
some safety hazard (e.g. a loss of the flight control system for a few seconds could lead to the loss of 
the aircraft) 
• long reconfiguration chains following single fault events, i.e. a failure of a catastrophic function 
module should cause reconfiguration of some non-critical module (redundant or minor). rather than 
reconfiguration of a hazardous or a major function module. that would in turn cause further 
reconfiguration. 
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S.2.2.1. Reconfiguration delays 
Reconfiguration delays can be attributed to three main phases of reconfiguration: 
• failure detection - before detecting a loss of a particular avionics function, data related to this function 
must be absent on the data bus for a period of time 
• software downloading - the delay contribution of this phase depends on the system architecture and 
the reconfiguration scheme 
• context switching - restoring execution of an application on a new module. 
Commentary: 
It is expected that delays associated to the first phase will be longer in the case of 
algorithms based on software downloading. In the case of detection of a function 
loss, a module standing in an immediate backup starts downloading the software in 
order to restore performance of that function. If the failure detection algorithm does 
not take into account delays related to this phase, another module will assume that 
the immediate backup has failed and will attempt to reconfigure to the same 
function. Furthermore, as the delay required for software downloading is likely to 
be longer than that required for actual failure detection, algorithms without the 
software downloading phase are potentially capable of operating with significantly 
shorter delays. 
In order to minimise the reconfiguration delays, a module could imitate performance of the function 
before completing reconfiguration, for example by putting pseudo-data messages on the backplane bus. 
Although such a policy could lead to shorter delays related to the failure detection phase, it is undesirable 
for a module to acknowledge the restoration of performance of an avionics function before downloading 
the software. In the case of some data bus connection problems or a failure of the application modules, a 
core LRM might not be able to download the software and consequently to switch the processing 
environment. At the same time, due to the premature confirmation of successful reconfiguration, other 
processing modules would not be able to detect such a mode of failure. It is expected, that having the 
appropriate software downloaded a module will be able to perform it, as the operation of context 
switching is relatively simple. and it should be provided by the operating system or application executive 
(APEX) [10]. 
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The delay analysis for a particular reconfiguration scheme must identify the worst possible case for 
reconfiguration44of each function. and such worst case delays must be proven to be shorter than the 
allowed function absence time. 
5.2.2.2. Reconfiguration chains 
In the best case a single function loss should lead to reconfiguration of at most one module, i.e. the least 
critical module should take over the lost function. The reconfiguration scheme should also ensure that a 
loss of the first tw045 critical functions (catastrophic or hazardous) will lead to reconfiguration of minor or 
redundant modules. 
The reconfiguration schemes developed during this research were designed to operate on the principle of 
single reconfiguration following a single event of failure. thus reducing the length of the reconfiguration 
chain to one. In theory this can be always achieved. although for some systems not employing software 
downloading buses. the non-volatile memory requirements may prove it unfeasible. as the redundant 
modules will be required to internally store the software for all functions in the cabinet. The strict 
relationship between the size of the cabinet and the required non-volatile memory indicates again that 
smaller sizes (see Chapter 4) should be preferred again. 
In the case of reconfiguration algorithms with the software downloading phase. it is always possible to 
ensure that only the least critical processing module will reconfigure in the event of a core LRM failure. 
as each processing unit is able to download any required software. 
5.2.3. Determinism and integrity 
In order to minimise the risk of malfunction related to high system integration in RIMA, the properties of 
determinism and integrity have to be requested from the reconfiguration scheme. 
44 The worst case should take into account safety requirements. as in the case of multiple failures some algorithms 
may suffer long reconfiguration delays. These are irrelevant if the probability of such an event is sufficiently low. 
~~ The third failure is extremely improbable for cabinets of 10 core LRMs (see Chapter 4) and system capacIty for 
withstanding it exrceds safety requirements. 
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The property of determinism ensures that the assignment of avionics functions to core LRMs in a ,abinet 
does not depend on the time at which the events of failure and recovery occur. The program executed by 
a module depends purely on the number, the sequence and the kind of events encountered during cabinet 
operation. In order to prove the detenninism property of a reconfiguration scheme, it has to be shown 
that the same stable state of a cabinet will be reached if the same sequence of processing modules failures 
and recoveries occurs regardless of the time intervals between the events. 
Commentary: 
The time intervals between consecutive failures need to be longer than 
reconfiguration delays in order to eliminate simultaneous or near simultaneous 
failures. Since reconfiguration delays are likely to be of the order of hundreds of 
milliseconds all failure and recovery events can be expected to be non-simultaneous 
(except common cause failures). If two failures are not common cause related, the 
probability of them occurring within a very short period of time is extremely small, 
thus any consequences of such event are acceptable within the safety requirements. 
As explained above simultaneous failures not related to a common cause46 are expected to be extremely 
improbable, and they do not have to be dealt with by the reconfiguration process. Moreover, algorithms 
designed to deterministically withstand simultaneous failures are likely to be highly complex and will in 
general lead to longer reconfiguration chains. They may also be unfeasible for certain sets of avionics 
functions implemented in a cabinet. 
Commentary: 
Even with a synchronous data bus it is impossible to ensure the order of detection of 
simultaneous failures, as it depends strictly on the time of occurrence. To make the 
algorithm behaviour deterministic none of the processing modules must be allowed 
to be in an immediate backup for more than one function (this is not desirable, as the 
redundant modules should be able to reconfigure first to as many as possible 
functions). In such solutions some more critical core LRMs would be required to be 
an immediate backup for some avionics function, and thus long reconfiguration 
chains would be likely to follow. 
It is impossible to withstand simultaneous failures by a class of reconfiguration algorithms with dynamic 
reconfiguration data updating and dynamically varying backup levels. 
46 It should be shown for a RIMA system that a common cause failure of a number of processing units within a 
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Commentary: 
In such algorithms, backup levels for avionics functions are initially assigned to core 
LRMs, and are changed as failures occur. Backup levels determine whether a 
module should reconfigure in the case of a function loss (immediate backup) or just 
update the data (e.g. change from level two to level one). Therefore, if a core LRM 
was in the backup level one (immediate) for function FJ and in the backup level two 
for function F2, after the first loss of function F2 it will be in the immediate backup 
for both functions. Thus in the case of a consecutive simultaneous loss of functions 
F J and F2 it will not be able to behave deterministically. 
It is desirable to design reconfiguration algorithms whose determinism property is stronger than that 
defined previously in this section, and in which the assignment of avionics functions to processing 
modules does not depend on the sequence of encountered failures47. Although this property may be very 
desirable, it is unlikely that such algorithms will be optimal in tenns of fast reconfiguration and short 
reconfiguration chains. Also, their reconfiguration data structures are likely to be very complex and 
difficult to generate. 
The property of reconfiguration algorithm integrity determines, that for every processing module in a 
cabinet in the event of a function loss the reconfiguration will take place, provided that the activation 
conditions (see section 5.2.1.4) are satisfied for that module. The property of reconfiguration integrity 
ensures also, that only the modules for which the reconfiguration activation conditions are satisfied will 
reconfigure, and no other modules will attempt to do so. 
5.2.4. Failure 
The notion of a processing module failure is of great importance in reconfigurable avionics systems. 
Therefore, events that are to be classified as failures have to be defined and methods for reliable detection 
of such events need to be developed. 
All considerations in this section are related to the notion of failure as observed in RIMA systems with 
respect to the reconfiguration process. Moreover, only failures associated with malfunction of processing 
modules are of interest here, as failures of backplane buses or gateway modules are dealt on the system 
level and not hy the reconfiguralion scheme. 
47 Such defined detenninism will be referred to as "extended" detenninism in distinction to an earlier defined 
"nonnal" determinism. 
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Commentary: 
In IMA systems the loss of all of the backplane buses or all of the gateways 
inevitably leads to the loss of the whole cabinet. Such a catastrophic situation is also 
generically present in the RIMA designs. Although the loss of backplane buses 
renders the reconfiguration impossible, it also leads to the loss of all of the cabinets 
functions, which should be considered as more critical. Thus the introduction of the 
capacity for dynamic in-flight reconfiguration into avionics systems does not 
influence the safety concerns where backplane bus or gateway module failures are in 
question. 
In the case of a power supply failure, however, the system experiences a simultaneous loss of multiple 
processing modules, and such an event is capable of triggering the reconfiguration process. Although, a 
reconfiguration scheme could theoretically be designed to withstand such severe failure conditions. 
multiple simultaneous failures would in general lead to the algorithm becoming non-deterministic (see 
section 5.2.3), and as such should be dealt with separately. For instance. multiple redundant power 
supply modules could be employed in order to bring the probability of a power supply loss to the 
extremely improbable level. It is expected that the problem of a power supply loss will be dealt with by 
some hardware replication policy rather than by the reconfiguration software. as the scheme non-
determinism seems to be inevitable in such an event. 
Other aspects of the notion of failure in highly integrated avionics systems are discussed in [37] and other 
certification and safety related papers. 
5.2.4.1. Definition 
With respect to reconfiguration, a failure can be defined as a malfunction of a core LRM that leads to the 
loss of an avionics function performed by this processing module or to invalid function results. Thus the 
notion of failure cannot be strictly identified with the notion of a function loss. i.e. a function may still be 
performed by the module but its results may be meaningless to the system. 
Based on the above definition. three different types of processing module failures can be distinguished: 
• hard failure - a permanent hardware failure of a processing module that leads to its elimination from 
further processing 
• soft failure - a transient hardware failure or a software failure leading to production of dctcctahlc 
invalid rcsults or to a tcmporary loss of processing capacity 
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latent failure - a software or hardware failure that remains undetected and leads to invalid function 
results. 
It is believed that soft or latent failures are more common in avionics systems than the hard failures. 
particularly early in the service life of the aircraft. 
5.2.4.2. Principles 
In non-reconfigurable avionics systems hard and soft failures are dealt with in a similar manner. A faulty 
module is switched off line permanently in the case of a hard failure, or until it successfully passes self-
testing procedures in the case of a soft failure. Although a module that suffers from a soft failure can be 
brought back to operation, there is a significant probability that allowing this module to perform the same 
function will result again in a similar failure (especially in the case of corrupted software). The latent 
failures, as they remain undetected, are not explicitly dealt with, however, it is possible that in the case of 
redundant systems the invalid results will be overruled by majority voting. 
In RIMA, the hard failures can be dealt with in an identical manner to non-reconfigurable aVlODlCS 
systems, where the faulty module is permanently switched off line. In the case of soft failures, however, 
more robust system behaviour can be achieved with the use of reconfiguration. 
A soft malfunction of a core LRM is more likely to be related to data corruption or other software 
problems than to a hardware problem. As every core LRM in the cabinet is capable of performing any of 
the cabinet functions, problems related to corrupted function software can be dealt with in a relatively 
simple way. In such a case, a backup module would undertake the temporarily lost function based on an 
unaffected copy of the function software fetched either from its own non-volatile memory or downloaded 
via a software downloading bus48. If the soft failed module subsequently passes its self-test procedures 
and recovers from the failure. it will either reconfigure to perform another function (again the software is 
likely to be unaffected), or it will operate as a redundant module. 
48 Some mechanisms should be implemented into the software downloading process to avoid fetching a corrupted 
ropy of the required software. 
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There exists a possibility that in the case of a soft failure of a non-critical module. the module will recover 
to the same function and thus the situation will not be different from the one in non-reconfigurable 
systems. In this case, however, a repeatable core LRM malfunction could only affect the least critical 
functions in the cabinet. 
If the soft failure was attributed to some hardware problem that may occur again even when unaffected 
software is used by the module, due to reconfiguration the "weak" module is likely to be requested to 
perform some non-critical function. It is also possible that the hardware failure will affect some functions 
but not others. 
5.2.4.3. Detection 
A failure detection method is expected to be based on backplane data bus monitoring for the lack of 
handshake messages from a module, the lack of data related to a function or for a combination of the two. 
It is undesirable, and in fact against the principles of independence, equality and autonomy of 
reconfiguration, to allow an independent device to detect faults and communicate such events to core 
LRMs. For example, gateways could theoretically be equipped with software for event detection and 
communication. Thus, every processing module will require similar failure detection procedures. It is 
vital, that whatever detection technique is implemented in the system. it must not be susceptible to single 
message upsets, i.e. a mis-detection of a failure must not be caused by a single message being missed or 
misunderstood. 
Commentary: 
In order to be able to implement failure detection on data bus monitoring. it has to 
be required from the system that all the processing modules are at least fail-passive 
or fail-stop. 49 In such a situation the module will have to terminate all its 
communication on detecting an internal fault, and thus it will enable other core 
LRMs to detect the lack of its messages. The design of a fail-passive processing 
unit could be based on dual or multiple channel processing and comparison of 
results, or other fault detection and isolation techniques (FOI) which are widely 
discussed in literature (e.g. [41]).50 
49 Note that this requirement prevents the core modules from encountering arbitrary failures. otherwise railed a~ 
Byzantine failures [39]. [40]. 
so In the remaining part of this paper it will be assumed that all core LRMs arc fail-pas~ive or fail- .. lop. 
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In the design where handshake messages are used for signalling performance of avionics functions by 
particular processing modules, the failure of a module can be detected when the lack of a number of 
consecutive messages from this module has been noticed. A possible problem may occur in certain 
implementations, where a module will continue sending its handshake messages onto the data bus, whilst 
the performance of the avionics function has been aborted. In such a situtation the internal failure might 
not be detected as neither of the processing channels executes the application, hence no disagreement 
between channels will occur. If such a mode of failure is not extremely improbable, the failure detection 
techniques based on the function data monitoring should be preferred. 
Failure detection approaches based on function data monitoring avoid the above identified problem. In 
this situation the loss of the function data can be strictly identified with the loss of the function, as even if 
a core LRM still performs the function but does not produce accessible results, it should be considered 
lost by the system. Again, depending on the standard and the communication protocol of the data bus, the 
task of matching the message with the function it has arrived from might be implemented based on the 
number of the transmission window, the label of the message, the destination address or other methods. 
Commentary: 
A very interesting modification of the ARINC 659 standard has been proposed in 
[42], that allows for very simple implementation of the failure detection mechanism 
based on the data bus access tables and dynamically modifiable module identity. 
There may occur some latency problem related to the failure detection algorithms based on data 
monitoring. Different avionics functions access the data bus with different time intervals and thus the 
failure detection delay would have to be long enough to avoid a mis-detection of a loss of a "slow" 
function. On the other hand such long failure detection delays may not be acceptable for some "fast" and 
critical functions. A different solution could implement varying length failure detection delays depending 
on the particular avionics function. However, with failure detection delays varying from tens of 
milliseconds to hundreds of milliseconds or maybe even seconds, some combinations of failures. that 
were non-simultaneous for fixed delay algorithms, would now have to be considered nearly simultaneous 
(before a "slow" failure is detected a "fast" failure may occur). That would dearly lead to prohlems with 
the determinism of the reconfiguration scheme as discussed in section 5.2 .. 3. 
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Unless the probability of an occurrence of nearly simultaneous failures and the severity of their 
consequences still meet the safety requirements - despite the varying failure detection delay - failure 
detection algorithms combining both techniques (handshake and data monitoring) are expected to be 
employed in order to obtain robust and reliable failure detection. 
In general, a loss of an avionics function can be detected if the time of either absence of the function data 
or absence of the module handshakes, was longer than some algorithm and implementation dependent 
threshold. 
Commentary: 
Note that in order to implement the failure detection mechanism based on message 
time-outs, the system must guarantee that any message sent by a core LRM will be 
delivered within a certain time interval. This does not require the system to provide 
fully reliable communication medium, but simply requires the system to exhibit 
some synchronicity of communications [40]. [39]. 
5.2.4.4. Failure related actions 
When a failure of a core LRM occurs. each of the operating processing modules must be able to perform 
the following tasks: 
• failure detection - a loss of any avionics function must be detectable by some unified means 
• evaluation of the reconfiguration process activation conditions 
• reconfiguration process triggering. if the activation conditions evaluated in the previous step were 
satisfied. 
5.2.5. Recovery 
The notion of recovery in RIMA systems is of somewhat different importance than the notion of failure. 
Every reconfigurable avionics system must be able to continue operation in the event of a module failure. 
and it must comply with safety requirements such as those defined in [37], [3] and [36]. Thus a 
reconfigurable system must be proven safe regardless whether or nol the subsequent recovery of a 
previously failed module will be allowed. 
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However in many as th 'I b'l' 
, c es e aval a I Ity of a system can be significantly increased should the system 
employ methods for assigning an avionics function to a module recovering from a transient failure, As 
previously mentioned in section 5.2.4.2, the capacity for module recovery allows the system to deal with 
soft failures. Moreover, it is believed that soft recoverable failures are more common to avionics systems 
than non-recoverable hard failures, thus reconfiguration schemes permitting a recovered module to select 
and perform an avionics function are very attractive. 
It is also possible that early in the service life of an aircraft, the MTBF of particular units may be lower 
than assumed due to occurrences of soft failures. In such situations the benefits following system 
capacity for module recovery should not be underestimated. 
5.2.5.1. Definition 
The notion of recovery in RIMA systems describes situations where a processing module passes its 
testing procedures and restores its operational capacity after suffering a temporary failure, 
5.2.5.2. Principles 
As mentioned in the previous sections, the reconfiguration scheme must comply with safety requirements 
when assessed without recovery, as it is unacceptable to conduct a safety analysis based on the 
assumption that module recovery occurs with certain probability. Thus, the capacity for a module 
recovery has to be perceived as an additional (non-essential) quality of a reconfiguration scheme. 
However, as the soft failures are believed to occur more often than the hard ones, a reconfigurable 
avionics system implementing module recovery will exhibit greater endurance and higher availability 
than reconfigurable systems without any means for tolerating transient faults. 
In some situations the processes of reconfiguration and recovery may want to alter the same 
reconfiguration data, thus all such indirect interactions must be proven to have no adverse dfect on the 
reconfiguration scheme, and they must not lead to a violation of conditions and principles stated in 
section 5.2 and its subsections. nor can they breach derived requirements. Reconfiguration schemes 
should he designed with an attempt to eliminate any interaction between rcconfiguration and recovery 
processes. for example by implementing recovery into standard module initialisation routines, 
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Commentary: 
Th.e implementation of the recovery and module initialisation procedures in a 
umform manner, and a proof that the design of such routines is consistent with the 
design of the reconfiguration algorithm and its strategy data, renders the recovery of 
a processing unit transparent to the scheme at no additional cost (the recovering 
module simply undergoes its power-up programme). 
Furthermore, the reconfiguration and recovery processes runmng on separate core LRMs must not 
interfere in the sense that a recovery of a processing module must not lead to a reconfiguration of another 
core LRM. Clearly, other interactions may exist, as all modules may have to detect another module 
recovery, and depending on the reconfiguration algorithm they may want to update certain 
reconfiguration data. 
Some problems relate to possible inconsistencies in the reconfiguration data when a module recovers after 
a soft failure. If the reconfiguration algorithm utilises some dynamically updated data structures to 
determine the reconfiguration strategy (see sections 5.2.1.4 and 5.2.1.6), this data is likely to be out of 
date and inconsistent with the rest of the cabinet for a module that suffered a transient failure. The 
algorithm for reconfiguration and recovery must be capable of solving this problem by some consistency 
maintenance policy (see section 5.2.1.6) or by being insensitive to invalid data. Note, that if the latter 
approach is chosen, the reconfiguration algorithm must be fully functional for a module with partial or 
incoherent data, or alternatively the system must be able to tolerate a failure to reconfigure correctly by 
one or more modules, with a certain probability of occurrence of such an event. 
As maintaining consistency of dynamically updated data increases the algorithm complexity, the 
reconfiguration and recovery methods based on static reconfiguration strategy data could be of some 
preference. Moreover, in the case of static reconfiguration strategy data actions performed by a 
recovering module can be left transparent to other core LRMs, and no recovery detection techniques will 
be required (processing module recovery procedures can be strictly confined to a single core LRM). 
Some thought has to be given to the problem of the function selection algorithm. When a module restores 
its computational capacity it has to select an avionics function to perform. Clearly, only the functions that 
are not being performed at the time can be considered. as it is undesirable for two core LRMs to perform 
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the same avionics functions.. The module must select the most critical function that is not being 
performed and for which it has the software or it is capable of downloading within the time constraints. 
5.2.5.3. Detection 
A recovery of a processing module should be detected when data or handshake messages related to an 
avionics function that was previously lost appear on the backplane bus, or if an explicit recovery message 
is sent by the recovered module to all core LRMs. The latter method is of some preference as it avoids 
some problems related to timing. 
Commentary: 
In the case where the monitoring of the activity on the data bus is used in order to 
determine a module recovery some timing problems can be easily encountered. 
When a function is lost due to a module failure and an immediate backup for this 
function fails as well, all other modules could perceive the situation as a permanent 
function loss. When subsequently the second backup module takes over the 
avionics function, it could easily be mistaken for a module recovery and thus lead to 
reconfiguration process inconsistency or even failure. Clearly, a reconfiguration 
scheme can be designed to avoid or solve these problems without the need for 
explicit recovery indications1, however, practice shows that event related 
communication improves the algorithm robustness. 
5.2.5.4. Recovery related actions 
When a module suffers a soft failure it should perform the following tasks: 
• termination of all data bus activity 
• activation of self-test procedures 
• 
if these have been successfully completed, the new function selection algorithm must be activated 
• 
software for the selected function must be downloaded or fetched from the module non-volatile 
memory 
• the recovery message (if any) should be sent on restoration of the function performance. 
After all the previous steps have been completed, all of the operational core LRMs in the cabinet should 
perform the following actions: 
~I It is possible that in some cases two processing modules in separate cabinets may be required to perfonn identical 
applications in order to provide "hot" backup for the most critical functions. 
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if required by the reconfiguration and recovery algorithm. detect the recovery and update the relevant 
reconfiguration data. 
5.2.6. Software downloading 
Depending on the RIMA design a core LRM can: 
• store the software for all the functions it may be requested to perform in its non-volatile memory 
• store internally the software for some of the functions, with the necessity of dynamic downloading of 
other applications 
• or it can thoroughly depend on software downloading from application modules 
The criticality of the software downloading bus depends on the chosen approach as well as the 
reconfiguration algorithm. 
In the situation where with every reconfiguration the necessary software has to be fetched from the 
application modules, the criticality of the software downloading bus corresponds to that of the most 
critical function within the cabinet, i.e. the probability of the loss of the SOB and a critical function 
module must be lower than 10.9 per flight hour. However, when core LRMs are capable of storing some 
avionics functions software, it is possible to reduce the criticality of the SOB. In such a case the SDB 
criticality corresponds to the criticality of the most important avionics function whose loss would require 
software downloading. 
Commentary: 
It is possible to design reconfiguration schemes where the least critical modules 
store software for the most critical functions, and thus two or more failures could be 
withstood without a need for the downloading of critical function software. In the 
case of a non-critical module failure the software could be fetched from another core 
LRM or from an application module, while in the case of a critical function loss the 
reconfiguration process could be successfully completed without software 
downloading. 
It should be a design principle, that the software for the most critical avionics functions should be stored 
by the least critical modules, as this generally leads to shorter reconfiguration chains. 
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software request handling, i.e. how and to which module(s) should a core LRM indicate the need for 
the software 
software request response, i.e. how and which module(s) should answer to the software downloading 
request 
• software source selection and software fetching, i.e. which module(s) should deliver the software and 
how should it be handled by the requesting core LRM. 
On detecting the need for software downloading the core LRM should inform all possible software 
sources, for example by multicasting a software request message, in order to be able to select the module 
most appropriate for this purpose at the time. 
Commentary: 
It is undesirable for a processing module to attempt to contact only selected sources 
as this reduces the robustness of the reconfiguration algorithm (e.g. the software 
sources assigned to a particular module may have failed). It is, however, up to the 
particular implementation whether the core LRM contacts all the sources at once 
(broadcasting or multicasting) or on one-by-one basis (e.g. the processing module 
may attempt to contact the source SJ and if this does not respond try Sz, S3 •... , Sn until 
the appropriate response is received). It is expected that schemes based on 
contacting multiple software sources simultaneously will lead to shorter 
reconfiguration delays, and thus such solutions should be preferred. 
Messages related to software request and software delivery can be exchanged on either the backplane bus 
or on the software downloading bus. As previously mentioned, the criticality of the SDB must match the 
criticality of the most important function for which it may be used, and as such it should be suitable for 
message exchange related to software downloading. Moreover, the use of the SDB for these purposes 
avoids an increase of the data traffic on the backplane bus. 
On receiving a software request message a software source (a core LRM in RIMA architecture "e" or an 
application module in RIMA architecture "D") must check whether the appropriate software is available. 
Should this be the case, depending on the software downloading algorithm the module could either 
• send a response message to the core LRM indicating its willingness to deliver the software (the 
processing module can than request the software directly from this source). 
• or it could attempt to send the required software to the processing module. 
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The first approach gives the processing module a choice of the software source from all the modules that 
responded to the software request message. This approach avoids problems with data bus acquiring. 
which is inherent to the latter one, where modules compete for access to the shared resource. The second 
approach suffers also from problems related to multiple software delivery, i.e. a core LRM downloads the 
software from the fastest source, but other sources still attempt to deliver the software. If the software 
downloading bus and the algorithm are designed to withstand such problems, the second approach gives 
the benefit of shorter software downloading delays, as fewer messages need to be exchanged. However, 
as the speed of the SDB must be higher than that of ARINC 659 (see discussion in Chapter I). the 
additional delay in the first approach will generally be negligible. Thus, due to its simplicity and 
robustness, the first approach seems to be of some preference. 
5.2.7. Algorithm corruption 
Although every effort has to be made in order to eliminate possible sources of algorithm corruption. the 
reconfiguration scheme (including the recovery algorithm) must comply with some general principles to 
guarantee acceptable system behaviour when reconfiguration data corruption occurs. 
S.2.7.1. Causes of data corruption 
The two main classes of source of the data corruption can be identified: 
• external to the method - sources that are difficult or impossible to eliminate, that are related to 
hardware faults or natural phenomena such as neutrino bombardment 
• internal to the method - sources that are inherent to the method, for example, data corruption related to 
a mis-detection of an event or to undetected design or implementation errors. 
It is believed that although every effort has to be made in order to protect the hardware from the external 
sources of data corruption, it is generally impossible to guarantee that the system is fully shielded from 
such undesirable interference. When the second class of data corruption sources is considered. the 
algorithm should comply with the following guidelines in order to eliminate the risk of inherent data 
corruption: 
• detected failure or recovery events cannot be ignored. i.e. an operating mode in which a procc"ing 
module ignores signals from the failure detection algorithm is not allowed 
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CommentarY: 
Some reconfiguration algorithms could allow the most critical functions to ignore 
failure and recovery events related to other modules. Such behaviour may in the 
case of some hardware or software problems result in a non-critical function 
acquiring the "ignore events" mode of operation, and its subsequent elimination 
from the reconfiguration scheme. 
• data consistency procedures, such as those discussed in section 5.2.1.6, when properly implemented. 
lead generally to a reduced risk of data corruption 
• algorithms avoiding dynamic reconfiguration strategy data updates are generally insensitive to 
algorithm inherent data corruption, unless implementation or design errors lead to data mis-handling. 
Since the reconfiguration data is algorithm specific, every reconfiguration method should conform to the 
data handling guidelines. as well as identifying and preventing problems specific to the method. 
5.2.7.2. Required reconfiguration process behaviour in the event of data corruption 
Regardless of the source and the actual data corruption, the reconfiguration algorithm must exhibit the 
following properties: 
• reconfiguration process activation conditions (see section 5.2.1.4) must be satisfied before the actual 
reconfiguration can be triggered 
• the failure detection mechanism should be able to operate. although its time constraints and delays 
could be invalidated 
• failure related actions must be taken on failure detection (see section 5.2.4.4) 
• corrupted data may lead to invalid activation of the reconfiguration process but must not prevent 
reconfiguration when activation conditions are satisfied 
• data corruption must be contained within the affected module and must not propagate through the 
system. 
5.2.7.3. Required recovery process behaviour in the event of data corruption 
When appropriately designed the recovery process should not be essential to the system safety. thu" ItS 
operation in the case of reconfiguration data corruption should he allowed to kad to the follo\\ tn~ 
situations: 
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• duplication of functions in the cabinet - it is not critical if two identical avionics functions are 
performed by different core LRMs provided that the smart actuators or remote data concentrators are 
able to select their preferred data source 
• lack of recovery - it is not critical if a module does not recover to perform an avionics function. as the 
system should have been previously operating safely on a degraded level. 
S.2.S. Fault indication - warning messages 
A strict relationship between processing units and aVIODlCS functions can be observed in non-
reconfigurable avionics systems. In the case of a module failure it is relatively easy to inform the crew 
which function has been affected, either in terms of reduced redundancy or in terms of system 
degradation. 
In RIMA systems a failure of a processing module will usually affect more than just one aVIODlCS 
function. Clearly, the function performed so far by the failed module will be affected at least temporarily. 
and in the case of a critical function failure, some other function may also have to be reconfigured should 
the redundant modules be not available. Moreover, in the case of longer reconfiguration chains even 
more avionics functions could be temporarily affected by a single core LRM failure. Therefore, fault 
indication for the crew should reflect stable states of the cabinet, i.e. a loss of an avionics function should 
be pronounced after the reconfiguration process has been completed. This will impose some new 
requirements on the flight warning system and will generally lead to a small delay in fault 
communication. 
Since the reconfiguration delays must be proven to be shorter than allowed function absence time (section 
5.2.2.1), the temporary loss of some function due to reconfiguration should be transparent to the crew. 
Moreover, as dynamic in flight reconfiguration must be fast, the time between a failure of a physical 
device and completion of the reconfiguration process can be expected to be shorter than one second. that 
should render the delay in fault indication negligible. 
At the termination of the reconfiguration process, data related to aVIODlCS functions performed h~ 
particular core LRMs should be updated and the state of the system displayed to the LTCW. I n the (;\ ... e I II 
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a temporary loss of an avionics function that requires immediate corrective action from the crewSJ• the 
failure occurrence and the activation of the reconfiguration process should be indicated to the crew when 
the fault is detected. Since reconfiguration is likely to finish in a very short period of time. such 
information will be of little benefit in other cases. 
The system summary should be displayed to the crew when a stable state of the cabinet has been reached, 
including the information about the failed module and the lost function. Informing the crew about the 
reconfiguration path is undesirable, as it would not bring any relevant information and could cause 
various problems related to receiving a great amount of unnecessary data. 
It seems inevitable in RIMA systems, that in order to achieve meaningful communication between an 
autonomous cabinet and the crew, some delays have to be inflicted on the warning indication procedures. 
5.2.9. Function state updates 
Computation of some of the avionics functions (e.g. navigation) can be based on the function state. As in 
RIMA systems there are multiple copies of avionics function software, there may occur some problems 
with preservation of the function state coherency. 
Generally, every software copy of a function requiring state should be stored with its state, regardless 
whether the copy is stored on a core LRM or on an application module. The processing module 
responsible for current computation of the function should send the state information to the backplane 
data bus or it could be alternatively propagated on the software downloading bus, should its criticality 
allow such operation. 
Some consideration should be given to the problem of increased data traffic related to the state updating 
policy via the backplane bus. As continuous updating of the function state could easily Icad to a 
considerable increase of the data bus traffic, state preservation should be understood in terms of 
~., Such situations are unlikely as reconfiguration delays are shorter than the allowed functIon absence umes. 
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checkpoint saving, where in the case of a failure the required application is re-executed from its last saved 
state checkpoint. 
The time intervals between consecutive state updates and the size of the data items representing the state 
depend on the particular avionics function. It is expected that the state update rate will be much lower 
than the data transmission rate for every avionics function within the system, i.e. the state will not be 
updated with every result. Moreover, it is likely that the data items forming the state of an avionics 
function will be small, and thus they could be contained within a single message. Taking into account the 
two above arguments, it could be expected that the data traffic overhead related to state updates will be 
relatively small. This problem requires, however, some further analysis in order to confirm that the 
communication overhead will be acceptable. 
An alternative method of function state preservation is proposed in [23]. that requires the operating 
system to store an abstract representation of the function state, that in the case of an application failure 
could be transferred to another processing module. However, such an approach seems to be highly 
unfeasible for RIMA systems, as it is able to tolerate only a very small class of failures - failures that 
affect the application software but do not affect the operating system and the data bus interface. 
The issue of preservation of application state in real-time and distributed systems has also been discussed 
in various papers referred to in Chapter 3. 
5.3. Reconfiguration Algorithm Design Guidelines 
In section 5.2 various aspects of dynamic autonomous reconfiguration schemes were discussed. possible 
problems were identified and some solutions were suggested. In this section preferred attributes and an 
outline of a reconfiguration algorithm are proposed. Note. that this section should be understood as 
design guidelines only, and that all the solutions and choices presented are not definitive. 
The following table (Table 5.1) presents preferences in approaching different aspects of dynamic 
autonomous reconfiguration as discussed in section 5.2 and its subsections. 
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Domain Preferences Section(s) 
Properties "normal- (possibly "extended- ) 2.3 
determinism, integrity 
Time delays short reconfiguration delays - no 2.2.1 
software downloading bus 
Time delays short reconfiguration chains 2.2.2 
Communication implicit exchange of information 2.1.1 
Synchronisation implicit multiple messages based phase- 2.1.2 
synchronisation 
Failure capacity for withstanding soft and hard 2.4.1, 2.4.2 
failures (possibly with provisions for 
operation in case of latent failures) 
Failure detection based on data monitoring (possibly 2.4.3 
combined with handshake messages) 
Recovery capacity for non-communication based 2.5.1, 
autonomous recovery from soft failures 2.5.2, 2.5.3 
Recovery detection autonomous and specific to recovering 2.5.3 
module (possibly with explicit post-
recovery messages) 
Functions software on-board non-volatile memory of core 2.2.1, 2.6 
storage LRMs (possibly further combined with 
some software downloading strategy) 
Reconfiguration static (no updates) reconfiguration 2.1. 6 
data strategy data 
Table 5.1. Desirable attributes of reconfiguration algorithms. 
It is expected that the reconfiguration software will be running concurrently with the execution of an 
avionics function, or it may be integrated with the application software. Since the core LRM operating 
system or application executive will provide multitasking functionality [10], the implementation of 
concurrent execution of the reconfiguration process and the avionics function is expected to be relatively 
straightforward with the first approach. The latter solutions appear to constitute the less attractive choice. 
as it will probably require some modifications to the already existing avionics application software. Also. 
since the criticality of the reconfiguration software will be higher than that of non-critical functions. the 
integration of the reconfiguration process and particular avionics functions will lead to a significant and 
unnecessary increase of the software criticality, complexity. integrity and its cost of development and 
maintenance. 
A reconfiguration algorithm could encompass the following functional blocks: 
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Data Bus Monitoring and Message Recording Block 
Reconfiguration Block . 












initialisation of auxiliary reconfiguration data required 
for further operation of the reconfiguration algorithm 
initial monitoring of the backplane bus and function 
selection uniform for system start-up and module recovery 
(section 5.2.5) 
monitoring the backplane bus for messages arriving from 
other modules/functions (section 5.2.1.1, 5.2.4 and 
5.2.5) 
updating the auxiliary reconfiguration data to reflect 
the received information with respect to the current 
state of the cabinet (handshake/data message) and the 
applications state (section 5.2.9) 
evaluation of the reconfiguration activation conditions 
(section 5.2.1.4) 
should the conditions be satisfied, termination of 
current function, software fetching/downloading (section 
5.2.6) and function re-execution 
if required, updating of the reconfiguration strategy 
data and the auxiliary data 
Table S.2. Design blocks of the reconfiguration algorithm and their functionality. 
Some consideration has to be given to tasks such as termination and re-execution of an avionics function 
by the reconfiguration process. As the reconfiguration and application processes are expected to be 
independently running in a multitasking environment, there have to be made some provisions for the 
reconfiguration process to issue termination and activation requests. Such provisions could, for example. 
be handled with the use of events (as discussed in section 2.3.6.2.2 of [10» or other inter-process 
communication methods (see section 2.3.6 of [10]). Alternatively, the functionality of process 
termination and activation could be embedded into the operating system as system calls or system 
services. 
The following figure (Figure 5.3) shows the flow diagram of a possible reconfiguration algorithm. 
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Power-up 
Module Initialisation and Recovery flock 
The Reconfi[}Jration Software Processing Threads 
-- ------------------------------ -----------------
----------------------------- --------
Data Bus Monitoring & ~---- -------------------------. 
Message Recording 
Block 






.. __ ............................................ _ ..... _----_ ...... _. ---_._------------
Figure 5.3. Flow chart of a reconfiguration algorithm. 
No 
It is possible that a processing module may not be able to select an avionics function to recover to. Such 
a possibility relates to the fact that in the case of the first few failures it will be the redundant core LRM 
that will reconfigure. Therefore all the cabinet avionics functions will be performed and the recovering 
module will not be able to select a lost function, thus continuous attempts to select an avionics function to 
recover to, implement indirectly the functionality of a redundant processing module. 
Commentary: 
Although the implicit implementation of a redundant module follows naturally the 
design of the algorithm it could lead to some problems with the determinism of 
recovery, even if the events occur in long time intervals. In the situation where two 
previously lost modules pass their self-test procedures and attempt to recover, and 
there are no lost functions as the redundant modules have reconfigured to sustain 
them, they will both assume that they are now providing the immediate backup for 
all functions and will reconfigure at the same time should another function be lost. 
This can be easily avoided if the recovering module selects a "redundant" function 
should other avionics applications be performed by the cabinet. that will place it at a 
definite position within the reconfiguration scheme. The "redundant" functions 
would have to manifest their performance by sending appropriate messages onto the 
data bus. 
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Note, that the above considerations on reconfiguration algorithms are intentionally free from an\' 
implementation specific details in order to avoid bias towards particular solutions. 
5.4. Conclusions 
Various aspects and key issues in designing autonomous dynamic reconfiguration schemes have been 
discussed in this chapter. Problems related to both the design and implementation of different 
reconfiguration tasks have been identified and possible solutions have been outlined. Finally. the 
algorithm design guidelines were proposed, that have been used in subsequent phases of the research to 
construct various reconfiguration methods applicable to RIMA systems. 
At this stage any bias towards particular implementations was intentionally avoided in order to provide 
most generic discussion. On the other hand some design choices have been made (e.g. failure detection 
based on data bus monitoring or implicit phase-synchronisation), as it is believed that they should lead to 
a reduction in the complexity of the resultant reconfiguration software and to more straightforward 
implementation (hence lower probability of the occurrence of design and implementation errors as a 
possible safety benefit). 
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Chapter 6. Autonomous Dynamic Reconfiguration Schemes 
6.1. Introduction 
Reconfigurable Integrated Modular Avionics (RIMA) employ dynamic reconfiguration in order to sustain 
the critical and essential functions of the system. It has been shown in Chapter 4 that such avionics 
systems can operate with significantly lower processing modules redundancy and still can greatly exceed 
the availability and reliability levels of traditional non-reconfigurable avionics. As the reconfiguration 
schemes become essential for preservation of critical functions in RIMA systems. they have to be 
considered safety-critical and as such they must comply with certain safety related requirements. These 
have been identified and discussed in Chapter 5. and recommendations for design of autonomous 
dynamic reconfiguration schemes have also been given. 
In Chapter 3, the existing reconfiguration methods were analysed with respect to their applicability to 
dynamic reconfiguration of avionics systems. It has been found, that none of the reviewed methods can 
be directly employed to reconfiguration of RIMA, although parts of particular solutions can be adapted to 
implement different aspects of required reconfiguration algorithms. 
In this chapter, various autonomous dynamic reconfiguration schemes are proposed and their properties 
are discussed. Two dedicated software models of RIMA architecture "C" and "0" had been developed to 
practically verify various properties of the schemes. Each of the reconfiguration schemes discussed in 
this chapter had been implemented and tested on a University of Bristol mainframe server. This allowed 
to draw various conclusions related both to the complexity of the code required to implement the schemes 
and to the properties of the schemes themselves. Selected schemes had been subsequently implemented 
on a more representative system (see Chapter 9 for details), indicating that presented methods can he 
successfully implemented into Reconfigurable Integrated Modular Avionics. 
The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. In section 6.2 the main aspects of reconfiguration 
schemes are discussed. including fault detection mechanisms. reconfiguration data and reconflguration 
algorithms. and module recovery. In section 6.3. proposed autonomous dynamic reconfiguratinn schemes 
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are presented and compared. Their applicability to real-time and safety-critical systems is discussed. and 
the paper is concluded in section 6.4. 
6.2. Main aspects of reconfiguration in RIMA 
As already discussed in Chapter 5, the reconfiguration schemes applicable to implementation into RIMA 
should be autonomous (should not rely on any executive module(s» and dynamic (should allow for 
reconfiguration during system operation). Based on such requirements it is expected that the employed 
scheme(s) will encompass the following phases: 
• fault detection - processing modules will detect failure of other core LRMs by monitoring for loss of 
data on the backplane bus, 
• reconfiguration - when a failure is detected, the module will decide whether or not to reconfigure. 
based on stored reconfiguration strategy data, 
• initialisation and recovery - on system power-up or when recovering from a transient failure the 
module will select and execute appropriate function. or it will act as a redundant module. 
Optionally the scheme may employ some software downloading mechanisms, should the required 
software be not available directly from the module non-volatile memory. However. as software 
downloading from an external source will in general lead to significantly longer reconfiguration delays. 
solutions based on locally stored applications are preferable. 
Clearly, there can be very many implementations of the above mentioned phases that would comply with 
the requirements as defined in Chapter 5. In the following sections some of the possible solutions are 
presented, discussed and appropriate recommendations are made. 
6.2.1. Fault detection 
It has been discussed in Chapter 5, that failure detection mechanisms are almost inevitably to be based on 
backplane bus monitoring. From the reconfiguration software point of view there is no difference 
between monitoring application related data or specific handshake messages. provided that each message 
allows for identification of its source. i.e. the application that has produced it. With such an approach the 
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reconfiguration software will be able to monitor for any backplane bus activity from particular avionics 
functions. 
In order to avoid single message upsets the failure detection mechanism should announce a loss of an 
avionics function only if at least K consecutive messages related to the function are lost. The factor K 
will depend on the allowed function absence time, the rate at which the function produces its messages 
and the required reliability of the failure detection mechanism (the greater the K the lower the probability 
of invalid failure detection). 
6.2.2. Reconfiguration algorithm and reconfiguration data 
In the event of a successful failure detection the reconfiguration routines will be called. Based on the 
current state of the cabinet and the reconfiguration data, the reconfiguration algorithm determines if the 
module should react and what actions it should undertake (i.e. should the module reconfigure or should it 
only note the failure). The behavioural requirements and desirable properties of reconfiguration 
algorithms have been discussed in Chapter 5, at this point the considerations will be focused on practical 
implications following certain implementation choices. 
As outlined in Chapter 3 and further discussed in Chapter 5, reconfiguration algorithms based on pre-
generated data will in general lead to short reconfiguration delays (no need for complex computational 
tasks), and possibly to very high levels of determinism and predictability. All the data items that arc 
necessary for real-time operation can be generated during the system design and implementation phases. 
and their properties can be relatively easily proven or tested. Therefore. the reconfiguration algorithms 
could be designed to lookup all their decisions in reconfiguration data tables, that would generally lead to 
very simple reconfiguration algorithms, and thus to very a low probability of implementation or design 
errors. 
In general two alternative approaches to operation with the reconfiguration data can he identified: 
• 
• 
not to change any data items during operation and only use the data for reference (SIalic data) 
to dynamically update the data to reflect the changes of the system state . 
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In the first approach, the properties of the data, and thus the properties of the reconfiguration scheme. are 
preserved at all times and the behaviour of the system can be easily predicted. Also, all of the processing 
modules and their reconfiguration processes will reference the same data, which will reduce the 
possibility of inconsistent or incoherent actions. 
Commentary: 
There may arise a situation where the reconfiguration data will become inconsistent 
due to some data corruption, e.g. related to some spontaneous change of memory 
location or neutrino bombardment. Issues related to data corruption and data 
consistency maintenance have been discussed in Chapter 5. 
In the case of dynamically updated reconfiguration data, the possibility of discrepancies between different 
core LRMs is greatly increased and the system behaviour could prove to be more difficult to predict. On 
the other hand, algorithms based on dynamic data can adapt to the continually changing system state. and 
are theoretically capable of operating more efficiently and with shorter delays. Therefore, the choice 
between static and dynamic reconfiguration data can be understood as a choice between simple and less 
failure prone schemes and faster but more complex ones. 
6.2.3. Recovery 
Module recovery provides good means for tolerating transient faults. The certification and safety issues 
inherent to the situation where a previously failed module restores performance of an avionics function 
have been discussed in detail in Chapter 5. However, there may be some practical problems related to the 
implementation of recovery into a reconfiguration algorithm. 
After being off line for a period of time some of the module reconfiguralion data will have to be 
considered obsolete, regardless of whether the module was able to preserve the state from before the 
failure or not. Thus, all the reconfiguration related data of the recovering module will require 
initialisation without causing undesirable interference with other core LRMs. In the case of the failure 
detection mechanism it could be simply assumed that messages from all functions were present at the last 
check, and only the lack of the following K messages will indicate the function loss. However. the 
situation could become more difficult when validity of the dynamic strategy data is being considered. 
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Commentary: 
In. the case where the module has to update its strategy data as the system encounters 
fa~lure a~d recovery events, a module taken off line for a period of time due to a 
faIlure wIll have to consider its data obsolete (multiple events might have occurred 
in the meantime, that have not been recorded). Clearly, reconfiguration schemes 
employing static strategy data will not encounter such a problem. 
An obvious solution would be to request reconfiguration data from all the working core LRMs. and then 
perform some form of majority voting or adjudication. However. such a solution could lead to somewhat 
increased traffic on the backplane bus, and possibly to greatly increased complexity of the reconfiguration 
software. Alternatively, the recovering module may attempt to recreate the valid strategy data based on 
the current state of the cabinet exploiting scheme determinism (e.g. if the contents of the strategy table 
depends only on the number of working core LRMs, the recovering module will be able to recreate it 
based on backplane bus monitoring). 
The above arguments suggest, that the reconfiguration algorithms based on static reconfiguration data 
provide a good basis to allow module recovery without an undesirable increase of software complexity. 
In the case of algorithms based on dynamically updated reconfiguration data. the capacity for module 
recovery will in general lead to somewhat increased complexity and an increased risk of design and 
implementation errors. 
6.3. Proposed schemes 
All reconfiguration schemes presented in this section follow the same general design, which has been 
presented and discussed in Chapter 5 (see Figure 5.3). The differences between schemes refer mostly to 
the actual reconfiguration strategy and the reconfiguration data, although some minor alterations to the 
failure detection and the recovery mechanisms were also required to preserve consistency within 
particular reconfiguration schemes. 
The implementation of the application termination and re-execution routines can be expected to he 
identical for all schemes and it will depend on the available operating system (OS) and application 
executive APEX [IOJ. To allow the core LRM to execute an application from a previously saved state. 
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some alterations to the application software will be inevitable despite the actual separation of the 
reconfiguration process and the avionics function. 
Also, the failure detection mechanism can be designed and implemented with a high level of 
commonality between different schemes. In general, the failure detection routine records in an auxiliary 
table the times of latest responses from all avionics functions, where the notion of a function response 
accounts for any data bus activity originating from the avionics function being considered. With every 
received message, the difference between the time of the latest activity from all functions and the present 
time is calculated, and in the case of "too old" responses54 the function loss is detected. and the module 
calls its reconfiguration routines to determine its actions. 
During initialisation or recovery a core LRM selects the most critical function that is not being performed 
and for which the module has got or is able to obtain the relevant software. As the core of the function 
selection mechanism is also based on backplane bus monitoring for activity from all avionics functions. in 
some implementations the failure detection and function selection routines could be partially integrated or 
they could call common subroutines. 
Although particular reconfiguration algorithms that are presented in the following sections differ. they all 
utilise similar reconfiguration data but provide unique data handling procedures. The general approach is 
to implement the reconfiguration strategy into a look-up table similar to that shown in Figure 6.1 below. 
where the non-negative sub-diagonal matrix entries correspond to backup levels for particular functions 
(each avionics function is represented as a column), and the non-negative super-diagonal entries represent 
software availability on module recovery. All the negative values describe the situation where the 
relevant module is not in backup for the function. 
~ A predefined absence interval referred to as FAIL_DELAY. accounts for the loss of several consc~uti\c mc .. \a~cs 
from an lI\'ionks function. and may diH~r between functions. 
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Function 
Module 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C H1 H2 MJ M1 M2 R R 
0 Catastrophic -1 
-1 -1 3 2 2 -1 -1 
1 Hazardous 3 -1 -1 4 3 -1 -1 -1 
2 Hazardous 2 -1 -1 5 -1 3 -1 -1 
3 Major 1 3 3 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
4 Minor 0 2 2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
5 Minor -1 1 1 2 -1 -1 -1 -1 
6 Redundant -1 0 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 
7 Redundant -1 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 
. Figure 6.1. Example of a module based reconfiguration strategy look-up table. 
The ways core LRMs use the look-up table to determine their reconfiguration policies vary from one 
reconfiguration scheme to another, and are discussed later in this chapter. Also different approaches to 
the design and implementation of other functional blocks are discussed in the following sections, where 
particular reconfiguration schemes are presented. 
6.3.1. Static data based reconfiguration schemes 
Two alternative schemes are discussed in this section, that operate with no updates to the reconfiguration 
data. In the first of them the reconfiguration actions are bound to the module as a physical device, in the 
second approach it is the module function that is of greatest importance to the module reconfiguration 
policy. 
6.3.1.1. Module based look-up table approach 
The module based look-up table could be identical to that in Figure 6.1. Each matrix row corresponds lO 
a processing module and each column describes an avionics function. At the start of operation each 
module is assigned an avionics function based on its position in the cabinet. i.e. module "0" - function 
"0", module "1". function "}", etc.55 The [module][fUnclion] entry describes the module backup level for 
the junction, where the value of "0" denotes the immediate backup and the value of "·1" corresponds to 
the "not in backup" situation. 
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The function criticality decreases as the matrix indices increase. thus positive entries above the main 
diagonal refer only to software availability on module recovery. The number of positive entries in each 
row is limited by the module available on-board non-volatile memory. as solutions employing a softw:rre 
downloading bus for software fetching from an external source are unlikely to be optimal in time-critical 
applications, thus the relevant programs should be stored locally. 
Commentary: 
As the mode of failure where an avionics function has been lost but the 
reconfiguration software remains functional has to be considered. the "-}" values on 
the main diagonal prevent the modules to reconfigure on their own failures. 
However, should the module suffer a transient fault and then successfully pass its 
self-test procedures it may be allowed to recover to its original functionS6 (on 
recovery, based on its own ID, the module treats the appropriate main diagonal entry 
as non-negative - the software for the primary assignment function is considered 
available ). 
The reconfiguration strategy table can be understood as a superpositionS7 of two identically sized tables 
related to reconfiguration and recovery. The reconfiguration table utilises only the sub-diagonal entries in 
order to determine backup levels, and thus the order of reconfiguration. The recovery table uses all the 
entries, but distinguishes only two states: "-I" - function software unavailable and "not -}" - function 
software available. Solutions employing two separate tables, although possibly easier to understand, do 
not bring any design or implementation benefits, but introduce some extra complexity related to 
generation and maintenance of multiple tables. Therefore, schemes designed and implemented to employ 
both tables as separate data items will not be further discussed. 
If lack of the ;-th function activity is noticed to be longer than a predefined FAIL_DELA Y, (time delay for 
the ;-th function accounting for the loss of K messages), the level "0" module will reconfigure. 
Generally, the loss of the ;-th function for a time longer than NxFAIL_DELAY, will cause the (N-/)-,h 
backup module for the ;-th function to reconfigure. Note, that the reconfiguration process activation 
~~ This is not the only possible assignment (the method does not impose restrictions in this matter). however II lead., 
to somewhat simpler look-up table generation and use. 
~6 Whether or not stich a behaviour is pemlissible will depend on the coverage and confidence of module .. df·le .. 1 
57 With the exception of the main diagonal which is treated differently as explained in the rommcntar~ 
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conditions as identified in Chapter 5 must still be satisfied, thus the module will never attempt to 
reconfigure if the lost function is not more critical than its current one. 
If a previously failed module recovers, it reconfigures to the most critical function that is not being 
performed and for which it has a positive matrix entry (for all cabinet functions the lack of backplane bus 
activity for the predefined RECOVERY_DELAY; determines the loss of the i-rh function during the 
module recovery phase). 
6.3.1.2. Function based look-up table approach 
The strategy look-up tables differ for module and function based approaches (see Figure 6.2), as in the 
latter method it is impossible to constrain the amount of non-volatile memory required by each processing 
module other than by dividing the cabinet into sub-cabinets or by implementation of software 
downloading via a data bus. 
Commentary: 
In schemes employing function based strategy tables a reconfigured module will be 
in identical backup levels for the same avionics functions as the lost module before 
failure. Therefore, if the redundant modules are in backup for non-critical functions, 
and non-critical core LRMs are in backup for essential and critical functions; after 
reconfiguring to a non-critical function the module may be later required to 
reconfigure to sustain some critical function, and thus it will require software for all 
the functions in the cabinet. 
Both solutions allowing for reduction of the amount of the non-volatile memory would lead to 
significantly lower benefits of dynamic reconfiguration, in terms of either increased redundancy or 
increased reconfiguration delays. Therefore, in the remaining part of this Chapter it will be assumed that 
each of the core LRMs will have sufficient memory to store internally all the functions performed by the 
cabinet. 
Commentary: 
Memory arrangements necessary to implement methods employing function based 
look-up tables should be economically and physically feasible due to continuous 
decrease of non-volatile memory chips prices and increase of their capacity. 
Moreover. as the cabinets can be expected to perform between eight and tcn avionics 
functions (see the analysis in Chapter 4). only some 8 to 10 MB of non-volatile 
mCll10ry will be required per core LRM. assuming thc size of each function software 
to be in the order of 1 MB. 
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Function 
Module 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C H1 H2 MJ M1 M2 R R 
0 Catastrophic -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
1 Hazardous 6 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
-
2 Hazardous 5 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
3 Major 4 4 4 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
4 Minor 3 3 3 3 -1 -1 -1 -1 
5 Minor 2 2 2 2 -1 -1 -1 -1 
6 Redundant 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 
7 Redundant 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 
Figure 6.2. Example of a function based strategy look-up table. 
As in the previous method, each column in the strategy look-up table corresponds to backup levels for the 
appropriate avionics function, where the values of the particular entries should be understood as in the 
case of the module based look-up tables (see section 6.3.1.1). However, the matrix rows are not statically 
bound to processing modules, but on detection of the function loss each module determines which row of 
the table it is expected to look-up based on the function its is performing. 
For example, if a redundant module "7" has previously reconfigured to the major function "3", in the case 
of the following detection of a function loss it will refer to the row "3" in the table shown in Figure 6.2. 
Having established the appropriate row, the reconfiguration routine makes its decisions identically as in 
the module based method, i.e. the loss of the ;-th function for a time longer than NxFAIL_DELAY; will 
cause the (N-l)-th backup level module for the ;-th function to reconfigure. Also, similarly as in the 
previous method, the reconfiguration process activation conditions must be satisfied prior to core LRM 
reconfiguration. 
Note that the underlined entries 10 the above table provide additional fault tolerance beyond the 
requirements identified in Chapter 4. They are optional, and can be changed to "-I" without violating any 
safety or availability objectives. 
In the case of a transient failure and following module recovery. as the software for all the cabinet 
functions is stored in each module non-volatile memory. the module will reconfigure to the most critical 
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function that is not being performed at the time. To identify the lost functions the module monitors the 
backplane bus for the lack of the i-th function activity for the predefined time interval of 
RECOVERY_DELAYj • 
6.3.1.3. Discussion and comparison of module and function based approaches 
In the module based approach it is the physical position of the module (its ID) that determines the module 
behaviour in the case of failures. The capacity for reduction of the amount of non-volatile memory 
required for each of the core LRMs (within the limits imposed by the system safety and availability 
requirements) could be perceived as an advantage of this approach when compared to function based 
schemes. However, it can lead to sub-optimal behaviour with respect to long reconfiguration chains. 
Commentary: 
In the case of the module based strategy look-up tables where the module behaviour 
depends on its position in the cabinet, an originally redundant module that has 
reconfigured to perform an avionics function will again reconfigure first should a 
more critical function be lost. Thus, depending on its function criticality and the 
state of the system, the function executed by the originally redundant module forced 
to another reconfiguration may have to be undertaken by another processing unit, 
that will lead to longer reconfiguration chains. 
On the other hand, function based strategies allow for the shortest possible reconfiguration chains always 
of the length of one. Regardless of the system history and its present state it is always the least critical 
function module that will reconfigure should the criticality of the lost function justify reconfiguration. 
Furthermore, in function based approaches the behaviour of the reconfiguration scheme depends only on 
the set of functions performed by the cabinet, and not on the assignment of avionics functions to 
particular core LRMs. 
Commentary: 
If module A reconfigures from function Y to function X, in the case of following 
failures it will look-up the reconfiguration strategy for function X and not Y 
(represented in the look-up table by a separate rows). Therefore, functionally and 
with respect to the reconfiguration scheme there will be no difference whether it is 
module A or module B that is performing function X, as actions undertaken by 
either of them will be identical. 
Such a property of the reconfiguration scheme can be understood as the capacity for deterministic 
functional system degradation. 
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Commentary: 
After a core LRM failure and the following reconfiguration, the system will be 
homomorphic with the system from before the failure with the least critical function 
module removed. Thus each processing module failure when combined with 
reconfiguration can be functionally modelled as a failure of the least critical module. 
With exception of some transitory behaviour during the actual reconfiguration, each 
failure can be represented as a failure of one of the least critical modules. 
Such a feature could be potentially useful when certification of a reconfiguration scheme is being 
considered, as the complete functional evolution of the reconfiguration scheme can be easily predicted 
and analysed irrespectively of the number of possible combinations of failures. 
The above arguments suggest, that the reconfiguration schemes employing static function based look-up 
tables offer much more desirable and deterministic behaviour, than those employing module based 
strategies. It also seems, that the necessity for extensive software store in the first approach should be 
easily affordable, and the obtained benefits would justify the cost of additional non-volatile memory. The 
advantages and disadvantages of particular approaches are summarised in the following Table 6. t. 
Module based reconfiguration 
strategy 
Function based reconfiguration 
strategy 
Advantages 
Allows for limitation of the Each failure involves reconfiguration 
necessary amount of non-volatile only of the least critical function 
memory module (reconfiguration chains 
limited to a single module) 
Allows for deterministic functional 
system degradation 
Highly predictable 
Exhibits potential for certification 
with simplified procedures 
Disadvantages 
Possibly sub-optimal Does not allow for limitation of the 
reconfiguration chains (even longer amount of module non-volatile memory 
than two) without incurring a considerable 
redundancy overhead (sub-cabinets) 
Possibly more complex and difficult 
certification with respect to 
functionally different modes of 
failure 
Table 6.1. Comparison of static data based reconfiguration schemes. 
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6.3.2. Dynamic data based reconfiguration schemes 
The dynamic data based reconfiguration algorithms update their reconfiguration strategy data as the 
system evolves. Such behaviour leads to a close equivalence between the reconfiguration scheme and the 
state of the cabinet, thus allowing the reconfiguration algorithm to optimise its actions. The biggest 
benefit following the implementation of this type of algorithm is expected to lie in significantly shorter 
reconfiguration delays in the case of mUltiple non-simultaneous failuresS8. 
However, when dynamic data based reconfiguration algorithms are being considered, some problems 
related to module recovery occur. After suffering a transient failure and being unable to monitor the state 
of the cabinet (i.e. being unable to update the relevant reconfiguration strategy data), the module has to 
perceive its data as obsolete. Appropriate procedures therefore need to be devised to allow the module to 
recreate its data or to make it coherent with other core LRMs. The approach adapted to the methods 
discussed in this chapter depends on the expected equivalence of recovery related actions between the 
recovering module and other core LRMs, that allows for data regeneration on module recovery (the 
procedures are explained to a greater detail later in this section). In this class of algorithms the 
complexity of the reconfiguration software can be expected to increase considerably, and the choice 
between the particular approaches may not be straightforward. 
6.3.2.1. Dynamic data based reconfiguration algorithms without recovery 
The objective of the dynamic data based reconfiguration algorithms is to allow the shortest possible 
reconfiguration delays regardless of the state of the cabinet. This can be achieved with reconfiguration 
schemes based on the strategy look-up tables as described in the previous sections (see Figure 6.1 and 
Figure 6.2 for examples of module and function based strategy look-up tables), should the following 
properties of the tables are preserved: 
• each cabinet function with a backup will have exactly one core LRM in the immediate backup mode 
(i.e. the appropriate entry in the strategy look-up table will be equal to "0"), 
~8 It was discussed in the previous sections that in the case of static algorithms the delay n:lluired to trigger the 
rl'Configuration process increases as higher backup levels are required to reconfigure. 
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• should there be multiple backup modules for function F, their backup levels (entries in the appropriate 
column) will be consecutive (i.e. "0", "1 ", ''2'', ... ), and modules performing more critical functions 
will have greater entries in the strategy look-up table. 
Tables shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 meet the above objectives, however the difficulty lies in 
devising algorithms that will update the strategy look-up tables in a manner that will not invalidate them. 
It is believed that the reconfiguration algorithms employing function based strategy look-up tables with 
no requirements on core LRMs non-volatile memory can accomplish this task with considerably lower 
complexity then the module based schemes. Therefore, the function based methods will be presented 
first, and the following discussion will relate to extensions required to successfully implement similar 
reconfiguration algorithms engaging module based strategy look-up tables. 
Reconfiguration algorithms with function based strategy look-up tables 
In the function based approach the functionality of the design blocks from Figure 5.3 remains unchanged, 
and the data used in static function based methods can also be reused at this place. The only required 
changes refer to the reconfiguration algorithm and its interaction with the reconfiguration strategy data. 
On detection of a function loss a processing module calls its reconfiguration routine to identify the actions 
it is supposed to be taking, the algorithm determines the row of the look-up table it should use based on 
the avionics function it is performing (as in the schemes discussed in section 6.3.1.2), but only if the 
module finds that the appropriate entry is equal to "0" it will attempt to reconfigure. 
Each operating core LRM updates the reconfiguration strategy tables in the same manner, regardless of 
whether it is required to reconfigure or not. The way in which the data is updated depends on the 
criticality of the lost function and the state of the cabinet, that is contained implicitly in the 
reconfiguration table. The following two cases can be distinguished: 
• there is a backup module for the lost function that will reconfigure 
• the lost function is one of the least critical ones and will not be sustained. 
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In the first case the least critical function module will take over the lost function. and thus (as explained in 
section 6.3.1.2) the failure will be mapped into the loss of the least important function referring to the last 
non-negative row in the strategy look-up table. This corresponds to the situation where the module who 
had the relevant entries equal to "0" reconfigures to the lost function, and thus it starts referring to a 
different row in the reconfiguration table. Therefore, all entries in its original row must be changed to "_ 
1" (not in backup, the non-critical function is lost), and all other positive entries in the table decreased by 
one (i.e. because the level "0" module has reconfigured, level "I" must become "0", level "2" will change 
to "1", etc. in order to comply with data objectives outlined in section 6.3.2.1). Both actions can be 
simply accomplished by decreasing all non-negative table entries by one. Note that in function based 
tables all non-negative entries within any row are identical. 
In the second case none of the operating modules will reconfigure, and thus it may not be possible to map 
such a failure into the loss of the function represented by the last non-negative row in the table (e.g. 
should the matrix shown in Figure 6.2 be used, a failure of the module "6" will not lead to reconfiguration 
and it will not relate to the last non-negative row). 
Commentary: 
In order to avoid such a situation, criticality of each function could be adjusted for 
the purpose of reconfiguration so that no two functions are of identical importance 
(e.g. minor function FI could be defined as more important than minor function F2, 
and thus F2 would be allowed to reconfigure to FI). This would simplify the 
algorithm, but could also lead to reconfiguration between function of identical 
criticality, that may not be desirable. This is further discussed in section 6.3.2.2. 
In such a case all entries in the failed module row need to be reset to "-I" (not in backup), and values for 
other core LRMs must be updated to preserve consecutive numbering. This can be simply achieved if 
each column entries greater than the one corresponding to the lost function are decreased by one. and all 
other entries remain unchanged. Note that this method will not alter the "-I" entries as they cannot be 
greater than any other table entry. 
To allow a core LRM to reconfigure the time of the last activity of the lost function is reset to the current 
time. If after following FAIL_DELAY there is still no activity from the function. the next backup level 
(if one exists) will attempt reconfiguration and the table will be updated once again. The lack of backup 
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for a detected lost function and all relevant row entries equal to -1 will indicate that no further updates are 
required to the strategy table, as the function has been permanently lost. 
Since all core LRMs execute the same update procedures and they monitor the backplane bus in an 
identical manner, their data should remain consistent provided that the failure detection mechanism is 
sufficiently reliable. Algorithms following the above discussed design exhibit the capacity for 
deterministic functional system degradation similarly to the schemes presented in section 6.3.1.2. 
Moreover, in this approach the state of the reconfiguration strategy table does not depend on the order of 
encountered failures, but only on the set of avionics functions not being performed (this takes into 
account some pseudo-functions of the redundant modules, and can be further exploited to implement data 
regeneration procedures that will be activated on module recovery). 
Reconfiguration algorithms with module based strategy look-up tables 
Schemes employing dynamic module based (i.e. physical location orientated) reconfiguration data require 
more changes to the original design shown in Figure 5.3, than those presented above. In order to allow 
the reconfiguration data stored by the processing modules to correctly reflect the state of the cabinet. the 
functionality of the failure detection mechanism needs to be extended. In the approach presented in this 
section, all core LRMs monitor the backplane bus activity not only to detect function losses, but also to 
identify module failures and to record functions performed by the modules. This can be achieved by the 
use of appropriate handshake messages, e.g. ''function M is performed by module N", which convey the 
information about the functions being performed, the operating modules and the current assignment of 
functions to modules. 
In the case of a detected function loss each core LRM calls its reconfiguration routine to determine 
whether it should reconfigure. As in the previous method the appropriate table entry equal to "0" 
indicates that the module will reconfigure. However, unlike in the previous scheme each module always 
refers to the same row of the reconfiguration strategy table. 
All processmg modules identify the module that IS supposed to reconfigure. and update the tahle 
accordingly: 
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• if none of the core LRMs is to reconfigure, no changes are made to the reconfiguration table (such a 
case relates to a failure of one the least critical modules and it is dealt with by a separate routine 
invoked upon a detection of a module failure and not on a function loss), 
• otherwise, backup levels for appropriate functions are adjusted to comply with the requirements 
identified in section 6.3.2.1, the procedure for which is explained below. 
The key issue in the update algorithm is to identify all the avionics functions for which the reconfiguring 
module will stop being in backup. Clearly, if a redundant core LRM reconfigures to a critical function it 
will cease to provide backup for non-critical or essential functions. Therefore, for all functions of 
criticality lower or equal to the function causing reconfiguration (including the reconfiguring one), each 
core LRM decreases by one all non-negative entries greater than those of the reconfiguring module (this 
reflect the elimination of one backup core LRM for less or equally critical functions). Furthermore, for 
the same avionics functions all entries in the reconfiguring module row must be reset to "-)" to 
correspond to the "not in backup" situation. 
The above algorithm is not sufficient to preserve all the desirable properties of the reconfiguration data. 
It is obvious that a failed module ceases to be in backup for any of the avionics functions, and the strategy 
table will also need to be updated for this. For all columns the failed module had a non-negative entry 
(i.e. was in backup), the update algorithm decreases by one all the entries which are greater than that of 
the failed module, which in turn is reset to "-}". Such a procedure preserves the consecutive backup 
levels and ensures that they will start from "0". The figure below (Figure 6.3) gives an example of table 
updates, for a simple case where all functions are of different criticality ("0" - critical, "4" redundant), 
and function "1" is lost. 
0 1 2 3 , 0 1 :.l 3 , 
0 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 
1 3 -1 -1 -1 -1 3 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 
2 2 2 -1 -1 -1 2 1 -1 -1 -1 :.l 
3 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 0 0 -1 -1 3 
, 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 , 
Tale prior to the update Table after the update 
Figure 6.3. Example of strategy updates for module based look-up tables. 
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Thus for each of the detected module failures and corresponding function losses the following two update 
steps are taken: 
• on detected function loss - all modules identify the module to reconfigure and update the table 
accordingly (backup levels change due to reconfiguration of a core LRM), 
• all modules update the reconfiguration strategy data on detected module failure (backup levels change 
due to a loss of a module). 
It appears that the task of preservation of the required strategy table properties in the module orientated 
schemes requires a great deal more processing than in the case of function based schemes. 
6.3.2.2. Recovery in dynamic data based reconfiguration methods 
The difficulty in introducing recovery into dynamic reconfiguration algorithms follows the possibility of 
data becoming obsolete due to the module being off line. After successful completion of the self-test 
procedures the module needs to synchronise its data with all other operating core LRMs before resuming 
execution of an avionics function. 
As discussed earlier, the explicit data exchange with possible majority voting may not be desirable due to 
increased algorithm complexity and to additional load on the backplane bus. In the case of previously 
described dynamic data algorithms implemented into ten or twelve core LRM cabinets, all the required 
data can be contained within a single lOxlO or 12x12 byte array, thus the increase of the data bus traffic 
related to the exchange of strategy tables can be considered insignificant when compared with the 
backplane bus throughput of at least 30 Mb/sec (ARINC 659). However, the autonomy of core LRMs 
would have to be questioned if their recovery was to be based on the data fetched from other processing 
modules. It is also possible, that although the data exchange based approaches will not create problems 
on the backplane bus, their complexity may be much higher than the complexity of alternative methods. 
such as algorithms attempting to recreate the reconfiguration strategy tables based on backplane hus 
monitoring for activity from particular functions or modules. 
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In the case of function based look-up tables, their independence from the sequence of failures can be used 
for that purpose. A recovering module fetches from its non-volatile memory an original version of the 
reconfiguration data and then starts monitoring the data bus for a pre-defined period of time to identify 
lost functions. Having done so, for each of the lost functions (including pseudo-functions of redundant 
modules) it calls the reconfiguration routine that will update the strategy table accordingly, pretending 
that the module is performing the most critical function. After being updated for each of the lost 
functions, the strategy data will be identical to the data of the operating modules. 
Having done so, the module selects the most critical of the lost functions that it will reconfigure to, and 
sends a dedicated message to inform other core LRMs about its recovery (e.g. "core N recovers to 
function M'). On receiving the recovery message all modules including the newly recovered one will 
update their strategy tables in the following manner: 
• all relevant entries for the M-th row will be set to "0" for each function that the module is supposed to 
provide backup for (immediate backup level) 
• all other non-negative entries will be increased by one. 
The above procedure will assure compliance with the data requirements from section 6.3.2.1. 
Commentary: 
As the recovering module will perform the least critical function within the cabinet. 
it will be expected to provide immediate backup for the remaining functions 
performed within the cabinet. Various issues relating to the confidence in self-test 
procedures and to allowing module recovery in this manner are discussed later in 
this chapter. 
However, this solution will produce correct results only for the first recovering module, and there is no 
guarantee that the data will be correct for the following recoveries. The problem will manifest itself if a 
table contained discontinuous columns in terms of a negative entry separating non-negative ones, that 
appear when a non-critical module with no backup fails. For example, both redundant modules fail and 
then minor function "4" is lost in the system described by the strategy table from Figure 6.2. If 
subsequently a module recovers to function "4" the table will look as in Figure 6.4 below. 
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Function 
Module 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C H1 H2 MJ M1 M2 R R 
0 Catastrophic 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
1 Hazardous -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
2 Hazardous -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
3 Major 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
4 Minor 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
5 Minor 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
6 Redundant -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
7 Redundant -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
. FIgure 6.4. A possIble strategy table after one recovery. 
The next recovering module will have no means (other than direct communication) to detect that function 
"4" is in lower backup level than function "5". It would have assumed that row "4" contains ones and 
row'S" contains zeros, that would be the case if no module had recovered and both redundant modules 
had failed. Therefore, the two chains of events could not be distinguished without communication 
between modules. 
Some changes can be introduced into the reconfiguration algorithm that would eliminate the problems of 
discontinuous columns. The algorithm would have to allow functions of same criticality to reconfigure to 
each other (e.g. in the above situation on failure of the minor function "4", the application"5" would 
reconfigure, see also commentary in section 6.3.2.1). 
Commentary: 
With such an approach all failures within the cabinet could be mapped into the loss 
of the least critical function represented by the lowest non-negative matrix row. 
This would lead to even more deterministic strategy tables, as they would not 
depend on the set of lost functions but only on their number (in the previously 
presented schemes the state of the look-up tables depended on the first factor). 
However, the possibility of certification of such reconfiguration algorithms may be questionable. as 
functions of identical criticality would be required to reconfigure to one another. If such solutions arc not 
acceptable from the safety and certification point of view, then communication based methods should he 
chosen or the capacity for module recovery should not be allowed in schemes based on dynamically 
updated strategy data. 
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Commentary: 
It might be acceptable for some systems to define preferences for some functions 
over others of the same criticality (e.g. despite the fact that the failure conditions 
related to the loss of functions FI and F2 are minor, the crew workload will be 
higher if function FI is lost, and therefore it should be sustained at the expense of 
the I~ss of function F2). However, in the general case such relationships between 
functIOns would depend on the flight phase and/or the state of the cabinet and thus it 
might be difficult to identify. This would require more effort and would add 
additional complexity to the design and generation of the reconfiguration data. 
The recovery problems discussed above exist also in reconfiguration methods employing module based 
strategy tables, and are again related to the possibility of discontinuities occurring in the table columns. 
As in the function based schemes, if avionics functions of same criticality were allowed to reconfigure to 
one another, the problem could be easily eradicated. Again this may not be acceptable, and alternative 
ways of dealing with module recovery may have to be employed. 
In module based strategy tables each core LRM always refers to the same matrix row to determine its 
actions on a function loss. In such a case, it is conceivable that the recovering module could operate 
based on its own row only, and without any knowledge of other modules reconfiguration policies. 
Commentary: 
As in the function based method, the module could set backup levels for each 
function it has got the relevant software for to "0", and then send an appropriate 
message on the backplane bus to allow other modules to update their data. 
However, unlike in the previous method, the module would not attempt to recreate 
data for other modules, but would simply assume that all other entries are equal to "-
1" (not in backup). 
However, some other problems may occur, as in order to be able to update the strategy table on following 
failures, the recovered core LRM must be able to determine whether the lost function has got a backup or 
not (see section 6.3.2.1 for discussion on required update procedure). On the other hand, if the module is 
not in backup for the function (lack of software), its loss will not affect the module operation and can be 
ignored. If the module was in backup, it will be in the immediate backup (all entries were reset to zero). 
and thus it will be able to identify the reconfiguring module - self. Should another module fail and 
recover. the module will be notified by an appropriate message. and it will be able to update its strategy 
table accordingly. The module will therefore have all the knowledge about hackup levels lower than ih 
own. and no information about higher levels will be required. 
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Although the above solution is theoretically plausible, it exhibits some inherent safety risks related to the 
use of incomplete reconfiguration data (even though the data remains consistent with respect to the 
reconfiguration algorithm), and could thus prove difficult to certificate. If again the communication 
based methods are not acceptable or feasible and the approach allowing functions of the same criticality 
to be reconfigured is not desirable, the recovery in dynamic module based reconfiguration schemes 
should be avoided. 
6.3.2.3. Discussion and comparison of dynamic data based reconfiguration schemes 
Both of the above presented approaches lead to shortest possible reconfiguration delays, i.e. 
• if there exist backup modules for a function, one of them will always be in an immediate backup 
mode, 
• all avionics functions are stored locally in the core LRM non-volatile memory to avoid delays related 
to software downloading. 
However, to achieve their time objectives they need to dynamically update their reconfiguration strategy 
data, that introduces concerns about data consistency and possible data obsolescence (the latter problem 
refers particularly to reconfiguration methods allowing module recovery). Such behaviour will 
complicate the failure analysis and certification procedures, as sources and effects of possible loss of data 
consistency need to be identified and their consequences assessed. 
In the case of function based look-up tables, the reconfiguration routine and related updates are relatively 
simple and affect the whole rows and columns of the strategy matrix. The updates of the data are highly 
deterministic, and the state of the look-up table depends merely on the set of the lost functions. In the 
case of module based approaches, additional functionality is required from the data bus monitoring 
routines to allow preservation of data consistency. The modules must detect not only function losses in 
order to be able to update the table in the event of reconfiguration, but also need to detect module failures 
to note the loss of backup for particular avionics functions. Moreover, whilst in the function hased 
schemes the data updates relate uniformly to the whole rows and columns of the strategy tahle. in this 
approach partial row (selected columns only) updates are required. as the reconfiguring module slops 
providing hackup only for these of the functions for which it has got the application software. 
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Moreover, similarly to the static module based reconfiguration methods, long reconfiguration chains may 
follow single module failures (see the sequence of events described in section 6.3.1.3 for an example). As 
this can be perceived as a generic deficiency of module based methods. the discussion from section 
6.3.1.3 holds for dynamic module based algorithms as well as the static methods. Also. unlike the 
function based approach that exhibits a highly desirable property of deterministic functional system 
degradation, the behaviour of the module based schemes (both static and dynamic) differ depending on 
the current state of the cabinet. For instance, in a module based system with a redundant core LRM 
reconfigured to perform an avionics function, further reconfiguration actions will be different than the 
those of the same system with the redundant module faileds,. 
Although the dynamic data based reconfiguration methods bring the benefit of short reconfiguration 
delays, they introduce considerable difficulties when module recovery is required. Schemes 
implementing recovery will require either explicit transfer of strategy tables from operating core LRMs to 
the recovering one, or methods for recreating the data. In the first approach the autonomy of each core 
LRM can be questioned (its future reconfiguration actions will depend on information from other 
processing modules), and an additional communication overhead can be expected60• In the latter solution 
various other problems may arise, such as the need for functions of identical criticality being reconfigured 
or the possibility of core LRMs operating with incomplete reconfiguration data. Both issues have to be 
considered as a serious obstacle when certification of dynamic data methods with capacity for module 
recovery is being considered. Also, in either approach the complexity of the reconfiguration software will 
increase significantly, which may prohibit the use of formal proof methods for their verification. 
Both methods (module and function orientated) introduce certain safety hazard with their capacity for 
module recovery. as the recovered module is set-up to provide an immediate backup for a number of 
avionics functions. That, in turn, raises questions about the confidence that the module will not fail again 
(a generic problem when a core LRM is allowed to recover from a transient failure), but also imposes a 
59 Note that both cabinets will perform exactly the same avionics functions. 
60 Based on the size of the reconfiguration strategy data and the number of core LRMs per cabinet thIS (~'" be 
expected to be relatively insignificant. 
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certain safety risk as the "weak" module is likely to reconfigure frrst61 in the event of a subsequent loss of 
a critical function. 
It has to be concluded, that although dynamic data based reconfiguration schemes operate with shortest 
possible delays, they are generally much more complex than static data based methods, particularly if 
they allow for module recovery. Therefore, their use may be recommended for strict real-time systems 
such as RIMA, but only in the case of very short allowed function absence times where static methods are 
not able to implement reconfiguration within the time constraints. 
6.4. Conclusions 
In the previous sections various reconfiguration methods based both on static and dynamic strategy data 
were presented and discussed. The choice between the two approaches comes as a trade off between 
reducing the method complexity and shortening the delays. 
Preliminary tests conducted on a software model of RIMA suggest that schemes employing static 
reconfiguration data can be designed and implemented in a less complex manner than the dynamic 
methods. This follows the fact that static strategy table based schemes do not update their strategy data 
(such updates become particularly complex in module orientated schemes), and thus do not require some 
of the functionality that is essential in dynamic data based schemes. Also, the capacity for module 
recovery can be provided without any additional effort for the static schemes, but it introduces 
considerable difficulties in dynamic methods as additional code is required to maintain the coherency of 
the evolving strategy tables. 
Furthermore, the core of the algorithm - the reconfiguration strategy data can be generated for a given 
system during the integration phase, and its correctness can be assessed before the system comes on line. 
Once verified, the data remains valid for the whole life of a RIMA system, i.e. it will not require any 
modifications unless the cabinet configuration changes. Moreover, in this approach the introduction of 
the capncity for module recovery does not lead to a significant increase of the algorithm cnmp\C\ily. 
61 This will obviously depend on the software availability. 
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Therefore, due to their simplicity, certification of reconfiguration schemes employing static strategy 
tables should allow for the use of formal proof methods. 
However, in certain cases where only very short reconfiguration delays are allowed, static data based 
methods may not be applicable. 
Commentary: 
If the time allowed for the backup module to undertake the reconfiguration decision 
is T, for each failure detection K missing messages are required (see Chapter 8 for 
discussion on failure detection mechanisms), and up to N backup levels must be 
provided, the time interval L1t between consecutive messages may become very 
small (L1t=TI(N*K)). Particularly for critical functions (large N) with very short 
allowed absence time (small n, this could lead to unfeasible bus access schedules 
for synchronous data buses, or to a denied bus access in the case of asynchronous 
ones. 
In such situations the dynamic data based reconfiguration methods need to be considered. In this 
approach the time interval between messages does not depend on the required number of backup levels 
(L1t=TIK), as there always exists an immediate backup core LRMs for each sufficiently critical avionics 
function. This is achieved by modifying the entries of strategy table to reflect the current state of the 
cabinet (for example a loss of a processing module), but as discussed earlier it requires additional 
implementation effort increasing the overall complexity of the code. Thus, the choice between static and 
dynamic strategy tables can be understood as a trade-off between low software complexity (static 
methods) and short reaction times in an event of a failure (dynamic methods). 
However, dynamic solutions should be avoided in systems for which static methods are applicable. As 
discussed above, dynamic data based reconfiguration algorithms are more complex than their static 
equivalents, particularly if the capacity for module recovery is required. Also, as the reconfiguration 
strategy table evolves throughout the system life and its invalidity may expose the aircraft to a safety 
hazard, the update algorithms will require rigid verification procedures (possibly a formal prooO, to 
ensure the data consistency in any combination of failures and recoveries61. Moreover. as the strategy 
data could become incoherent due to implementation errors, i.e. although the update mechanism i~ proven 
61 If module recovery is to be allOWed, the cost related to highly complex proof and verification procedures ffi.1Y 
outweigh all the gained benefits. 
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correct, the actual software may contain errors either due to a programming mistake or compiler problem. 
It is likely that dynamic data based reconfiguration schemes will require some consistency maintenance 
routines, that will further increase method complexity. Finally. when dynamic module based 
reconfiguration tables are being considered, the method itself will require additional functionality to allow 
for monitoring of core LRMs and functions they are performing, that will complicate the certification 
process even more. 
























Complex table updates (including 
partial row updates) 
Requires additional monitoring of core 
LRMs for reconfiguration, 
Recovery greatly increases algorithm 
complexity and may lead to undesirable 
effects (reconfiguration of functions 
of same criticality) 
Requires dedicated recovery messages or 
recovery related communication 
Requires relatively simple row and 
column updates, 
Recovery greatly increases algorithm 
complexity and may lead to undesirable 
effects (reconfiguration of functions 
of same criticality) 
Requires dedicated recovery messages or 
recovery related communication 






Very simple (no data updates) 
Exhibits a highly desirable property of 
deterministic functional system 
degradation (predictable system 
evolution) 
Table 6.2. Reconfiguration delays and complexity of proposed reconfiguration schemes. 
Due to their simplicity, static data based methods are expected to constitute the preferred choice for 
implementation in RIMA. However. in systems where they are unable to meet the strict time 
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requirements, dynamic data methods may have to be employed. Also, if the choice between the module 
and function orientated reconfiguration strategy tables is to be made, the use of function based solutions is 
strongly advised, as they allow reconfiguration chains to be limited to a single reconfiguration. can be 
generally implemented in a rather simple manner, and finally offer a very desirable property of functional 
deterministic system degradation. Therefore. unless there are other physical limitations (e.g. insufficient 
amount of non-volatile memory per core LRM), the static function orientated reconfiguration methods are 
strongly recommended. 
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Chapter 7. Formal Specification of a Reconfiguration Scheme 
7.1. Introduction 
Reconfigurable Integrated Modular Avionics systems (RIMA) employ dynamic reconfiguration schemes 
in order to provide fault tolerance with reduced processing module redundancy (see Chapter 4). The 
scheme therefore becomes safety-critical, and formaiising its description allows one to gain confidence 
that the scheme will meet all the system requirements. The formal description of the method constitutes 
also a good basis for further proofs, reasoning about the scheme properties, and for the implementation of 
the scheme. 
This chapter provides an informal description of a reconfiguration scheme in a natural language (English), 
as well as its formal description with the use of the Vienna Development Method (VDM) specification 
language [43],[44], [45]. The scheme presented in this chapter is based on the principles discussed in 
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, and it utilises a static function based strategy look-up table to govern 
reconfiguration. The choice follows the argument presented in [46] and commonly shared in the 
computer systems society that the simplicity is the key issue where reliability of a system is being 
considered.63 
The remaining part of the report is organised as follows. Section 7.2 gives an informal but detailed 
description of the scheme, whilst section 7.3 provides its formal VDM specification. 
7.2. Natural language description of the reconfiguration scheme 
This section discusses the static strategy data and function orientated reconfiguration scheme based on the 
principles identified in the previous chapter. Processing modules employ a look-up table to determine 
whether they should or should not reconfigure on detection of another module failure. The strategy look-
6J The discussion from Chapter 6 and the results of preliminary tests of various schemes. with the aid of ;t software 
model of RIMA. indicate that static function based schemes can be implemented In an extremely SImple manner. 
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up table and the general design of the scheme have been discussed in chapter 6. At this the design blocks 
and their particular routines will be presented and discussed in a greater detail. 
7.2.1. Description of the Initialisation and Recovery Block 
The main block is responsible for initialisation of the reconfiguration scheme during the cabinet power-up 
sequence or on module recovery. Having initialised the scheme, the main routine of the block is further 
responsible for distributing control to other functional blocks. 
7.2.1.1. Function main 
Function main initiates the assignment of avionics functions to core LRMs. It is also used to select an 
appropriate function on module recovery, thus making recovery transparent to the algorithm. The 
function initialises the reconfiguration data resetting the responses from all avionics functions. 
Subsequently, it monitors the backplane bus for the time interval of (N+l)xRECOVERY-DELAY. where 
N denotes module ID64, in order to determine functions that are not being performed in the cabinet. After 
all initial monitoring is completed, the module selects from the lost functions the one with the lowest lD 
and starts performing it. Such a mechanism ensures not only that the most critical lost function will be 
selected, but also determines the order functions of identical criticality are selected. 
Commentary: 
Although the above algorithm had been developed independently, it coreseponds 
closely to the election protocol as seen in [40]. Note that the system implementing 
such a protocol must guarantee that a delay related to sending and receiving a 
message will not be longer than a given constant (in this example 
RECOVERY-DELA V). 
Having dealt with the initialisation issues, the main function is then used to distribute control to other 
functional blocks (Data Bus Monitoring Block and Reconfiguration Block). 
M The 10 is based on module position in the rack and can be hardcoded in the module non-volatile memory. ~ote 
that the higher the 10. the lower criticality function will be selected on system initiaitsation. 
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7.2.2. Description of the Data Bus Monitoring Block 
The Data Bus Monitoring block keeps track of responses from all the avionics functions recording them 
in appropriate data structures. 
7.2.2.1. Function get-message 
Function get-message attempts to read a message from the backplane bus buffer. All messages except 
those dedicated to reconfiguration are ignored. Messages conferring states of avionics functions are 
recorded and stamped with the current time by the function save-state. Messages from particular 
avionics functions (including state messages) are recorded as the latest activity from the function by the 
record-response routine. 
7.2.2.2. Function record-response 
This function is called with the ID of the function for which the response is to be recorded as a parameter. 
The current time value is used to stamp the response in the response time array for the appropriate 
avionics functions. 
7.2.2.3. Function save-state 
The function saves the state data for a given avionics functions function in the designated array. In order 
to eliminate the necessity for the function to understand the state for each avionics application, it deals 
with the state as a raw byte-by-byte data. This function saves the contents of the state message in the 
memory and stamps it with the current time. For each function requiring state a STATE-AGE value is 
defined during system integration. and thus should the state be older than its maximum allowed age, a 
default state will be used on function initialisation. 
7.2.3. Description of the Reconfiguration Block 
7.2.3.1. Function check-reconfiguration 
This function is called with the module current function ID as a parameter. It returns true if the module 
should reconfigure based on the current reconfiguration data (responses and strategy), i.e. the 
reconfiguration conditions are satisfied with respect to the lost function. Otherwise it returns false. 
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7.2.3.2. Function detect-failure 
This function is called with the module current function ID as a parameter, and it can only be called if 
check-reconfiguration returned true for this function ID. The routine returns the ID of the function to 
which the module should reconfigure. 
7.2.3.3. Function reconfigure 
This function undertakes the reconfiguration decisions based on the strategy data. It checks whether the 
module should reconfigure, calling the check-reconfiguration routine with the ID of the avionics 
function currently being performed as a parameter. Should check-reconfiguration return true, the 
deted-failure is called in order to obtain the ID of the new function. This function then terminates the 
old avionics function performed by the core LRM, and restores execution of the new application based on 
its most recently saved state. The reconfigure routine returns SUCCESS if reconfiguration was required 
and was successful, NO_RECONFIGURATION if reconfiguration was not required, and FAILURE if 
reconfiguration was required but was unsuccessful. This can be related, for example, to problems with 
the application executive (APEX), the operating system (OS), the lack of system resources, corrupted 
application software or invalid state. 
The information about the state of the new function should be retrieved from the state array, taking into 
account the age of the most recently saved state, i.e. if the recorded state is older than allowed, a default 
initial state for the function should be used. Applications that do not require the state should be treated as 
applications with default state. 
7.2.4. Description of the data items required to implement the complete scheme 
To avoid any bias towards a particular implementation, all data items discussed at this point include only 
structures required by the functionality of the reconfiguration scheme, and they do not include variables 
and auxiliary data required to implement particular functions or algorithms. 
7.2.4.1. Description of the strategy data 
The rcconfiguration strategy look-up table governs the order of reconfiguration and it determines the 
module behaviour on detected failures. Its use and creation principles have heen discussed in detail in 
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Chapter 6. The strategy table used in this approach is static, i.e. it is not to be updated or changed by core 
LRMs at any point of system operation, and it is function orientated. 
7.2.4.2. Description of the response time array 
The response array holds information about the latest responses from particular functions. It can be 
visualised as a single dimensional array, whose entries correspond to particular avionics functions. On 
receiving a message from an avionics function, the value of the corresponding entry will be updated with 
the current value of the internal clock (timer). 
Commentary: 
It is important from the implementation point of view, that the maximum value of 
the clock is big enough to support operation of the algorithm for a sufficiently long 
time. It is also essential that the accuracy of the timer allows for calculation of time 
differences at least in milliseconds (time intervals between consecutive messages 
can be as short as 5 - 10 ms). Timer/clock services are expected to be provided by 
the OS/APEX implementation, and as such are listed in section 7.2.5. 
7.2.4.3. Description of the state array 
The state array will contain all the required information about the state of all avionics functions in the 
cabinet. This will include: 
• the size of the state and its contents (for example an address to memory where it is stored or the name 
of the appropriate variable) 
• the time when the last state information has been saved for a given function 
• the STATE-AGE value (if the saved state is older than the allowed age, a default state will be used 
instead). 
If the state size is equal to zero, the application is said to be stateless. It is expected that no information 
about default initial state will have to be stored, as the avionics functions executed without state 
information will automatically fall back to their default initial state. 
7.2.5. Required system services 
In order to implement the scheme the following OS/APEX functionality needs to be provided: 
• incremental timer, with capacity unlimited in terms of a single system run 
. ~ d' from the backplane bus buf'"er, I'ncludin" extraction of data and 
• services lor rea mg messages I' eo 
information about their sources 
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• APEX services for dynamic process/function management. 
These are expected to be reconfiguration algorithm independent. 
7.3. VDM-SL specification of scheme data and functions 
The Vienna Development Methods Specification Language (VDM-SL) has been chosen for the purpose 
of formalising the reconfiguration scheme. The choice follows the fact that VOM is one of the most 
mature and standardised formal methods in software engineering at the present time ([43]. [44]. [45]). and 
various tools can be used to verify the syntax and some semantics of the specification. In this project the 
IFAD VDM-SL Toolbox [47]. [48] and the Adelard Spec Box [49] had been used to check the syntax 
correctness of the specification. 
The remainder of this section provides the formal specification of the data and functions described in 
section 7.2, as well as some additional functions and data structures necessary to make the specification 
complete. 
The additional functions can be treated as auxiliary, and their use follows the desire of avoiding repeating 
the same statements in many different functions and operations (e.g. function state-message( ... ) identifies 
the given message as a valid state of an avionics function. and it is used in operations MAIN and 
SAVE-STATE). Other functions such as has-all-entries( ... ) or do-statesO are included in the specification 
in order to properly define the reconfiguration data, thus allowing for automatic verification of the 
specification by VOM-SL orientated tools. Note that in the actual implementation of the scheme. the 
strategy data will not be created at the system power-up (functions do-strategyO and get-leveIO will not 
be required), but it will have been defined during system integration. Note also. that the operation MAIN 
does not explicitly reset all the state variables. as in VOM the state is initialised automatically by the 
states initialisation function (init-RIMA in this case). 
In the following specification the state contains some variables which do not strictly belong to the scheme 
itself such as the buffer, currentTime and systemError. These data structures relatc to OSI APEX serviccs 
(see section 7.2.5), and arc included in the specification in order to be able to portrait thc interaction of 
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the reconfiguration software and its environment. Constants such as FAIL-DELAY. 
RECOVERY-DELAY, maxID, startTime and startID represent only some possible values for those 
parameters, and in the actual implementation these values will depend on the system being developed, its 
size, time constraints and the particular module. 
In the following section all comments not being a part of the specification will be enclosed in a bounding 
box similarly to this note. 




The values below should be understood as follows: 
• maxID - A natural number representing the highest ID of a core LRM or an aVIOnics function 
(including the redundant ones). As function/module IDs start from zero, maxID + I is equal to the 
number of processing modules in the cabinet. 
• FAIL-DELA Y - The time interval for which there must be no activity from an avionics function to be 
able to announce it as lost. Although in a general case FAIL-DELAY may vary for each function, in 
this specification it is identical for all functions and equal to 50 ms purely for the simplicity reasons. 
In order to allow varying fail delays in the system to be implemented an appropriate data structure 
(delays : DelayArray) is provided, whose entries represent FAIL-DELAY for particular avionics 
functions. 
values 
maxID : ~ = 9; 
FAIL-DELAY : Time = 50; 
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The data types below should be understood as follows: 
• ID - a natural number between zero and maxID inclusive, representing the ID of a core LRM or an 
avionics function 
• Level - an integer number between -1 and (maxID-I) inclusive, representing a backup level for an 
avionics functions as used in the strategy table 
• Time - a natural number representing system time in the same time units as FAIL-DELAY (here 
milliseconds) 
• Pair - a pair of IDs used as an index to a two-dimensional strategy look-up table 
• DelayArray - a single-dimensional array with indexes ranging from zero to maxID, and values 
representing fail delays for avionics functions, where array index corresponds to function ID 
• ResponseArray - a single-dimensional array indexed as above, but with values representing time 
stamps of the most recent messages received from avionics functions 
• StateInfo - time stamped state of an avionics function 
• StateArray - a single-dimensional array similar to the DelayArray, but with values representing the 
most recently saved states of avionics function, indexing as for the DelayArray 
• Error - enumerated, simplified representation of possible as/APEX reconfiguration related error 
values 
• Status - enumerated, status of execution of the reconfiguration routine 
• MsgType - enumerated, possible types for messages received from the backplane bus; note that only 
messages of type STATE_MSG (message conveying a function state) and RESPONSE_MSG 
(message constituting a valid function activity) are relevant to reconfiguration, and all other messages 
are marked as ANY _MSG 
• Message - a record type depicting the header and the contents of a message; note that in order to be 
useful to the reconfiguration algorithm, each message must have its source set to the ID of the 
function it had originated from 
• Buffer - a data type representing a queue of messages and corresponding to the backplane bus buffer 
provided by as/ APEX in RIMA 
• Strategy - strategy look-up table as explained in Chapter 6. 
types 
ID = N 
inv idA 
id E {O, ... ,maxID}; 
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Level = 71. 
inv level A. 
level E {-I, ... ,maxID-I}i 
Time = N; 
Pair fIID : ID 
f2ID : IDi 
m DelayArray = ID~ Time 
inv delayarrayA. 
dom delayarray = {O, ... ,maxID}i 
m ResponseArray= ID~ Time 
inv responsearrayA. 
dom responsearray = {O, ... ,maxID}i 
State Info time-stamp : Time 
contents : char-; 
m StateArray = ID~ StateInfo 
inv s ta tearray A. 
dom statearray = {O, ... ,maxID}i 
Error = <NO_ERROR> I <ERROR>; 
Status = <NO_RECONFIGURATION> I <SUCCESS> I <FAILURE>; 
Message type: MsgType 
source : ID 
contents: char-i 
-Buffer = Message; 
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The values below should be understood as follows: 
• startTime - a natural number used to initialise the system clock during module power-up 
• startID - the hardcoded ID of the core LRM used during scheme initialisation; each ID is a cabinet 
unique natural numbers associated with the processing unit; IDs cover the whole range from zero to 




Time = 0; 
1D = 0 
The following definitions represent the state of the specification. Particular fields should be understood as 
follows: 
• strategy - the strategy look-up table as explained in Chapter 6 
• states - an array holding the most recently received states of all avionics functions 
• responses - an array holding times of the most recently observed activity from all avionics functions 
• delays - an array holding the values of FAIL-DELAY for all avionics functions 
• buffer - the message buffer for the backplane bus, a part of the system services 
• currentID - the ID of the avionics function currently performed by the core LRM 
• currentTime - the current value of the system clock, a part of the system services 
• systemError - the variable used to represent the state of the system, it will be set by as/APEX to an 
error ID (here represented as ERROR) to indicate as/APEX softwarelhardware problems 
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A brief description of the number of the following auxiliary functions IS given at this point. Other 
functions are described on per case basis. 
• entry - auxiliary VDM function to provide an easy an readable way of creating two-dimensional 
indexes to the strategy look-up table 
• in-critical - function returns true if the failure conditions following the loss of a function of the ID 
given as the argument are critical; as the results of this and the following four in-XXX functions are 
clearly dependent on the cabinet being integrated, the following assumptions about functions 
criticality in terms of failure conditions have been made in this specification: function 0 - critical, 
functions 1, 2, 3 - hazardous, functions 4, 5 - major, functions 6, 7 - minor, functions 8, 9 - redundant 
• in-hazardous - function returns true if the failure conditions following the loss of a function of the ID 
given as the argument are hazardous 
• in-major - function returns true if the failure conditions following the loss of a function of the ID 
given as the argument are major 
• in-minor - function returns true if the failure conditions following the loss of a function of the ID 
given as the argument are minor 
• in-redundant - function returns true if the ID given as the argument denotes a redundant pseudo-
function 
• criticality - function returns the criticality of the avionics function of the ID given as the argument in 
terms of the severity of the failure conditions following the loss of the function; the returned value 
should be understood as follows: 0 - critical, 1 - hazardous, 2 - major, 3 - minor. 4 - redundant (no 
safety hazard) 
• required-backup - function returns the number of backups required for the function of a given ID 
necessary to meet the safety requirements 
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functions 
entry(fl:ID, f2:ID) r:Pair 
post r = mk-Pair(fl,f2)j 
in-critical (fID:ID) r:B 
post r = (fID e {O})j 
in-hazardous(fID:ID) r:B 
post r = (fID e (l,2,3})j 
in-major(fID:ID) r:B 
post r = (fID e {4,5}); 
in-minor(fID:ID) r:B 
post r = (fID e {6, 7} ) ; 
in-redundant(fID:ID) r:B 
pos t r = (f ID e { B , 9} ) ; 
criticality(fID:ID) r:~ 
post r = if in-critical(fID) 
then 4 
else if in-hazardous (fID) 
then 3 
else if in-major (fID) 
then 2 
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required-backup(fID : ID) r : N 
post r = if in-critical (fID) 
then 4 
else if in-hazardous (fID) 
then 4 
else if in-major (fID) 
then 3 
else if in-minor (fID) 
then 2 
else 0; 
The functions below - has-all-entries{ ... ), has-continuous-columns{ ... ) and has-sufficient-backups( ... } are 
used to implicitly define the properties of the strategy look-up tables. In order to avoid bias towards 
implementation, the functions do not define an algorithm for creation of the strategy table, but define the 
strict conditions which have to be satisfied by a valid strategy table. 
has-all-entries(table: Pair~ Level) r: B 
post r = ("1/ i,j : ID • entry(i,j) E dom table); 
has-continuous-columns(table Pair~ Level) r:B 
post r =("1/ i,j : ID· 
(criticality(i) < criticality(j) A table(entry(i,j»=(maxID - i» v 
(criticality(i) ~ criticality(j) A table(entry(i,j»=-l»; 
has-sufficient-backups(table : Pair~ Level) r:B 
post r = ("1/ i:ID • 3 j:ID· table(entry(j,i»=required-backup(i)-l); 
The following two functions - get-level{ ... ) and do-strategy{ ... ) give an algorithmic definition of the 
strategy look-up table, allowing the VOM oriented tools for easy initialisation of and verification of the 
state. 
get-level(i:ID,j:ID) r:Level 
post if (criticality(i) < criticality(j» 
then r = (maxID - i) 
else r = -1; 
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do-strategy() r:Strategy 
post r = {entry(i,j) ~ get-level(i,j) I i,j e {a, ... ,maxID)}; 
Functions do-states(. .. ), do-responses( ... ) and do-delays( ... ) are used during initialisation of the 
appropriate components of the state (arrays states, responses and delays respectively). 
do-states(t : Time) r:StateArray 
post r = { i ~ mk-Statelnfo(t, []) i e { a, ... , maxID} } ; 
do-responses(t : Time) r:ResponseArray 
post r = { i ~ t lie {a, ... ,maxID}}i 
do-delays(d : Time) r:DelayArray 
post r = { i ~ d lie {a, ... ,maxID}}i 
The four functions below should be understood as follows: 
• state-message - function returns true if the message given as an argument is a valid state message 
• response-message - function returns true if the message given as an argument corresponds to a valid 
activity of an avionics function 
• lost-delays - function returns the number of FAIL-DELAY s for which a function of the ID given as an 
argument has been lost; function uses the following state components passed to it as arguments: 
responses, delays, currentTime 
• in-lost - function returns true if the avionics function of the ID given as an argument has been lost for 
at least one FAIL-DELAY defined for this function; the function uses the following state components 
passed to it as arguments: responses, delays, currentTime. 
state-message(msg : Message) r:B 
post r = (msg.type = <STATE_MSG> A msg.contents ~ [] A 
msg.source e {a, ... ,maxID})i 
response-message(msg : Message) r:B 
post r = (state-message (msg) V msg.type = <RESPONSE_MSG> A 
msg. source e { a, ... , maxID} ) i 
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lost-delays: 10 X ResponseArray x OelayArray x Time -+ l 
lost-delays (flO, responses, delays, time) A 
(time - responses(fl0)) div delays(f10); 
in-lost: 10 X ResponseArray X OelayArray X Time -+ B 
in-lost (f1D,responses, delays, time) A 
(lost-delays (f1D,responses, delays, time) ~1); 
The following functions - check-reconfiguration and detect-failure are based on the natural language 
description as given in the previous section. Note that some of the conditions from both functions 
evaluate to the same logical statement (e.g. lines 40.4 and 40.5), but has been included to reduce the risk 
of the scheme failure (e.g. the contents of the strategy table is susceptible to modification by natural 
phenomena) and to improve the clarity of the specification. 
check-reconfiguration(f1D:1D,strategy:Strategy,responses: ResponseArray, 
delays:DelayArray,time:Time) r:B 
post r = 3 f : 1D • 
in-lost(f,responses,delays, time) A 
(lost-delays (f,responses,delays,time)-l) ~strategy(entry(fID,f))A 
strategy(entry(f1D,f)) * -1 A 
criticality(f1D) < criticality(f) 
detect-failure(f1D:1D,strategy:Strategy,responses:ResponseArray, 
delays:DelayArray, time:Time) r:ID 
pre check-reconfiguration(f1D,strategy,responses,delays, tim e) 
post in-lost (r, responses, delays, time) A 
«lost_delays(r,responses,delays,time)-l)~strategy(entry(f1D,r))) A 
strategy(entry(f1D,r)) * -1 A 
criticality(f1D) < criticality(r) A 
'if f : 1D • 
in-lost (f,responses, delays, time) A strategy(entry(fID,f))*-l) A 
lost-delays (f, responses, delays, time) -1 ~ strategy (entry (flD, f)) :::) 
(criticality(r) ~ criticality(f)); 
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The operations below should be understood as follows: 
• GET-MESSAGE - extracts the first message from the backplane bus buffer queue 
• SAVE-STATE - saves into the states array the state information contained in the message given as an 
argument; the operation also time stamps the state information with the current value of the system 
clock 
• RECORD-RESPONSE - operation records the activity from the function from which the message 
given as an argument originated, updating the corresponding entry in the array 'responses' with the 
current value of the system clock. 
operations 
GET-MESSAGE() r : Message 
ext wr buffer : Buffer 
post if buffer *- [] 
then r = hd buffer 1\ buffer = tl buffer 
else r = mk-Message«ANY_MSG>,O, []) 1\ buffer = buffer; 
SAVE-STATE(msg : Message) 
ext wr states : StateArray 
rd currentTime : Time 
post if state-message (msg) 
then states= 
states t {msg.source ~ mk-Statelnfo(currentTime,msg.contents)} 
else states = states; 
RECORD-RESPONSE(msg : Message) 
ext wr responses : ResponseArray 
rd currentTime : Time 
post if response-message (msg) 
t {msg.source ~ currentTime} then responses = responses 
else responses = responses; 
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The operation RECONAGURE performs the actual reconfiguration. If the reconfiguration conditions are 
satisfied (check-reconfiguration(. .. ) returns true), the operation selects the new avionics function to be 
performed with a call to the function detect-failure( ... ). The current function ID is then set to the new 
value, and if no system errors have occurred the operation returns SUCCESS as its result. otherwise it 
returns FAILURE. In the case where the reconfiguration conditions are not satisfied the operation will 
return NO_RECONAGURATION as its resultant status. Note that the notion of function state is not 
handled explicitly, as the implementation details of execution of the new application are not discussed at 
this point. 
RECONFIGURE() r:Status 
ext wr currentID : ID 







then let newID = 
detect-failure (currentID, strategy, responses, delays, curr entTime) in 
if systemError = <NO_ERROR> 
then currentID = newID A r = <SUCCESS> 
else currentID = currentID A r = <FAILURE> 
else r = <NO_RECONFIGURATION>i 
The following definitions of the function detect-failure2{ ... ) and the operation RECONFIGURE20 
provides an alternative specification for the corresponding definitions of detect-failure( ... ) and 
RECONFIGUREO. The alternative specification avoids pre-conditions, i.e. the function can be called 
and its results are defined in any circumstances, and as such can be considered as possibly more robust~ 
~ In [50] the author suggests that pre-conditions should be avoided in specifications of critical sy,ICffiS. as the 
behaviour of a function called in a state where the function pre-condition does not hold is undefined. 
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functions 
detect-failure2(fID:ID,strategy:strategy,responseS:ResponseArray, 
delays:DelaYArray,time:Time) r : ID-
post if check-reconfiguration(fID,strategy,responses,delays, time) 
then let id:ID be st (in-lost(id,responses,delays,time) A 
«lost-delays(id,responses,delays,time)_l)~strategy(entry(fID,id»)~ 
strategy(entry(fID,id» * -1 A 
criticality(fID) < criticality(id) A 
'V f : ID • 
(in-lost(f,responses,delays, time) A strategy(entry(fID,f»*-1) A 
lost-delays(f,responses,delays,time)_1 ~ strategy(entry(fID,f»=) 
(criticality(id) ~ criticality(f») in 
r = [id] 
else r = [] 
operations 
RECONFIGURE2() r:Status 
ext wr currentID : ID 







then let newID = 
detect-failure2(currentID,strategy,responses,delays,currentTime) in 
if newID * [] A systemError = <NO_ERROR> 
then currentID = hd(newID) A r = <SUCCESS> 
else currentID = currentID A r = <FAILURE> 
else r = <NO_RECONFIGURATION> 
The remainder of the specification refers to the main function of the reconfiguration scheme. The value 
of RECOVERY ·DELAY describes the time interval used during initialisation on system start-up or 
module recovery. as explained in section 7.2.1.1. Function get·id(. .. ) returns the lowest ID from Ihe ,,~t of 
all functions not being performed in the cabinet. Operation MAIN behaves as explained in section 7.2.1. 
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values 
RECOVERY-DELAY Time = 100 
functions 
get-id(responses : ResponseArray, delays : DelayArray, time 
post in-lost(r, responses, delays, time) A V f:ID • 
Time) r:ID 
(in-lost(f, responses, delays, time) A r * f) ~ (r < f) 
operations 
MAIN : () ~ () 
MAIN () II 
(dcl status : Status := <NO_RECONFIGURATION>; 
dcl msg : Message := mk-Message«ANY_MSG>,O, []); 
while currentTime ~ startTime + (currentID+l) X RECOVERY-DELAY do 
(msg := GET-MESSAGE(); 
(if state-message (msg) then SAVE-STATE(msg) 
else RECORD-RESPONSE(msg))); 
currentID := get-id(responses, delays, currentTime); 
while true do 
end RIMAMOD 
(msg := GET-MESSAGE(); 
(if state-message (msg) then SAVE-STATE (msg) 
else RECORD-RESPONSE(msg)); 
status := RECONFIGURE(); 
(if (status = <FAILURE» then exit 
else skip ))) 
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Chapter 8. Formal Discussion of the Reconfiguration Scheme 
8.1. Introduction 
In this section various properties and aspects of the reconfiguration scheme specified in the previous 
chapter are discussed. They include safety-critical requirements identified for the reconfiguration scheme 
and the analysis of key parts of the scheme with respect to their reliability, limitations and Liming 
constraints. 
The notation used whilst referring to functions and operations from the specification given in Chapter 7 
will describe them by their number as seen in the specification (e.g. s.45). Particular statements will be 
referred to as s.45.2, where the last number denotes the line of the definition of a function or operation. 
In the cases where a function is referred to by its name, only the relevant arguments will be stated 
explicitly, and other positions in the function argument list will be denoted by" ... ". 
Following the VDM style, statements referring to functions returning Boolean results (e.g. 
jn(al,a2, ... )=TRUE) will often be replaced by the call to the functionjn(al,a2 ..... ). what yields the same 
logical meaning. 
8.2. Properties of the Scheme 
Various properties of the previously defined scheme will be shown in this section. As the state variable 
systemError represents the state of the physical system (i.e. corresponds to any specification independent 
hardware or software faults), its behaviour cannot be predicted. Therefore. in order to be able to reason 
about the reconfiguration algorithm, it will be assumed to always read NO_ERROR. 
Commentary: . 
systemError corresponds only to those system faults that directly interfere WIth ~hc 
reconfiguraLion software (in this case OS/APEX failure to spawn a new funct~on 
process). Therefore. it is safe to reason about the behaviour of the reconfiguratlOn 
scheme when the error flag is not set, as in the case of a serious system error. Its 
behaviour will be of little interest (the system will be expected to shutdown in such a 
situation). However. a failure of the backplane bus to deliver a message is not 
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considered ~ a system fault, thus the scheme behaviour in the event of a backplane 
bus error wIll have to be considered. 
For the purpose of the following proofs and reasoning it will be assumed that systemError always reads 
NO_ERROR, and thus the following condition always holds 
eq.3 RECONFIGUREO = SUCCESS ¢::) check-reconfiguration(fID •... ) = TRUE 
meaning that function flO will reconfigure only if the result of the operation RECONAGUREO (s.~5) 
reads SUCCESS. From the definition of the operation RECONAGUREO (s.45) this will be the case only 
if the function check-reconfiguration returns TRUE for the function flD (s.45.7) and systemError reads 
NO_ERROR (s.45.9). 
8.2.1. Reconfiguration can only increase module function criticality 
In this section it will be shown that the following property of the reconfiguration scheme is guaranteed: 
PI. Function flD will reconfigure to function newID. only if the criticality of the latter function is 
higher than the criticality of flD. and the newID function is lost. 
As discussed before. reconfiguration will be successful only if check-reconfiguration(flD •... } returns 
TRUE. Therefore. in order to guarantee that a more critical function will never reconfigure to a less 
critical one, it has to be shown that 
eq. 4 RECONAGUREO = SUCCESS ~ criticality(newID) > criticaJity(flD) 
where flO and newID should be understood as in the specification (s.45). In order to avoid a situation 
where two core LRMs perform the same function after one of them had reconfigured to a function that 
has already been performed, it should be shown that the more critical function newID was lost prior to 
reconfiguration. 
eq.5 RECONFIGUREO = SUCCESS ~ in-lost(newID) = TRUE. 
Assuming that no external errors occur (systemError = NO_ERROR). the LHS of eq. 3 can be substituted 
with its RHS into eq. 4. i.e. 
eq.6 check-reconfiguration(flD .... ) = TRUE ~ criticaJity(newIO) > criticality(flD) 
The specification of check-reconfiguration( ... ) (s.40) states explicitly that function flO should only 
reconfigure if there exists a lost function f which is more critical than flO 
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eq. 7 check-reconfiguration(flD, ... ) = TRUE ~ 
3 f:ID • in-Iost(f, ... ) " criticality(flD) < criticality(f) 
As all non-negative entries in the strategy table are guarded by the criticality check in function 
get-Ievel( ... ) (s.31.1), explicit criticality verification from eq. 7 (function check-reconfiguration( ... ) sAO.6) 
is also implicitly included in the statement from s.40.5 (see proof below). The inclusion of both the 
explicit and the implicit condition reduces the risk of invalid reconfiguration due to module data 
corruption (see section 8.7). Note also that whilst eq. 7 states that only a less critical function is allowed 
to reconfigure to a more critical one, eq.8 (s.40.5) verifies that function flD should reconfigure only if it 
was assigned as a backup for the lost function.66 
In order to show equivalence between conditions from eq. 7 and s.40.6, it can be written from s.40.6 
eq.8 check-reconfiguration(flD, ... ) = TRUE ~ 
3 f: ID • in-Iost(f, ... ) " strategy(entry(fID,f» ~ -I 
From the definition of the strategy look-up table (see functions do-strategyO, s.32. get-level( ... ), s.31. and 
also the invariant of the type Strategy, s.16), it follows that the relevant table entry is not equal to "-I" 
only if flD is less critical than f, i.e. 
eq.9 
eq.l0 
strategy(entry(flD,f» = get-level(fID,f) 
get-level(flD,f) ~ -1 ~ criticality(flD) < criticality(f) 
From equations eq. 9 and eq. 10 it can be seen that a non-negative entry in the strategy table
67 
implies that 
function flD is of lower criticality than function f, i.e. 
eq. II strategy(entry(flD,f» ~ -1 ¢:::) criticality(flD) < criticality(f) 
Substituting from eq. 11 into eq.8 proves the required equivalence of conditions stated in s.40.5 and 
s.40.6. 
Taking into account eq. 7, eq.8 and eq. 11 it is now easy to show that the following equation holds 
66 As in static function based strategy tables each function provides backup for all more critical one'. roth (lln"htlOn\ 
will describe the same situation in this case. 
67 Note that all entries in the strategy table are greater or equal to "·1". 
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eq.12 RECONFIGUREO = SUCCESS ~ check-reconfiguration(fID) = TRUE:::) 
3 f:ID • in-Iost(f) 1\ strategy(entry(flD,f):# -1 " criticality(flD) < criticality(t) 
This guarantees the following property P2: 
P2. The reconfiguration conditions for the avionics function f1D are only satisfied if there exists a 
function f, which is lost and more critical than tID. 
To show that the property PI holds, it is required to prove that the function to which f1D reconfigures 
(newID) is more critical than flD (eq. 4).68 From the definition of RECONFIGUREO (sAS.8), and from 
the specification of detect-failure( ... ) (s.41) it follows that 
eq. 13 newID = detect-failure(flD, .... ) (s.45.8) 
eq.14 detect-failure(flD, ... ) = r :::) strategy(entry(flD,r» :# -1 (s.4 t.4) 
eq. 15 detect-failure(flD, ... ) = r :::) criticality(flD) < criticality(r) (s.4 t .5) 
eq. 16 detect-failure(flD, ... ) = r ~ in-lost(r .... ) (s.41.2) 
From equations eq. 11, eq. 13, eq. 14, eq. 15 and eq. 16 it can be now derived that the following statement 
evaluates to TRUE: 
eq. 17 criticality(newID) > criticality(!) " in-lost(newID, ... ) 
Thus, the new function (newID) is more critical than the one performed so far, and it has been lost prior 
to reconfiguration. 
Equation eq. 17 in conjunction with the previously shown relations proves the required property PI. that 
function flD will reconfigure to function newID, only if the criticality of the latter function is higher than 
the criticality of flD, and the newID function is lost. 
8.2.2. At least one of the function backups will reconfigure on the function loss 
Assuming that a critical function is lost, and there exists a backup for this function. it has to be shllwn that 
at least one backup will reconfigure. This can be stated as the following property 
61 Note that equation eq. t 2 states only that the reconfiguration conditions will be Sall\llcJ if there ex, .. " an 
appropriate lost function f. but it does not specify the function to which flD will reconfigure (newlDl 
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P3. At least one of the function backups will reconfigure on the function loss. 
Property P3 can be further expressed with the following equation (eq. 18) 
eq. 18 'V f:ID • (3 flO : 10 • strategy(entry(tlD.f):;: -1) • 
-, in-lost(tlD •... ) " in-Iost(f, ... ) ~ 
3 time : Time • currentTime = time" 
check-reconfiguration(tlD, .... ) = TRUE " detect-failure(tlD •... ) = f 
which reads that for each avionics function f which has got a backup (flO), the situation where f is lost 
and flO is operating, implies that there will be a point in time (currentTime = time), when the 
reconfiguration conditions will be satisfied for tlD with respect to the lost function f. Note that should 
there be other backup modules, the time in which eq. 18 will hold for each of them will be different 
(based on the strategy table), and thus it will prevent simultaneous reconfiguration of multiple backup 
modules (see section 8.2.3 for further discussion). 
According to the strategy look-up table a working module performing function flD is in backup for the 
function f if the relevant table entry is not equal to "-1", i.e. 
eq.19 strategy(entry(flD.f) :;: -1 " -, in-Iost(flD, ... ) 
The reconfiguration conditions will be satisfied (see definition of check-reconfigurationO, s.40) if both 
eq. 19 and eq. 20 hold, where eq. 20 reads 
eq. 20 lost-delays(f, ... ) - 1 ~ strategy(entry(flD,f) 
Note that as discussed before (eq. 11) the criticality check (s.40.6) will hold if eq. 19 holds. Note also 
that the fact that eq. 20 holds. will ensure that the routine in-lost(f, .. ) returns TRUE (see equations eq. 24 -
eq. 26 for proof). 
The above equation (eq. 20) states that the reconfiguration should occur if the function f is lost for the 
number of FAIL-DELAYs corresponding to flO backup level for f, and it can be rewritten from the 
definition of lost-delays{ ... ) (s.38) as: 
eq. 21 lost-delays(f .... ) - I ~ strategy(entry(flD,f) ¢::) 
«time - responses{f) div delays(f) - I ~ strategy(cntry(flD,f) 
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From the specification of lost-delays( ... ) (s.38), it can be seen that as the system time elapses and the most 
recent responses from lost functions become "older" (no new messages are logged. so the time difference 
between the last stamped activity and the system clock increases), the return value of lost-delays( ... ) for 
those functions will also increase with every time interval of delays(f) (in this specification 50 ms for all 
functions - see FAIL-DELAY, s.2). 
Commentary: 
Since the reconfiguration scheme operates on static reconfiguration strategy data. the 
look-up table remains intact regardless of the system state. Thus the values of 
delays(f) and responses(f) do not change while the function in questions is lost and 
no new responses are recorded (see specification of the operation 
RECORD-RESPONSE( ... ), s.44). At the same time the time value (currentTime) 
continuously increases (e.g. every millisecond), so the LHS of equation eq. 21 also 
mcreases. 
It has been assumed that the system time variable has no upper limit in terms of a single system run, and 
therefore it can be stated that at some point in time the following condition will hold 
eq. 22 3 time:Time • «time - responses(f) div delays(f) -I ~ strategy(entry(flD,f) 
By a simple rearrangement of eq. 22 and from equation eq. 21, it can be now stated that eq. 20 will hold 
for a finite value of time: 
eq. 23 lost-delays(f, ... ) - 1 ~ strategy(entry(flD.f) <=> 
time ~ (strategy(entry(flD,f) + 1) x delays(f) + responses(f) 
From the definition of the strategy look-up table (see do-strategyO. s32). the function in-Iost( ... ) (s.39), 
and based on the fact that eq. 20 holds, it is now relatively easy to show that the function f must be lost 
for the reconfiguration conditions to be satisfied. From the definition of the strategy table (function 
get-levelO, s.31) it can be written that: 
eq. 24 strategy(entry(flD,f) ~ -1 <=> strategy(entry(flD.f) ~ 0 
From eq. 24 and eq. 22, and from the definition of the function in-lostC .. ) (s.39) it can be nnw stated that 
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eq.25 3 time: Time. 
«time - responses(f) div delays(f) -1 ~ strategy(entry(fID.f) " strategy{entry(fID.f) ~ 0 (:::) 
«time - responses(f) div delays{f) ~ 1 
eq.26 
«time - responses(f) div delays{f) ~ 1 (:::) in-Iost(f, ... ) = TRUE 
At this point eq. 19. eq. 20 and eq. 26 hold. and thus the reconfiguration algorithm guarantees the 
property P4, stating that an existing operating backup will reconfigure in a finite time. prO\;ding that no 
system errors occur. 
P4. If a backup for a lost function exists it will reconfigure in a finite time. 
It needs now to be shown, that on reconfiguration the backup module will select the right function. Two 
cases have to be considered: 
• function f is the only one that is lost and for which function flD is supposed to provide backup 
eq. 27 3 f: ID " -, 3 fl : ID • f * fl " in-lost(f), ... ) " strategy(entry(flD,fI» * _I " 
in-Iost(f •... ) " strategy(entry(flD,f) * -I 
• reconfiguration conditions for function flD are satisfied with respect to multiple lost functions f, fl. 
f2"",fo (eq. 27 does not hold). 
In the first case it is easy to prove. that the function detect-failure(flD •... ) (s.41) will select the only lost 
function f. From the specification of detect-failure(flD •... ) (s.41), it can be seen that conditions from lines 
s.41.2. s.41.3 and s.41.4 are satisfied respectively by equations eq. 26. eq. 20 and eq. 19. Note that the 
condition s.41.5 evaluates to s.41.4 and thus does not need to be considered separately (as discussed 
before it only reduces the risk of invalid reconfiguration due to data corruption). The condition expressed 
in lines s.41.6 - s.41.9 is satisfied for f. from the assumption (eq. 27) that there are no more lost functions 
for which flD has to provide backup. 
In the second case" eq. 27 will not hold, and thus it is possible that one of the other functions (fl.fl •·· .,f.) 
will be selected for reconfiguration. This however, is guarded by the condition for the line ,~1.9 It) 
69 Such a situation could only occur during module/cabinet initialisation (see \c\.'lIon 82 'i), or II Ihe sy,ll'm 
encountered multiple nearly simultaneous failures of processing module~ (see also ~l'dion X ~ 1). 
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enforce that one of the most critical functions will be selected, i.e. flo f2 •...• fo must be of same or higher 
criticality than f. In the case where another function fll has been selected for reconfiguration. flO ceases 
to provide backup for f, and thus LHS of eq. 18 evaluates to false. which causes the implication (eq. 18) 
to evaluate to TRUE, and thus the property P3 is satisfied. Should f be one of the most critical functions 
it will either be selected and thus the scheme will satisfy the property P3, or alternatively the backup 
module will reconfigure to another equally critical function, what will cause the property P3 to be 
satisfied (see the discussion above). 
Should the lost function f have more backups (Le. flO was not the only operating backup). the backup 
modules will have to satisfy the property P3. As the number of functions in the cabinet is finite. three 
cases can be distinguished: 
• for one of the backup functions eq. 27 will hold (i.e. f will be the only lost function for which it has to 
provide backup), and thus the property P3 will be satisfied as discussed beforehand. 
• function f ill be of the highest criticality between the lost functions and it will be selected for 
reconfiguration (see section 8.2.4) 
• all backups for f will reconfigure to other lost functions of same or higher criticality, therefore the 
reconfiguration scheme will operate adequately and the property P3 will be satisfied (as discussed 
above, f will have no operating backups and LHS of eq. 18 will yield FALSE and thus equation eq. 18 
will evaluate to TRUE). 
Thus the scheme guarantees the property P3, that at least one of the function backups will reconfigure on 
the function loss. 
8.2.3. The least critical function will reconfigure first 
In order to preserve the most critical functions, the reconfiguration scheme must ensure that in the event 
of a function loss the least critical backup module will reconfigure first. This can be stated as the 
following property: 
PS. If there exist backup modules for a lost function. the module performing the least critical fun\.:tion 
will reconfigure first. 
and can be formally described with the following equation 
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eq.28 3 f, flo f2 : ID· in-Iost(f, ... )" -, in-Iost(f., ... ) ,,-, in-lost(f2 .... ) " 
strategy(entry(fJ,t):1: -1 "strategy(entry(f2,t):1: -1 "criticality(f.) < criticality(f:~) ~ 
-,3 t : Time • -, check-reconfiguration(f ..... ,t) " check-reconfiguration(f2 .... ,t) 
The left hand side of eq. 28 satisfies two (s.40.3, s.40.5) of the three conditions that must hold in order for 
the function check-reconfiguration to yield TRUE (note that both conditions are static. i.e. they do not 
depend on time). To prove property P5 it has to be shown, that the third condition (s.40A. eq. 20) will be 
satisfied first for the less critical function. As the result of evaluation of the condition from sAO.4 
depends clearly on the current time (see function lost-delays, s.38), and the system time is assumed to be 
an increasing natural number, in order to prove the property P5, it is sufficient to show that there does not 
exists a value of time for which the condition will be satisfied with respect to the more critical function. 
and yet it will not hold for the less critical one. 
From the property P4, it is certain that there exist values of the time variable for which the reconfiguration 
conditions will be satisfied for functions f. and f2. From eq. 23 the smallest value of time for which the 
condition will be satisfied for function f. can be written as follows, 
eq. 29 t. = (strategy(entry(f .. t) + 1) x delays(f) + responses(t) 
and from the same equation, the value for function f2 can be calculated as: 
eq. 30 t2 = (strategy(entry(f2,t) + 1) x delays(f) + responses(t) 
Again from equation eq. 23 it is known (provided the module has not yet reconfigured to perform a 
different function), all values of time greater than t. will satisfy reconfiguration conditions for function flo 
and analogously for t2 and f2. 
To prove the required property P5 (eq. 28) it is now sufficient to show that t. is smaller than t2' When 
backups for a given avionics function are being considered, it can be derived from the definition of the 
strategy look-up table (see do-strategyO, s.32, get-Ievel( ... ), s.31, and has-continuous-columns( ... ), s.:!9). 
that the more critical the backup module function the higher its backup level. This can be formally 
expressed in the following equations: 
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eq.31 criticality(fl) < criticality(f2) (::) idl > id;! 
where idl and id2 represent ID numbers of functions fl and f2 respectively. From eq. 28. eq. 31 and the 
definition of function get-Ievel( ... ), s.31, it can be now read that if both functions (f\ and f1) are in backup 
for function f (i.e. criticality(fl) < criticality(t) and criticality(f2) < criticality(f». the following equation 
will hold with respect to the relevant entries in the strategy table: 
eq. 32 strategy(entry(f .. t) = maxID - id i " strategy(entry(f2,f» = maxID - id2 ~ 
strategy(entry(f .. t) < strategy(entry(f2,t) 
Therefore, from eq. 32 and the properties of the natural numbers (all look-up table entries are natural 
numbers) it can be derived that 
eq.33 3 i EN· i > 0 " strategy(entry(f2,f» = strategy(entry(fJ,f» + i 
Substituting the term strategy(entry(f2,t) from eq. 33 to eq. 30, t2 can be expressed as 
eq. 34 t2 = (strategy(entry(fJ,t) + i + 1) x delays(f) + responses(t) " i > 0 
and further evaluation of the time difference t2 - t\ based on equations eq. 29 and eq. 34, gives the 
following result 
eq. 35 t2 - t\ = (strategy(entry(fJ,t) + i + 1) x delays(f) + responses(t) -
(strategy(entry(f2,t) + 1) x delays(f) + responses(f) " i > 0 (::) 
t2 - t\ = i x delays(t) " i > 0 
Following the fact that delays are implemented as positive natural numbers (see s.2, s.7, s.19.4, s.19.11 
and s.35 in the specification), the following equation holds for all entries in the delay array (s.19.4). 
eq.36 'V f:ID • delays(t) > 0 
When combined with the above statement (eq. 36), equation eq. 35 shows that t2 is greater than t\. and 
therefore check-reconfiguration( ... ) will yield TRUE first for flo and only later for f1· This in Vlt:W of 
equation eq. 23, proves the required property P5 (eq. 28). 
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Commentary: 
Clearly if c.heck-reconfiguration(f ..... ,tl) holds for all values of time greater or equal 
to tl and t2 IS greater than tt. it is impossible for check-reconfiguration(f2, ...• t) to hold 
and yet check-reconfiguration(f), ... ,t). Note that should t be greater than t2 it will 
also be greater than tl. 
It has to be noted that the time difference t2 - t) needs to be long enough to allow the less critical module 
to restore execution of function f, so that function f2 will not reconfigure (i.e. both functions must not 
reconfigure to f). If fl reconfigures successfully to f, in-Iost(f, ... ) will yield FALSE, and thus check-
reconfiguration(f2, ... ) will also yield FALSE with respect to function f. In order to ensure that such time 
requirements are met, the appropriate value of delays(f) must be chosen for each avionics function which 
is clearly dependent on the system being integrated. 
Should the delays be sufficiently long and provided that the failure detection mechanism works properly 
(see section 8.5 for discussion on the failure detection mechanism), it is easy to show that the following 
property of the scheme is guaranteed: 
P6. Only one function will reconfigure in the event of any single function loss. 
This can be proven in a relatively straightforward manner. Properties P4 and P5 guarantee appropriate 
selection of a backup module to reconfigure on a function loss. To show that only this one (least critical 
backup) core LRM will reconfigure it has to be shown that none of the modules not in backup will 
perform reconfiguration. This again follows the definition of function check-reconfiguration( ... ) (s.40) 
and its condition expressed in s.40.5. The condition states the function will be allowed to reconfigure 
only if it is in backup for the lost application (relevant entry in strategy table not equal to "-I"), which 
guarantees property P6a: 
P6a. None of the modules not in backup for the lost function will reconfigure. 
Properties P4, P5 and P6a guarantee that only one function will reconfigure in the event of any single 
function loss 70. 
70 Assuming again reliable fault detection and no system errors. 
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8.2.4. On recovery a module will reconfigure to the most critical function not being 
performed 
On system start-up and on module recovery from a transient fault each core LRM selects one of the lost 
functions to perform. The selection mechanism is based on monitoring of the backplane bus to identify 
functions currently performed in the cabinet, and it treats recovery and cabinet initialisation in a uniform 
manner. However, it is important that the following property is guaranteed by the scheme. when the 
function selection mechanism is being considered: 
P7. On initialisation (system start-up or recovery) a module will select the most critical function not 
performed in the cabinet, and it will resume its execution. 
As read in the operation MAINO'· (s.50) each module initially monitors the backplane bus for a period of 
time dependent on the value of RECOVERY-DELAY and the module ID. After that time core LRMs 
select from the lost functions the one with lowest the ID (function get-id( ... ). s.49). Such behaviour not 
only ensures that one of the most critical function will be selected. but it also guarantees the order of 
selection of functions of same criticality (deterministic operation). 
Commentary: 
The operation of such a mechanism is based on increasing data bus monitoring 
intervals related to increasing core LRM IDs. Thus. the most critical function 
module will initially monitor the backplane bus for the shortest time interval. that 
will allow it to perform function selection first. and consequently to select the most 
critical function with the lowest function ID. When the next module finishes its 
monitoring of the backplane bus, it will have observed that the most critical function 
is already being performed, and it will select the second most important function. It 
becomes clear that the RECOVERY -DELAY must be long enough to allow a core 
LRM to resume execution of an avionics function. so that all the remaining modules 
are able to detect the data bus activity from said function. 
In order to be able to properly identify lost functions, the module must have monitored the backplane bus 
for a sufficiently long time. It can be read from the specification of function in-Iost(. ... ). s.39. that 
function f is announced lost if the following equation holds: 
eq. 37 in-Iost(f .... ) = TRUE ¢::> lost-delays(f .... } ~ 1 
This can be rewritten from the specification of function lost-delays. s.38. as 
71 MAINO is assumed to be the first operation the module will execute after initialisation of lhe slate· Imt nnw 
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eq.38 in-lost(f, ... ) = TRUE ¢::) «time - responses(t) div delays(t) ~ I 
The condition of eq. 38 will be satisfied for every avionics function in the cabinet (should it be lost), if the 
value of time is sufficiently greater than the value of responses(t). The smallest sufficient time value 
(timer) can be easily calculated from eq. 38 
eq.39 V f:ID • timer ~ delays(t) + responses(t) 
Taking into account that on module initialisation all values in the responses array will be equal to zero 
(initial time), eq. 39 can be further simplified as: 
eq.40 V f:ID • timer ~ delays(t) 
The point in time when the module performs its function selection (times), depends on the value of the 
RECOVERY-DELAY and the module 10 (s.50.4) 
eq.41 times ~ startTime + (currentID + 1) x RECOVERY-DELAY 
Taking into account that on module initialisation startTime is reset to zero and combining equations eq. 
41 and eq. 40, it must be shown that for each module and each function times is greater or equal to timCt. 
that can be formally written as follows 
eq.42 V flO, f: 10· (flO + 1) x RECOVERY-DELAY ~ delays(t) 
Equation eq. 42 will hold for every flO, if it holds for the lowest one, i.e. if eq. 42 holds for the lowest 
value of LHS it will always hold. Therefore eq. 42 can be used to calculate a suitable value of 
RECOVERY-DELAY 
eq.43 V f: ID· RECOVERY-DELAY ~ delays(t). 
Thus the value of RECOVERY-DELAY must be at least equal to the longest FAIL-DELAY. Provided 
this is the case (the specification satisfies this condition), it is guaranteed that all modules will be able to 
detect the lost functions during initialisation, and the definition of function get-IDO (s.49) guarantees that 
the will select the most critical one. 
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S.2.S. After initialisation I recovery all modules will perform functions with unique IDs 
As discussed above, the mechanism for function selection guarantees that a module will resume execution 
of the lost functions with the lowest ID. From the specification of operation MAINO. s.50, it can be seen 
that each module determines the time for selection of an avionics function based on its ID and the 
RECOVERY-DELAY, s.50.4. Specifically, there is the RECOVERY-DELAY period of time between 
two modules with consecutive IDs attempt to select their functions. Provided that the 
RECOVERY-DELAY is long enough to allow restoration of function execution (this can be safely 
assumed, although the exact length is clearly system and implementation dependent), the following 
property is guaranteed: 
P8. On initialisation all modules will select unique functions to execute. 
Commentary: 
If module flD selects the most critical lost function f and starts to perform it. before 
the next RECOVERY -DELAY elapses data related to this function will be present 
on the backplane bus. Therefore, the next module flD+ I will not perceive f as lost. 
and it will select the next available function. 
Note, that in the case of multiple nearly simultaneous recoveries this property cannot be guaranteed, as 
modules of different IDs could start monitoring of the data bus at such points in time, that their selection 
routines will overlap in an undesirable manner. The probability and consequences of nearly simultaneous 
events are further discussed in section 8.7.3. 
8.2.6. Recontiguration scheme will not cause reconfiguration (loss) of a critical function 
As the objective of the scheme is to preserve critical functions, the following property should be required 
from the reconfiguration scheme. 
P9. Reconfiguration scheme will not cause reconfiguration (loss) of a critical function. 
The previously proven property PI guarantees that a module will reconfigure only to a more aitical 
function. Also, from previously proven equation eq. 12 it is certain that function fl will reconfigure only 
if 
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eq.44 3 f2 • in-lost(fl) " criticality(f2) > criticality(f.) 
In the case where f) is one of the critical functions (highest criticality) eq. 44 will never hold simply 
because there does not exist a more critical function in the system, and thus propeny P9 is guaranteed. 
8.3. Determinism of the Scheme 
The notion of determinism in RIMA has been discussed in detail in Chapter 5. At this place the property 
of normal determinism will be required from the scheme71, and it will be shown that the specified 
reconfiguration scheme meets the relevant requirements. 
8.3.1. Definition 
The normal determinism of a reconfiguration method ensures that the assignment of avionics functions to 
core LRMs depends solely on the sequence of encountered non-simultaneous system events (either failure 
or recovery), and not on their timing. Two events are thought to be non-simultaneous if the time interval 
between them is long enough to allow the system to reach a stable state after encountering the first event, 
and before the second one occurs. The system state is considered stable when none of the working core 
LRMs is expected to reconfigure or is being reconfigured. i.e. the previous event has been dealt with 
thoroughly and no further actions related to the event are required. 
Before the proof can be conducted the state of the cabinet has to be defined. In order to preserve 
consistency with the discussion so far, a VDM based notation will be used. The state of the cabinet can 
be then defined in terms of a set of processing modules, each of which executes the specified 
reconfiguration scheme, and it differs from all the other core LRMs by the assigned avionics fundion (i.e 
currentlD) and its hardware ID (startID). Such cabinet state denoted by S can be formalised as: 
eq.45 S = {11lo, ... ,mmaxlD} 
where mn refers to n-th module. In order to be able to operate on such defined state. the following 
notation will be used where mnfunction-A(parameter-list) denotes the call to fUflCliofl-A in the stale of 
module mn• and mn.state-variable denotes the value of the state-variable in the Slate 01 core LRM Il\n. 
71 The requirement for extended detenninism would lead to a greatly increased comp\c\ity III the al~unlhm 
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A simple approach to the definition of a stable cabinet state could be based on the result of function 
check-reconfiguration for each core LRM. Should the function return FALSE for each working module 
and each avionics function, then none of the modules is expected to reconfigure. This could be 
formalised as follows: 
eq.46 mk is working ¢:) ffik.systemError = <NO_ERROR> 
i.e. a module is considered working if its systemError state variable reads NO_ERROR. and 
eq. 47 S is stable ¢:) V mE S • m is working::::) m.check-reconfiguration(m.currentID .... ) = FALSE. 
Although this seems to be intuitively correct, eq. 47 yields a problem when recovery of processing 
modules is allowed. During recovery a core LRM monitors the backplane bus to identify the function it is 
supposed to reconfigure to. At the same time, the table containing time stamps of responses from 
avionics functions will be reset to the initial time (init rima, s.19.11. do-responses( ... ), s.34). and 
therefore check-reconfiguration will return FALSE even though the module may have to reconfigure 
shortly. To eliminate this problem, the stable state can be defined as a state where each working module 
does not see the need for reconfiguration (check-reconfiguration = FALSE), and none of the core LRMs 
is in the initialisation phase. 
eq.48 S is stable ¢:) V m, E S • 
m, is working::::) m,.check-reconfiguration(m,.currentID, ... ) = FALSE 1\ 
-,3 m2 E S • (m2.currentTime ~ m2.startTime + (m2.currentID+l) x RECOVERY-DELAY). 
However, this definition does not include the timing requirements related to multiple backups, as even 
though a function is lost and it has got a backup module, check-reconfiguration can return FALSE for thl" 
module, provided that the function has not been lost not lost for long enough (a lower backup level may 
already be unavailable and a higher backup level will not yet have to reconfigure, s.-l1.3). Therefore the 
definition of the stable state needs to be changed to 
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eq.49 S is stable ¢::::) ('rI mt E S • mt is working. 
--,3 f E ID· m).in-lost(f, ... )=TRUE 1\ m).strategy(entry(m).currentID,O> ~ -1) 1\ 
(--, 3 m2 E S • m2 is working 1\ 
(m2.currentTime ~ m2.startTime + (m2.currentID+l) x RECOVERY-DELA Y) 
With the assumption that no two events are simultaneous or nearly simUltaneous, to show that the scheme 
exhibits the property of normal determinism, it now suffices to prove that an event occurring in the stable 
state S) will always transform this state into a stable state S2 regardless of its time of occurrence. Let S(e
,
) 
denote a state obtained from inserting an event e into a stable state S at the time t. Thc scheme 
determinism can be written as follows: 
eq.50 
8.3.2. Proof of scheme determinism 
In order to show scheme determinism one has to consider three cases: 
• an event of module recovery occurs in a stable state 
• an event of module failure occurs in a stable state 
• a cabinet is initialised on system power-up. 
To prove scheme normal determinism, it suffices to show that the initial state of the cabinet is stable, and 
that regardless of the timing of subsequent non-simultaneous events the same state transitions will be 
taken. 
8.3.2.1. Determinism on module recovery 
It is assumed that before a processing module recovers, the cabinet is in a stable state. Since rccovery 
does not lead to a loss of any avionics function, all working core LRMs excluding the recovering one will 
have already met the state stability conditions, and will not attempt reconfiguration. 
Commentary: 
The return value of the in-lost routine depends solely on the set of lost functions. If 
an avionics function is lost, sufficiently critical and the module IS expected to 
provide hackup for this function, the first condition for the stability of the cabinet 
state will not be satisfied (see eq. 49). As the cabinet is assumed to he in a stable 
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state prior to module recovery, clearly neither of the lost functions is sufficientI',' 
critical.. As the re~oval of a function from the set of lost applications (th~ 
reco~e~ng modules wIll select the most critical one) does not affect the criticality of 
remammg lost functions, all the modules working before the event will meet the 
stability condition after the recovery of a core LRM is completed. 
As all the modules working prior to module recovery already satisfy the stability conditions, to show that 
the resultant state is stable, it suffices to show that regardless of the time of recovery, the recovering 
module will always select the same most critical function to reconfigure to. 
From the property P7 it is known, that the recovering module will select the most critical function not 
being performed in the cabinet. From the discussion given in section 8.2.4 and 8.2.5 it is also known. that 
the recovering/initialising module will always select the function with the lowest 10 that is not being 
performed in the cabinet. As recovery always occurs in the same stable state SI 73 , the new function will 
always be selected from the same set of applications and therefore the recovery/initialisation algorithm 
guarantees that the same function will be chosen regardless of time. 
Commentary: 
This is guaranteed by the time independent specification of the function get-idO 
(s.49), which selects the lowest 10 function from the lost ones. The reliability of the 
failure detection mechanism is of a great importance (the module must be able 
identify the lost functions properly), but at this point the detection mechanism is 
assumed to be 100% reliable (discussion on operation with failure detection 
problems is given in section 8.5). 
From the definition of MAIN (s.50), the second part of the stability condition for the state after recovery 
is straight forward true (it states that no module is in the initialisation stage, and as the recovering module 
selects and resumes its function, and no other events are allowed to occur, this will be true for all 
modules). It needs showing that the first part of the condition will hold as well. 
The set of working modules (Cr) present in the state after recovery (Sr) can be written as the sd of 
working modules (C) in the state beforehand (S), with additional newly recovered module 111" i.e. 
'7] . be~ th vent and the stable .. 1~lle aller I he 
. This can he any stable state. The relatIOn between the stable state lore e e 
event needs to be preserved for the scheme to be deterministic (see equation eq. 50). 
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eq.51 c..=CU {Il\}. 
It has to be shown that after the recovery is completed the second pan of stability condition holds. i.e 
none of the modules should recognise the need for reconfiguration 
eq.52 'V m E Cr· ...., 3 f E ID· m.in-lost(f, ... )=TRUE 1\ 
m.strategy(entry(m.currentID,f) *"-1 
Note the lack of the condition checking whether the module m is working, based on the definition of Cr as 
the set of all working modules. 
From the function selection algorithm the following relations between sets of lost functions prior recovery 




'V f E L· criticality(f) S criticality(mr.currentID) 
V f E Lr· criticality(f) S criticality(mpcurrentID) 
the selected function is one of the most critical functions that were lost prior to the event, and yet it is one 
of the least critical that are performed post-recovery. Note that from the definition of function in-lostO 
(s.39), the following equations also hold: 
eq.56 
eq.57 
'V m E Cr· f E Lr ~ m.in-Iost(f...} = TRUE 
'V m E C· f E L ~ m.in-Iost(f...) = TRUE 
Thus using the above relations and the definition of the function in-lostO (s.39), equation eq. 52 can be 
rewritten as follows: 
eq.58 'V me C u m
r
• ...., 3 f E ID· f E Lr 1\ m.strategy(entry(m.currentID,O) *"-1 
From the stability of state S, and from the assumptions of reliable fault detection and non-simultaneous 
events (i.e. other core LRMs must not reconfigure in the meantime), it is guaranteed that this condition 
will hold for all modules working prior to recovery. This can be shown as follows: 
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eq. 59 S is stable <=> V m E S • m is working. 
-,3 f E ID· m.in-lost(f, ... )=TRUE 1\ m.strategy(entry(m.currentID.f) ~-I 
eq. 60 S is stable <=> V m E S • m is working. 
-,3 f E ID· f E L 1\ m.strategy(entry(m.currentID,f) ~-1 
eq.61 S is stable <=> V m E C • 
-,3 f E ID· f E (Lr u {mr-currentID}) 1\ m.strategy(entry(m.currentID,O) ~-I 
eq.62 S is stable <=> V m E C • -, 3 f E ID. 
«f E Lr 1\ m.strategy(entry(m.currentID,f) ~ -I) v 
(f = mr-currentID 1\ m.strategy(entry(m.currentID,f) ~ -I» 
If function f invalidation the equation does not exist in the set Lr u {mr-currentID}. it clearly does not 
exist in its subset Ln i.e. 
eq.63 S is stable => V m E C· -, 3 f E ID • f E Lr 1\ 
m.strategy(entry(m.currentID,f) ~ -I 
The above equation (eq. 63) shows that equation eq. 52 holds for all modules working prior to recovery. 
To prove that the state Sr is stable, it is now necessary to show that the condition expressed in equation 
eq. 52 holds for mr (m=mr), i.e. 
eq.64 -,3 f E ID· f E Lr 1\ mr-strategy(entry(mr-currentID,f) ~ -1 
From the definition of the strategy table and equation eq. II the following equation holds 
eq.65 mr-strategy(entry(mr.currentID,O) ~ -I <=> 
criticality(mr-currentID) < criticality(f) 
Assuming that there exists function F which invalidates equation eq. 64. i.c. Sr is not stable. Then 
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eq.66 FE Lr A mr.strategy(entry(lIlr.currentID,F» * -I 
Clearly equations eq. 55, eq. 65 and eq. 66 contradict, and therefore the assumption that function F exists 
cannot be true. Combining equations eq. 56, eq. 63 and eq. 64 it is easy to observe that the initial 
equation eq. 52 holds, and hence the state after recovery is stable. This, in conjunction with the previous 
discussion on deterministic function selection on recovery (see function get-idO. s.491. shows that 
equation eq. 50 will be satisfied if an event of module recovery occurs at any point in time in a stable 
state. This proves scheme normal determinism in the event of core LRM recovery. 
8.3.2.2 Determinism on module failure 
To prove scheme determinism on module failure it has to be shown, that if reconfiguration is required to 
sustain a function lost in a given stable state, it will always affect the same core LRM (regardless of the 
time of failure occurrence), and that the resultant state will be stable. The proof will he conducted for two 
cases, first where the failed module was performing an avionics function without backup (i.e. 
reconfiguration was not required), and second where reconfiguration was required. 
Failure of a module without backup 
In the case of a failure of least critical module, none of the remaining working modules will reconfigure 
(this is guaranteed by property P2), and therefore the cabinet will behave deterministically regardless of 
timing (no action is always deterministic). In order to prove scheme determinism on such a module 
failure, it now suffices to show that in this situation the new state is stable. Clearly the second part of the 
stability condition holds, as none of the modules is recovering. Thus it is only necessary to show that 
none of the modules is required to reconfigure, i.e. 
eq.67 "i/ m E Sf· m is working • 
-,3 f E ID. m.in-Iost(f, ... }=TRUE A m.strategy(entry(m.currentID,O) ~ -I 
where Sf denotes the state after the failure. This is guaranteed by the property PI. and can be formally 
justified as follows. 
Let S denote the state before failure. C the set of modules working in the state S. L the ~t!t of hl~t 
functions before the failure. Lt the set of the lost functions after the failure of the module m,. and C, the 
set of modules working after the failure. The following relations are clearly true: 
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Lr = L u {mf.currentID} 
It is assumed that the state prior to the failure was stable, i.e. 
eq.70 
'V m E S· m is working. 
-,3 f E ID· m.in-lost(f, ... )=TRUE 1\ m.strategy(entry(m.currentID,f) *' _I 
This can be rewritten from the definition of function in-Iost( ... ) (s.39) and using equations eq. 68 and eq. 
69 as: 
eq.71 
'V m ECrU {md • 
-,3 f E ID· f E Lf \ {mf.currentID} 1\ m.strategy(entry(m.currentID.f) *' _I 
If the above condition holds for every core LRM including mr. it will hold for all of them excluding mf' 
Thus it can be now written, that: 
eq.72 'V me Cr· 
-,3 f E ID • f E Lr \ {mf.currentID} 1\ m.strategy(entry(m.currentID,f) *' -I 
The above equation (eq. 72) guarantees stability of Sf for all the modules working in this state, and for all 
functions but the newly lost one (f E Lr \ {mf.currentID}). To show the complete stability of the state Sf it 
now suffices to show that the state is stable with respect to the lost function (i.e. none of the modules sees 
the need for reconfiguration): 
eq.73 'V me Sf· m is working· m.strategy(entry(m.currentID,mf.currentID» =-1 
As the lost function (mf.currentID) was assumed to be of the lowest criticality in the system. it is dearly 
less critical than functions performed by all core LRMs, i.e. 
eq. 74 'V m E Cf • criticality(m.currentID) ~ criticality(mr.currentID) 
Again from equation eq. II it is known, that 
eq. 75 strategy(entry(currentID,f) *' -I <=> criticality(currentID) < criticality(f) 
It is now clear that, since each module function is of equal or higher criticality than the lost lun(lIon. 
equation eq. 73 holds, which combined with equation eq. 72 guarantees that the slate Sf I' slahle. 
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FaUure of a moduli! with backup 
So far the scheme guarantees deterministic and stable behaviour when the system encounters a failure of a 
core LRM performing one of the least critical functions. It is now required to show, that the scheme will 
behave deterministically also when reconfiguration is necessary in order to sustain the temporarily lost 
application. This can be achieved by showing that, regardless of the time of failure. the same module will 
reconfigure to the lost function, and that the resulting state is stable. 
The already proven property P5 guarantees that the least critical backup will reconfigure first on the 
function loss. Moreover, property P6 ensures that only the least critical backup will reconfigure. if a 
backup exists. These two properties (together with the property P4, which guarantees that if there exists a 
backup it will reconfigure in a finite time) are sufficiently strong to ensure that the same module will 
reconfigure on a failure of an avionics function with a backup, should it be encountered in the same stable 
state. 
The proof that the same lost function will be chosen by the backup module to reconfigure to is also 
relatively straightforward. Assuming that the state before the failure (S) was stable, none of the working 
modules (let C denote the set of working modules prior to failure) observed the need for reconfiguration, 
i.e. none of the functions being lost (let L denote set of lost functions prior to the event) was of a 
sufficiently high criticality, after the failure (but prior to reconfiguration) the set of lost functions (L,) can 
be described as 
eq. 76 Lr = L u {mf.currentID} 
where mf denotes the failed module. As the state before the failure is assumed to be stable. none of the 
functions in L has got a backup module that is supposed to reconfigure. therefore the only function for 
which the reconfiguration conditions can be satisfied is the lost one (mf.currentID). As has been already 
assumed, in this case the lost function has got a backup (the case where a function with no backup had 
been lost has been discussed in section 8.3.2.2.1), the property P4 guarantees that the baL'kup will 
reconfigure. Thus the properties P4. P5 and P6, in conjunction with the stability of the state prior to the 
failure, guarantee that the same module will reconfigure and to the same function. rcgardlc .... of the time 
of failure. 
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To complete the proof of scheme determinism on a module failure. it has to be shown that the resultant 
state is stable. Let mr denote the reconfiguring module, and Sr denote the state after reconfiguration (the 
state after the failure Sf is of little interest, as it is by definition transitory and unstable). The following 
equations describe relations between the set of working modules (C), the set of lost functions (L) prior to 
the failure, the set of working modules (Cr) and the set of lost functions (4) post-reconfiguration. 
eq. 77 Cr = C \ {mel 
eq. 78 L.- = L u {IDr.currentID} 
Note that mf.currentlD is not lost, as the processing module mr reconfigured to sustain its execution. 
In order to show the stability of the state Srt it is required to show that the equation below holds. 
eq. 79 'V me Sr· m is working • 
-,3 f e ID • m.in-lost(f, ... )=TRUE 1\ m.strategy(entry(m •. currentID,f» ~ -I 
Note that the second part of the stability condition from equation eq. 49 is not included. as it is clearly 
true since none of the modules are recovering (simultaneous events are not permitted). and the cabinet is 
not in the power up sequence (this case is discussed separately in the following section). 
From the stability of the state S prior to the event, it is clear that the following equation holds 
eq.80 'V me C· -, 3 f e L· m.strategy(entry(m.currentID» ~ -I 
which can be rewritten with the use of equations eq. 77 and eq. 78 as 
eq.81 'V me Cru {mel· 
-,3 f e L.- \ {mr-currentlD} • m.strategy(entry(m.currentID.O);t-1 
Again, if the above equation holds for all modules from the set Cr u {mc}. it will hold for the less general 
case based on the set Cr. i.e. the following equation is clearly true 
eq. 82 'V me Cr· -,3 f e L.- \ mr.currentID • m.strategy(entry(m.currentID.O~-1 
th . 79 holds with respect to function To complete the proof it is necessary to show at equation eq. 
mr.currentlD. i.e. it has to be shown that the following equation holds: 
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eq. 83 
'V me c,. m.strategy(entry(m.currentID.m,.currentID» *-1 
From equation eq. 11 it is known that the relevant entry(currentID.O in module strategy table will not be 
equal to "-1". only if the function f is more critical than the module function described by currentlD. 
Therefore, it has to be shown that the reconfigured module had been performing one of the least critical 
functions prior to the event. 
From the definition of the strategy table it is known that a module provides backup for all more critical 
functions and not for any less critical ones. This combined with the properties P5 and P6 guarantees that 
mr.currentlD was one of the least critical functions being performed in the cabinet before the failure. and 
thus it shows that equation eq. 83 holds. 
The above equations eq. 82 and eq. 83 show that equation eq. 79 holds, and thus the resultant state is 
stable. The scheme normal determinism in the event of a failure of a module with backup is guaranteed. 
8.3.2.3. Determinism on initialisation 
The deterministic and stable behaviour of the reconfiguration scheme - as specified in section 8.3 - has 
been proven with respect to non-simultaneous events of failure and recovery occurring in any stable state. 
In order to assure scheme determinism in any sequence of events, it has to be shown that the system will 
reach a stable state on initialisation. As one of the objectives of RIMA is achieving high tolerance for 
dispatch with a number of failed modules74, the considerations in this section must not focus only on the 
case where all modules are operational. 
As discussed in section 8.2.5, the initialisation mechanism ensures that the module selects the lowest ID 
function from the set of lost applications (i.e. one of the most critical ones). The algorithm guarantees 
also that all modules will select unique functions (see property P8), and therefore it will assign N most 
critical functions to N working modules. It is now relatively easy to notice, that after initialisation the 
resultant state is stable. 
74 This may rise various safety related issues. as current CAAIFAA regulations forbid aircraft Jlsp.JII:h WIth a kno ... n 
failure. 
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Commentary: 
Clearly the second part of the stability condition holds, as all working modules have 
completed their initialisation. 
Let C denote the set of modules expected to work after initialisation, and L denote the set of lost 
functions. The required stability equation takes the following form 
eq.84 
'V min C • -, 3 f E L· strategy(entry(m.currentID,f) "* _I 
Again from equation eq. 11 it is known, that the module will constitute a backup for function F if and 
only if F is of higher criticality than its current function 
eq. 85 strategy(entry(currentlD,f):F- -1 <=> criticality(currentID) < criticality(f) 
However, since N most critical functions are already assigned to N working modules. all functions in set 
L are of at most equal criticality to the performed applications, and none is of higher. Therefore. the state 
after the initialisation is completed has to be regarded as stable. 
Having shown that the system initialises to a stable state, and consecutive non-simultaneous events of 
failure and recovery deterministically transform one stable state into another regardless of the event 
timing, the required determinism of the reconfiguration scheme is guaranteed. This has been achieved on 
the assumption that events do not occur simultaneously or nearly simultaneously. and that the failure 
detection mechanism operates without faults. 
Although the probability of nearly simultaneous events is extremely low (they would have to happen 
within the time span of at most several hundreds of milliseconds), the consequences of such improbable 
coincidences are discussed in section 8.7. Also the scheme operation with the faulty event dctcction 
mechanism is discussed in section 8.5 of this chapter. 
At this point normal determinism of the reconfiguration scheme IS guaranteed under reasonable 
assumptions of reliable failure detection and non-simultaneous events. 
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8.4. Validity of the recontiguration strategy data throughout the 
lifespan 
system 
As previously discussed, the presented reconfiguration scheme I'S based . d 
on stallc strategy ata, that does 
not undergo any changes as the system evolves. However, in order to show that the data remains valid at 
any point of time, it is necessary to show that the system will not evolve in a manner. that could invalidate 
the strategy table. 
In this approach the reconfiguration data will be considered invalid if, despite reliable fault detection and 
no external data corruption7S, it allows one of the following undesirable types of behaviour: 
• it allows two modules to reconfigure to the same function 
• prevents a non-critical module from reconfiguration to a more critical lost function 
• a backup module reconfigures, but the time taken for reconfiguration exceeds the system permitted 
limits. 
The third situation is relatively easy to discuss. Provided that the fault detection mechanism operates 
correctly, the time a core LRM waits before reconfiguring depends solely on its backup level (relevant 
strategy table entry). The strategy table ensures that the time constraints are met for the highest backup 
level in the cabinet76, i.e. for the module which will be required to reconfigure last. Therefore a module 
will exceed the system time limits on reconfiguration if at least one entry in the reconfiguration data 
changes from the original or the failure detection mechanism fails. This is not considered as data 
invalidity, and operation with corrupted data or with unreliable fault detection mechanism is discussed 
later in this chapter. 
The second case in which the data might become invalid relates to a situation where a non-critical core 
LRM fails to provide backup for a more critical function. With respect to the strategy tanlc. this can only 
be the case if a relevant data entry reads "-I", instead of describing a non-negative backup level. As the 
75 For example. a hardware memory fault could lead to data changes, thaI would nol be considered a.'i \lralc~y d4I1J 
invalidity. as such events are thoroughly independent from the scheme. Other means, ... uch a. .. muillpic copIes 01 the 
dnla or highly reliable hardware must be used to deal with such situations. 
76 The time constraints conformance is discussed in detail in section 8.6. 
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initial data is free of such problems a core LRM will fa'l t 'de b ku ' , 
, I 0 proVl ac p If at least one of Its backup 
levels has been changed to "-1". It has been discussed before th t th ed fi' . a e present recon 19urauon scheme IS 
based on static data (no changes to the reconfiguration table are performed) d th ~ . 
. an erelore a processmg 
module may fail to provide backup only if an event external to the scheme has altered the look-up table. 
This, however, is not considered as data invalidity in this section, 
The first of the problems listed above refers to the situation where two modules are in the same backup 
level for the same function. As all non-negative entries in each column are unique (provided no changes 
occurred to the data), two core LRMs can be in the same backup level for a function. if their currently 
performed functions are identical. Clearly, this is not the situation after system initialisation (see property 
P8), and therefore it would have to happen during the cabinet operation, 
It is easy to notice, that two modules can perform identical functions if: 
• a problem with the fault detection mechanism indicated to a core LRM a need for reconfiguration to 
an avionics function that was not lost, and thus the module has reconfigured to a function already 
being performed by another core LRM 
• two modules have already reconfigured to the same lost function, 
The first case will not be considered in this section as it requires unreliable failure detection mechanism 
(consequences of such behaviour are discussed in section 8.5). The second case requires two modules to 
have reconfigured before to the same function F 1, in order to perform later the same function F2. 
However, applying recursively the same reasoning to this situation leads to the observation that two 
modules will reconfigure to the same function only if they have already reconfigured to a different 
function (the same application for both core LRMs). This clearly implies that unless the failure detection 
mechanism was unreliable or the strategy data changed, two modules cannot perform the same avionics 
function, and thus no two modules will reconfigure to the same lost function, 
The discussion above shows that the reconfiguration strategy data will remain valid throughout the 
system lifespan. provided that the fault detection mechanism operates (orre(tly. and no l'hange~ III the 
data are committed due to independent events such as hardware faults or natural phenomena. 
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8.5. Discussion on the failure detection mechanism 
The failure detection mechanism is a key issue to the correct operation of the reconfiguration scheme. Sl) 
far in the paper it was assumed that the mechanism operates without problems. and many proofs were 
based on such assumption. In this section the failure detection mechanism will be discussed. in order to 
analyse its reliability and limitations, as well as defining the required timing constraints. 
The principles behind the design of the failure detection mechanism were discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 
These can be summarised as follows: 
• each module monitors the backplane bus for transactions (messages) incoming from all other core 
LRMs and their avionics functions, 
• messages are time stamped and recorded, 
• if there is no backplane bus activity originating from an avionics function for a time longer than 
FAIL-DELA Y specified for this function, it is considered lost, 
• if the function is lost for the time longer than N * FAIL-DELAY, the (N-I)-th backup level module is 
expected to reconfigure. 
In order to avoid single message upsets a function is considered lost only if K consecutive messages from 
the appropriate core LRM are lost. 
Commentary: 
In fact a function will be considered lost if the last recorder response is older than 
the function FAIL-DELAY. It is the length of the FAIL-DELAY time interval that 
will indicate how many messages will be used for failure detection, and this factor 
may vary depending on how fast particular functions generate messages. 
The multiple messages based approach aims to eliminate problems related to random hardware faults of 
the backplane bus. It is clear that the mechanism reliability strictly depends on the factor K. On the other 
hand this is constrained by the time allowed for reconfiguration and the minimal time intervals between 
. ed th· .ary ror detection of a func\ton lu~~ messages, i.e. should extremely large K be requlf • e tIme necess I' 
could exceed the permissible bounds. 
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The analysis presented in Chapter 5 shows that such designed mechanisms are self-synchronising. and 
after a temporary loss of synchronisation they will regain correct operation provided that no persistent 
backplane bus errors are present in the cabinet (see Figure 5.1 in Chapter 5). 
8.5.1. Reliability of the failure detection mechanism 
The mechanism fault-tolerance depends on the relation between the time interval between consecutive 
messages produced by a function and the time required for reconfiguration a core LRM. Let 1m denote the 
time interval between consecutive messages, tr denotes the time required for reconfiguration 77. K be as 
above, and Nc denote the number of invalid messages that the algorithm can tolerate (i.e. the mechanism 
will operate correctly even though it will not have noticed Nc first lost messages). The following equation 




This can be easily obtained from the condition that reconfiguration of a lower 
backup level has to be completed before the second backup detects the need for 
reconfiguration, i.e. 
Equation eq. 86 shows that the shorter the reconfiguration delay, the higher the tolerance of the fault 
detection mechanism for given K and tm• Clearly some realistic assumptions have to be made about the 
reconfiguration delay, as for tr equal to zero (timeless/immediate reconfiguration) the above equation 
would indicate that the mechanism can operate on a single message basis. 
Commentary: . 
Note that Nc describes the number of N first messages for which the functIOn loss 
may not be detected and the mechanism will still operate successfully .. For example. 
should N
r 
be equal to three and the second message was the first ml~~etected. the 
mechanism will only tolerate a mis-detection of the next message. ThIs IS Illustrated 
by the following figure (Figure 8.1) , where the mechanism is able to tolerate a mls-
fi . (0 the moment whcn the fip.\ 
17 This will include the period of time from detection of the need for recon 19uratlon 
message from the funl,tion appears on the backplane bus. 
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d~tection of a single ~essage, however two backup modules will reconfigure if the 
mis-detected message IS not the fIrSt one and affects only the lower level backup. 
Core A (first backup) 
The 41h message absent. 
Lack of the first message undetected Core A reconfigures 
message detected 
The 4th message absent 
Core B becomes the first backup 
Temporary scheme inconsistency 
TIME 
Function's message detected 
Recovery from temporary inconsistency 
Synchronisation restored 
Lack of the first message detected 
Lack of the first message detected 
Core B (second backup) 
Figure 8.1. Example of an invalid reconfiguration scenario due to backplane bus problem. 
Although the mechanism is able to tolerate some bus errors, the probability of postponed reconfiguration 
needs to be assessed. However, in order to be able to assess such probability the reliability of the 
backplane bus7s would have to be known. As this is an unknown quantity for the future systems. thc 
required reliability of the backplane bus (its Mean Time Before Failures - MTBF) will be found. on the 
basis that a critical function can only be lost with a probability lower than 10-9 per flight hour. 
The configuration of a ten core LRMs cabinet will be considered for the purpose of this assessment. Each 
critical function requires four backup modules, thus it can only be lost if all of them have failed as well as 
the core LRM which performed the function originally. Following the analysis from Chapter ~ it will 
also be assumed that the aircraft can be dispatched with two modules in the cabinet already failed. each 
core LRM MTBF is equal to 20.000 hours. and the average duration flight lasts fivc hours. 
71 The notion of the backplane bus will be understood here as a single internally rcp\Il;ltcJ commUnI,alllln medl3 
Therefore. in practice the internal buses will be allowed to be of somewhat lower reliablht~ 
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In order to find the lower limit on the backplane bus reliability the following two cases need to be 
considered in the situation where an aircraft has been dispatched with two modules in the cabinet alread~ 
off line: 
• one of the backup modules fails during the flight, the critical function module fails subsequentJy and a 
backplane bus fault stops the remaining backup to reconfigure in time 
• a critical function module fails, and a backplane bus error stops the remaining two backup modules to 
detect the failure in time. 
A bus error may affect the failure detection mechanism if and only if it occurs shortly after the core LRM 
failure. For the purpose of this assessment the time interval of 0.5 second has been chosen (i.e. 
reconfiguration is expected to be completed within half a second), which in reality may he significantly 
shorter, what would provide additional tolerance for backplane bus errors. 
Let P
core 
denotes the probability per flight hour that a core LRM will fail, Pbus denotes a similar 
probability for the backplane bus, dt denotes the time interval in which the bus failure must occur and T 
denotes the duration of the flight. The following equation denotes then the probability per flight hour that 
the first of the above described situations would happen 
eq. 87 PI = (Pcore X T x Pcore X T X Pbus X dt) IT 
From the above assumptions the following values will be substituted into equation eq. 87 
Pcore = 5 X 10"5, dt = In200, T = 5 
As PI has to be lower than 10.9 hr"l, the probability Pbus can be obtained from the following equation 
eq. 88 
Pbus < 576 hr"I, i.e. Pbus < 0.16 sec·
1 
Thus the minimal required backplane bus MTBF is equal to 6.25 second, which should be easy to realise 
in practice. 
fl · h h be written ·\S follow .. In the second case the probability of occurrence per Ig t our can ' . 
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eq.89 P2 = (P core x T X Pilus x dt)ff 
Commentary: 
Strictly speaking the backplane bus failure would have to occur in a time interval 
shorter than dt, as the loss of the first N messages can be tolerated. However. the 
data bus MTBF calculated in this manner will allow for additional fault-tolerance 
should the failure detection mechanism be able to operate properly despit~ 
occurrence of some backplane bus errors. 
Substituting appropriate values into equation eq. 89, P2 can be obtained as 
eq.90 
As P2 must again be lower than 10'9, the above equation can easily be solved with respect to Pt>us to sec 
that 
eq.91 
Thus the minimal required backplane bus MTBF is now approximately 6.94 hours. which again should 
not be too difficult to achieve. 
The analysis above shows, that provided that the replicated data bus MTBF is longer than 6.94 hours. the 
failure detection mechanism will be reliable enough not to permit a critical function loss with the 
probability higher than 10,9 per flight hour. 
8.5.2. Probability of delayed reconfiguration 
Having established the minimal required MTBF of the backplane bus, it is now possible to calculate the 
probability that at any stage of a five hour flight the reconfiguration will be delayed beyond the allowed 
time. For simplicity we will assume that reconfiguration will be delayed in a situation where a backplane 
bus error affects the failure detection mechanism within the 0.5 second time interval after the failure of a 
core LRM (the single remaining backup will not reconfigure in time). Thus such a probability per flight 
hour can be calculated from the following equation 
eq.92 Pr = (Pcorr x T X Pbus x dt)ff 
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From the above equation P ,can be easily obtained as 10-9 hr-I , and as such it will meet all the ~fery 
requirements. 
Although the MTBF of approximately 6.94 hours is relatively long, note that not all backplane bus errors 
would affect the failure detection mechanism. Only those errors that alter appropriate messages in a 
specific manner (i.e. change the source ofthe message), are of interest at this point Therefore. in practice 
bus errors may occur more frequently without an effect on the failure detection mechanism. and it is only 
required that this specific type of data invalidity must not occur more frequently than 6.94 hours. 
8.5.3. Probability of detection of a non-existent failure 
So far it has been established that in order to meet the safety requirements with respect to the loss of an 
avionics function for a time longer than the permissible limits, that backplane bus MTBF must not be 
shorter than 6.94 hours. In this section the probability that a backplane bus error will lead to invalid 
reconfiguration (i.e. reconfiguration without a failure) will be assessed. The following table (Table 8.1) 
shows the probability of detection of a non-existent failure for a failure detection mechanism based a 
varying number of lost messages (K)79 and backplane bus MTBF of 6.94 hours. 
Number of messages (K) Probability per flight 
hour 
2 1. 00 E-10 
3 2.96 E-16 
4 6.25 E-22 
5 1. 02 E-27 
6 1. 37 E-33 
Table 8.1. Probability per flight hour of detection of a non-existent failure • 
. h be ted that it is sufficient if a single bus error For simplicity, in calculating the above figures It as en accep 
5 d) tid to invalid rc~:onfiguration (see rhe occurs in every K-th part of the time interval dt (0. secon , 0 ea 
equation below) 
f w'rh whIch the funclIon mc!>~gc .. appt'~ "This depends on the defined function FAIL_DELAY and the requency 1 
on the backplane bus. 
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eq.93 P mis-detection = (Pbus X T X (Pbus X dtlk)Ck'I) / T 
This assumes that the detection time for a single backup core LRM, I.e. the time when the failure 
detection mechanism is most susceptible to random bus errors is very 1 d al d I . 
, ong an equ to t. n pracuce. 
this would be shorter as both failure detection and reconfiguration must be completed within de Also. the 
number of messages in failure detection (K) can be much higher for some applications, see the following 
section, and thus it would provide additional safety margin. However, despite such strong and restrictive 
requirements the system shows that even for mechanisms based just on two messages (two consecutive 
messages must be lost to announce the function loss), the probability of detection of a non-existent failure 
is extremely low and will satisfy the safety requirements defined in [3] (the consequences of such mis-
detection are discussed in section 8.5.5). 
Another mode of failure which may lead to an invalid detection of a function loss relates to the problem 
of a lack of data bus communication for a period of time. In practice this would involve a lack llr all 
messages related to a particular function for approximately 0.05 to 0.1 second (estimated detection lime). 
However, as the loss of all backplane bus communications has to be considered catastrophic for the 
cabinet, the design of the data bus will have to take it into account for IMA systems, thus introduction of 
reconfiguration into the cabinet is expected not to require additional changes with respect to this matter. 
8.5.4. Failure detection delays 
There are two factors that influence the choice of the length of the failure detection phase - reliability of 
the detection mechanism (longer FAIL-DELAY and higher K), and the real-time constraints of the 
aircraft systems (shorter FAIL-DELAY and lower K). In order to provide highly reliable failure detection 
based solely on backplane bus monitoring, it must be based on multiple messages (see Chapter 5 for 
discussion). As shown in Table 8.1, the higher the number of consecutive messages that must be mi .... mg 
prior to detection of a lost function, the lower the probability that the failure detection mechanism WIll 
malfunction. Thus, in order to improve the mechanism reliability it would be beneficial III emrlll~ 
algorithms based on long sequences of messages. However, as discussed beforc, in some (;I'C" the 
function FAIL-DELAY may account only for a few messages if they are generated in long time intcr\'aJ... 
and the need for the use of a greater number of messages would involve a change of the FAIL-DELAY 
interval for the function. 
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On the other hand, the system must detect the failure and pe-'"orm fi . " '. 
III recon 19urauon Within the stnC( lime 
constraints, e.g. the loss of flight control systems should not oc r I th . 
cur lor onger an some 400 ms In a 
commercial aircraft.
80 
In static strategy data based reconfiguration schemes, this time interval must 
account for failure detection on all backup modules (up to f;our backup level r th .. If· 
s lor e cnUca unctions l. 
and for single reconfiguration. Therefore, mechanisms based on long message chains (\"Cry long 
FAIL-DELAYs) may prove unfeasible. 
It has been mentioned before, that it is important for the lower backup level to be able to reconfigure and 
resume the execution of a function before the next backup core LRM completes another failure detection 
cycle. Thus if trd denotes the time required for failure detection and tr denotes the time required for 
reconfiguration the following relations must hold for each reconfiguration scheme: 
eq.94 tfd + 1, < 2 X tfd 
To satisfy the above condition for the worst case scenario of the fourth backup reconfiguring within 400 
ms, it becomes obvious that the total time allowed for reconfiguration, until the first message appears on 
the backplane bus, must be shorter than 80 ms. 
Commentary: 
If the time constraints cannot be met by the reconfiguration scheme for some of the 
"fast" avionics functions (whose loss can be tolerated only for a very short period of 
time), they may have to be replicated in the cabinet in a manner similar to traditional 
non-reconfigurable avionics systems. In this situation both copies would have to be 
presented in the strategy look-up table as separate functions of identical criticality. 
Thus the time required for reconfiguration can be eliminated in these cases at the 
expense of increased number of redundant processing modules. 
Assuming that the time required for reconfiguration based on locally stored software and multiple APEX 
partitions (see section 8.6 for more discussion) should not exceed 80 ms, the failure dele((ion mecham ... m 
should also complete within 80 ms. The time intervals between consecutive messages vary from function 
to function. and in general the more critical the function the more frequently its message, appear on the 
backplane bus. Recent talks with British Aerospace at Fillon indicate that some of the critical funlllon~ 
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would send their messages as often as every five milliseconds th th be 
, us e num r of messages used b\ the 
failure detection mechanism could be as high as twenty which Id"d "" " 
, wou provi e extremely high rehablilly 
and it would still meet the required timing constraints. 
In the case of less critical applications which communicate with longer time intervals. two solutinns \.'an 
be applied: 
• the application can be modified in order to produce "empty" messages purely for the purpose of 
reconfiguration 
• the FAIL-DELAY can be extended for those functions. 
Commentary: 
If an application produces its messages very infrequently. it will most probably be of 
low criticality and its loss can be tolerated for longer. Also, in the case of such 
functions the number of backup modules for the function will be much lower. and 
thus the required time interval will have to account only for failure detection on one 
or two core LRMs. 
In the case of the first solution some problems can be encountered with the backplane bus throughput or 
access schedule, as additional messages will have to be broadcast. Also, additional effort would be 
required to identify and modify the applications software. Therefore, the second solution appears simpler. 
and it has been implemented by the reconfiguration scheme in the form of the variable delays (s.19.4) in 
the scheme state. 
As it is impossible to define the failure detection delays in a more precise manner without a well defined 
set of system functions, these issues will not be further discussed in this chapter. However, in view of the 
above argument, it is expected that the failure detection mechanism can meet all the required timing 
constraints. 
8.5.5. Limitations of the failure detection mechanism 
The discussed mechanism provides reliable and flexible means for detecting failures of at le;, ... 1 f;ul-
passive processing modules, but its applicability is constrained by certain parameter, allKal III the 
10 Some authors envisage this time interval to be as low as 40 ms if military aircraft are also (I)ostdcred I S II 
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method. Those are predominantly related to the time constraints imposed by the aircraft systems (ho\\ 
quickly must the lost function be restored) and the hardware configur tJ" d "f th " 
, a on an capacity 0 e processang 
units and the backplane bus (problems related to operation with simultaneous events are dis(,ussed 
separately in section 8.7.3). 
The time in which the new function can be re-executed is constrained by the speed and capacity of the 
module hardware on one side, and by the system real-time requirements on the other. It is conceivable. 
that in some cases where a function must not be lost for longer than some 40 ms (e.g. flight control in an 
unstable military aircraft [51 D, it will be difficult to detect a failure and to reconfigure a core LRM within 
8 ms (immediate backup level). If faster and more capable hardware is unable to deal with the problem. it 
will not be possible to implement reconfiguration in such a class of avionics systems based on the 
principles discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 681 . 
The applicability of the discussed failure detection method is also constrained by the backplanc bus 
reliability. As already discussed to meet the safety requirements the combined backplane bus MTBF 
must not be shorter than some 6.9 hours. This value has been calculated on somewhat severe assumption 
that any bus error encountered during the 0.5 seconds time interval after a failurc will affect 
reconfiguration, as in practise it would have to alter a particular message and change its soun:c in a very 
specific way. Therefore, a more realistic estimation of the backplane bus MTBF should take into account 
the number of possible values for the message source that could appear in the message. Assuming that all 
the values that could affect the reconfiguration process fall into the set of functions in the ('ahinct, the 
required combined backplane bus MTBF can be re-calculated in the following manner. 
For the configuration of ten core LRMs in the cabinet, the source information can take one of the ten 
distinct values. A bus error would have to modify an existing message in such away. that the mes~a~l' 
would seem to be coming from a failed module. Thus the following worst case S(CnaIlll must be 
considered 
• a core LRM performing a critical function fails 
II " d "th· 11 "hi rccon(j~rallon could t'C \{lU~hl Alternative techniques based on combining dedicated redun ancy WI In- leo 
for slich systems. 
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• within 0.5 seconds of the failure, a bus error modifies the source of one of the messages 
• the new source is identical to that of the failed module, i.e. there is a one to ten chance thai the bus 
error would have caused reconfiguration to be delayed. 
Equation eq. 92 becomes thus 
eq.95 Pr = (Pcore x T X Pbus x dt)ff x 0.1 
and the required MTBF can thus be reduced to some 0.69 hours. Note that both figures relate to the 
combined (replicated) backplane bus, and thus the MTBF of particular component buses could be slightly 
lower. Note also, that Pr will in practice be lower as not all backplane bus traffic will be related to 
function messages (e.g. messages incoming from RDes or smart actuators), which will further reduce the 
chance that a random bus error will affect reconfiguration, as messages from external sources are ignored 
by the reconfiguration scheme. 
The discussion above shows that the reliability of the backplane bus should not constitute a problem 
(MTBF of 0.69 hours or even 6.9 hours should not be difficult to achieve), when applicability of the 
failure detection mechanism is being considered. Therefore the main limitation of the mechanism relates 
to the restrictions of the length of the FAIL-DELAY and the number of messages (K) used during failure 
detection. 
8.6. Time constraints conformance 
In this section the real-time aspects of avionics systems implementing reconfiguration schemes will be 
discussed. As both the aircraft specific time constraints and the capacity of the hardware are unknown at 
this point, the discussion will focus on identifying the real-time issues and classes of avionics systems (0 
which the reconfiguration scheme can be applied. 
Three main aspects of the reconfiguration scheme have to be investigated when the real-time opcrallon III 
a reconfigurable avionics system is being considered: 
• fault detection delays 
• reconfiguration delays 
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• issues related to concurrent or simultaneous execution of th fi . ft . 
e recon 19urallon so ware and (he a\"JonJl'S 
application. 
Issues related to fault detection delays have already been dl·scussed . . 8 c 4 d 8 . 
In secllons ._'. an .5.5 of thIS 
chapter, thus, they will not be further investigated in the remainder of this section. 
8.6.1. Reconfiguration delays 
As previously mentioned, the time in which the lost function must be re-executed may be as short as 400 
ms. It was also discussed in section 8.5.4 that such time constraints require the actual change of the 
module function to be completed within some 80 ms. The following actions need to be performed when a 
new applications is to be executed by a core LRM: 
• termination of the current function 
• downloading of the required application software 
• identification and downloading of the necessary state information 
• execution of the new function. 
The first activity should be achievable in a straightforward manner with the use of some OS services such 
as de-allocation of the time window or reclamation of resources, and should not lead to significant delays. 
It is expected that less than one millisecond should be required to render a process inactive in the 
environment of a processing module. 
The way in which the module handles software downloading is expected to be the deciding factor. As 
discussed in Chapter 5, it is unlikely that downloading the software from an application module \·,a a 
dedicated bus will be able to meet all the timing constraints. Simply the throughput of the software bus 
would have to be of the order of 100 Mbitlsec to allow downloading of I MB of data within gO ms not 
leaving any time for context switching or the state operations. Therefore. it is expected that the software 
for any application that the core LRM may ever be expected to perform will reside in the module non-
volatile memory. It is conceivable that the memory to memory transfer can significantly c:\l'ccd thc 
required rate of 100 Mbitlsec. and thus it will be able to meet all the timing constraints. 
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Low prices of RAM suggest that all the required software could be loaded on each core LRM during 
system initialisation, and thus no additional downloading will be neces fi' 
sary on recon Iguratlon. ~ on-
volatile memory would than be used only to provide backup in case of a power loss. and to allow 
uploading of the software during the system start-up. This solution should be particularly beneficial in 
systems implementing ARINC 653 APEX [10], that supports multiple partitions on a single proccssing 
unit, some of which may be inactive. If all applications already reside in the core LRM RAM. the delays 
related to software downloading can be eliminated and the cost of a termination of an avioni\.:s function 
and of activation of a new partition can be minimised. In this case only a change of the partition nag in 
the APEX environment would be required to render the application active or inactive. 
The time required for identification and fetching of the application most recent state can also he vcry 
short. In the simplest implementation an APEX service could provide an address in the memory where 
the application state is stored. The relevant avionics function can than handle the data in any desired way. 
while the reconfiguration software does not require any knowledge of the state parameters. and does not 
have to understand the information. The application state is expected to be small (possibly containing 
only values for a few required parameters). thus state retrieval activities should not impose notable delays. 
In view of the above argument it can be stated that the aforementioned reconfiguration schemes should be 
able to meet the timing constraints for commercial aircraft. and should also be potentially applicable to 
more demanding systems. particularly if the software downloading phase is eliminated due to 
employment of multiple inactive partitions. 
8.6.2. Simultaneous execution of reconfiguration software and an avionics application 
The reconfiguration scheme services can be provided either via a dedicated process running on the same 
module as the avionics application. or they can be embedded into the core module APEX. In either ';l~C 
some additional processing power will be required in order to allow dynamic reconfiguration pI the 
system. In this section the complexity of the reconfiguration routines and the time required for theu 
execution will be assessed. As the targeted hardware and software platforms are still m(hll~ undefJncd. 
the assessment will be based on a simulated system. both hardware and Sllftware-WI ... c 
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Low complexity of the reconfiguration software (see Table 8.2 for details) suggests that its processing 
power requirements will be very low. In order to assess the CPU lime requirements related to ,·arious 
aspects of the reconfiguration scheme, a simulation of the reconfiguralion services has been implemented. 
Reconfiguration software Lines of No. of calls to No. of 
activity code sub-routines Bl executed 
lines 
receiving messages 83 4+6+3 2 13 
analysing and recording 8 0 8 
messages84 
check of the reconfiguration 2+7+2 3 13 
criteria 
partition activation 12 1 13 
termination of current 7 1 8 
function 
total 51 9 55 
Table 8.2. Complexity of the reconfiguration software based on implemented simulation. 
A great care has been taken, to make the reconfiguration software as representative as possible for the 
purpose of this analysis, however due some hardware limitations certain aspects of the targeted system 
(e.g. backplane bus access) could not have been closely simulated. The following table gives a brief 
comparison of the expected final system and the simulated one. 
Bl Not including the implementation of system services. 
IJ Numbers based on a backplane bus implementation simulated via UNIX sockets .. 
IW This does not include the implementation of the system clock provided by the OS. 
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Aspect Simulated configuration Targeted system 
Operating system MS-DOS 6.22 unknown OS + APEX 
Processor Penti~ 133 MHz 
unknown 
Backplane bus simulated via memory probably via access to access access bus registers or buffe!"" 
Timer standard clock unknown 
Function simulated via a system probably based on termination call partition flags 
Function simulated via the probably based on initialisation "execlp· system call to partition flags 85 execute a short program 
State memory access memory access 
Table 8.3. Comparison of an expected final system and a simulated one. 
The simulation has been carried for the worst case scenario with respect to the processmg power 
requirements, i.e. each function of the reconfiguration software has been called in each l'ycle. This 
corresponds to the situation where the only module operating in the cabinet is the most critical function 
core LRM, whose messages are the only ones present on the backplane bus (messages related to the 
external sources are irrelevant). In such a situation the processing module continuously detects the loss of 
other functions, and the reconfiguration conditions are checked for each function with every arriving 
message. The software has been modified for the purpose of simulation to enforce the check of all the 
reconfiguration conditions (including the strategy table check) with every call to the reconfiguration 
routine. In a real system the processing power requirements would be somewhat lower, as the function 
criticality check would be sufficient to reject reconfiguration in many cases. The results of the simulation 
are shown in the following table. 
Number of simulated cycles Time required for computation 
100 160 ms 
500 160 - 220 ms 
1000 220 ms 
10,000 1.1 - 1.6 sec 
50,000 5.16 - 5.22 sec 
100,000 10.27 sec 
Table 8.4. Simulation results I. 
15 .. d ·l7ned 10 fim!ih aJrnml 1O!>lanl.Ul< ..... ,u,h Due to the single tasking environment of MS-DOS. the appllcallon was eS1e-" 
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As MS-DOS is a single threading operating system there has been some overhead included in the results 
related to the set-up phase, where the timing program had to execute the simulated application. This can 
be easily extracted from the results for a very small number of messages which are vinually identical. i.e. 
the overhead was greater than the time required for computation. From the results obtained for a great 
number of simulated messages it is clear that the time required to process a single message in a worst case 
scenario with no reconfiguration is as short as 0.1 ms. Moreover, with the aid of profiling tools it has 
been found that some 82% of the execution time was related to time reading (inefficient MS-DOS system 
call), therefore the implementation of an optimised timing device could lead to a funher reduction of the 
processing power and the time requirements. 
The simulation software has been subsequently modified to investigate the case where the processing 
module had to reconfigure. Again the worst case scenario has been chosen for the simulation. where a 
core LRM checks all the reconfiguration conditions for all the functions in the cabinet with every 
message, and it reconfigures once in each cycle. The simulation results are shown in the following table. 
Number of simulated cycles Time required for computation 
10 2.90 sec 
50 13.9 sec 
100 27.69 sec 
Table 8.S. Simulation results II. 
In the case where reconfiguration was required in each cycle (i.e. with each received message), the time 
required for completion of a cycle has been estimated around 277 ms. Such long time delays could not he 
accepted by the targeted avionics system. However, as mentioned before the simulation has heen 
conducted on a single threaded as, where process management has been simulated via system service ... 
and thus it was far from optimal. This has been confirmed by the profiling tools, which showed that 
approximately 98% of the CPU time was used to start and terminate processes. 
In an attempt to optimise the task of process management. the same software has heen adapted fur 
.... II h been performed in an cnnronment of execution in a multitasking environment (a fork system ca as 
. . h' The simulation ha ... sho\\. n that IRIX 6.2), and has been subsequently run on a Silicon Grap ICS server. -
h ~.$ ms The 3\:( ur .k ~ the CPU time required for execution of the full cycle was not longer t an ... pmc . . . 
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limitation of the timing software did not allow more p' 'fi' . reclse Specl cauon of the Ume. and the results 
encompass 
• four milliseconds for main application cycle execution 
• approximately ten milliseconds for a call to system routine "fork" 
• approximately ten milliseconds for the shell call used to terminate the current application ("kill" 
routine) 
• approximately ten milliseconds for starting the new application. 
This is believed to be acceptable in RIMA systems. 
In conclusion it can be said that the simulation results have verified the feasibility of simultaneous 
execution of the reconfiguration software and an avionics application within the time constraints imposed 
by the real-time aspect of RIMA systems, provided that optimised as/APEX services for time reading 
and process management will be available. 
8.7. Failures of the recontiguration scheme 
As discussed before, the reconfiguration process operates in three phases: failure detection, check of the 
reconfiguration conditions and finally re-activation of the desired application. Each of these phases is 
potentially susceptible to hardware/software problems, that in turn could lead to invalid operation of the 
scheme or even to its failure. As issues related to invalid failure detection have already been discussed in 
the previous section, the discussion here will focus on the two remaining phases - check of the 
reconfiguration conditions and the actual reconfiguration of an avionics function. 
8.7.1. Erroneous check of the reconfiguration conditions 
In this section the following two cases will be considered: 
• the loss of an avionics function has been detected but due to some internal problem the core LRM falls 
to reconfigure, despite being assigned as a backup for the function 
• the loss of an avionics function has been detected and multiple modules reconfigure to sustain 
execution of said application 
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As for the purpose of this discussion the failure detection mechanl's' d 
m IS assume to operate \\ithl1U! 
errors, either of the situations can only occur if the reconfiguration strategy data stored by the core LR\1 
has been modified. It has been discussed in section 84 that the l'nl'u'aJ strategy tabl . - 'th 
. e IS consIStent \\1 
system requirements and the data remains valid throughout the system lifetime, However. some external 
hazards such as neutrino bombardment could lead to changes of the contents of panicular melllllry 
locations, which in turn could invalidate the data. Thus the probability of such changes and their 
consequences have to be considered. 
The second situation seems to be somewhat less critical than the first one, however. the long term effe~:ts 
can be similar in both cases. If two core LRMs reconfigure to the same function. a less critical function 
will be lost but the system will incur no other immediate degradation, provided that smart actuators can 
operate properly with commands arriving from multiple sources (some adjudication mechanism may haw 
to be required). However, after invalid reconfiguration the module cannot be considered as an 
autonomous backup for any application (as discussed before both modules will act identically on received 
messages), therefore should the module be required to provide backup for an avionics function. the 
system operation will be degraded. Such an effect is similar to the first failure scenario. where invalidity 
of the reconfiguration data prevents a module from reconfiguring (i,e, the module does not provide a 
backup for a function). 
A change of a single entry in the strategy table can lead to either of the discussed situations, and thus ,>uch 
an event must be at least as improbable as the loss of the module itself. It is estimated that the 
phenomenon of neutrino bombardment affecting a memory location may happen as often as once in 3000 
hours. However, it will affect at random any of the memory locations and thus the probability per tlight 
hour of the strategy table being affected is much lower. For example in a core LRM with 8 MB of R:\\t 
and the strategy table size of I kB. the probability that the phenomenon of neutrino hombardment would 
affect the table is as low as 2.46 x 10'7 hr"l. This is lower than the probability of losing the whole core 
LRM. and as such does not increase the safety hazard. Moreover. the static strategy tabk ~:ould 
conceivably be placed in a read only memory (ROM), which would protect the data from neutrino 
bombardment and similar phenomena. 
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8.7.2. Failure to re-execute an application 
There are two main problems related to restarting the application address the issue of validity of the 
application software and the function state. The phenomenon of neutrino bombardment can affc~·t thc 
application software and its recently saved state in the same manner it can affect the strategy table. 
However, particularly in the case of the software, the chances of such an occurrence are much higher as 
the program itself is many times bigger than the strategy look-up table. 
Clearly some of the memory locations can be changed within the software without any adverse cffects. 
others may cause only minor problems (e.g. changes to non-critical parameters or variables). Therefore it 
is extremely difficult (if at all possible) to find an exact probability for critical alteration of the software 
due to natural hazards. In order to eliminate such phenomena each core LRM could store multiple copies 
of the software and check their integrity (this would lead to rather high memory requiremcnts). or the 
system could utilise the idea of corrective codes to identify and eliminate software errors. This would 
increase the complexity of the system and could induce some processing overhead in the system. but 
would reduce the risk related to natural hazards. 
Commentary: 
In the case of MS-DOS based PC hard disk storage devices. problems related to 
unwanted changes of the memory locations are nonnally dealt with on the hardware 
level with the use of the Error Correction Code (ECC) [52]. It is possible that the 
implementation of software store on each of the core LRMs could use such a code to 
detect and correct spontaneously appearing errors prior to the use of the software. 86 
Should the software be detected invalid beyond the corrective capacity of the code. the module will not be 
able to reconfigure to the function, and the next backup (if available) will have to do so. However. it is 
unlikely that the software for other functions will also be affected. and thus the core LRM should be 
allowed to operate and provide backup for other applications. 
. h . f n avionic, application from The problem of state invalidity raises additional Issues w en re-execuuon 0 a . 
h th t' nformation ha. .. been affc(\cd ;lIld a saved checkpoint is being considered. In the case w ere e sta e I 
such an event has not been detected. the application may restart from an invalid checkpotnt proJu(tn~ 
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erroneous results. This situation could lead to a latent failure. where a core LRM would perform a 
function producing undesirable but consistent results, and thus multiple processing channels would nol be 
able to detect the problem. In long term operation such behaviour could manifest itself with discrepanCies 
between the calculated values and the sensor reading. 
Although the invalidity of the state can lead to a potentially hazardous or catastrophic behaviour. the 
problem is relatively easy to deal with. It is expected that the state information will be much smaller than 
the application software, and thus it will be easier to store and compare multiple copies of each saved 
state. Also, the probability of a natural phenomenon affecting a small amount of data is much lower than 
the probability of losing the whole core LRM due to a random hardware fault (see section 8.7.1 ). 
8.7.3. Operation with simultaneous events 
The probability of two failures occurring nearly simultaneously during an average duration flight can be 
easily calculated from the following equation 
eq.96 Psim = Pcore X T x Pcore X T x dtl T 
where Psim is the probability per flight hour of two processing modules failing almost simultaneously. P'"f~ 
is the per flight hour probability of a core LRM failure (5xlO's hr"I), T is the flight duration (five hours) 
and dt is the constraining time interval (here again it has been assumed to last 0.5 second). Substituting 
the required values in to equation eq. 96 one can read sought probability as 
eq.97 Psim = 0.174 X 10'9 hr"1 
which shows that the event of two core LRMs failing nearly simultaneously is extremely improbable. 
. . I I th t a module will recover almo~t at the The probability that two modules Will recover Slmu taneous y, or a 
time of another core LRM failure is more difficult to calculate as the probability of module recovery per 
. be ssed parately when appropriate data is flight hour is an unknown quantity, and Will have to asse se 
available. 
-------------------
. . [5l) whd~{ another cumple lIt fJull·IL)lcunl 
16 Various error detection and error correctlon codes can be found In -. 
disk storage is presented in (54). 
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Commentru:y: 
It is ex~ted that ~t can be similarly low as psim• as one has to look at the combined 
probablhty of a. fadure and recovery of a core LRM (it must fail prior to recoverY) 
and another. failure that must occur nearly simultaneously. or two failures ~d 
s~bsequent sl.multa~eous recoveries. It is possible that the system might have been 
dispatched ~Ith a faded module, however if the module subsequently recovered. it is 
cl~ru: that It was a temporary failure which most probably would have been 
ehnunated between flights and would not have affected the probability. 
The only situation where multiple modules recover at the same time occurs during system initialisation. 
and it is guaranteed to be deterministic and correct by properties P7 and P8. 
Two simultaneous events can affect the reconfiguration scheme in the following ways: 
• scheme will not behave deterministically and possibly with longer reconfiguration chains 
• two modules will reconfigure to the same function. 
In the first situation at least two processing modules must fail nearly simultaneously in order to render it 
impossible to guarantee the order of detection of the failures. The same situation relates to cases where 
two modules recover at the same time, or one module fails and a different one recovers almost 
simultaneously. Similarly as in the first situation it is impossible to guarantee the order to detection of the 
failures, which will depend on the timing of each event. 
In general, the determinism of the scheme will have to be questioned should the probability of occurrence 
of simultaneous events be higher than the extremely improbable level defined in [3] as 10.9 hr" I. 
8.8. Conclusions 
It has been shown that that reconfiguration schemes based on presented specification can Illl'ct the 
safety-critical related requirements. and they can operate within strict real-timc constraints of avion,,' 
system in civil aircraft. It has been also confirmed that the scheme will operate deten1l1nistically pro\"llkd 
that no nearly simultaneous events of failure or recovery will occur in the system. 
. . f h thod all retatl""')'" l'"}'" implemcntal1lln of the The presented concise VDM speCification 0 t e me ows t:.. .. 
. . "" I d' lh next phase of thc rl',c.m:h \\ hldl 
reconfigurallon scheme on any deSired platform. This IS p anne .15 c -
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will be completed on the hardware representation of an IMA system provided by British Aerospace and 
possibly on another alternative system. This is expected to allow for identification of practical issues 
related to implementation of dynamic reconfiguration into avionics systems. which in conjunction with 
this chapter should constitute a good basis for identification of the related certification issues. 
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Chapter 9. Practical Implementation of a Dynamically Reconfigurable 
Autonomous System 
9.1. Introduction 
A number of possible reconfiguration schemes suitable for Reconfigurable Integrated Modular A\\!lnlcS 
(RIMA) have been identified and described in Chapter 6. A reconfiguration scheme appropriate for 
RIMA has been devised, formally described and discussed in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. Following the 
completed work, the implementation phase was to identify various practical issues that need to he taken 
into account while constructing a RIMA system. 
Although it was clear that the implementation will not be thoroughly representative as neither was a 
completely adequate hardware platform available, nor was the APEX/OS environment fully conforming 
with the ARINC 653 specification [10]. However, despite the inevitable deficiencies. it was hoped that 
the working implementation of a reconfigurable system will provide an interesting insight into different 
aspects of dynamically reconfigurable systems. 
The work focused on three main areas of 
• inter-module communications 
• process/task management 
• real-time operation. 
Two different hardware and OS platforms were used to implement the system. aHowing a comparison of 
various features and their impact on the system performance to be made. 
The remainder of this chapter describes both systems used for implementation (section 9.2). focuses on 
. . . I d od' (cction 9 3) and then dl~us~' cerlain aspects of the reconfigurallon software pnnclp es an c mg s .. 
. . d' th' I tation and testing of the RIMA '\·'l~m .1' various practical issues that were Idenufied unng e Imp eme · . 
potentially problematic (section 9.4). 
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9.2. System description 
The demonstration of dynamic reconfiguration of avionics funcu'ons has bee d ted 
n con uc on two s~stcms 
based on RIMA architecture "c" as proposed in Chapter 2. One implementatjon was conducted in the 
Systems Digital Control Laboratory (SDCL), courtesy of British Aerospace AIRBUS Ltd. at Fillon. UK. 
whereas the other was based on a more open system and was conducted at the University of Bristol. 
England. 
Due to cabinet size limitations it has been decided that no more than five core LRMs will be used tn 
conduct the demonstration, and one or two gateway modules will be employed to represent data cxchange 
with external devices. As the reconfiguration scheme can be easily scaled to fit a wide range of (aoinet 
sizes, this has been assumed to be sufficient. 
Although the ARINC 651 document [2] proposes the use of ARINC 659 standard [9J based data hus for 
backplane communications, due to the unavailability of such a data bus resulting from its cxtremely high 
cost, alternative asynchronous data buses have been used in both implementation. This has allowed the 
identification of a range of issues related to the operation of the failure detection mechanism with 
asynchronous communication media, that are discussed later in this chapter. 
The modules used in the implementation were not initially fail-passive, and this function has been 
provided by a human controlled fault induction mechanism, ensuring that all module activity will he 
terminated on failure. 
9.2.1. SDCL-based system 
Courtesy of the British Aerospace personnel at Filton, various practical implications relatcd «I 
implementation of reconfigurable avionics were first investigated with the use of the SDCL. The .. y,tl'm. 
. . MA . d a number of core module .. placed an a originally used as an ImplementatIOn of an I system. compnse 
. .,. b k I b Moreover the original ",tcm ~11\(1 cabmet and communlcatmg With one another on the ac p ane us. . . 
. INC 629 d h with periphcral dC\KC" (aclualuI'. used multiple gateway modules to mterface the AR ala us 
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u onomous ~ stem 
landing gear, etc.) However, at the stage when RIMA was to be" I ed h S Imp ernent on t e OCL. the external 
devices were no longer available as the system was undergoing some" h" al h 
major arc Ilectur c anges. 
Thus, the system used for implementation of RIMA included up to four core LRM . d " I 
s an a sang c gah~\\ J ~ 
module set to emulate communications with the external devices, although no actual data was sent ontn 
the ARINC 629 global system data bus. The processing modules and the gateway were placed in J 
cabinet and were connected via an FOOl ring serving as a backplane bus. 
9.2.1.1. Modules 
Each of the processing modules was based on a Motorola CPU (M68040) and had 4 MB of Random 
Access Memory (RAM). Each module was connected to the backplane bus (PDDI ring) as well as 
Ethernet network, although only the former has been used for communication between the applications 
and the reconfiguration processes (see section 9.2.1.3). 
9.2.1.2. Operating system 
Each core LRM was running a VxWorks Tornado operating system [55] based to some extent on UNIX 
principles. The system allowed multiple processes to be scheduled for execution on a single CPU, 
however, it did not provide memory partitioning, as any task could access the memory space of other 
tasks. The possibility of such an undesirable interaction of processes precludes the use of SUl:h an 
operating system in commercial aircraft. 
The OS does provide other features that make it attractive for implementation of RIMA. These include: 
• socket layer interface to the data bus (both BSD and Posix standards), allowing a simple and portable 
code to be written when sending and receiving messages from the communication media (sec .. ection 
9.3.4), 
• a system timer incremented with each tick of an internal clock whose frequency can be set a ... required 
(60 Hz have been used for implementation, see section 9.3.6), 
• easy to use (although not portable), system calls allowing for termination and activation of I;l,ks I~(!I. 
[57]. 
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9.2.1.3. Data bus 
The data bus used for backplane data exchange was a fibre optic 144 Mbitlsec FDDI ring. when: 
messages sent onto the data bus are passed from one core LRM to another. until they arc finall~ removed 
upon their return to the sender. In the case of broadcast messages. this implies that different moduks will 
receive the message at different times depending on their position in the ring. 
To complicate the implementation, the FDDI ring operates asynchronously and the messages sent h~ 
particular processing modules can be buffered at the core LRM pending the data bus access. This poses 
certain hazards when timing of handshake or data messages is being considered. In general. it IS 
impossible to guarantee when the message will arrive on the bus and in what order the messages will he 
sent and received on different cores. Although, in principle an upper bound of the time delay could be 
found, as this depends on various factors such as the current system load and the amount of the data bus 
traffic, the actual delay would be different for different systems.87 
Finally, the VxWorks orientated software driver for the FDDI bus was a large and unsupported program. 
which further complicated the analysis of the timings and the actual behaviour of the data bus traffic. 
Practical aspects of the use of an asynchronous FDDI ring for backplane communications arc further 
discussed in section 9.4.2 of this chapter. 
9.2.2. UNIX configuration 
The second implementation of a reconfigurable avionics system was conducted on an open system at the 
University of Bristol. The University configuration comprised a number of UNIX workstations (Silicon 
Graphics and PC) interconnected via an asynchronous 10 Mbitlsec Ethernet data bus (a Local Area 
Network, LAN). The workstations were mainly used to act as the processing modules. although "orne I" 
I h t at traffic Up to five (ure LR\h Jnd .1 them were also used to work as gateways and to emu ate t e ex em . 
single gateway module were implemented and subsequently tested on the UNIX (llnfigurallon. 
. . . mcd' m hast."ti on an ~vndU'\mou' L\" 
87 In [63J the author attempts to construct a real-tune commuOlcatlon IU . 
. d ffi - ·,'(lr ullh'allon etc I' reqUired f(lr the however. a great deal of information about expected ata tra IC. proCt:" 
assessment of various communication delays. 
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Unlike in the case of the SDCL, the system was not purely dedicated to RIMA and other users were 
permitted to interact with the data bus and the workstations at the time the reconfigurable system wa.s 10 
operation. This in principle led to an increased communication load on the Ethernet network. greater 
requirements for processing power and variable scheduling of particular tasks. To minimise such 
undesirable interferences, the system was tested when the independent data bus traffic was minimal. and 
the workstations used to run as core LRMs and gateway were lightly loaded. 
9.2.1.1. Modules 
As mentioned before, two different types of machines were used to implement processing and gateway 
modules. The majority of the machines were Silicon Graphics (SGI) Indy 2 workstations whose 
configuration is shown in Table 9.1 below. 
Iris Audio Processor: version A2 revision 4.1. 0 
1 133 MHz IP22 Processor 
FPU: MIPS R4600 Floating Point Coprocessor Revision: 2.0 
CPU: MIPS R4600 Processor Chip Revision: 2.0 
On-board serial ports: 2 
On-board bi-directional parallel port 
Data cache size: 16 Kbytes 
Instruction cache size: 16 Kbytes 
Main memory size: 96 Mbytes 
Vino video: unit 0, revision 0, IndyCam not connected 
Integral ISDN: Basic Rate Interface unit 0, revision 1.0 
Integral Ethernet: ecO, version 1 
Integral SCSI controller 0: Version WD33C93B, revision D 
Disk drive / removable media: unit 2 on SCSI controller 0 
Disk drive: unit 1 on SCSI controller 0 
Graphics board: Indy 8-bit 
Table 9.1. Configuration of the SGI workstations (output of hin" command). 
. . th f for the reconfiguration procc .. s and the It should be emphasised that the drive on which e so tware 
NFS ted fr m an external file server. This IOnucnced tn some avionics applications was stored was moun 0 
. d be fetched e"ery lime the application \\.1' to extent the timing of reconfiguratlOn, as the software ha to 
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be spawned. However, as this related to small programs and was handled over a fast LA~. associated 
delays have been proven to be very short (see section 9.4.3). 
The second type of processing unit used for the simulation was an Intel processor based Personal 
Computer (PC), whose configuration is shown in Table 9.2 below. 
Processor: Penti~ 133 MHz CPU 
Main memory size: 64 MB 
Secondary cache memory size: 256 k.B burst cache 
Video card: 2MB STB PowerGraph 64 Video (Trio64V+ ) 
Network interface: 16 bit 3COM Ethernet card (3c509) 
Disk drive: Western Digital 2 GB IDE drive, woe AC32100H 
Table 9.2. Configuration of the PC workstation. 
9.2.1.2. Operating system 
In both cases, the SOl machines and the PC, the operating system used was UNIX. The SOls ran the 
Silicon Oraphic proprietary IRIX 6.2 software, and the PC ran a freely available Linux release from 
Redhat (version 4.2). 
As mentioned above, both systems are UNIX clones and therefore support multiple processes sharing one 
or more CPUs. Unlike the VxWorks system though, they maintain some memory partitioning between 
tasks, thus minimising the risk of data or process corruption. In terms of data bus connectivity. both 
systems provide a socket layer interface complying with both BSD and Posix standards. 
9.2.1.3. Data bus 
The data bus used in the UNIX configuration was a 10 Mbitlsec Ethernet network. Similarly to the FODI 
bus used in the SDCL configuration, the Ethernet based data bus operated asynchronously. and thus 
messages were queued at core LRMs awaiting for the bus access. In this situation it was again Impo"lhk 
to guarantee the timings and the order of messages being sent by particular processing module, 
Also, as the core modules were scattered across the building rather than placed in a ,ingle .:ahmct. the 
physical distances the message had to travel were much longer than in the case of SDCL Howc\cr. thl~ 
was a negligible factor when the speed of light at which the signal propagates was taken mto 3((llUnl 
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9.3. Implementation 
The reconfiguration scheme whose implementation is discussed in this section is based on the formal 
specification as described in Chapter 7. 
An independent reconfiguration process runs concurrently with the avionics application and monitors the 
backplane bus to identify the need for recon fig urati on. Should reconfiguration be required. the 
reconfiguration process has the authority to terminate the current function and to start the new desired 
application. The reconfiguration process monitors the backplane bus for handshake messages arriving 
from all core LRMs, as well as keeping track of the most recently received states of the avionil's 
applications. The state information is subsequently made available to the application during 
reconfiguration. As the reconfiguration process has the capacity to terminate any application running on 
the core, the integrity of its implementation should be considered as a safety-critical issue. 
9.3.1. Reconfiguration scheme 
The function based static strategy table approach as discussed in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 has been chosen 
for implementation of the reconfiguration scheme on both the SDCL and UNIX platforms. The chllil:C 
followed the fact that such reconfiguration schemes are most promising for RIMA systems due to their 
simplicity and generically embedded deterministic functional system degradation (see Chapter 6 for 
discussion). 
The strategy table used to govern reconfiguration comprised five core LRMs. each running an aVlomcs 
function of different criticality as shown in the following Table 9.3. 
Catastrophic Hazardous Major Minor Redundant 
Catastrophic 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
Hazardous 3 -1 -1 -1 -1 
Major 2 2 -1 -1 - 1 
Minor 1 1 1 -1 -1 
Redundant 0 0 0 0 -1 
Table 9.3. Strategy table used in the implementation or the rKonn~untion schemr. 
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The use of the strategy table and the failure detection mechanism were discussed in detail in Chapter ~ 
and Chapter 8. 
9.3.2. Applications 
The actual avionics applications used by the SDCL were unavailable for this project. and thus separate 
programs have been written to emulate the avionics functions. As the external devices were no longer 
connected to the cabinet, it was considered sufficient if the applications produce their messages in givcn 
time intervals, and the actual contents of the data was deemed irrelevant. 
Therefore the applications focused on producing handshake, data and state messages in required time 
intervals (see Table 9.4 below) to emulate the avionics functions and to allow investigation of the 
feasibility of state propagation and reconfiguration based on backplane bus monitoring. 
Intervals (ticks) Msg count per sec (approx. ) lUI 
Function Handshake State SDCL UNIX 
Application 0 1 10 126 140 
Application 1 2 20 63 70 
Application 2 6 42 21 24 
Application 3 6 42 21 24 
Application 4 6 42 21 24 
Tota189 253 281 
Table 9.4. Message timings and message count for particular applications. 
The handshake messages were only six bytes long consisting of a four byte header. one byte identifying 
the type of the message, and one byte indicating its source (the ID of the avionics application thai 
produced the message). The state messages were slightly longer, as in addition to the above discussed six 
( I·, e counter). which allowed bytes they also contained simple state information app Icatlon messag 
activation of avionics functions from a state different than initial one. 
. . d . aI t" me interval'i a.'\ Ihc hand.J\akc me~~ 811 Including data messages for external devices that were sent In I enUc I . 
. I be Ihal ha\c been nlunded 10 IOIq!t'f 89 Note that the total number of packets takes into account fractlOna nurn rs. . 
values in other table entries. 
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Commentary: 
Only the response and application. state messages were formulated according to the 
above protocol as. the reconfiguratlOn process monitored only these messages. Data 
messages w~re directly sent to the gateway module and were not received t)'~ the 
reconfi~rat~on software. They were not broadcast, and they were sent to different 
commUOlcatlon ports to avoid conflicts. 
Such an implementation of pseudo-avionics applications allowed completion of this phase of the research 
within the time constraints, and yet allowed for representative observation of the system beha"iour with 
respect to autonomous dynamic reconfiguration. However, it did not investigate in depth issues related to 
the notion of state in complex applications, its determination and propagation that would arise. should the 
actual avionics functions be required to start from a state different than the initial state. These issues have 
been discussed for example in [18], [25] and [23]. and should be subject to subsequent research with 
respect to RIMA (see Chapter 11). 
9.3.3. Gateways 
Similarly as in the case of the avionics functions. the gateway code originally used in SDCL was nol 
available. and it would be of little interest as the external devices were no longer connected to the cabinet. 
Given this situation, some new gateway code was written to receive data messages produced by avionics 
functions and to emulate data packets arriving from outside the cabinet (the gateway code generated such 
messages and passed them to the applications). 
It was assumed that the applications receive feedback from the peripheral devices less frequently than 
they produce their data, therefore the gateway software has been tuned to generate qua~i-extcrnal 
messages roughly every tenth message received from the applications (see Code example 9.1 below). 
Such implementation allowed for a representative observation of the backplane bus traffi( and its 
influence on the system behaviour. and as the pseudo-avionics applications only emulated the actual 
functions the contents of the "external" packets generated by the gateway software were irrelevant. A, 
d · .. '( 9 ., I, the data the gateway modules were not connected to the system data bus (sec IS(USSIOn In sec Ion. . 
. . d d (. h' II 'mpossl'ble to forward them III .111\ messages received from core LRMs were dlscar e It was p YSlca y I ' 
external devices). 
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/* Gateway operates in an endless loop */ 
while(l){ 
int msg_len; /* Message length indicator -/ 
char data[MAX-HSG_LEN]; /* Buffer for message data -/ 
struct sockaddr_in address; /* IP address from which the 
message was received */ 
/* If get.JTIessage return non-zero, a message was received f~c:r: 
the backplane bus from a module whose IP address has been 
recorded in the variable 'address' */ 
~f «msg_len = get_message (data, input_socket, &address» !=O) 
} 
/* Send simulated forwarding external messages, but only 
random 1 to 10 chance (this can be easily re-tuned to a 
different factor) */ 
} 
if (random()%lO == O){ 
} 
strcpy(data,-external data-); 
send_message (data, output_socket, &address, 
CORE_INPUT_PORT); 
Code example 9.1. Simulated gateway - main loop or the workstation code. 
on a 
One could argue that such implementation of the gateway software did not fully investigate the CPU 
requirements for the gateway modules. However, it has been observed that a Silicon Graphics 
workstation (as described in section 2.1.1 of this report) running the most CPU intensive pseudo-avionics 
application (the most critical applications produce their messages most frequently and thus require most 
CPU time), the reconfiguration process and the gateway process together had only used some 70% of its 
CPU power. This was apportioned as follows: 
• the gateway process used at most 7% of the CPU time, 
• the reconfiguration process used up to 8.8% of the CPU time, 
• the application used up to a massive 54.6% of the workstation CPU time. 
To make these results representative, three additional applications and reconfiguralion processes Wl'rl' 
running on separate workstations to emulate the complete working system. 
These observations indicate that the CPU requirements of gateway modules should not be difficult to 
satisfy even with more complex implementations allowing interaction with the external devices. 
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9.3.4. Inter-module communications 
In both implementations (SDCL- and UNIX-based), the socket level interface was used to Implemenl 
communications on the backplane bus. The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) was used. as It allO\\ s for 
data packets to be dropped by the system, and thus it simulates random bus errors. 
Commentary: 
UDP does not guarantee delivery of the messages, and depending on the state of the 
connection between the communicating hosts it may lose some packets (it is 
considered as an unreliable datagram protocol). 
In order to allow the reconfiguration processes running on all core LRMs to receive the handshake and 
state messages from each application, the relevant packets were broadcast on the data bus to make them 
available for all connected hosts. The use of the broadcast facility reduced the number of packets present 
on the backplane bus at any time (one packet was broadcast instead of five messages directed to separate 
core LRMs), and the actual amount of data sent as handshakes was further reduced by the use of very 
small handshake messages (see section 9.3.2). On the other hand, the data messages exchanged between 
particular applications and the gateway module were based on direct host to host communications. and as 
such were not received by any other modules. It should be noted that the ports used for broadcast and 
direct communication differed to allow appropriate separation of both streams of data. 
The required datagram sockets were created with the use of the socket system call. their relevant options 
were set with the setsockopt routine, and finally the sockets were bound to appropriate network addresses 
and host ports (see Code example 9.2 below). 
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/* Creating a datagram socket */ 
*b_socket = socket (AF_lNET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0); 
(* Enabling broadcasting on the socket */ 
~f (se~sockoPt(*b_socket, SOL_SOCKET, SO BRO s~zeof(on» == -l){ - ADCAST, &on, 
pe:ror(·Set broadcast mode for socket failed-). 
ex~ t (l) ; , 
} 
mbuff_size = MAX_MSG_LEN; /* Variable to hold the buffer size */ 
/* Setting send buffer size for the socket */ 
if ( set.sockopt(*b_socket, SOL_SOCKET, SO_SNDBUF, &rob 
f(mb uff_size, s~zeo uff_size» == -l){ 
} 
perror(NSet buffer size for send failed-)' 
exit(2); , 
/* Setting receive buffer size for the socket */ 
if (setsockopt(*b_socket, SOL_SOCKET, SO_RCVBUF. 
sizeof(mbuff_size» == -l){ 
} 
pe:ror("Set buffer size for receive failed-); 
ex~t(3); 
/* Setting address structure for the socket */ 
bzero«char*)&address, sizeof(address»; 
address. sin_family = AF_lNET; 
&robuff_size, 
address.sin-port = htons(BROADCAST_SOCKET_PORT_NUM); 
address.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(CORE_ADDRESS); 
if (bind (*b_socket, (SOCKADDR *)&address, sizeof(address» __ 
ERROR) { 
} 
perror("Broadcast socket - bind failed-); 
exit (4) ; 
/* The socket is now created and bound to its address and port */ 
Code example 9.2. Broadcast socket creation. workstation code.90 
Note that the buffer size for send and receive commands is set in the code example above. It has been 
found that in the case of the SDCL implementation and the VxWorks operating system. the frequent use 
of sockets (messages being sent and received in short time intervals) led to leaks in the system memory. 
This is expected to have been related to some inefficiencies in the operating system. that was unable to 
quickly allocate and de-allocate bigger parts of memory (no such problem was observed in the 
UNIX-based implementation. see section 9.4.2 for more discussion). Reducing the size of the ,,~nJ and 
receive buffers for all sockets led to similarly stable system behaviour in both configurations. 
to See [60] for detailed discussion on IRIX network programming. 
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Once the sockets are created and bound the process can receive the data from the bus with the renfrom 
system call (see Code example 9.3), and send the data onto the bus with the sendto s\,stem call (see Code 
example 9.4). 
int app_get_message(char *data, int input_socket, struct 
sockaddr_in *source) { 
} 
int addr_len, /* Filled address structure length -/ 
data_len; /* Received data length */ 
/* First check data availability with the select call */ 
struct timeval timeout; /* Timer structure for select call -/ 
fd_set mask; /* Set of file descriptors to check */ 
timeout. tv_sec = 0; 
timeout.tv_usec = 0; 
/* Effective waiting time is set to 0 
/* i.e. select returns immediately */ 
FD_ZERO(&mask); /* Reset file descriptors mask S0 that 
/* no sockets/files/pipes are set -/ 
FD_SET(input_socket,&mask);/* And then set it to the required 
socket */ 
/* Perform select to check if there is a message available 
on the socket described by the mask variable the return value 
of ERROR indicates no messages ready */ 
if (select (input_socket+l,&mask, NULL, NULL, &timeout)==-l) 
return ERROR; 
if (lFD_ISSET(input_socket, &mask» 
return ERROR; 
/* Message must be ready now */ 
/* Prepare relevant data structures to read the message */ 
bzero«char*)source, sizeof(*source»; 
bzero(data,MAX_MSG_LEN); 
addr_len = sizeof(*source); 
/* Receive the message */ 
if «data_len = recvfrom(input_socket, data, MAX_MSG_LEN, 0, 
(SOCKADDR *)source, &addr_len» == ERROR) 
perror("recvfrom failed in app_get_message"); 
return data_len; 
Code example 9.3. Application side routine to receive data from the bus. 
Note that in the case of the reconfiguration process the above routine was slightly modified to introduce 
. wait for a period of lime If no 
an idle wait for arriving messages (the reconfiguratlOn process can 
od dd d t erify that the received message \\;1 .... In the messages are available), and also some c e was a e 0 v 
. Th' d'd tid to any changes In the wa\ the 
required format and that it came from a vahd source. IS I no ca . . 
dd d f~·-&. h ks to parse and validate the mes~ge, process interfaced with the data bus, but merely a e w uaer C ec 
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int app_send~essage(char *data, int output_socket, const 
*address, int port) { c:-.a:-
} 
/* The address the messages is to be send to */ 
struct sockaddr_in destination_address; 
/* Prepare the address to send the message to */ 
bzer?«c~ar*)&destination_address,sizeof(destination_address»; 
dest1nat10n_address.sin_family = AF_INET; 
destination_address.sin-port = htons(port); 
destination_address.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(address); 
if (sendto(output_socket, data, strlen(data), 0, (SOCKADDR*) 




} else return OK; 
Code example 9.4. Application side routine to send data onto the bus. 
When the process that used particular sockets was to be terminated, it needed to perform the close system 
call on all its sockets to allow the system to reclaim the relevant resources (this is further discussed in 
sections 9.3.5 and 9.4.1). The port numbers used by particular processes are shown in the Table 9.5 
below. 
Port number Process Input Output 
3001 Avionics application lC ./ 
3002 Avionics application lC ./ 
3003 Avionics application ./ lC 
3004 Avionics application ./ lC 
3005 Gateway ./ lC 
3006 Gateway lC ./ 
3007 Reconfiguration process ./ lC 
3008 Avionics application lC ./ 
Table 9.S. Port numbers used for inter-module communication. 
Note that sockets bound to port numbers 3007 and 3008 operated as broadcast sockets. Also. the port 
numbers listed above must be available prior to the execution of the relevant software In order III allow It 
be th sses have been implemented to terminate to execute properly (in the case of a busy port num r e proce 
automatically). 
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9.3.5. Process management 
The way termination and activation of processes during reconfiguration was implemented differed 
between the two configurations. 
In the case of the SDCL some special functionality of the VxWorks system was used to implement the 
task management routines. The taskDelete and taskSpawn system calls were used to respectively 
terminate and activate the avionics applications [56], [57]. To investigate a possible gain in speed of 
application switching, some additional functionality of the VxWorks system was used to pre-spawn the 
tasks (the taskInit and taskActivate system calls). In this implementation the application software is not 
only pre-loaded by the module, but also all the application processes are spawned and then suspended, 
ready to be activated with a quick taskActivate system call. However, although this closely matches 
some of the functionality of APEX as defined in [10], it has proven not to shorten the time required for 
application switching, which has to be considered as a rather surprising result possibly related to some 
inefficiencies of the VxWorks system. 
In order to simplify the task of maintaining the reconfiguration software for multiple platforms (VxWorks 
and various UNIX clones), the taskSpawn and taskDelete VxWorks system calls have heen provided in 
the UNIX-based configuration as subroutines written with the use of the fork, exec and kill system calls 
[58], [59] (see Code example 9.5 and Code example 9.6). Note, that the function types had to be Identical 
between the two implementations in order to avoid problems during compilation, and therefore some of 
the subroutine parameters are not used although they are present in the declaration. 
STATUS taskDelete(int pID) { 
char command[256]; 
sprintf(command,-kill -9 %d",pID); 
if (system (command) == -l){ 




Code example 9.S. UNIX.based implementation or the taskDelete VI Works sy~1em call. 
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Subsequent changes to the workstation implementati f h '. 
on 0 t e apphcauon and reconfiguration software 
rendered the call to taskDelete unnecess th . . 
ary, as e pseudo-avIonIcS applications have been modified to 
terminate on receiving an appropriate signal from th fi . 
e recon 19urabon process. The new implementatIon 
avoided some problems observed previously with the I . f 
rec amatlon 0 socket ports as free system resouTl."~S 
(these are further discussed later in this section and in section 9.4.1). 
STATUS taskSpawn(char *n, int a int b . 
'. " ~nt c, 
} 
1nt fn(1nt,int,~nt,int,int,int,int,int,int,int), 
int sta7e-ptr , 1nt h, int i, int j, int 1, int p, int q, int r, 1nt w, int x){ 
pid_t processID; /* 1D of the newly spawned process -/ 
process1D = fork(); 
if (process1D == 0) ( /* 0 indicates the child process _/ 
char path[256]; 
} 
sprintf(path," .. /unix/%s/apps",n); 
if (e:xec1p}path, path, (char *)state-ptr, NULL) == -1) ( 




Code example 9.6. UNIX-based implementation of taskSpawn VxWorks system call. 
Commentary: 
Note that in the above example the first of the function parameters indicates the 
application to be spawned. For example parameter n set to "appO" indicates that the 
executable called "apps" from the sub-directory "appO" should be activated 
(executables for particular functions were stored in separate directories). The 
state_ptr parameter indicates the place in the memory where the state of the 
application to be spawned is stored - the system will only allow the application to 
read the state and not to modify it, an attempt to do so would result in a 
segmentation fault and task termination. Finally, all other parameters present in the 
function declaration were added merely for the purpose of maintaining compatibility 
with the VxWorks implementation. 
Some questions relating to memory partitioning should be asked when the passing of state information 10 
the new application is being considered. In this implementation a pointer to a memory IlKation 
containing the application state is passed to the new process, so the spawned application can initialise 
properly. This implies that some parts of the core LRM memory will be shared hy more than one Ia.'~. 
although only one task will have permission to write to it. In view of the ARINC 653 APEX 'rcl..'lfil.."altnn 
the use of shared memory would not be allowed, and thus the reconfiguration prll~':~'" might nl'l'd III ~nd 
to the application a specific message to set its state. This would be relatively l';l~~ III al..'hlCH In the 
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implementation discussed in this chapter, as technically'· there is nothing precluding the application from 
receiving the state messages and modifying its own execution accordingly. Only minor modifications 
would be necessary both to the reconfiguration and the application software to accomplish this task. 
As all the applications used the same ports for their communication, it was observed that primarily in the 
case of the VxWorks system92 the sockets used by the application being terminated needed to be closed 
before the actual deletion of the task, to allow the new application to reuse the ports. Therefore. in both 
implementations an additional signal was sent by the reconfiguration process to indicate to the application 
that it should close its sockets as it is being terminated. The application software needed thus to be 
modified to be compatible with the reconfiguration process9J, and in the case of the UNIX configuration. 
on receiving the signal the application process was not only required to close its sockets. hut also as soon 
as this has been completed to terminate itself (hence no need for the taskDelete call). 
Despite the fact that the applications software was retrieved from the disk each time a function was 
spawned in the UNIX configuration, it was observed that it required less time to switch the pseudo-
avionics applications (note that in the SDCL all the software was pre-loaded. and thus present in the 
module memory when the task was being spawned). This could be attributed to the more powerful CPUs 
of the workstations used and a more efficient and faster operating system. 
9.3.6. Timing 
As mentioned before, in the case of the SDCL implementation the internal system clock was used to time 
stamp received messages and to maintain the rate at which messages were sent. The clock operated with 
60 Hz frequency, giving 16.67 ms to a clock tick. As the tick count is set to zero at the start of the 
fi
. (th ti'ckSet VxWorks call is performed). and it is a 32 bit unsigned integer. the 
recon .guratlon process e 
. . th . t"l IIty of 11llK11r..,"~ the e\l.'\.ulIon of an 
9. Some additional integrity issues may arise at thiS pomt. as e p<1~~1 I . 
h 'od ffme shortly following It\ activation application would have to be restricted only to t e pen 0 I . 
91 . b ed UNIX-hased workstation. should the '~tem rC"'lIh.l.'\ or lis 
This behaviour could be sometimes 0 serv on a 
CPU be occupied by other users or services. 
9) This involved just a few lines of code. 
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scheme based on such a counter would be able to operate without being reset for some S2S da~ s. The 
current tick count was obtained with the tickGet system call. 
In the case of the UNIX configuration the tickGet and tickSet functions have been emulated with the usc 
of the gettimeofday system call (see Code example 9.7). The gettimeofday call returns the numher of 
seconds and the number of microseconds elapsed since midnight (00:00) Co-ordinated Universal Time 
(UTC), January 1, 1970. Based on this information, an incremental system clock has been implemented 
with a tick length of 15 ms94 to emulate the functionality of the SDCL-based system and to enable the USl' 
of the software on different platforms. As the tick counter used on the UNIX systems is a signed 64 bit 
integer, the maximum length of the scheme continuous operation before the counter exceeds its upper 
limit is somewhat longer than four billion years. 
#define TICK_LEN 15000 /* Tick length in microseconds = 15ms ./ 
/* Zero set to the gettimeofday seconds counter at the beginning of 
operation to keep tick counts similar to VxWorks - starting from 
approximately zero and then increasing */ 
unsigned long zero_cnt=O; 
/* Structures required to perform time reading by gettimeofday */ 
struct timeval tick_tv; 
struct timezone tick_tz = { 0, DST_GB }; 
unsigned long tickGet(){ 
gettimeofday(&tick_tv, &tick_tz); 
return ((tick_tv.tv_sec - zero_cnt) * 
1000000 + tick_tv.tv_usec) / TICK_LEN; 
} 
unsigned long tickSet(unsigned long new_cnt){ 
gettimeofday(&tick_tv,&tick_tz); 
zero_cnt = tick_tv. tv_sec - new_cnt; 
return new_cnt; 
} 
Cod I 9 7 Workstation code for emulation of the VllWorks tick counter. e examp e .. 
kS only seconds and not microseconds to res~t the timer. 11m. Note that for simplicity tic et uses 
however, does not introduce any problems with the implementation of the scheme as it docs not dc~nJ In 
any way on the tick counter being reset exactly to zero or even being reset at all. 
,.. Giving a clock frequency of 66.667 Hz. 
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9.4. Discussion 
This section discusses problems and issues identified during th . I . h e Imp ementauon p ase. Although 3S 
mentioned before, neither of the systems used was totally representative for implementation of RIMA 
(particularly with respect to the use of an asynchronous data bus as a backplane), certain aspects should 
remain valid for a wide range of possible hardware and software platforms. 
9.4.1. Process management 
In the case of the VxWorks system some rather undesirable system behaviour was observed when task 
termination and task spawning were being investigated. Despite the fact that the Tornado system was 
designed as a real-time system, the time required for reconfiguration (termination of the current function 
and activation of a new application) was observed to vary from two to nine clock ticks. It is difficult to 
explain what caused such a significant variance, as the system load related to running the processes and 
interfacing the backplane bus was comparable in all cases. Furthermore. it was rather surprising that 
reconfiguration based on pre-spawned processes (see section 9.3.5 for details) was not faster than that 
based only on pre-loaded software, which led to further questions about system efficiency. This. 
combined with the lack of memory partitioning between tasks in the VxWorks Tornado system indicates 
that the OS should not be considered for commercial implementation of RIMA. 
It has been observed in the UNIX-based configuration that the system was much faster with respect to 
terminating and spawning new processes than it was in the SDCL case. This was even more unexpected 
as the applications software needed to be downloaded to the module memory from a disk drive before the 
avionics function process could be started. Despite the necessity for software download it has been found 
that the whole process of reconfiguring an application was normally taking two clock ticks pO ms). and 
was never longer than three clock ticks. 
As all applications used the same port numbers for their communications some problems have occurred 
I d h 'd fi atl'on Namely on several occasions the system was unable to rCdaJlll re ate to sue a rapl recon Igur. • 
the freed ports. although the application had closed its sockets. and it did not allow the new appll(;!tIl1n to 
open the communication sockets with the same port numbers. To eliminate the prohkm. the 
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reconfiguration process had to be put into an idle delay to all th d' 
ow e system to uly noUce that the pons 
are again available for allocation. As this problems did not occur systematically. it is expected that the\ 
were related to the fact that the machine CPU might have been used b th k I Y 0 er users or erne sen'ICcs In 
the system (as mentioned before the software was run on an open system available to other users l. In an 
actual avionics system where all the CPU power can be accounted for. this should not he the case. 
especially if some spare processing capacity exists within the system. Similarly. the favourable 
performance of the UNIX-based workstations could possibly be explained by the high capacity of the 
machines CPU and a very fast and stable multitasking operating system. 
9.4.2. Data bus problems 
Several problems were encountered whilst interfacing the backplane data bus and conducting inter-
module communications in either of the configurations. They relate to the asynchronous access protocol 
the data buses were running, and to the way the OS was handling the messages. 
It has been observed that in both configurations the order and timing of the messages sent by the 
processing modules could not be guaranteed. The data bus asynchronous mode of operation indicated 
that messages will sometimes have to be buffered by the OS while it was waiting for the bus access, The 
buffering and other related delays clearly depended on the frequency the messages were being sent 
In order to meet the real-time requirements of critical functions the relevant messages needed to he sent 
with every system clock tick, i.e. every 15 rns or 16.67 rns. The length of the time the messages were 
delayed or buffered depended also on the spare processing capacity of the operating system and Its ability 
to efficiently interface the bus. Again. these have proven to be shoner for the UNIX-based configuration, 
As the messages were delayed before they could be transmitted by panicular processing modulc" it has 
been observed that the sequence in which they were appearing on the data bus could nlll be pre· 
determined. Moreover, in the case of the SDCL configuration where an FODI ring W;I' u~d as a 
backplane. the order in which the messages were received also differed from one module to another This 
was related to the fad that all messages were passed host to host on the FODI ring before thc~ rC3C~t 
th · d ., d th d'f~ t delays wl'll have been induced on me .... ,II.!I" arnvln~ at different elr estlOaUon. an us I Jeren ' 
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hosts." Such unfavourable behaviour of the ring based data bus indicates that similar solutions are 
unlikely to be suitable for implementation of dynamically reconfigurable systems, as although it IS 
possible to design reliable broadcast algorithms for such systems [621, they would be exposed to 
experiencing even longer and thus unacceptable delays. 
Some additional problems have been observed when real-time reconfiguralion of critical functions has 
been considered. As the messages were buffered and delayed in a non-deterministic fashion, it was 
difficult to achieve reliable behaviour of the reconfiguration scheme operating with short failure delays. 
To meet the previously assumed 400 ms reconfiguration requirement for critical functions with four 
backup modules, the scheme would have to operate with at most six consecutive messages used for 
failure detection and sent every clock tick. 
However, although the analysis from Chapter 8 identifies the probability of invalid reconfiguration of 
such a scheme as much lower than extremely improbable, in the case of unreliable and non-deterministic 
communication media with delays induced on particular messages, it has been practically observed that 
spurious reconfiguration may occur. This refers particularly to the rather inefficient SDCL configuration 
which was unable to operate properly based on less than some 10 messages per failure detection. The 
more capable UNIX-based configuration was able to meet the requirements only if both the OS and the 
bus were not in use by other users or services. Note that the author of [401 claims that "timeouts and 
other time-based protocol techniques are possible only when a system is synchronous", which again 
underlines the importance of a deterministic backplane bus, possibly based on the ARINC 659 standard or 
its modification. It would be feasible to implement timeout based systems employing asynchronou~ 
communication media provided that the upper bound on the communication delays can be identified 163). 
In principle, this implies that the observations of the reconfiguration scheme are I.:onsistent with the 
theory and they indicate that the upper bound on the message delays in the SDCL-bascd configuration 
was higher than in the UNIX-based configuration. 
95 Notably the problem did not occur in the UNIX-based configuration utilising an Ethernet LA.... .1-' the 
communication medium. that is mentioned in [61] as a broadcast capable network. 
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Additional problems with memory management were encountered on the SDCL configuration "hen the 
VxWorks system was forced to quickly allocate and de-allocate buffers for the messages heing receiwd 
and sent. The problem exhibited itself as a slow but consistent loss of some of the system memory, whh:h 
in the long term led to the system being halted. This was rectified by modifying the huffer size for the 
datagram sockets making it easier for the system to allocate and to later reclaim the memory. 
The default buffer size for the sockets used in the implementation was pre-defined in the system as 2048 
bytes, whereas the maximum message length used in reconfiguration was set to 512 bytes (see Code 
example 9.2). After reducing the size of the receive and send buffers, the VxWorks Tornado system did 
not experience any further loss of system memory, and was able to operate properly and not halt even 
after long periods of time. Note that this problem did not occur in the UNIX-based implementation, 
which may indicate again greater efficiency and stability of the SGI Irix and the Linux operating systems. 
Finally, as the Internet Protocol (IP) underlies communications in both cases, some additional software 
version management efforts were required to provide avionics applications for different modules. 
Namely, each of the core LRMs connected to the data bus was allocated a different IP address, making it 
distinct from all other modules. In order to be able to open non-broadcast communication sockets the 
application software needed to bind them to an IP address - the address of the machine the software will 
be running on. This clearly indicates that a different version of each application is required for each core 
LRM, implying a great multiplicity of software. However, this problem is relatively simple to rectify in 
one of the following ways: 
• setting all sockets as broadcasting sockets makes the software independent from the core IP address 
(this was the case for the reconfiguration process which utilises broadcasting sockets) 
• the IP address for each module is defined in a header file, and thus in order to obtain a version for a 
different machine only a simple change of a single constant and subsequent recompilation IS requlfed 
(this was the case for the avionics applications and the gateway software). 
In conclusion, it has to be emphasised again that the asynchronous data buses used in hoth systems were 
. I . f RIMA and alternatives should he sllu~ht (e.g. fl'al-tunc far from ideal for Imp ementaUon 0 , 
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communication over LAN [63]). A valuable insight into applicability of a modified ARINC 659 ~tandard 
based data bus to reconfigurable avionics can be gained from [42]. 
9.4.3. Time constraints and real-time operation 
It is vital that the behaviour of the reconfiguration process is perceived in terms of real-time operation. In 
the case of the systems used for implementation of RIMA certain problems with deterministic scheduling 
and time sharing have been observed, which should be taken into account when designing a commercial 
application of RIMA. Some of the problems relate more to the features of the operating systems used for 
implementation (particularly the VxWorks Tornado system); others are inherent to the design of the 
scheme (e.g. CPU requirements for message handling with a large number of packets sent in short time 
intervals). 
Although the VxWorks Tornado system asserts to be a real-time OS, it has been observed that it is highly 
inconsistent in terms of the time required to perform particular tasks. Specifically. the time required to 
terminate an application and to spawn a new one was seen to vary between two and nine clock ticks. 
Such behaviour should be considered highly unsatisfactory (450% difference between thc minimum and 
the maximum time required), as it renders all considerations about the possible system performance 
speculative and unreliable. Moreover, with reconfiguration taking up to nine clock ticks (somc 150 ms), 
it will be impossible for the system to meet the 400 ms requirement for reconfiguration of critical 
applications with multiple backups. 
Contrary to the SDCL system, all workstations in the alternative configuration exhibited very consistent 
behaviour, requiring at most three clock ticks for reconfiguration. The variance of the rc(onfiguratlon 
time between two and three ticks can be easily explained with the fact that the process may start at any 
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Reconfiguration B 
Time measured - 3 clock ticks 
TIME (ticks) ~ > II_I 
TIME (ticks) 
Reconfiguration A 
Time measured - 2 clock ticks 
Figure 9.1. Expected variance in timing of application reconfiguration. 
Another important issue relates to the failure detection phase. In order to be able to operate reliably. the 
failure detection mechanism must be based on multiple messages. It has been calculated. in Chapter 8. 
that in implementations based on sufficiently reliable hardware as few as two messages can be used to 
obtain reliable failure detection. However, as already discussed in sections 9.3.4 and 9.4.2. due to the 
asynchronous media and inconsistent message handling by the as, spurious reconfiguration could occur 
even with many more messages. This makes it again difficult to analyse at what point the behaviour of 
the scheme becomes stable and reliable, particularly as both the as and the CPU itself might be occupied 
by independent tasks embedded into the as or supplied by other users. 
In the case of the UNIX-based configuration it has been found that with an idle system (no external users 
and minimum of independent services), the failure detection mechanism can operate properly on as few 
as six messages giving the failure detection delay of 90 ms. With the reconfiguration delay of 
approximately 30 ms such a system could operate within the 400 ms reconfiguration requirement for the 
critical applications. On the other hand, in the case of the SDCL configuration. the least number of 
messages required for reliable failure detection was extremely difficult to establish. possibly due to the 
inefficient as kernel giving very inconsistent behaviour. It can be estimated. that as the failure delay 
needs to be longer than the reconfiguration delay, the scheme would not be able to operate properly based 
on fewer than ten messages per failure detection (in the case of critical applications the messages were 
sent every clock tick). In practice, this had to be set to a much higher value of fifteen messages to allow 
for system inefficiency with handling frequent data bus communications. 
Certain real-time issues arise with respect to the way the scheme handles the commuDlcalions. ~lRd In 
particular to the operating system ability to cope with a great number of packets bemg 'l'nt to and 
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received from the backplane bus (see Table 9.4 for details). It was observed that the messages were 
buffered by the system before they were being made available for the reconfiguration process. the 
applications and the gateway. This again questions all the assumptions on the timing of thc failure 
detection mechanism, but can be relatively easily solved by the use of an alternativc data bus. 
For example, a modified ARINC 659 standard data bus could be employed for reliable and quick failure 
detection as briefly discussed in [42]. In this case, the amount of data on the backplane bus would also he 
greatly reduced, as the reconfiguration software could easily monitor data presence in application 
transmitting windows, and thus no specific handshake messages would he required to identify whether or 
not the function is being performed. This would clearly reduce the CPU requirements for the 
applications, and would eliminate problems related to operating system inability of coping with a high 
number of packets arriving in short time intervals. 
9.5. Conclusions 
The work conducted on both systems has allowed identification of a number of issues which need to be 
resolved when an actual commercial system is to be implemented. The two major areas where some 
undesirable behaviour has been observed relate to the data bus used as the backplane. and to the OS 
capacity for real-time operation and real-time handling of frequent communication messages. 
It has been observed that asynchronous data buses are extremely unlikely to be a viable option for 
implementation of backplane communications within a cabinet. The non-deterministic character of the 
data bus access protocol makes the failure detection phase less reliable. there being no guarantee how 
long the messages may get delayed on either end of the connection, and thus it must operate with longer 
delays. This clearly has an impact on the real-time performance of the scheme. and thus renders non-
deterministic asynchronous data buses as a rather unattractive choice for implementation of the cahinet 
backplane." 
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Further more, in the case of an FDDI ring also the order in wh' h th " IC e messages are received by partIcular 
processing modules cannot be guaranteed, and it may differ between the cores. This introduces additional 
non-deterministic factors making the analysis of the scheme operation very difficult. 
Other problems have been encountered with respect to the real-time operation of the operating systc:ms. 
particularly in the case of the VxWorks Tornado system. It has been observed that the system was not 
powerful enough to properly handle frequent data bus communications within reasonable time 
constraints. It is expected that it was the system rather than the data bus access protocol that was 
contributing the greatest delay on messages as they were buffered. Additional problems have heen 
encountered with the timing of particular services (e.g. termination or activation of applications). which 
were highly inconsistent and thus introduced additional non-determinism into the scheme. From the three 
systems used (VxWorks Tornado, Redhat Linux and SOl Irix), it was the latter two which performed 
reliably, possibly because of the greater power of the CPUs running the as. 
Despite the problems discussed above, the implementation phase allowed the investigation of the 
behaviour of the reconfiguration scheme in real-time operation as a distributed system (separate units 
were running different applications). Although the avionics software only simulated the performance of 
the actual avionics functions, its behaviour with respect to the reconfiguration scheme can be considered 
as indistinguishable from that of the real applications (the relevant messages were produced in rigidly 
maintained time intervals). Furthermore, in the case of the UNIX-based configuration. even the problems 
with the non-deterministic data bus could to some extent be solved with longer failure delays, and the 
scheme was able to operate within reasonable time constraints. It was impossible to obtain similar 
behaviour from the SDCL configuration. 
In order to fully test the practical feasibility of autonomous dynamic reconfiguration within an avionics 
system. an implementation based on deterministic backplane bus and strict real-time operating system 
would be required. However, some encouraging results of the demonstration were obtained even with 
only a partially representative system. 
96 In [63] the author discusses the use of an asynchronous local area network as the ba..\I~ for an implementatIon or 
. . ~ . bo I N"{-tcd data tr Illic elpected procc"lng 
reliable real-time communications. however. detmled lO,ormaUon a u Cly _- " 
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power requirements etc. is necessary to implement the algorithm. 
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10.1. Introduction 
In previous chapters various aspects of reconfigurable avionics systems have been presented and 
discussed. This involved the definition of a suitable hardware architecture. the proposal of an 
autonomous reconfiguration scheme, its formal specification and practical demonstrations on two 
differently configured systems. 
The experience gained from practical demonstration and various requirements identified prior to that 
phase were intended to provide a good insight into safety related risks following the introduction of 
reconfiguration as means for providing system fault tolerance. In this chapter. issues related to future 
certification of reconfigurable avionics are gathered and presented with appropriate references to chapters 
and sections where they were discussed in detail. 
10.2. Hardware related issues 
This section focuses on various certification issues referring to safety hazards related directly to the 
hardware specification of the actual system. 
10.2.1. The backplane data bus 
It has been identified during implementation of a reconfigurable system that the issue of the backplane 
bus mode of operation, its throughput and access protocol are of great importance. particularly when the 
reliability and timing of the failure detection mechanism are in question. 
One of the first problems identified in this area relates to the asynchronous mode of operation llf the data 
buses used by both SDCL and the University based system. It has been observed that it I' extremely 
difficult to guarantee that the failure detection mechanism will meet its timing requirements. ,hlluld II ~ 
Th o h be discussed In detail 10 Chapter 9. and based on the monitoring of an asynchronous data bus. IS as en - .. 
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suggests that backplane bus synchronicity IS highly desi .... ble. as I't all th 
Ug ows e system integrator to 
accurately predict its behaviour. 
It should be noted at this point that the backplane bus standard (ARINC 659) - proposed in IMA 
architecture examples as seen in the ARINC 651 report - does not allow for free dynamic changes of the 
data bus access schedule, and as such appears to be unsuitable for reconfigurable sYstems. However. 
should the standard be modified to allow identity changes (for example similar to these discussed in I.n». 
its derivatives could be considered for implementation in RIMA. 
As discussed in Chapter 5, in order to minimise the length of reconfiguration delays the software for 
avionics applications should be stored internally by particular core LRMs. This renders the issue of the 
backplane bus throughput somewhat secondary to its mode of operation. However. should the 
reconfiguration scheme be based on handshake messages as opposed to monitoring for the actual data or 
possibly the change of the freshness flag in the transmitting window assigned to particular functions. the 
problem of a great number of small messages being exchanged on the data bus could arise. 
It was observed during the implementation phase. that the processing units will require great capacity for 
interacting with the data bus should the handshake messages be used. Moreover. in such an 
implementation the data bus itself must allow operation with possibly several hundreds of small messages 
exchanged every second (see Table 9.4 for the number of messages used in the implementation of a five 
core cabinet). Thus, it appears that methods alternative to the monitoring of handshake messages should 
be recommended for implementation of the failure detection mechanism in order to simplify the data bus 
requirements, conformance with which might be difficult to show otherwise. 
10.2.2. The CPU 
As discussed in Chapter 9, the issue of the processing capacity of the core LRMs might prove vilal when 
conformance with the real-time requirements of the system is being considered. Although it ha-, heen 
shown that the actual processing power requirements related to the avionic, application. the 
f h Id not be difficult to ,all,I~. the pwhlem ", reconfiguration process or the gateway so tware s ou 
interfacing the data bus might complicate the matter. 
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In the case of the SDCL-based system the problem manifested itself with some problems related to 
invalid failure detection, as the module was unable to retrieve a great number of messages from the dat3 
bus sufficiently quickly. In the case of the UNIX-based configuration this problem did not occur. 
probably due to more a powerful CPU and a greater efficiency with which the operating system was 
dealing with the backplane bus traffic. 
It should be noted that the processing power requirements should be relatively easy to satisfy should the 
failure detection mechanism be based on alternative methods such as the freshness flag monitoring in the 
module transmitting window. It is expected that such an approach would not involvc ex(cssive 
computation,97 although a detailed analysis would be required when the final system architecture is 
properly defined. 
10.2.3. Memory 
The possibility of spontaneous changes of memory location occurring at any time during the system 
operation raises some questions about the possible corruption of the reconfiguration data. reconfiguration 
or application software and finally the application state. Although this is difficult to predict or control. 
the reliability of the memory chips may impose additional requirements on the reconfiguration s(heme 
and the consistency maintenance procedures. 
. f h fl 11 or the presencc of nc" dala an all 97 This assumes that the system can efficiently mom tor the res ness aeo 
transmitting windows within each frame. 
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Subject 
Mode of 









synchronous mode of operation of the 
backplane.bus is a key issue in the analysis 
of the fa~lure detection mechanism 
the backplane bus should guarantee timings of 
messages sent by particular core LRMs, so 
that the messages are not buffered for 
varying periods of time before appearing on 
the data bus 
guarantee that the backplane bus will be able 
to operate with a great number of handshake 
messages being exchanged in short time 
intervals, should the reconfiguration scheme 
require the failure detection mechanism to be 
based on handshake messages 
guarantee that the CPU will provide 
sufficient power to deterministically handle 
data bus and process management requests 
within the time constraints 
guarantee that spontaneous changes of memory 
locations will not affect stored data or 
software beyond the permissible limits 
note that this should be considered in the 
context of the data maintenance procedures 
Table 10.1. Hardware related certification issues. 










It became clear during the demonstration phase that the lack of certain OSI APEX services can render the 
reconfigurable approach to system design unfeasible. Moreover, should the services be available but their 
implementation inefficient, the reconfiguration process may not be able to operate correctly or within the 
time constraints. In this section several services required to implement the scheme and their safety 
aspects will be discussed in the areas of process management and data bus access. Note that the 
discussion will focus on these aspects of the services which relate directly to reconfiguration.
9I 
10.3.1. Process management 
The issue of integrity of the process management routines relates to 
• predictable real-time scheduling 
• task activation and termination 
• memory management. 
9W A discussion of other safety related issues of OSI APEX services can be found \0 ( 10). 
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It has been found during the implementation of RIMA in the SDCL fi . th th . 
con 19umbon. at e opcraung 
system was unable to guarantee the time required for performance of panicular functions. This dearly 
makes it extremely difficult to guarantee that the reconfiguration algorithm will execute within its real-
time constraints. Therefore, deterministic and predictable scheduling of tasks by the operating system or 
the application executive should considered as a certification issue. 
Furthermore, as the reconfiguration process is allowed to terminate and to activate the applications. the 
integrity of implementation of appropriate routines must be guaranteed. This issue also arises when 
implementation of the reconfiguration software itself is in question, and it is discussed later in this 
chapter. 
The ARINC 653 APEX standard does not make provisions for the use of shared memory (possibly based 
on the expected safety risk related to the situation where multiple processes access the same memory 
locations), thus the issue of restarting an application from a given state must be resolved. This could 
involve sending an appropriate message to a running application and allowing it to modify its execution. 
Again, the integrity of the relevant mechanisms should be investigated, as any unwanted changes to the 
state information may cause the application to execute improperly. This could relate to the way the state 
is stored in the module memory or the way it is handled by the communication routines. The issue of 
state also arises when the reconfiguration process and the avionics applications are discussed. 
10.3.2. Data bus access 
Based on the comparison between various operating systems and their performance with respect to 
accessing the data bus, it has been concluded that the efficiency and the throughput cap~H.:ity of 
appropriate services must be questioned when implementing a reconfigurable system. Even with 
solutions based on monitoring of the freshness flag as opposed to monitoring of the dal3 It can he 
expected that any inefficiencies in the communication routines may lead to invalid operation of the failure 
detection mechanism. and as a result to the failure of the reconfiguration scheme Itself. 
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With respect to the failure detection mechanism, the communication routines should guarantee the timing 
of particular messages. It was observed during the implementation phase, that messages sent by 
particular applications where buffered for a varying period of time before they have appeared on the 
backplane bus, thus rendering the time constraints conformance analysis of the failure detection 
mechanism extremely difficult. Therefore, the issue of detenninistic data bus access should be again 
considered a certification issue when the implementation of the communication services is being 
considered. 
10.3.3. Clocking device 
In order for the failure detection mechanism to be able to operate correctly, the system must provide an 
incremental clock used for time stamping the messages. Such a clock device must guarantee that the 
value of the clock will not exceed its upper limit within a reasonable period of time. normally understood 

















guarantee of deterministic and consistent 
scheduling of particular tasks 
guarantee of the length of the period of time 
required to execute particular tasks 
guarantee of consistency of task execution in 
terms of the time required to complete the 
task 
guarantee of integrity of appropriate 
routines and system calls 
guarantee that state can and will be 
communicated properly to the desired 
application 
guarantee of predictability and consiste~cy 
of execution of the data bus access :outlnes 
and services, with particular ~h~SlS on the 
capacity for backplane bus monltorlng 
guarantee that the incremental clock device 
will not reach its upper limit during normal 
system operation 
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10.4. The application software 
The interaction between the reconfiguration process and th " I" e aVlOOlCS app lcaUons is limited to their 
activation and termination. In essence, the application software must allow the reconfiguration process to 
execute the function from any given state" d all' . . . 
,an to ow It to termmate the apphcauon and to reclaim its 
resources. Thus the avionics software must guarantee that it is able to re-execute from a desired 
checkpoint, and that it will free its resources on termination. 
10.5. Reconfiguration scheme 
The design principles for reconfiguration schemes have been discussed in detail in Chapter 5. ,1Od an 
example of one has been defined and formally specified in chapters 7 and 8. Based on the previous 
discussion, various safety related aspects of reconfiguration software in RIMA systems are gathered in 
this section in order to identify associated certification issues. 
10.5.1. Dispatch with known failure 
When considering the certification of RIMA systems within the current procedures. one should notice that 
in order to allow the system to fully benefit from its capacity for dynamic reconfiguration. the 
requirement forbidding "dispatch with known failure" should be modified or abandoned. The study in 
Chapter 4 shows that RIMA systems can provide high availability. however. they must be allowed to be 
dispatched with some of the modules failed. Note that failures of some core modules in the cabinet do 
not affect the aircraft safety - the philosophy of RIMA is based on shared redundancy and expendable 
redundant modules - and thus RIMA systems should not be made to adhere to the current regulations. 
10.5.2. Other certification issues 
The following Table 10.3 provides a compilation of such issues and provides reference to appropnate 
sections. where they are discussed in detail. 
99 The issue of application slale and its identification is being widely re~an:hed \\1thin thc l"Omputcf ~'cO\.'C 
community. see for example [23]. and will not be discussed at this time. 































~arantee that the system is safe to be 
d~spatched with some of the core LRMs failed 
~dentification of the actual system tolerance 
~n terms of the highest number of failed 
modules that the system can be dispatched 
with 
assessment of time delays related to event 
detection and reconfiguration for the ·worst-
case scenario of combinations of failure and 
recovery events 
assessment of the length of reconfiguration 
chains for the ·worst- combinations of 
failure and recovery events 
proof that none recovery event of a core LRM 
will be followed by reconfiguration of other 
module(s) 
proof of algorithm property of at least 
normal determinism 
formal verification of the reconfiguration 
scheme determinism 
guarantee that when required reconfiguration 
will take place, and will relate only to 
modules that satisfy activation conditions 
note that assurance of integrity of 
appropriate system services should also be 
required in order to be able to guarantee 
that the reconfiguration algorithm will 
maintain reliable process management 
guarantee of independent operation of 
processing modules, in order to eliminate 
problems related to fault propagation 
guarantee that neither of the core LRMs can 
force its decisions (actions) on other 
processing modules (similarly to the point 
above) 
identification of core LRMs behaviour in the 
event of missed or misunderstood messages 
(events) 
analysis of situations where a core LRM or 
core LRMs wrongly interpret the state of the 
cabinet 
assurance that activation conditions must be 
satisfied prior to reconfiguration 
assurance of integrity of the activation 
conditions evaluation routines 
identification of sources of possible invalid 
activation of the reconfiguration process 
specification of system behaviour on invalid 
activation of the reconfiguration process 
proof of integrity of the reconfiguration 
data 



















































specification of reconfiguration strategy 
data update methodology (if any) 
identif~cat~on of sources of algorithm 





analysis of behaviour of the reconfiguration 8.7 
and recovery algorithms while operating with 
corrupted data 
definition of a failure and its manifestation 
specification of the failure detection 
mechanism 
identification of the length of the delays 
related to backplane bus monitoring 
analysis of failure detection reliability in 
terms of undetected failures or detection of 
events wrongly classified as failures (note 
that the backplane bus specification needs to 
be known at that stage) 
identification of algorithm behaviour in the 
case of missed or misunderstood data or 
messages 
identification of possible sources of invalid 
failure detection and related failure 
conditions 
analysis of conditions classified as 
simultaneous or nearly simultaneous events 
specification of recoverable failures 
specification of the recovery mechanism 
proof of integrity of the recovery mechanism 
justification of the lack of recovery 
detection 
or 
if recovery detection is required, same as 
for the "Failure detection- entry 
specification of actions that will be taken 
by the reconfiguration and recovery 
algorithms in the case of a failure or a 
recovery event 
specification of fault communication 
mechanism between the cabinet and the crew 
specification of the avionics function state 
updating approach 
specification of the coherency maintenance 
method for multiple states of a single 
avionics function 
assurance of integrity of state maintenance 
and state transfer 
specification of appropriate procedures for 
maintaining multiple versions of the 
reconfiguration software 
guarantee that the reconfiguration scheme 
will meet the time constraints imposed by ti:·· 
safety requirements with respect to the 
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timing of failure detection and 
reconfiguration 
proof of the reconfiguration scheme 
properties critical to the system safety 
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Chapter 11. Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 
11.1. Introduction 
The main project objectives were to establish possible benefits related to reconfiguration in avionics 
systems, and to assess the feasibility of implementation of an autonomous dynamic reconfigurable 
system. The sponsors of the research- the UK Civil Aviation Authority were further interested In 
identifying RIMA related certification issues, that had been discussed in the previous chapter. 
This chapter concludes findings related both to the benefits and the feasibility study. as well as providing 
some recommendations for future work in this field. 
11.2. Benefits of RIMA 
It has been shown in Chapter 4 that reconfigurable avionics systems exhibit a great potential for operation 
with significantly reduced processing module redundancy, when compared with non-reconfigurable 
systems. The results presented by Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 indicate that RIMA can operate within stril:t 
safety and availability requirements with the processing modules redundancy tenfold lower than in tht: 
case of an equivalent non-reconfigurable system. 
Moreover, further analysis showed that RIMA systems are able to achieve the "C-check" of 3,000 hours 
with the 99% probability that no unscheduled maintenance will be required. This additional "tudy wa .... 
conducted after talks with British Airways. who suggested that it would be preferred from the am.:raft 
operator point of view, if the 400 hours availability objective was extended to 3000 hours. Although tht: 
redundancy of processing modules had to be increased due to more demanding dispatch availahility 
requirements, RIMA systems again compared favourably with the non-reconfigurable appr\ l;l("hcs 1't:C 
Figure 11.1 and Figure 11.2 for the actual results calculated for processing units of 30.000 hours ~'TBF 
each). 
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should also lead to a decrease of the system weight. occupied space elc. [64]. the combination of a 
reconfiguration scheme and an IMA architecture appears to consu't t the I' I 
u e next oglca step. :\ detailed 
cost of ownership analysis would be required to properly assess all the benefits. However. as alread) 
mentioned. due to the sensitive nature of the data required to perform such a study the author wa.'\ unahle 
to complete this step. 
11.3. Feasibility of RIMA 
In order to conduct the feasibility analysis various autonomous reconfigurable systems have been 
implemented throughout the project. This involved a preliminary software model u.'\ed to test several 
reconfiguration schemes. as well as two more representative implementations discussed in Chapter 9. 
The study has shown that reconfigurable systems can perform well within their time constraints. should 
the hardware architecture be sufficiently reliable (see Chapter 9 for discussion). However. it has heen 
observed that systems based on inadequate hardware or software platforms. e.g. a non-deterministic 
asynchronous backplane bus or inconsistent operating system. could pose a severe safety risk to an 
aircraft and as such should be subject to detailed certification procedures (these had been discussed in 
Chapter 10). 
In general. the results obtained from the simulation of various configurations of RIMA are strongly 
encouraging. although they raise issues related to hardware and software acceptability. Should these 
issues be successfully resolved. the RIMA systems are expected to be able to meet their requirements. and 
should provide a cheaper and safer alternative to traditional Black Box based systems or IMA. 
11.4. Recommendations for future work 
Although the work completed within this research allowed for the initial implementation (II .1 
reconfigurable system. some aspects of RIMA should require additional consideration. The ... e. due to the 
could not be completed. and they arc be hneOy dl",(u"l'd .1' time constraints of the project. 
recommendations for future work. 
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11.4.1. Power supply failure 
It has been mentioned before that a failure of the power supply units could lead to conditions pen:el\'ed 
by the system as simultaneous failures of mUltiple processing modules, Simultaneous events occurring an 
the system raise questions about the determinism of the reconfiguration scheme. that have been discussed 
in Chapter 8. Therefore, some additional work should be required to identify ways of providing reliahlc 
power sources for the cabinet, for example by employing replicated power supply modules with a 
probability of failure lower than the extremely improbable level, or by separating power sources related to 
particular core LRMs, such that a failure of a power supply unit does not affect multiple processing 
modules. 
11.4.2. Application state 
As some of the avionics applications require their state to be known on re-execution. the issue of 
automated extraction of the relevant state parameters and their communication to the application should 
be further investigated. The automated approach could allow relatively easy transition from a non-
reconfigurable system to RIMA, without the need for a tedious analysis of individual avionics functions 
aimed at identifying their essential state variables. 
Note that similar problems occur generally in distributed computing systems and are being researched 
(for example [23]). thus it can be expected that some of the existing solutions could be used or adapted to 
RIMA systems. 
11.4.3. Data bus study 
Although the ARINC 651 report suggests the use of the ARINC 659 data bus for a backplane, it has been 
previously discussed that the very static way in which the data bus access is constrained withan the 
standard renders the dynamically reconfigurable approach extremely difticult to implement If not 
impossible. Therefore. an additional study should be perfonned leading to the identifil,.' .llion of a 
desirable data bus standard and its implementation. Some initial wnrk in this are~l IS presented an (.t~J. 
and it foresees the possibility of employing a modified ARINC 659 data bus in RIMA s~ stems 
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11.4.4. Fully representative implementation of RIMA 
Mainly due to budget limitations neither of the implementations of RIMA co lrU ted . h' tho 
ns c wit In IS proJe~t 
was fully representative. In order to be able to prope I al h be . 
ryan yse t e havtour of a reconfigurable system. 
its implementation should be based on representative hardware and software platforms. that should allow 
for detailed examination of the failure detection mechanism and other parts of the reconfiguration 
scheme. 
The final system would employ a real-time operating system, appropriate application cx.Ci.:utiw _ 
conforming to the ARINC 653 standard - and adequate hardware architecture. 
11.5. Conclusions 
As RIMA is closely based on the principles of IMA, the benefits of reduced system weight, reduced 
number of different types of spare parts and others [64], [651 are also present in RIMA systems. 
However, the reconfigurable approach to avionics system design offers additional advantages related to 
its capacity for dynamic changes of the function to module assignment. 
The Markov state space analysis of various RIMA systems has shown that the said systems are able to 
meet all the safety requirements and that they can satisfy very demanding dispatch availability objcctives 
with greatly reduced redundancy of processing units, when compared with traditional systems. The 
configuration analysis has also shown that in the range of the most probable system sizes, the cabinet size 
of 10 or 12 core LRMs offers the greatest redundancy benefits allowing even for a 90% redui.:tion of the 
number of redundant core LRMs. 
Having established the most suitable architecture and its configuration. the work then fo(u~J on 
designing appropriate reconfiguration schemes. This led to the development of several different da. ... -.c ... 
of reconfiguration algorithms based on common requirements and design methodology A, the aIm of 
this phase was to develop a scheme to be implemented into an avionics system. method!'> cmpkl~ 109 
function based static strategy tables were chosen. since they offer dcterminl"lic and preJKt.lhlc heha\'lOW 
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controlled by an extremely simple algorithm. Such a scheme has subsequently been formally specified 
and its safety properties have been shown. which provided solid foundations for further implementation 
of the scheme during the demonstration of RIMA systems. 
Despite the fact that both the software and hardware platforms used in the demonstration phase were not 
fully representative, the results of the simulation are very promising. It has to be noted at this point that 
although the more capable of the two systems was able to operate within its time constraints. the issue of 
inadequate hardware and software components had risen, and it is believed that future RIMA systems WIll 
have to address these issues in order to obtain the approval of the appropriate regulatory authorities. 
Various other certification issues were also identified and presented in Chapter 10. 
Although there exist areas of RIMA that require further research, it is believed that RIMA systems arc the 
natural step forward in the development of avionics systems. as they are able to provide greater safety _md 
availability margins at an expected significantly reduced cost. 
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majx (alternatively maj if only one 
function exists) 
minx (alternatively min if only one 
function exists) 
option (x) for n core LRM cabinet 
copies assigned to modules 
performing functions whose loss 
would lead to hazardous failure 
conditions 
copies assigned to modules 
performing functions whose loss 
would lead to major failure 
conditions 
copies assigned to modules 
performing functions whose loss 
would lead to minor failure 
conditions 
copies assigned to redundant modules 
module non-volatile on-board memory 
blocks (1 MB each) 
a copy of the x-th catastrophic 
function 
a copy of the x-th hazardous 
function 
a copy of the x-th major function 
a copy of the x-th minor function 
the x-th option as described in the 
tables above (Table 4.14, Table 4.15 
and Table 4.16) for n core LRM 
cabinets 
h t minimise the processing module 
Note that all assignments shown in this appendix were c osen 0 
memory requirements. 
It O==={]~~ 0 m-=--)}~- -{g;, .. 
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option without a software downloading bus. 
A.I. Assignment of software copies to processing modules - examples for 10 core LR\I 
cabinets. 
1.1. Option (a) 
Hazardous Major Minor Redundant Memory 
1 2 3 I 2 I 1 ') .. 
cl cl cl hI hI majl min min 1 ME 
c2 c2 c2 h2 h2 maj2 majl majI 2 ME 
h3 h3 hI maj2 maj2 3 ME 
cl c2 h2 hI h3 .. ME 
h3 h2 5 ME 
1.2. Option (b). 
Hazardous Major Minor Redundant Memory 
I 2 3 I I 2 1 2 
cl cl cl hI hI maj minI minI 1 ME 
c2 c2 c2 h2 h2 hI min2 min2 2 ME 
h3 h3 h2 maj maj 3 ME 
cI c2 h3 hI h3 4 ME 
h2 5 ME 
1.3. Option (c). 
Hazardous Major Minor Redundant Memory 
3 I 1 1 2 I 2 
hI maj min min 1 ME cl cl cl 
h2 hI maj maj 2 ME c2 c2 c2 
c3 c3 c3 h3 h2 
hI hI 3 ME 
cl h3 h2 h2 .. ME 
c2 c3 h3 h3 5 ME 
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core S lor the RIMA archJleclure --C' 
option without a software downloading bus. 
1.4. Option (d). 
Hazardous Major Minor Redundant Memory 
1 2 3 4 1 1 1 ""' ~
cl cl cl cl hl hl min min 1 ME 
c2 c2 c2 c2 h2 h2 maj maj .., MB .. 
h3 h3 hl hl 3 MB 
h4 h4 h2 h2 4 ME 
maj h3 h3 5 ME 
h4 h4 6 ME 
1.5. Option (e). 
Hazardous Major Minor Redundant Memory 
1 2 3 4 5 1 1 1 2 
cl cl cl cl hl hl min min 1 MB 
h2 h2 maj maj 2 MB 
h3 h3 hl hl 3 MB 
h4 h4 h2 h2 4 MB 
hS hS h3 h3 5 MB 
maj h4 h4 6 MB 
h5 h5 7MB 
A.2. Assignment of software copies to processing modules - examples for 12 core LRM 
cabinets. 
2.1. Option (a). 
Hazardous Major Minor Redundant Memory 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 
cl cl cl cl c2 hl hl majl minl minl 1 MB 
c2 c2 c2 hl hl h2 h2 maj2 min2 min2 2 MB 
h2 h2 h3 h3 maj3 majl maj 1 3 MB 
h3 h3 maj2 maj2 4 MB 
maj3 maj 3 5 MB 
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option without a software downloading bus. 
2.2. Option (b). 
Hazardous Major Minor Redundant Memory 
1 2 3 4 1 2 1 2 1 2 
cl cl cl cl hl hl majl maj2 minl minl 1 ME 
c2 c2 c2 c2 h2 h2 hl hl rnin2 min2 ..., ME ~ 
h3 h3 h2 h2 majl majl 3 ME 
h4 h4 h3 h3 maj2 maj2 4 ME 
h4 h4 5 ME 
2.3. Option (c). 
Hazardous Major Minor Redundant Memory 
1 2 3 4 1 2 1 1 2 
cl cl cl cl hl hl majl min min 1 ME 
c2 c2 c2 c2 h2 h2 maj2 majl majl 2 MB 
c3 c3 c3 c3 h3 h3 hl maj2 rnaj2 3 MB 
h4 h4 h2 hl h2 4 MB 
h3 h3 h4 5 MB 
h4 6 MB 
2.4. Option (d). 
Hazardous Major Minor Redundant Memory 
1 2 3 4 1 1 2 1 2 
cl cl cl cl hl hl hl minl minl 1 MB 
c2 c2 c2 c2 h2 h2 h2 min2 min2 2 MB 
c3 c3 c3 c3 h3 h3 h3 maj maj 3 ME 
h4 h4 h4 hl h3 4 ME 
maj h2 h4 5 ME 
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option without a software downloading bus. 
2.5. Option (e). 
Hazardous Major Minor Redundant !--!e.T.2!""j· I 2 3 4 5 I I I 2 
cl cl cl cl hI hI hI hI I MB 
c2 c2 c2 c2 h2 h2 h2 h2 2 MB 
c3 c3 c3 c3 h3 h3 h3 h3 3 MB 
h4 h4 h4 h4 4 MB 
hS hS hS hS 5 MB 
maj maj maj 6 MB 
min min 7MB 
A.3. Assignment of software copies to processing modules - examples for 16 core LRM 
cabinets. 
3.1. Option (a). 
Hazardous Major Minor Redundant Memory 
I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 I 2 I 2 3 
cl ci cl cl cl hI hI hI maji maj1 minI minI minI I MB 
c2 c2 c2 c2 c2 h2 h2 h2 maj2 maj2 min2 min2 min2 2 MB 
c3 c3 c3 c3 c3 h3 h3 h3 maj3 maj3 maji maji maj2 3 MB 
h4 h4 h4 hI hI maj2 maj3 maj3 4 MB 
hS hS hS h2 h2 h3 h3 h4 5 MB 
h4 hS hS 6 MB 
3.2. Option (b). 
Hazardous Major Minor Redundant Memory 
I 2 3 4 5 I 2 I 2 I 2 3 
cl cl cl cl ci hI hI hI maji maji majl maj I I MB 
c2 c2 c2 c2 c2 h2 h2 h2 maj2 maj2 maj2 maj2 2 MB 
c3 c3 c3 c3 c3 h3 h3 h3 h3 minI minI minI 3 MB 
min2 min2 min2 . MB h4 h4 h4 h4 .. c4 c4 c4 c4 c4 
hS hS hS hS hI hI h3 5 ~!!,l 
h2 h2 h4 6 '-'n .... ' 
h5 7 ~!P 
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option without a software downloading bus. 
3.3. Option (c). 
Hazardous Major Minor Redundant Memory 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
cl cl cl cl cl hl hl hl hl majl minl minl minl 1 MB 
c2 c2 c2 c2 c2 h2 h2 h2 h2 maj2 min2 min2 min2 .., MB ~ 
c3 c3 c3 c3 c3 h3 h3 h3 h3 h2 min3 min3 min3 3 MB 
hl h4 h4 h4 h4 h3 majl majl majl 4 ME 
maj3 h4 maj2 maj2 maj2 5 !'!3 
maj3 maj3 maj3 6 ME 
3.4. Option (d). 
Hazardous Major Minor Redundant Memory 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 1 1 2 3 
cl cl cl cl cl hl maj maj maj maj 1 ME 
c2 c2 c2 c2 c2 h2 hl min min min 2 MB 
c3 c3 c3 c3 c3 h3 h2 hl hl hl 3 ME 
c4 c4 c4 c4 c4 h4 h3 h2 h2 h2 4 ME 
cS cS cS cS cS hS h4 h3 h3 h3 5 ME 
h6 hS h4 h4 h4 6 MB 
h6 hS h5 hS 7 ME 
h6 h6 h6 8 MB 
3.5. Option (e). 
Hazardous Major Minor Redundant Memory 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 1 1 2 3 
cl cl cl cl cl hl maj maj maj maj 1 MB 
min min min .., MB h2 hl ~ c2 c2 c2 c2 c2 
c3 c3 c3 c3 c3 h3 h2 hl hl hl 3 MB 
c4 c4 c4 c4 c4 h4 h3 h2 h2 h2 4 MB 
hS h4 h3 h3 h3 5 MB 
h6 hS h4 h4 h4 6 MB 
h7 h6 h5 h5 hS .., MB 
h7 h6 h6 h6 RMB 
h7 h7 h7 9 MB 
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